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Preface

There has continuously been a massive growth of Internet traffic for
these years despite the “bubble burst” in year 2000. As the telecom market
is gradually picking up, it would be a consensus in telecom and data-com
industries that the CAPEX (Capital Expenditures) to rebuild the network
infrastructure to cope with this traffic growth would be imminent, while the
OPEX (Operational Expenditures) has to be within a tight constraint.
Therefore, the newly built       -century network has to fully evolve from
voice-oriented legacy networks, not only by increasing the transmission
capacity of WDM links but also by introducing switching technologies in
optical domain to provide full-connectivity to support a wide variety of
services.

This book stems from the technical contributions presented at the
Optical Networks and Technology Conference (OpNeTec), inaugurated this
year 2004 in Pisa, Italy, and collects innovations of optical network
technologies toward the century network. High-quality recent research
results on optical networks and related technologies are presented,
including IP over WDM integration, burst and packet switchings, control
and managements, operation, metro- and access networks, and components
and devices in the perspective of network application. An effort has been
made throughout the conference, hopefully reflected at least partially in this
book, to bring together researchers, scientists, and engineers working both
academia and industries to discuss the relative impact of networks on
technologies and vice versa, with a vision of the future. Too often the
photonic communication field is approached as it were a mature field where
systems and technologies have their own lives. Photonics is still in its
infancy, playing the correlation and reciprocal influence of technology and



xvi

system/network solutions a key role, deserving more attention and
consideration on both sides.

Ken-ichi Kitayama
Francesco Masetti-Placci

Giancarlo Prati
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DEVELOPMENTS IN OPTICAL SEAMLESS
NETWORKS
Invited paper

Andrea Spaccapietra1,Giovanni Razzetta2

1VicePresident Optical Core Networks, Marconi Corporation,
New Century Park, Coventry, West Midlands, CV3 1HJ, United Kingdom,

andrea.spaccapietra@marconi.com
2Photonics System Design Manager, Marconi Communications,
Via A. Negrone 1A, 16153 Genova, Italy
giovanni.razzetta@marconi.com

Abstract: This paper give a view on key technologies that are emerging as the enabler
for evolving Core Transport Network towards the delivery of the customer
experience expected by the service users community. Optical technologies
will be dealt with first, explaining how they are fitting in the medium and
long term evolution of commercial optical transmission systems. Hardware
and software technologies involved in the shift toward data centric services
are addressed, identifying the path to a full integrated transport and switching
core network, with the ultimate objective of maximizing the user benefits and
reducing cost.

1. INTRODUCTION

National incumbents, large fixed line second operators and some key Mobile
operators have spent significant time and Capital building large, highly reliable,
resilient, carrier-class Networks to support Voice and leased lines services. This
had been a stable business model for well over a decade, with the largest challenge
being how to scale.

As we know the existing model is being challenged. It is anticipated that the
revenue our customers will generate from traditional voice services will be flat at
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best, with growth expected to come from the provision of new broadband data
services (i.e. triple play: voice, data and video).

Residential broadband services typically consume 10 times the bandwidth of
narrowband users, but are offered at no more than twice the existing narrowband
subscription rates. Equally the increasing requirement for Enterprise businesses to
store, protect and retrieve information and records is doubling data traffic in the
Wide area every two years.

Broadband services dramatically increase capacity demands on the network
but do not return a proportional increases in revenue. Therefore network operators
need to substantially reduce network operational costs, provide capacity at much
lower cost per bit and deliver new revenue generating services.

In the following the enabling technologies for achieving such objectives are
illustrated and placed in the context of new generation core transport network,
delivering seamless services to network operators and their customers.

1.1 Optical seamless network

Optical Seamless network is a key component in building service
infrastructures that deliver a delighting customer experience, innovative products,
rapid time to market for new services and transform the cost base for the network.
An example can be found in Figure 1.

The goal of the service infrastructure is to provide a “simple and complete”
communications service to customers, regardless of time or place.

The pillars of this network vision are:
an high performance, integrated, cost effective transport infrastructure,

evolving from current transport networks;
new platforms for services based on the delivery of content and applications,

supporting both multi-media and mobile services;
OSS increasingly becoming part of the service, and ultimately converging

with the network intelligence components;
standards to define the architecture components.

The optical seamless network is a rationalized optical transport enabling an
ultra broadband data network. Access networks will be converging onto a multi-
service platform.
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Figure 1- Service network architecture

2. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OPTICAL
SEAMLESS NETWORK

After positioning the Optical Seamless network in the bigger picture of overall
service network, we need to identify the requirements that service objectives set to
the transport network and how they can be best addressed using emerging
technologies. Requirements can be better understood if the transport network is
logically divided into a data plane and a control plane. From the technological
point of view the data plane can be further divided into three technology layers: the
optical plane, the electrical plane and the data plane in strict sense (i.e. packet/cell
based).

Key requirements and related technologies for the optical plane enabling the
seamless operation can be identified in transparent bypass of wavelengths (OXC,
ROADM, EDFA and Raman amplifiers) and compatibility with existing fibre plant
(dispersion resistant modulation schemes for combined 40Gbit/s/10Gbit/s
transport).

Emerging technologies for the electrical plane ready for a massive roll-out in
the electrical plane are integration of SDH and wavelength (ODU) switching,
standards compliant mapping of data into transport frames (GFP/LCAS/VCAT).

The data plane will be initially provided by separated plug-in cards and
ultimately a protocol agnostic transport switching can allow further integration
with the electrical plane.
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Figure 1 – Network planes

The control of the network will progressively migrate from centralized
operation support systems or network management system to a distributed control
plane (the same way large data networks are managed today), although functions
like Alarm Supervision, Performance Monitoring and Inventory will remain under
the TMN domain.

A common control scheme for data and transport simplifies operational
processes and ease the convergence of data and transport.

2.1 Optical plane

After the massive investment in the “Holy Grail” of optical technologies during
the years of the “Telecom bubble”, we are now in a situation where components
suppliers are bringing selected optical technologies to the marketplace for being
usefully utilized in the design of optical system. The economical benefit of the so
called “optical bypass ” is now recognized in the transmission community and a
number of component and system technologies are available. Some of them are
well established, such as dynamic power management, dispersion management,
error correction, some of them are being developed and will become common in
the near future, such as electrical distortion compensation (EDC), innovative
modulation formats and sophisticated methods for optical performance monitoring
& fault localization. All of these ingredients are preparing current transmission



infrastructure for scaling towards high channel bit-rates (i.e. 40G), that has already
been experimented in the field, both in Europe and US.

All the above needs to be achieved through a “platform concept”, in order to
deliver inexpensive unlimited bandwidth with the maximum flexibility. For
example a single common chassis type that has multi function slots that can
accommodate the relevant transponders, amplifiers or optical switching unit.

7

2.2 Electrical plane

If we look at today SDH layer of a Core transmission network we can see that
we have a potential like for like element replacement of 16:1 or greater. The high
capacity OCS nodes can consolidate multiple 1st generation ADM Elements into
one element. This results in considerable infrastructure savings with the associated
benefits this brings. This allows significant improvements to be made at all levels
of a core implementation. It also allows simplification of potential co-located
elements which are interconnecting to other Access rings bringing operational and
real estate benefits.

Moving to the layer above SDH we can see savings gained through integration
between layers of the core Network. The recently standardized Optical Transport
Network frame structure (OTN/ODU) is now integrated in optical cross-connects,
that now can handle wavelength bandwidth granularity.

Along with the evolution toward larger granularity and massive integration, the
capability of handling data streams by simply mapping them in transport structure
is now being deployed. Bandwidth optimisation through aggregation and dynamic
bandwidth allocation enhance the competitiveness of the solutions with respect to
pure data networks. This identifies a definite trend for transport networks to
encompass layer 2 and even layer 3 functionalities, but with the carrier class
availability performance that transport network only can deliver.

This provides a base architecture that can adapt to accommodate any service
mix.

2.3 Control Plane

The “Seamless’ attribute of new generation transport network is associated
with an increased level of intelligence that is inherent within the network elements
and is realised via the implementation of an ASTN/GMPLS control plane, which
simplifies network operation and optimises network resources.

Via the neighbour discovery function newly added network elements and nodes
are automatically recognised by the network. The additional capacity and route
diversity becomes automatically part of the network resource pool and can
immediately be used. Long and cumbersome manual configuration processes
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belong to the past. The end user can requested new services directly via the
standardised user-network-interface (UNI). The network automatically finds the
best and least expensive route through the mesh and protects it according to the
selected grade of service. New services are provisioned at a fraction of the time
and cost compared to today’s manual processes. Additional flexibility can be
offered to the end-user, optical virtual private networks (OVPN) become a
compelling reality.

Mesh based restoration schemes increase the resilience of the network against
any type of failure. Therefore new survivability schemes can be offered in addition
to the well-known SDH/OTN protection mechanisms and guaranteeing comparable
switching time.

2.4 The convergence of data and transport

The reality of an optical layer capable of dynamic provisioning and restoration
of optical circuits offers the opportunity for an architecture where a reconfigurable
SDH/OTN network delivers connectivity to the nodes of a packet backbone. The
reconfigurable optical layer can be shared among other service networks such as
ATM, Frame Relay or leased lines.

User to Network Interface between IP and transport systems is standardised
and interoperability between the two has been demonstrated and tested. IP over
transport network approach is key to guarantee the scalability of the switched
optical backbones and the cost-effectiveness of this approach has been
demonstrated by network modelling studies.

The final convergence step will be represented by a unique Core Node where
the Core Data functionality (IP/MPLS) is fully integrated inside the Transport
Node. As mentioned before the availability of protocol agnostic switching fabrics
will surely enable this evolution

3. CONCLUSIONS

Optical Seamless network developments are based around four key elements
which combine to deliver against the requirements outlined

Integration
Flexibility
Intelligence
Standardisation.

The consolidated of network elements by increasing switching capacity and
vertical layer integration, simplifies the network and improve the efficiency of the
core network, enabling simpler operation due to fewer elements.
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The flexibility of a single platform, Multi-application, next generation solution
also simplifies the core network, significantly reducing the operational expenditure
due to reduced Maintenance, powers, space, spares and training. Modular &
Scalable platforms enables the network to scale with traffic requirements whilst
also ensuring low first in cost.

Through implementation of intelligent switching and software mechanisms, the
implementation of products with “change aware” hardware enables Dynamic TMN
capabilities to the network allowing on the fly provisioning of services and
restoration. This dynamic network environment can be utilised for creating
competitive advantage by introducing new enhanced differentiated dynamic
services.

Open interfaces conformant to the standards developed by the telecom industry
ensure inter-operability between different layer networks and between different
vendors equipment in the same layer.

By the evolution path outline, significant and measurable benefits of the optical
seamless network are realised.
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Abstract: To transmit and display high quality movies via optical networks, a
new Super High Definition (SHD) digital cinema distribution system
with the resolution of 8-million pixel is developed. Its image quality
is four times of HDTV in resolution, and enables us to replace
conventional 35mm films. This system is based on JPEG 2000
coding technology and transmits high quality digital cinema over
high-speed IP networks. All digital cinema data are continuously
transmitted at up to 500 Mbps. This system opens the door to the next
generation of cinema-class digital content distribution over optical
networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of broadband networks has stimulated the development of
applications that use high quality image communications. To satisfy professional
users in industry, i.e. printing, medicine, and image archiving, a precision color
imaging system is required to achieve the digital images of excellent quality
beyond HDTV. An image category, called Super High Definition (SHD) images
[1,2] is defined to have a resolution of at least 2000 pixels vertically with 24-bit
color separation. The SHD images surpass the quality of 35-mm films in terms of
spatial resolution. In our first study on the SHD images and their applications, we
developed a high quality still image system with 28.3 inches LCD display of
2560x2048 pixel resolution. This image system features GbE as high speed
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network interface and can transmit 2000 scanning line class still images within one
second.

At the same time, we have developed a new platform for high quality digital
cinema with 8 million pixels, called SHD digital cinema. This SHD digital cinema
scales the heights now occupied by 35mm film. It offers large venue support, large
screen projection to fully realize the promise of digital cinema, scalable integrated
media production, and film-less cinema distribution via broadband networks. The
new SHD digital cinema format is defined as 2000 or more scan lines,
progressively scanned, running at 24 frames per second. To evaluate this new
format, we have developed real-time DECODER and a projector capable of
handling SHD digital cinema with an effective resolution of 3840 x 2048 pixels
(square sample). SHD digital cinema contains roughly four times the picture
information of HDTV 1080p/24. A comparison is made in Figure 1. SHD digital
cinema features RGB color encoding and 30 bits per pixel, for a much more film-
like visual richness. Motion picture people in Hollywood count up the cinema
resolution from the point of horizontal pixel. Therefore, they call our system as
“4K Digital Cinema”.

To transmit the movie contents using optical networks, an exceptionally high
performance decoder and an imaging system are required to process the movies in
real-time. This is because the total bit rate of an SHD digital cinema can equal 5.6
Gbps (3840 x 2048 pixels, 24 fps and 30-bit color), and the movie should be
compressed to 10:1 - 20:1 in order to transmit them by wide-area IP networks.
Eventually a special combination of a real-time DECODER and a projection
device is required to show SHD digital cinema. In this paper, we introduce an SHD
digital cinema distribution system.

Figure 1. Resolution and frame rate of SHD images
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2. SHD DIGITAL CINEMA SYSTEM

We have developed a prototype digital cinema system that can store, transmit
and display SHD digital cinema of 8 million (3840x2048) pixel resolution using
JPEG2000[3] coding algorithm. The SHD digital cinema distribution system is
shown in figure 2 and 3. This is the third generation of our SHD digital cinema
distribution system[4,5,6]. The transmission from the server to the real-time
DECODER is done over GbE (Gigabit Ethernet). It consists of three main devices,
a video server, a real-time DECODER, and a LCD projector. We assume that the
movie data have been compressed and stored in advance. The real-time
DECODER decompresses the video streams transmitted from the server using
parallel JPEG2000 processors, and outputs the digital video data to an LCD
projector with 3840x2048 pixel resolution and RGB 30 bits with 24 fps.

Figure 2. System conciguration of prototype SHD digital cinema distribution system

Figure 3. Photograph of SHD digital cinema distribution system
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2.1 Image Coding Algorithm:

The SHD digital cinema system uses the JPEG2000 algorithm to construct a
real-time DECODER. From the point of communication traffic and storage cost,
inter-frame coding such as MPEG-2 is better at compressing movie data. However,
we selected JPEG2000 for the following five reasons. (1) There is no international
standard to compress video for RGB 30 bits or more. (2) Other sets of compressed
data with lower resolution can be generated easily by using the facility for
embedded scheme of layered coding algorithm. (3) Intra-frame coding schemes
remain important because of their support of video editing. (4) It is much easier to
implement a parallel processing decoder by using compact JPEG2000 CODEC
chips. (5) The decoder is robust against data error. Error recovery is achieved
simply by discarding the corrupted image frame. The reasons (3) to (5) are
common for JPEG and JPEG2000, but only JPEG2000 satisfies reasons (1) and (2)
for excellent image reproduction which is requested by motion picture people

2.2 Real-time DECODER

The DECODER can perform the real-time decompression at a speed of 500M
pixels per second, using parallel JPEG2000 processing elements. As a JPEG2000
processor, Analog Devices Inc. ADV202 is selected. The decoder consists of 2
circuit blocks, a PC/LINUX part with GbE interface, and newly developed
JPEG2000 decoder boards shown in figure 4. 4 chips of ADV202 are installed in
each board. Total 4 boards are installed on the PCI-X-bus in order to process 24
frames of 4K x 2K pixel up to 36-bit RGB color images (4 :4 :4) in a second. At
the same time, This board supports 10 bits YCbCr (4 :2 :2) mode and transfer
function from YCbCr to RGB is installed. This kind of flexibility is obtained by
the FPGA based circuit design.

Figure 4. Photograph of JPEG2000 decoder board
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The PC part receives the coded streams of 200M to 500Mbps, then transfers
them to JPEG2000 decoder boards. The PC part consists of dual CPUs running
with LINUX. A control program runs as an application that consists of two threads
that share the PC’s main memory as a large data buffer. One thread reads the data
received from GbE-NIC, and the other reformats and forwards them to each of four
decoder boards. The buffer size is only limited by the main memory size of the PC,
usually set to 200MB.

2.3 LCD Projector

The prototype projector itself was developed by JVC using D-ILA technology.
The high picture quality of D-ILA is derived from the advanced LCOS (Liquid
Crystal on Silicon) technology and a high-precision optical system. The major
features of D-ILA are high brightness, high resolution, high contrast ratio, analog
gradation and high-speed response. The SHD LCD projector uses three pieces of
3840x2048 pixel reflective D-ILA panels for each RGB 10-bit colors, and its size
is 1.7 inches. The effective brightness exceeds 5000 ANSI lumens by using a
1600W xenon lamp, which is bright enough to show images on as large as 300-
inch diagonal screens. The refresh rate of the projector is chosen to 96Hz. This
high refresh rate thoroughly eliminate flicker, and is compatible to 24fps movie.
Every frame of decoder output is simply displayed for times in the projector
without any interpolation between adjacent frames.

2.4 PC Video Server

The PC server consists of LINUX running on dual CPUs (Pentium III, 1.44GHz),
an IDE-RAID (200GB x 6, RAID0, striping mode), and a GbE NIC. The movie
films are digitized to a large set of still images, and compressed in advance. The
original movie data are divided into 960x512 pixel image tiles, and they have 30
bits RGB color components. A data transfer command reads the data from the
RAID and writes them periodically to the GbE NIC. Like the DECODER control
program, a large size shared buffer is used in the server in order to enhance the
maximum transmission rate by averaging the disk read speed. Contrary to an
ordinal streaming system that runs by its own clock, the data rate of the server is
precisely controlled by the DECODER via acknowledge signal. This is because
the decoder generates the master-clock of the movie system of 24Hz to yield
smooth replay without the lack or duplicate of frame
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The quality of SHD movies and performance of the transmission system are
evaluated by using long movie data that are digitized and compressed from a
variety of actual movies.

3.1 Digital Cinema Data Acquitision

To evaluate the SHD movie system, a lot of movie sequences are required to
compare with the conventional film movies, So we provided various types of high
quality movie data sequences with less blurs, scratches, nor grain noises. Some of
the sequences are digitized from original negative films, such as “Circle of Love”
provided by ARRI and short test sequences provided by Hollywood studios.
Others are from inter-positive (IP) films, such as “Tomorrow’s Memory” shot by
NTT, and dupe-negative (DN) films, such as “Tomb Raider” of full Hollywood
movie. Usually, we use an IMAGICA’s “Imager XE” film scanner to digitize these
films. This scanner can yield image files of 4096x3012 pixel as maximum size
with RGB 10 bit log Cineon format and it takes 10 seconds per frame for scanning.
This is a very time consuming process of data acquisition. Recently, Thmoson
Grass Valley announced the development of high speed film digitizer. This kind of
high speed film digitizer is indispensable to make large variety of digitized cinema
contents to form a cinema archiving with reasonable costs in the near future.

Master image file is obtained from this 10 bit log Cineon format image files
through the color correction process. As master image file format, we use RGB
30bit TIFF file for each frame. In the case of “Tomb Raider” of 101 minutes
movie, the size of master file is 4.5 Tera Bytes from 144,000 frames.

As far as sound material, we don’t apply any compression technologies and we
use uncompressed sequence. Usually, master sound can be obtained as the
TASCAM DA98 tapes. The 6-channel sound tracks are extracted from this tape.
The digital sound data are stored in the Linux/PC server as WAV files and
transmitted as IP stream with image data. As the highest sound quality, 24 bit per
channel with 96 KHz sampling is available for the play back of orchestra and
musical.

3.2 Network Transmission

We selected TCP for the connection protocol from server to real-time
DECODER. TCP is adequate for the stable connected transmission and best
method to share the bandwidth of IP router based network. Within the multiplex
cinema, it is very easy to use. But for large RTT (Round trip time) network, it is
very difficult to extract its full performance. In order to verify the performance, we
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had an experiment with a long distance high-speed IP network environment called
Internet 2, on 29th October, 2002. In this case, we used the second generation of
our SHD digital cinema distribution system[5,6].

The network configuration is shown in figure 5. We set up the server in the
Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois, Chicago
(UIC). The real-time DECODER and the projector were installed at the Robert
Zemeckis Center of the School of Cinema-Television at the University of Southern
California (USC), Los Angeles. The distance between the server and the decoder
was more than 3000 km. There were six router hops between them. The RTT
(Round Trip Time) of the network was measured to be 59ms. The target
transmission rate is 300 Mbps. Many power users were sharing Internet2 while our
experiments.

Figure 5. Network configuration of long distance transmission with Internet2

To overcome the long distance, we applied (1) a large TCP window, 4 MByte,
(2) multiple TCP connections, and (3) a shaping control function. The TCP
window size is the amount of data able to be sent without acknowledgement. There
are theoretical limitations to TCP-window-based flow control. The configuration
guideline is “window size > Required TCP throughput x RTT ”. The TCP window
size of the system was extended to 4 MByte from its initial 64 KByte value.
Measured throughput was increased from 8 Mbps to 50 Mbps. Theoretically,
extension of window size is enough, but it is impossible to extract real high speed.

To improve the performance, we increase the number of TCP connections
between the server and the real-time CODEC. The server application divided the
movie data into equal segments and sequentially wrote them to multiple TCP
sockets. As the number of TCP connections increased, it was confirmed that
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throughput went up. Finally, using 64 TCP connections, we could get 200 Mbps.
But the stream’s bit rate could not be raised even when the number of connections
was increased more than 64.

We used an application traffic monitor to observe the traffic pattern to a
resolution of 1 ms. We found that the nature of data transmission was very bursty.
To suppress the burstiness, a shaping control function for the data transmission was
built into the socket writing process of the server application. As a result,
transmitted movie data traffic reach 300 Mbps. We could succeed in transmitting
SHD movie over 3000 Km at 300 Mbps with TCP/IP protocol. To implement
adequate functions, TCP can be applied to long distance transmission.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an SHD digital cinema system that offers the resolution of
3840x2048 pixels and the quality of RGB 30 bits. We have exerted concerted
efforts in realizing a complete digital cinema system that fully match the quality of
35mm film. Now the technology of optical network has matured and the new era
of broadband network is coming. We believe that a lot of image service will
appear using this kind of high quality digital content distribution platform.
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NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS –
A VISION OF NETWORK EVOLUTION
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Abstract: This article presents a view of the needs and developments for the “Next
Generation Networks”. It starts from a market and service context following
the burst of the Internet bubble and sketches the likely evolution of services
by end user type. It is centered, however on a vision of network evolving to
architectures necessary to support the needs of operators with special
emphasis on the European environment.

1. MARKET & SERVICE CONTEXT

1.1 Network traffic

Total service revenues are still increasing, but revenue segmentation in service
categories shows a move towards broadband access and mobile (see Fig. 1, 2)

Figure 1 & 2 - Global fixed and mobile revenues by region (Source Gartner)
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The dominating revenue stream remains voice traffic. On a worldwide basis,
fixed network voice revenues are largely flat. Growth is mostly in new markets,
offset by decline in mature areas (most pronounced in Western Europe). Prices
continue to fall where competition exists. Mobile call volumes and revenues are
continuing to grow quite rapidly (although prices are falling, and there is some
evidence that revenue growth is slowing slightly). Mobile telephony revenues are
set to exceed fixed line revenues in the near future1. In many less developed
markets, mobile telephony is supplying the basic voice communications need, as
fixed line infrastructure is not available.

In general, fixed line network operators in the developed world are expecting a
slow long-term decline in revenues from these traditional services. They are
developing defensive strategies (pricing tactics against mobile services, for
example) but nonetheless expect these revenues to decline (3% per annum is a
European operator expectation).

1.2 Service evolution

1.2.1 Residential Customers

Residential broadband is a major success as a consumer technology.
Worldwide, the dominant method of provision is DSL. In the UK and US, cable
modem has also been a major success (see fig. 3 for the UK scenario).

Fig. 3 – UK Broadband end user base growth

1 A major source of recent fixed line revenue has been calls to mobile networks. These
prices are now being reduced by regulators.
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It is expected that residential broadband services will be a key growth area over
the next 5 years or so, growing at a faster rate than business services, to become
one of the most important revenue segments.

Broadband service users typically consume 10 times the bandwidth of
narrowband users per person, while revenues are simply based on subscription (no
more than twice a typical narrowband subscription). This causes a decrease in
revenue per bit carried, leading to cost pressure within service provider networks.

Increase in revenue is likely to be generated not just by higher penetration of
broadband for fast Internet access, but also by additional services. For this to be
profitable, however, such new services need to be made available without
significant additional infrastructure investment.

Such services are likely to be based on specific content and application needs,
such as (personal interest) video-on-demand and online gaming via specialized
game consoles (e.g. PS-2). Whilst the business models have yet to evolve, there are
two likely scenarios. Firstly, the ISP could become the focus (via their portal) from
which end-users purchase such content and applications direct [the ISP as “media
aggregator”]. Secondly, such purchases could be made from the content /
application owners, with a proportion of the revenue going to the service provider
for such things as portal placement, localized caching and (later) session-based
services providing increased capacity and/or QoS. (The two models can be thought
of as a retail scenario and a wholesale scenario.)

Within a few years, typical residential customers will use some sort of home
media server. Via in-home networking technologies (typically 802.11 WLAN),
these will connect using xDSL transport to such services in an “always-on”
manner.

An increasing amount of voice traffic will be handled by mobile networks.
What remains on the fixed networks could be decreased further (in PSTN terms)
by VoIP, because of voice-enabled game software, instant messaging packages &
multimedia contact centres.

An important opportunity for the fixed network operator is to capture parts of
the mobile revenue stream by facilitating fixed/mobile convergence. For example:

Services allowing terminal mobility from the mobile to the fixed network –
e.g. use of a WiFi enabled mobile terminal on fixed network tariffs at home
using packet voice over DSL.
Integration of fixed and mobile directory services, and the use of “presence”
applications to keep in touch with people.

An increasing percentage of people are working from home, at least on a part-
time basis. Secure IP VPNs through the Internet will become the predominant way
to connect such teleworkers to their corporate networks.
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1.2.2 Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

Similar to the situation with residential broadband, business broadband over
DSL is expected to show healthy year-by-year growth.

As DSL products were initially developed for residential customers and priced
for the mass market, these services can prove very attractive to SMEs. On the
downside, there is a significant risk of substitution (“cannibalization”) of existing
leased line revenues.

Service performance and guaranteed SLAs are the main means of
differentiation with leased line services, as customers are willing to pay a premium
if their specific needs are met with distinct products. However, the delivery
mechanism is not as important to SMEs as the service provided for a given cost.

It is likely then that data VPN services will grow rapidly where they are offered
over xDSL broadband access. Such provision could then result in service providers
offering seamless service evolution from xDSL technologies towards higher
capacity fiber based solutions.

It can be expected that, where SMEs operate over multiple sites, service
provider provision of data VPN services could become much more attractive than
the renting of leased lines and self-provisioning of services on them.

Coupled to this, customers will expect to get a multitude of services delivered
at a single interface (with appropriate quality. This requires technical mechanisms
for service separation (e.g. VLAN tags, MPLS labels, ATM VCs), session
admission control and flow policing so as to provide appropriate guarantees of
quality and security.

VoIP/Centrex will be among the interesting business options for such
customers based on advanced broadband access.

1.2.3 Large Corporate Customers

Large corporate customers are examining their WAN costs as part of reviews
of IT infrastructure, and will expect to continue to get more bandwidth and lower
prices. Nonetheless, there are opportunities to increase overall communications
revenue, in particular by convincingly demonstrating that other costs can be
avoided using communications. Such opportunities are likely to arise in respect of
supply chain integration, outsourcing, travel avoidance, and reduction in fixed
office costs. There is also an increased focus on network security and disaster
recovery, leading to requirements for network-wide encryption and authentication,
and to the need for geographically remote storage backup.

Centralized servers organized in hub-and-spoke configuration are a common
model. The dominating technologies used to build such WANs are FR and ATM,
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as well as SDH-based leased line networks, but growth in data VPN services is
expected to eat into this.

There is a spectrum of these data VPN services, ranging from “multiplexed
Ethernet private line” (multiple “Ethernet virtual circuits” from a large site
switched to different destinations in the network on the basis of VLAN tag),
through “complex L2” VPN technologies (such as Virtual Private LAN Service
(VPLS) – formerly “draft Lassere-Vkompella”) to L3 VPN technologies based on
IP/MPLS routing (e.g. RFC 2547) to VPNs based on IPSec. From the service
perspective, these offerings can be differentiated by scalability, security and QOS
characteristics (where large numbers of endpoints are involved, L3 routing is
necessary, and delay-sensitive intersite services still require leased line-like QOS
guarantees). Not all of these services will find favour in the marketplace.
Moreover, many operators are finding these services more complex to provide and
administer than traditional leased lines, whilst service prices are usually lower.

Home worker and Telecommuters now frequently use the Internet to access
company servers by means of secure tunneling. Utilization of wireless LANs is
currently quite low, but likely to expand within both the corporate environment,
and via the use of Wireless hot spots.

ISDN PBX is the predominant infrastructure for corporate voice. There is no
compelling short-term reason to replace this infrastructure, however as replacement
opportunities arise, packet voice will be the new technology of choice. VoIP PBXs
are already taking substantial market share. An increasing amount of these packet
voice service opportunities will be outsourced to service providers. There will also
be business development of PC instant messaging products to provide “virtual
presence” and interface via VoIP with mobile networks.

The physical service interface is likely to be fast or Gigabit Ethernet, allowing
for flow separation by VLAN tags or MPLS labels, and providing a “fractional
rate” service2.

2. IMPACT ON OPERATORS

After the “bursting of the Internet bubble”, network operators are under
significant business pressure. As consequences, operators have two major
objectives:
1.

2.

Need for substantial reduction of ongoing network operational costs, and
incremental capacity at much lower cost per bit.
Need for new service revenues. There is unlikely to be any single “killer
application”, and so this likely requires many new services to be deployed.

2 That is, a “subscribed bit rate” less than physical line rate, policed by the network, and
variable in relatively small increments by service provisioning.
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Operators are at different stages of emergence from corporate reconstruction
and debt reduction programs. Moreover, they have different views of the
appropriateness of their basic network infrastructure. Nonetheless, they are
increasingly beginning to consider new programs of capital investment to address
the objectives above (OPEX reduction and multi-service flexibility). These
investment programs will have major consequences both in network and in OSS
architecture for operators.

3. NETWORK CONSEQUENCES

Operators are discovering a real business need to make convergence happen.
Reducing the number of edge platforms deployed in high volume in their networks,
and reducing the number of service-specific overlay networks are major
opportunities for increased efficiency and cost reduction. They need to find new
service revenues from added value on top of basic broadband and new services to
small business. These new services need to be delivered with appropriate quality,
and will need usage-based charging.

3.1 Operational Support Systems (OSS) consequences

In mature organizations there are opportunities to rationalize operational
support systems (which are often based on individual service needs rather than
common business processes). The rationalizations may be linked with network
evolution but can also take place independently. For example, a flexible billing
system operating across many services and several networks can be introduced
independently of the evolution of the networks. A common fault management
process can be introduced in a similar way. There are also opportunities to
introduce new processes and systems where there may be nothing today: for
example post processing of usage records can help to improve fraud detection and
reduce revenue ‘leaks’. Introduction of auto-discovery algorithms and centralized
inventory may assist in validating network equipment usage and result in better
utilization of capacity. Where there are demonstrable short to medium term returns
on investment operators will invest in OSS in order to:

Improve operational efficiency - minimize data entry, end user control,
error reduction, supply chain integration, fast fulfillment, speed of fault
location and repair.
Improve capital investment utilization – accurate inventory, efficient
utilization of installed capacity, timely investment in new capacity
Increase/secure revenue – flexibility of service definition, bundling and
tariffing, improved customer retention, revenue assurance
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4. A NETWORK VISION

Future communication networks will provide a significantly broader range of
services. As profit margins will continue to be low, these networks will need to be
realized by a minimum number of technologies3.

IP will be the near-universal technology of the service layer. MPLS will
eventually form a common virtual-circuit switching backbone layer, running over
an SDH/OTN transport core (with integrated DWDM). Specialized high capacity
traffic streams (e.g. SAN) will be mapped with minimum overhead onto core
transport. For high capacity business services, the access and metro networks will
have a traffic aggregation and transport role, connecting customer IP routers to IP
service switches at the “edge of the core”. For residential broadband and SMEs, a
multi-service access node will manage the continuing diversity of “last mile”
technologies (including copper, wireless and some fibre). (See Fig. 4 & 5)

Fig. 4 & 5 – Next Generation Network structure and transport views

4.1 Customer premises Equipment

As the network simplifies, most of the required network terminals will become
standardized consumer products. Currently we already have standardized ADSL
and cable modems, and integration with “Internet gateway” switches and firewalls.
We believe that this is likely to extend into the business market. Of particular
significance is the Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM) initiative, which may well
create a market for both copper and fibre termination of fractional Ethernet (and
possibly also E1 & Ethernet together over fibre). There will remain a market for
low cost Ethernet over SDH terminals, and for access C/DWDM.

3 For a broader description of some key aspects of such technologies see H Green, P
Ghiggino: “An overview of key technologies for the next generation networks” –
Submitted to OpNeTec 2004
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4.2 Edge Transport

Access and metro transport will be based on Ethernet L2 aggregation
techniques, using frame labels such as VLAN tags or MPLS for “permanent virtual
circuits” with fine bandwidth granularity. Both in the access and regional transport
area, these frame streams may be carried either as native Ethernet (with OAM
additions such as those proposed by EFM) or GFP encoded to SDH virtual
concatenation groups. SDH will continue to be used for high-quality synchronous
transport (E1s for PBX interconnect, mobile backhaul etc.) especially where
timing/clock distribution requirements are important, and is a natural choice where
ring topology protection is useful.

While transport devices will evolve the capability to cross-connect labeled
frame streams, we do not believe that this will imply the need for a full IP/MPLS
control plane. There will be a move towards more automatic provisioning of these
label switched paths, most likely based on ASTN concepts. A vital feature of this
architecture is that these aggregation nodes should be simple to configure and
maintain, and should be “transparent” to the service level interaction. For this
reason, we believe that such devices should offer only a limited range of traffic
management/statistical multiplexing options (essentially committed effort and best
effort concentration) which can be policed once at ingress to the network.

4.3 Multi-Service Access

Multi-service access platforms, located at copper termination points (and
perhaps also in street cabinets) are a vital part of the next generation network. They
will support a graceful evolution from POTS to packet voice (using “combo” line
cards and integrated packet voice gateways), and allow a range of value-added
services to be deployed on top of residential broadband access. They will gradually
replace many different service-specific devices at the edge of the network,
allowing significant simplification and operational cost saving, whilst allowing
continued diversity of “last mile” options.

MSANs can be seen as a new generation of DSLAMs. As such, they need to
maintain the ATM aggregation capabilities of DSLAMs on the line side. In our
view, ATM remains an effective way of managing controlled multiplexing of
services on relatively low-speed lines. On the aggregate side, we expect MSANs to
offer Ethernet transport (native and NG-SDH).

Current generation DSLAMs transport ATM VCs per customer back into the
network, where they are terminated at a B-RAS. The B-RAS forms the point of
service termination, calling upon external servers (e.g. RADIUS) for the so-called
“triple-A” (Authorization, Authentication, & Accounting) functions, and then
forward the virtual circuits to ISP edge routers using IP Layer 2 Tunneling protocol
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(L2TP). This architecture does not scale well, especially when added value
services require multiple classes of service per customer. Hence we believe that
this B-RAS functionality will be distributed to the MSANs, which will terminate
multiple ATM VCs per customer, and directly map to L2TP inside provisioned
MPLS tunnels for different QOS classes (or use “draft Martini” MPLS label
stacking). The MSAN will continue to use centralized servers for “triple-A”4.

4.4 MPLS Core

In current large data networks, there are often three kinds of network elements:
edge routers, core routers, and L2 switches (usually ATM).

These architectures are rightly felt to be complicated to configure and difficult
to maintain. The router elements have no concept of differentiated service quality,
and hence there is required to be an underlying network of virtual circuits
separating traffic.

Because of resilience and control plane scaling issues, routers are often
arranged in complex hierarchies, implying many packet hops and long latency.

For these reasons most operators believe that their current generation core
packet networks will require major change to make them suitable as the core of a
large multi-service network offering service guarantees. We believe that there will
be two kinds of network element remaining:

Large (~1Tb/s) “edge of core” MPLS switch/routers, arranged in a “sparse
mesh”5 topology, forming a universal network core.
IP service switches for high-value services (e.g. IPSec VPN) only accessed as
needed.
[This assumes a “wholesale” model of services, where the core network
provider is connecting customers to multiple service providers, whose
switches are accessed through the core. Where the core network operator is
providing retail services directly (e.g. RFC 2547 VPNs, internet access) there
may be a need for IP services nodes “before the core”]

1.

2.

MPLS core switches will also need to interwork with remaining ATM-based
network services (which, like TDM, will have a long “old age”).

Whilst this does imply some distribution of complexity, it remains service agnostic. Thus
new services can be added without impact on high-volume network elements

That is, high-usage routes are all directly connected. Some lower-usage routes may utilise
transit nodes. Where required simply by geography, transit is probably better provided at
the transport layer.

4

5
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4.5 Core transport

It has been suggested that a next-generation network does not need a core
transport layer, since it can be formed simply from “IP over light” – that is, IP
routers connected together using high capacity optical (perhaps DWDM)
interfaces. We think by contrast that there continues to be an important role for a
core transport network at VC4/ODU granularities, for the following reasons:

There will still be a significant quantity of “leased line” business inter-site
services. Even if these are presented as “Ethernet Private Line”, there is no
need to use expensive router capacity to provide these services. Cross-
connection in the transport layer is a lower-cost option and easier to administer
(especially when using ASTN-based automated provisioning, in which
explicitly routed paths are downloaded from the network planning process).
The mesh core topology envisaged above requires the interconnection of large
numbers of MPLS nodes at bit rates in the range ~100Mb/s to 20Gb/s. This
requires a “virtual port” technology allowing single high capacity physical
interfaces to be routed to different destinations. The most plausible options are
STM-64/256 canalized at STM1, and GigE/10GigE using MPLS or VLAN
tags. In either case, there is need of a transport layer to “fan out” these
interfaces, and to arrange for transit where required (in the Ethernet case, the
transport network must map tags to VC4 or ODU1 granularity VCGs).
Large networks of routers take a considerable time to respond to faults.
Transport-based protection can handle most common faults in <50msec
timescales, avoiding any impact on the router layer.

This transport layer will be built from large SDH/OTN cross-connects with
integrated WDM and a sophisticated ASTN control plane.

1.

2.

3.

4.6 Control Plane Scalability

Many of the key challenges to next generation network design lie in this area.
As we have argued, the network will require underlying resource reservation
mechanisms to ensure appropriate quality in supplying a wide range of services.
This requires a concept of “virtual circuit”. VCs are likely to be implemented in the
network using several base technologies (at least MPLS, ATM & Ethernet VLAN
tagging) which will need to interwork.

It is very easy to design network architectures involving meshes of virtual
circuits which require impossibly large numbers of circuits, or “automatic
discovery” architectures sharing vast amounts of information. In general, our view
is that the network continues to need to be partitioned both horizontally
(hierarchical layers) and vertically (access/core), but that complexity can be
reduced by using similar mechanisms in each domain. Individual service types will
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in general use “virtual networks” consisting of provisioned tunnels. Thus, for
example, most services will need to use IP routing (Label Edge Router
functionality) as they enter the network core. To give an example, Internet access
packets destined for a single ISP will be unpacked from access LSPs (at least 1 per
MSAN) and repacked to a single LSP.

4.7 Bandwidth management

For a multi-service network providing service guarantees, it is not enough just
to reserve resources for appropriate traffic aggregates. It is also necessary to
operate admission control for services requiring the guarantees, so as to ensure that
the aggregates are not over-filled. This issue is already recognized for packet voice,
but in a multi-service network is applicable to all guaranteed services. Admission
control requires a count of resource used throughout the network, to decide
whether a new service instance can be admitted.

This counting of resource for admission control can in principle be done at
least three ways.

Directly by reserving the resource by signalling through the set of network
nodes (using RSVP, for example)
In the application, for example using circuit and route control in a Softswitch
Using a separate logical layer of “bandwidth managers”

1.

2.
3.

We believe it is important that next generation networks allows common
mechanisms to support these functions for all services needing guarantees, and thus
we think this function should be separated from individual applications. For this
reason we generally support the creation of a “bandwidth management” function
with a standardized application interface. The bandwidth management layer will
also need to communicate across operator boundaries, and hence standardization is
essential. There is work going on (for example, in ETSI Tiphon and the Multi-
Switching Forum) on architectures and protocols for such bandwidth managers.

4.8 Service Platforms and Gateways

The network described above is capable of carrying the full range of services.
Of course such a network will still need a variety of platforms to support the logic
of particular service types, and to perform specialized data plane functions (e.g.
hardware support for IPSec encryption). Our view is that these platforms will be
subtended as “server pools” from the network core. This allows them to be used
only as required, and gives great flexibility for centralization of resource, network-
wide redundancy etc.

Similarly gateways to the TDM network and to other operators are accessed
through the core and can be placed wherever convenient, supporting a view in
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which operators can use building space more flexibly and concentrate resource at
fewer locations.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a view of the development of next generation networks. It
is being driven by:

Flat to declining revenues from traditional fixed line services
Rapid growth in bandwidth demand, predominantly from data services
Reducing revenues per bit carried
Business need for major operating cost reduction

A set of emerging technologies does allow operators to address these business
problems.

Emergence of Internet Protocol as an increasingly ubiquitous service
interface
A wide variety of broadband access technologies (xDSL, optical Ethernet,
Wireless) supporting a common IP service framework
Data-enabled transport, including “Next Generation SDH” and Ethernet

developing for the WAN, utilising a control plane for fast restoration and
implementation of provisioning.
Maturing MPLS standards and implementations supporting packet
Quality of Service

The resulting network architecture is likely to be characterised by:
Multi-service access – a single family of platforms supporting the full
range of services at the network edge, with traditional access and transport
coming together
Aggregation of packet flows in data-aware transport devices
A densely interconnected network core of large MPLS nodes, supported
by intelligent transport providing resilience, flexibility and fan-out.

Service nodes and network gateways located as “server pools” at convenient locations
accessed through the network core.
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Abstract: This article presents a view of some of the key new technologies that are
likely to play a significant role in the deployment of the next generation
network architectures necessary to support the needs of operators.

1. OPTICAL TRANSPORT NETWORKS (OTN)

Most large operator networks today have a substantial transport layer of
SDH/SONET devices, with fibre bottlenecks and shortages being avoided by the
use of WDM point-point systems. As networks evolve to carry mostly data, there
is scope to reduce network complexity by “de-layering”. Nonetheless, we believe
that there continues to be a clear role for a transport layer1, providing flexible
protected transport between network service nodes, carrying customer leased line
services, and supporting the scalability of higher network layers. In the short term,
many operators have substantial overcapacity in their core transport networks.
Nonetheless, this capacity will be exhausted. In a three to five year time frame,
transport networks will need increased capacity. Moreover, operators will wish to
use this opportunity to simplify their networks and reduce operational costs.

In this context, we believe that there will be a substantial integration of the
SDH and WDM sub-layers in the transport network. The ITU OTN standards (e.g.
G.872, G.709 “Digital Wrapper”, G.798, G.959.1) provide for a consistent
hierarchy of bearers, multiplexing and trail overhead, allowing the transport of all
kinds of signal formats up to and including services (e.g. Fibre Channel, DVI

1 In particular in the regional and core parts of networks. There is a tendency towards the
“collapsing ” of transport, aggregation and switching at the edge of the network .
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video, low latency GigE and 10GigE) which are currently transported as
“wavelength services”. This extension of standard transport principles will also
allow the deployment of 40Gb/s line rates in a consistent fashion when demand
requires and the technology is cost-effective. It allows for standardized inter-
vendor and inter-operator connectivity, and supports consistently a standard set of
features including dedicated and shared protection and virtual concatenation.

Thus we believe that the dominant switching paradigm in transport networks
for the foreseeable future will be “opaque” O-E-O switching. There will be a role
for transparency, in particular to provide “optical bypass” of intervening traffic
nodes to save the cost of transponders. WDM technology will be progressively
integrated into OTN-capable transport platforms, starting with coloured interfaces
and later allowing integration of filters, “managed optical patch panel” etc. In this
context we believe that WDM will increasingly be thought of as a network and
interface technology, rather than a network layer in its own right.

2. AUTOMATED SWITCHED TRANSPORT
NETWORKS (ASTN)

Today there is a significant difference in operating data networks and transport
networks. While data networks tend to use distributed protocols for switching and
routing, transport networks are centrally managed.

Part of this difference just reflects the differing roles of these network layers.
At the network edge in the service layer, network elements must deal with

many fine-grain service requests from very large numbers of users. Thus by
necessity control must be distributed and respond in real time. By contrast, at the
network core in the transport layer, long term planning is unavoidable. Fibre must
be laid and capacity hired. Thus trails are bound to be of longer lifetime and higher
capacity.

However, these network layers have historically been designed quite
separately. They have different control technologies, operating procedures and user
interfaces.

However we believe that these elements (bandwidth planning, customer
contracts allowing variation of capacity, network optimization) can and will be
integrated together into operator systems. These systems will automatically drive
fast provisioning in the network. Standardization between vendors, between
operators and between technologies will allow much simpler systems, which will
translate into long term cost savings for operators.

In the short term, there is already widespread recognition of the value of
signalling-based restoration in core transport networks. This can serve either to
reduce “Out of hours” maintenance costs as a supplement to standard protection
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(replacing a backup path in the event of a failure, so as to allow extended time to
repair) or to avoid deploying new capacity by using shared instead of dedicated
protection.

A likely next step is the widespread use of “explicit routing” to implement
provisioning decisions made by external systems. This (in conjunction with the
maturing of standards for UNI and inter-vendor NNI) will allow a common process
across a multi-vendor network, and increasingly support a “flow-through”
management philosophy.

The biggest potential OPEX saving is where there are most trails to provision –
relatively low bandwidth circuits based on VC12-nv, VC4-nv, often supporting
fractional Ethernet. Thus we expect to see this control-plane based provisioning
gradually extend towards the network edge.

Clearly the extension to use distributed discovery and routing protocols is
critically dependent on resolving the relationship with the network management
systems.

3. “NEXT-GENERATION SDH”

Next-Generation SDH is not a precisely defined term. It refers to the new
elements of flexibility in the SDH standards aimed to support data interfaces,
standard data encapsulation and functionality supporting data aggregation. It is
usually taken to include:

Virtual Concatenation at VC12, VC3 and VC4 – building of “VCx-nv”
Virtual Concatenation Groups (VCGs)
LCAS (G.7042) allowing “hitless” variation of the size of a VCG.
More highly integrated line-side xWDM I/F (and pluggable optical
modules)
Data interfaces (predominantly FastE and GigE, but also Fibre Channel,
ESCON/FICON, and ATM). This trend includes increasing use of the
“Ethernet in the First Mile” (EFM or IEEE802.3ah) standards for optical
Ethernet with OAM.
GFP (G.7041) encoding of these data interfaces into VCGs, both using
delay-sensitive “transparent mode” and (more commonly) “frame mode”.
“Layer 2” data aggregation capability. Here there is considerable
variation. Most commonly supported is the ability to create “Permanent
Virtual Circuits” over Ethernet based on the use of VLAN tags to
distinguish customer frame streams. This may or may not include “QinQ”
– the ability to stack VLAN tags so as to preserve customer VLAN
information. Also commonly included is some use of “MPLS draft
Martini” based on provisioned MPLS labels. The traditional enterprise
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meaning of “Ethernet switching” (MAC address based learning bridges)
is, in our view, of limited value in public networks (since MAC addresses
cannot be summarized and spanning tree implies an acyclic network).
Traffic management. Here again there are many variants. Policing of
“fractional Ethernet” (subscribed bit rate < physical line rate) is
fundamental. Concentration of “best effort” traffic is also appropriate; it
saves hauling bits back to core routers just to throw them away. We do
not believe that “frame relay-like” statistical multiplexing is appropriate
in a transport device, since it greatly complicates the network and the
service being offered may not be easily explained to a customer.

This collection of functionality provides attractive options for operators to
optimize their transport networks in a mostly data environment. At the same time,
it allows the preservation of the “carrier class” service qualities which are a major
brand value for traditional operators, by providing guaranteed service and transport
quality fast protection. In the short term, it will be provided by add-in cards
extending the installed base. In our view, transport nodes in the medium term will
be natively able to provide “permanent virtual circuit cross-connection” based on
Ethernet and MPLS tags (and interworking with ATM). We are using the term
“Frame Cross-Connect” (FXC) to describe this function.

These new data-oriented functions also imply new responsibilities for transport
network management, which will need to represent end to end data services across
transport paths (facilitating surveillance, and adding test capability to aid fault
location and repair actions).

There has also been discussion of more extensive integration of IP functionality
with transport (“Layer 3”). We are not currently persuaded of the value of this
integration. Tying router functionality together with transport reduces the
opportunity to scale both technologies independently. Moreover, it greatly
increases the complexity of the device, and makes it substantially more complex to
manage. Finally, it can get in the way of the Layer 3 interaction between the
customer router and an IP service switch in the network, making the service less
predictable (in particular concerning QOS). Our view is that network transport
should be “the router’s best friend” (providing managed aggregation and fast
protection) and not a bad router.
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4. ETHERNET IN THE TRANSPORT NETWORK

4.1 Transport

Just as IP is becoming the dominant interface at the service level, we expect the
same to be true for Ethernet at the physical level. Thus there is a clear case for
many network services to be presented to customers as Ethernet. Some have
argued from this premise that Ethernet should become the universal transport
mechanism, “in order to avoid format conversions”, and that this will lead to a
substantial reduction in network cost. In our view, the comparison is not so clear. If
we compare a “best effort” unprotected Ethernet transport network with statistical
gain to a protected NG-SDH network offering guaranteed subscribed bit rates, then
no doubt Ethernet is cheaper. However, we believe that operators do need to offer
service guarantees in order to sustain their revenues.

In general, WAN transport does not have the same requirements as LAN. There
are new requirements for OAM, guaranteed packet throughput, and latency in the
WAN, and some LAN technologies (e.g. MAC address “learning bridges”) do not
scale appropriately. Therefore not all of the functions for WAN transport and
aggregation can benefit from the high volumes of enterprise Ethernet components.

We believe that “native Ethernet” and “Ethernet over SDH” transport will co-
exist in the network, and have somewhat complementary roles.

In the access region, initiatives such as Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM) do
allow for cost-effective Ethernet transport. We believe that these interfaces (over
fibre and copper) will take a significant share of business access. At the same time,
where TDM circuits still need to be carried, or protected access is required,
Ethernet over SDH (GFP encoded to a Virtual Concatenation Group) is an
effective solution.

Further into the network, requirements for protection and OAM are critical.
Whilst there is certainly a role for “native” Gigabit Ethernet transport, we believe
that the predominant mode of Ethernet transport will be GFP encoding over VC4-
nv or ODU bearers. Ethernet (GigE and 10GigE) will be widely used as a cost-
effective way of interconnecting network equipment inside buildings.

4.2 Aggregation

A key advantage of Ethernet as a physical interface is that the cost is not
significantly affected by the physical line rate. Thus service providers have the
opportunity to fit network termination equipment with substantial “headroom”, and
hence a long life without further visits to customer sites. However, most customers
will not wish to pay for a full FastE or GigE through the network. Therefore there
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is a key role in access of policing these interfaces to the customer subscribed bit
rate (“fractional Ethernet”). This subscribed rate needs to be flexible with relatively
fine granularity.

A second advantage of high bandwidth Ethernet customer interfaces is the
ability to multiplex several frame streams cost-effectively over a single broad
interface. These “multiplexed Ethernet Private Line” services are commonly
distinguished using VLAN tags. Transport nodes will need to preserve these
“virtual circuit” labels across the network, so as to avoid using expensive IP routers
to support basic private line services. They will also need to be able to interwork
multiple virtual circuit technologies. So there is a need to map VLAN tagged
frames to MPLS “draft Martini”, and also to ATM VCs.

Hence transport nodes will need to evolve to support these “frame”
technologies. At the same time, we do not see a good justification for a full
IP/MPLS control plane, which would greatly complicate such node and especially
its management. These services remain provisioned virtual circuits.

Since the services offered over these bearers are predominantly “new
generation private line”, the normal use requires guarantees of subscribed bit rate
(“committed effort”). Transport nodes will also need to offer fair concentration of
best effort traffic (allowing controlled overbooking of bearers for services such as
Internet access).

4.3 Interfacing to Routers

As networks come to be mostly packet based, and the cost per bit of transport
falls, there is a new opportunity for network optimization.

Current router networks use several levels of hierarchical concentration
towards the core to reduce the total number of bits carried. We believe that (just as
occurred in voice network digitalization in the 1980s) this router hierarchy will
significantly flatten, and that there is a key opportunity to use transport nodes to
reduce transit traffic through routers. Moreover, since transport node interfaces are
a small fraction of the price of “carrier class” router cards of the same bandwidth,
there is a role for the transit network in ensuring that router line cards are well
filled.

Both on the access and the core side, a “de-layered” network of routers needs
many more ports than it has physical line card slots. Therefore there is need for a
flexible mechanism supporting multiple “virtual ports” on a single physical port, to
support the core network scale which will be required. Moreover, the size of these
“virtual routes” across the core will range widely (from 10s of Mbits/s to many
Gbit/s).

There are several possible mechanisms to support this requirement. The most
likely seem to be:
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Channelized line cards (e.g. STM-1 channels in STM-64). Currently using
POS (“Packet over SONET”) encoding – likely to move to GFP.
IP over ATM line cards (at rates up to STM-64).
GFP in (for example) STM-64 with use of the multiplexing field in the
linear extension header to define frame streams, with transport nodes
routing individual multiplex values to different VCGs (probably at VC4
granularity).
“Tagged Ethernet”. Multiple frame streams (distinguished by VLAN tag
or MPLS tunnel label) inside GigE or 10GigE.

1.

2.
3.

4.

The ATM option above will almost certainly be required, given the need to
interwork with current large ATM networks, but probably does imply extra cost.
The “GFP multiplexing” option is in some technical respects the most elegant, but
relies upon the existence of appropriate transport layer functionality which is
currently unavailable. Therefore, another option likely to be successful is “Tagged
Ethernet”, with an intelligent core transport node directing the different tagged
streams to different VCGs (most likely VC4 granularity) and encoding with GFP.

[This implies functionality from the router, both in respect of per-LSP queuing
and traffic management, and in respect of multiple routing adjacencies per physical
interface.]

5. MULTI-SERVICE ACCESS NODES

Operators are discovering a real business need to make convergence happen.
Reducing the number of edge platforms deployed in high volume in their networks
is a major opportunity for OPEX reduction. They need to find new service
revenues from added value on top of basic broadband and new services to small
business. At the same time, they see the need to begin to plan their evolution to
packet voice (even where no compelling short term reason for implementation
exists).

In this context, “first generation” DSLAMs are being replaced by much more
flexible multi-service Access nodes (MSANs), capable of terminating a wide
variety of access technologies.

MSANs continue to support the DSLAM functionality, and hence require
flexible ATM aggregation, They increasingly require to terminate Ethernet bearers
over copper, fibre and even fixed wireless, and can also support Ethernet backhaul
on the network side. They will support “combo” POTS/DSL line cards as well as
packet voice gateways, allowing a graceful evolution from old to new voice
networks without on-site intervention.

A key enabler for new service revenues is the ability to support “session-based
services” – that is, usage-based charging for quality guarantees for particular
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content streams. A first step in this direction is the integration of the so called
Local Access Concentrator (LAC) and (part of) Broadband Remote Access Server
(B-RAS) functions [terminating PPP sessions from customers, initiating
authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) functions for the user
(interacting with centralized network servers for these functions), and forwarding
the traffic in appropriate “tunnels”]. There will also be a need for “media firewall”
(flow identification and policing) functions for packet-based access to multiple
services.

The predominant trend in current networks is for deployment of MSANs at
copper distribution frames (collocated with existing switch remotes and DSLAMs).
Many operators are also considering the possibility of street electronics, as an
evolution bringing fibre nearer to the customer and allowing higher bandwidth
(e.g. based on VDSL). This can be accommodated within an MSAN architecture,
using small remote line shelves and aggregator nodes.

Finally, there is obviously scope for bringing together MSAN with edge
transport functions (e.g. VC12 granularity SDH). The likely outcome is an
architecture allowing for “remote line shelves” subtended from aggregation nodes.

6. MPLS AND ATM

Most profitable data services today are carried over ATM networks. Moreover,
the most important new source of bandwidth in operator networks is residential
broadband, which is aggregated using ATM. Hence “rumours of the death of ATM
have been greatly exaggerated”. Most operators have substantial and profitable
ATM networks which they will not abandon quickly, and which they will require
to evolve without service disruption. Whilst best effort IP traffic has huge volume,
most such traffic does not support profitable services. Operators recognize that
obtaining such profitability requires service delivery with appropriate and
dependable quality. In the context of real attempts at network convergence
including voice and video, differentiated QOS is completely essential.

[Note that Quality of Service is not completely assured by Class of Service
technologies such as DiffServ. While DiffServ can ensure that some packets are
treated with priority, it cannot ensure that there is sufficient capacity in the network
to provide appropriate quality for the delivery of any particular service flow. This
requires in addition the reservation of resources and admission control]

MPLS is intended to solve this problem by integrating a hierarchical “virtual
circuit” technology with IP forwarding, so as to obtain a scalable IP control plane
supporting QOS. As currently standardized, MPLS does not fulfill that promise
completely. In particular, it does not support QOS-aware path selection beyond the
boundaries of a single Internal Gateway Protocol (IGP) area, and it does not have
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adequate OAM capabilities. Scalable QOS support requires either changes to
existing gateway protocols (IS/IS, OSPF) or the adoption of a scalable QOS-aware
alternative (e.g. PNNI, which already addresses these problems for ATM
networks).

We believe these problems can be solved, but they are not solved yet. Current
generation routers are not appropriate and are probably not extensible to this
functionality. We think, therefore, that MPLS is the most likely medium term
solution to a converged core network, but that the necessary preconditions are not
yet in place. When MPLS is deployed for that purpose, it will need to interwork
effectively with the ATM installed base.

7. WIRELESS ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES

Wireless will be the predominant home networking technology, used not just
for telephony but also for residential LANs and for distribution of multi-media.

Wireless LAN (IEEE 802. 11x) technology will be widely deployed at “hot
spots”. There will be data solutions using roaming between WiFi and
GPRS/UMTS, and wireless connected (e.g. Bluetooth) voice solutions allowing
roaming between the fixed and mobile networks. Since WiFi will be deployed by
many small access providers (shopping malls etc.) there will be sharing of
backhaul infrastructure between many networks and technologies. Extensions to
802.11 allowing extended point-point connectivity, as well as new technologies
such as IEEE 802.16, will be used as “fixed wireless”, and will be integrated into
MSANs.

In total, these new technologies will eat into the revenues expected of UMTS.
However, this will remain the network with the largest coverage used for high
volume mobile telephony.

8. MULTIMEDIA SOFTSWITCHES

Packet voice technology has been “emerging” for a long time in public
networks. Whilst there has been substantial deployment of IP PBXs, most
operators have not made major investments in public network systems. There are
several reasons for this:

Existing voice systems are stable, dependable and do not require major
new investment

Base fixed voice demand is not growing. There has been growth (in
particular because of dial IP access) but this has been addressed where

1.

2.
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necessary by specialized bypass solutions, and is now disappearing because
of broadband substitution.

Whilst basic packet voice technology is not in doubt, there are still major
concerns about quality, security and scalability for the public network, and
the evolution issues are complex.

3.

In our view, this situation is now changing. Operators are beginning to have
real obsolescence concerns about their voice infrastructure, and they recognize that
any replacement strategy will take some time to deploy. Moreover, they are now
convinced that they cannot survive on their traditional revenues, and therefore need
a flexible service architecture.

The challenge in designing a public network packet voice solution is to balance
several issues:

Internet-derived technologies such as SIP give great flexibility for rapid
deployment of new services. Operators must be able to support new kinds of
services and new media if they are to invest in a whole new service
infrastructure.

A totally “transparent” IP network gives operators no opportunity to
provide appropriate quality and dependability for a public network offering,
and no way of charging for their services.

A valuable service depends on universal inter-operability with fixed and
mobile networks, and hence must interface to current standards and feature
sets, and support current regulatory and government requirements.

a.

b.

c.

Once again, we believe that the technology is now becoming sufficiently
mature to address these concerns. State of the art Softswitch systems consist of a
set of components connected together by standardized interfaces. They offer:

controlled access to resource (and other networks) based on “media firewalls”,
which police and translate between multiple IP address spaces and also
manage QOS for media streams on the boundaries of an operator IP domain
a full range of gateway protocols including MGCP, H.323 and H.248.
controlled access to SIP servers and devices by way of SIP servers, gateways,
and SIP-T tunneling of PSTN protocols.
Full interoperability with existing network features and protocols
Flexible service intelligence based on “new generation IN”-in particular, based
on Parlay
Service interworking with 2.5G and 3G mobile networks using CAMEL &
Parlay
High dependability and network wide fault tolerance,
Flexibility in size and location, allowing deployment at sites convenient to the
operator (typically a small number of centralized locations)
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9. OSS STANDARDS AND PROCESSES

As a result of network, technology and service evolution most operators run a
number of separate business addressing different service needs. Organizational
responsibilities are partitioned in order to give focus and enable effective decision-
making. Even within an individual business there are typically several types of
network and these may be partitioned in different ways organizationally and will
use equipment from multiple vendors. The operational support systems reflect the
organizational boundaries, resulting in multiple management systems that overlap
in functionality, and have been interconnected in an ad hoc manner. In recognition
of the inefficiencies inherent in this pragmatic method of developing OSSs, many
operators are attempting to move to an approach based on operational process
modelling, on the basis that organizations can change but the underlying business
processes are stable.

In addition there are a number of industry initiatives aimed at better
standardization of the techniques and terminology used to define operational
support systems. There are independent software vendors who are developing
components for the next generation of OSS including platforms to support business
to business interfaces, web based user interfaces, and distributed applications, as
well as the applications themselves.

We believe that there will be a general trend towards deployment of next
generation OSS architecture supporting a component-based approach. But there are
significant organizational barriers to be overcome and significant expenditure to
fund. Operators will take advantage of these developments depending on their own
internal priorities and they will fall into two broad categories. Firstly, the large
majority of OSS changes will be those that can show a positive business benefit in
less than a year. They will be targeted at operational cost saving largely in an
existing network context. [Major OSS changes de-coupled from network
infrastructure changes often result in the need for complex migration strategies to
ensure continuity of service using legacy management interfaces]. Secondly, there
will be strategic investments that will be combined with significant changes to
networks. These will involve organizational change with a view to major
restructuring of the business cost base and adding flexibility to deliver new
services. Here again there may be the issue of migration of crucial service specific
data and functionality if the new network platform has to deliver existing services.

In the telecommunications industry two standards cultures exist, the ITU-T and
the IETF. Associated with these there are two fundamentally different approaches
to management interfaces at the equipment level. These are the ISO protocol based
Q3/Qx from the ITU-T and the IP protocol based SNMP from the IETF. IP
equipment often also uses proprietary command line interfaces (CLI) and web
browser style interfaces (HTTP based) while many different proprietary interfaces
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exist on traditional telco equipment. Most network operators have implementations
that use both types of interface as they have both transport (ITU-T) and packet
(IETF) based networks. If we assume that IP/MPLS is the de facto protocol for the
core of future networks then it is likely that the de facto management interface will
be SNMP. Because of the security shortcomings of SNMP v1 and v2 a migration
to SNMP v3 seems probable (and may be mandated by some influential
customers).

There are drives towards process and architecture commonality championed by
the TeleManagement Forum’s NGOSS initiative. NGOSS (New Generation
Operations Systems and Software) is a set of guidelines for the industry to build
software in a more structured and complementary way than has been done
historically.

a “loosely coupled” distributed component architecture
along with functioning application components
the components interact through a common information bus
the components can be programmed through the use of a process management
tool to control the business processes of the service provider using the
functionality provided by the components

Due to the cost of change, all these interface styles are likely to persist for a
long time. Thus there will be an ongoing requirement for multiple mediation
functions in an integrated management system. This is another reason why
significant change in the OSS of an established operator generally needs to be
coupled with significant change in the equipment layer when the consideration of
legacy interfaces can be minimized.

9.1 OSS Technology evolution

A number of technology threads will have significant influence on OSS
implementations.

The general development of computing and storage technology will allow more
complex functions to be performed in near real time and will allow more
functionality to be deployed on the elements themselves. [Many of the
complexities of existing element management applications arise from constraints
on processing power in equipment controllers and DCN bandwidth].

The development of more robust and functional distributed application
environments, web services and better information modelling techniques supported
by tools is enabling faster implementation and more automation of operational
processes. For example, the combination of Java-based mobile code frameworks
and environments supporting a “component lifecycle” model allow standard ways
of deploying new functionality and retiring old.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

The emergence of improved processing frameworks and information modeling
tools is having a significant impact on the time to develop new OSS applications,
but to date no one has found a simple way to migrate from existing to new systems.
All such processes require some form of encapsulation concept and the
implementation of an adaptation function, which may be able to be retired when
the legacy system is replaced.

Telecommunication networks and services will need to evolve on order to
allow for a more efficient delivery of existing and new broadband services, whilst
facing a significant decrease in revenue per transported and switched bits.

As broadband new services require more bandwidth and a more complex
delivery, so network complexity and global capacity is growing fast while revenues
per bit are falling.

Operator face a difficult task requiring on one hand to converge their networks
in order to achieve better cost efficiency, whilst at the same time making sure that
considerable network scalability is permitted in order to cope with the growing
demand.

Several technologies are however available to meet this challenge and allow for
an evolutionary network migration. This article provides a brief overview of the
most significant, which are most likely to be employed in the making of the next
generation networks
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Abstract:
In this paper the authors propose a method to guarantee end-to-end QoS to

multiple traffic classes in optical burst switched (OBS) scenario, even in case
of network congestion. The OBS network utilizes a core node architecture with
no fiber delay lines and a limited set of wavelength converters. Traffic class
performance differentiation is achieved by allowing high class traffic to utilize
more node functionalities than low class traffic. To improve the likelihood of
finding a route, even upon network congestion, bursts are allowed either to be
deflected from their default route or to choose from a set of preplanned end-to-
end paths. Network performance evaluation is focused on burst blocking prob-
ability and end-to-end TCP throughput. Performance is determined under the
assumption of exponentially distributed burst interarrival times and arbitrarily
distributed burst durations. Numerical results show that the proposed approach
is able to guarantee different end-to-end TCP throughput performance to each
traffic class. Moreover the proposed burst routing policies allows to decrease,
with respect to a shortest path routing policy, the burst blocking probability.
Thus the end-to-end TCP throughput is seamlessly guaranteed even in case of
network congestion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical networking ultimate goal is the development of a full optical In-
ternet, where signals carried within the network never leave the optical do-
main [1]. A first important step in this direction is to have optical networks
transparent at least for data, with the control part converted and processed in

1

2
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electronics. In Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [2, 3] the key idea is to dynami-
cally set up an optical path, i.e. a lightpath, whenever a large data flow is iden-
tified and needs to traverse the network. In OBS data never leave the optical
domain but for each data burst assembled at the network edge, a reservation
request is sent as a separate control packet, well in advance, and processed
within the electronic domain. The control packet, carrying relevant forward-
ing and routing information, precedes each burst by a basic offset time. The
offset time is set to accommodate the non-zero electronic processing time of
the control packets inside the network nodes. OBS network nodes can be clas-
sified as either edge or core routers. The main task of edge nodes is the burst
assembly function: as they represent the border between “traditional” electri-
cal LAN/MAN IP networks and a high speed optical transport network, they
must collect incoming IP datagrams and assembly them into bursts according
to suitable algorithms. Core routers, on the other hand, deal with data bursts
and the related control packets; they have to set up internal optical paths on
the fly for switching bursts and take them hop-by-hop to their final destination.
The control packet offset time allows the core switches to be buffer-less, thus
avoiding the utilization of optical memories, e.g. fibre delay lines, required on
the other hand by optical packet switching [4].

In a previous paper [5] some of the authors have evaluated, in terms of burst
loss and delay, the performance of OBS networks that utilize the Just Enough
Time (JET) reservation mechanism and mechanisms for service differentia-
tion. In this paper the authors propose a scheme for differentiating the block-
ing probability experienced by three different burst classes and for making
the end-to-end throughput unaffected by network congestion. The considered
OBS network is built of core nodes equipped with a limited set of full range
optical wavelength converters. Burst class differentiation is implemented by
allowing different class bursts to utilize different node functionalities. In addi-
tion selected class bursts are allowed either to be deflected from their default
shortest path route or to choose among a set of preplanned end-to-end paths.
Thus during the optical path routing different burst classes experience a differ-
ent blocking probability. Furthermore the round trip time experienced by the
bursts can be either unpredictable, in case of deflection routing, or increase of
a bounded amount, in case of alternate end-to-end re-routing.

The metrics utilized to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme
are the burst blocking probability, i.e. the probability that a burst is blocked
because the request of bandwidth at the traversed optical node cannot be ful-
filled, and the end-to-end throughput, obtained from the burst blocking prob-
ability and the round trip time (RTT) through a widely-accepted TCP model.
Numerical results shows that assigning to different classes the right of utiliz-
ing different node functionalities allows to differentiate burst classes blocking
probability. In addition the possibility for the optical paths to be rerouted al-
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lows bursts to overcome network congestion. Moreover while deflection rout-
ing unpredictably affects the RTT, network congestion avoidance through al-
ternate end-to-end re-routing allows to limit the burst blocking probability and
only slightly affects RTT and therefore does not downgrade the end-to-end
TCP throughput.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the core network
with the related routing algorithms is shown. Section 3 provides the framework
for the end-to-end performance evaluation when a transport protocol like TCP
is employed. Numerical results are then collected in Section 4 while conclud-
ing remarks are in Section 5.

2. OBS NETWORK MODEL

This work assumes that OBS nodes support JET and that traffic is mapped
into three (but in general QoS classes. Each class is characterized
by a different statistical traffic description and features different QoS require-
ments determined by specifying an upper bound of burst blocking probability
and/or end-to-end delay. Traffic incoming into edge nodes is supposed to be
M/Pareto. If, for instance, and are the mean duration times of the
ON periods due to aggregation of short, medium and long-sized datagrams, re-
spectively, on each incoming link the offered load is the sum of three distinct
contributions:

where and represent the occurrence probabilities of the three classes
and is the mean arrival rate.

The core optical routers are assumed to be equipped with M × M optical
interfaces capable of supporting N wavelengths each and with a limited pool
of wavelength converters The optical nodes are buffer-less, i.e., no fiber
delay lines (FDLs) are present in order to resolve contention for an output
fiber, output wavelength (Figure 1). It is however reasonable to assume the use
of a set of input FDLs [6], whose exclusive task is to re-align the OBS data
burst and its control packet, so as to guarantee a minimal offset time at any
intermediate node, as depicted in Figure 1.

Bursts are created according to three class of service, class 1 carrying time-
sensitive data, class 2 and 3 loss-sensitive data. The bursts default route is the
shortest hop path from source to destination. However routing can be modified
in order to better meet the performance required by each class; in particular no
time-sensitive bursts are allowed to be re-routed along longer paths to decrease
their blocking probability. Two alternative re-route schemes, deflection routing
at intermediate nodes and end-to-end re-routing, are compared for traffic class
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2 and 3 in terms of achievable burst blocking probability and TCP throughput.
Deflection simply deflects bursts toward another output fiber if not any wave-
length is available in the desired output fiber; while to minimize the blocking
probability end-to-end re-route can be performed as presented in [7] by avoid-
ing the contention among different optical paths.

The overall strategy for service differentiation is as follows: class 1 bursts
are given the highest priority through an additional extra-offset and the use of
wavelength converters in the core nodes; class 2 bursts have medium priority
by just using the converters; class 3 bursts have low priority since they have no
extra offset and cannot exploit wavelength converters; on the other hand, class
2 and 3 can use alternative sub-optimal variable delay paths through deflection
or end-to-end re-routing.

In this paper the network considered covers most European countries (Fig-
ure 2). London, Oslo and Stockolm are sources of information flows and
operate as edge routers, whereas Madrid, Rome and Athens are the possible
destinations. All the other nodes work as core routers. Moreover, no flow is
supposed to enter or leave the network at intermediate steps.

Section 4 will show the performance, in terms of overall edge-to-edge burst
blocking probability for the three classes of bursts in the OBS network, when
each node implements the JET reservation mechanism with a limited set of
wavelength converters available.

3. END TO END PERFORMANCE

The throughput is here studied on end-to-end basis when TCP is assumed as
transport layer protocol. In fact, in wide area data networks like Internet con-
gestion control mechanisms have a fundamental role for the global function-
ing. TCP is a reliable window-based acknowledgment-clocked flow control
protocol, thought to avoid to overload the network and to react to a possible
congestion at network level. In the system under investigation TCP Reno is as-
sumed to be employed by hosts. TCP Reno is modeled following the approach
detailed in [8] where the throughput (bit/s) is approximated by:

being M S S the maximum segment size expressed in bits, RTT the round
trip time, the segment loss probability, the time out and b the number of
packets acknowledged by ACKs.

The performance of TCP over OBS networks have been studied in some
previous works [9] [10] but it can still be considered an open issue and thus a
challenge for the research community. Here we want to add some thoughts to
the worldwide discussion. Let us assume, as classified in [9], to have only slow
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TCP sources which emit at most one segment during the interval It
also means that at most one segment for each connection is contained in a burst
generated by edge nodes and injected into the OBS network. Therefore, even
if approximated, for this type of sources the segment loss probability can be
assumed equal to the burst blocking probability.

Now, considering the reference network topology (Figure 2) an average link
length of 800 Km can be assumed and the number of hops, is in the
range [3 – 5]. Since the light propagation speed in the fibers is roughly 70%
the speed of the light in the vacuum, the propagation delay for each hop,
is 4 ms. Therefore the one-way delay edge-to-edge, from entering the ingress
edge to leaving the egress edge, in the OBS network is:

which can be bounded to 30 ms. If in addition the network has a symmetric
behavior, RTT is approximately 60 ms. Actually, RTT has also to consider
the delays given by the access networks before entering the OBS network: this
means that 60 ms can be considered as a kind of lower bound.

In the next Section the behavior of the throughput of TCP will be shown
referring to the above assumptions for and RTT.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical results are obtained for the reference network, in which the
performance figures are the burst loss and the end-to-end TCP throughput com-
puted by exploiting the aforementioned analytical model of TCP. The perfor-
mance of a complete burst switching network have been determined by simula-
tion through an ad-hoc event-driven C++ object oriented simulator. Regarding
core routers, it is set M = 2 with N = 16 wavelengths per fiber.
The following values for and are considered, (0.5, 0.2, 0.3). Incoming
traffic into edge nodes is supposed to be M/Pareto with
bytes, The extra offset for class 1 bursts
is set at It is worth reminding that only class 1 and 2 bursts exploit a set
of 20 wavelength converters; however, class 2 and 3 can be deflected in case
of unavailability of wavelengths on the outgoing fibre or end-to-end re-routed
along an alternate path. Figure 3 shows the total burst blocking probability for
the three burst classes having Oslo as source and Rome as destination, when
deflection routing is utilized for traffic class 2 and 3. In order to have loss val-
ues in the range of for class 1, 1% for class 2 and 50% for class 3, the
overall load must be less than 0.4.

Let us now discuss the consequences of the above values of burst blocking
probability on end-to-end performance. Figure 4 shows the throughput of TCP
Reno given by (2) as a function of RTT for b = 2, MSS = 1500
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bytes and As mentioned in Section 3, for slow TCP sources can
be approximated with the burst blocking probability. Also, the RTT values of
interest fall reasonably in the [60 – 200] ms range, depending on the type of
access network. This figure says that even if a very high speed core network is
employed the best we can get is a throughput of 1.3 Mbps and it remarkably
decreases at 750 kbps as soon as the RTT doubles, or at 500 kbps when the
RTT becomes three times, i.e. 180 ms.

Figure 5 shows the improvement in burst blocking probability when end-
to-end re-route is utilized with only one preplanned alternative path for each
source-destination pair. It is important to notice that the proposed end-to-
end re-route scheme is able to strongly decrease the burst blocking probability
guaranteed from deflection routing. Therefore, as shown in figure 6, edge-to-
edge TCP throughput can significantly increase even though the RTT increases
because of the utilization of a longer path.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work investigates burst blocking probability and overall performance
of an OBS network, with buffer-less nodes, adopting JET reservation mecha-
nism.

The authors numerically demonstrated that the optical node architecture un-
der examination can provide acceptable values of burst blocking probability
and end-to-end TCP throughput, once the offered load is properly limited.
Moreover the proposed burst routing policy avoids that network congestion
deteriorate the end-to-end TCP throughput.
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Figure 3. Total end-to-end burst blocking
probability as a function of the offered load
for the three burst classes, relative to (Oslo,
Rome) pair.

Figure 4. Throughput of TCP as a func-
tion of RTT for MSS =1500 bytes and

achieved with shortest path rout-
ing.

Figure 5. Burst blocking probability percentage improvement achievable utilizing one alter-
native path in function of bursts blocking probability obtained with shortest path routing and
deflection routing. If the re-route scheme completely cancels block events.

Figure 6. Throughput of TCP as a function of RTT for MSS = 1500 bytes and
achieved with shortest path routing, achievable providing one alternative path.
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Abstract:

Key words:

Out of order delivery and/or delay jitter are typical phenomena occurring in net-
works adopting a packet transfer mode and may have a relevant impact on the be-
havior of higher layer protocols. In this paper an original framework is proposed
to analyze these phenomena in optical packet-switched networks that employ
the wavelength and the time dimensions to solve congestion. This framework is
the first step toward a deeper understanding of the interaction between transport
networks and higher layers behaviors.

Optical networks, Optical packet switching, Delay jitter, TCP

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical Packet Switching (OPS) is a networking technology promising a huge
breakthrough in terms of available capacity [1] and is considered the best can-
didate to provide the long-term solution for future, very high-speed networks.

Many fundamental networking problems related to OPS are still open: the
interworking with higher layer functions, such as end-to-end flow control mech-
anisms, is one of the most significant. Some works on this issue recently ap-
peared mainly focusing on the effects of aggregation of IP packets into longer
optical bursts or packets [2,3]. In general not many results are available re-
garding the effects that congestion, and the consequent congestion resolution
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mechanisms, in the OPS network may have on the behavior of transport proto-
cols such as TCP.

Congestion resolution in OPS can be implemented in the time domain, us-
ing some form of delay lines, in the wavelength domain, sending contending
packets to different wavelengths on the same fiber, and in the space domain,
by means of deflection and alternate routing. Deflection routing is the only
congestion resolution scheme considered in [3], while here we focus on the
combined use of time and wavelength, that have been shown to realize a good
trade-off between network control complexity and performance [4, 5].

The congestion resolution schemes affect the packet stream by modifying
the time framework of the packet stream (delay jitter), changing the order of
the packet transmission (out-of-order) and dropping some packets because of
lack of resources (packet loss). In this paper we focus on delay jitter and out-
of-order delivery, aiming at understanding how to evaluate the effects of the
congestion resolution mechanisms on these phenomena.

We assume a network architecture consisting of OPS facilities exploiting a
DWDM transmission infrastructure and capable to transport IP traffic by means
of integration with a GMPLS control plane [6]. The network operation is there-
fore connection-oriented and the switching granularity of the OPS nodes is at
the Label Switched Path (LSP) level. Each LSP represents a top-level, explic-
itly routed path formed by an aggregation of lower-level connections including
several traffic flows (an Internet Draft proposes how to implement LSP hierar-
chies in GMPLS [7]).

We assume the availability of an all-optical switching matrix able to switch
variable-length packets. Implementation issues are beyond the scopes of this
work and therefore a general OPS node with full connectivity and wavelength
conversion capabilities is considered. The node may also delay packets by
means of buffers realized with Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) [8].

The content of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
review of the congestion resolution issue in OPS. In section 3 the problem of
out-of-sequence packet delivery and its influence on end-to-end protocol per-
formance is discussed. In section 4 the proposed methodology to measure de-
lay jitter and evaluate the degree of out-of-sequence events is presented. Con-
clusions are drawn in section 5.

2. CONGESTION RESOLUTION IN THE OPS NODE

The basic assumption that makes possible the use of the wavelength domain for
congestion resolution is that network paths are associated with fibers and not
with wavelengths. This is motivated by the fact that all the wavelengths of the
same fiber can be seen as a set of parallel links toward the same destination.
Within a node, the forwarding component decides to which path (i.e. fiber)
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a packet must be sent and then the Switch Control Logic (SCL) decides the
detailed scheduling and sets up the switching devices. The objective of the
SCL is to exploit at its best the resource usage by performing two major tasks:

choose which wavelength of the output fiber will be used to transmit the
packet;

decide whether the packet has to be delayed by using the FDL buffer or
it has to be dropped.

This is called the Wavelength and Delay Selection (WDS) problem because
the choices of wavelength and delay are actually correlated, being the need to
delay a packet related to the availability of the wavelength selected. The WDS
algorithm to solve this problem can be implemented by following different
policies:

Static - the LSP is assigned to a wavelength at LSP set-up and this as-
signment is kept constant all over the LSP lifetime. This approach re-
quires little complexity due to processing at LSP set-up only.

Connectionless-like - the wavelength is selected on a per-packet basis.
This approach provides maximum flexibility in resource allocation but
also requires per-packet processing, therefore it is fairly demanding in
terms of load on the SCL.

Dynamic - the LSP-to-wavelength assignment is executed only when
congestion arises, i.e. when the time domain is not enough to solve
contention due to the lack of buffering space.

Several heuristic connectionless-like WDS algorithms have been studied in the
past, showing that they may significantly change the performance [4, 5]. The
price to pay for this performance improvement is a non-negligible processing
effort.

On the other hand, it has been observed that with a static wavelength al-
location the switch performance strongly depends on the configuration of the
LSP forwarding table [9] and is very sensible to the distribution of the LSP
destinations, providing performance that is not easy to control.

The dynamic case is somewhat in between, simpler than the connection-
less alternative but also capable of providing a more uniform and effective
resource utilization than the static case. Therefore this approach is preferable
in a connection-oriented network.

The major drawback of the dynamic WDS algorithms is that they do not pre-
serve, a priori, the sequence of the packet flow neither at a global switch level
nor at the LSP level. This is mainly caused by the possibility of multiplexing
packets following the same LSP on different wavelengths, allowing parallel
transmission. Furthermore, the adoption of dynamic routing algorithms [10]
may be an additional cause of unordered deliveries.
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3. THE PROBLEM OF PACKET REORDERING

As already outlined packet loss as well as out-of-order packet delivery and de-
lay variations affect end-to-end protocols behavior and may cause throughput
impairments [11,12].

When considering TCP-based traffic it is well known that these phenomena
influence the typical congestion control mechanisms adopted by the protocol
[13] and may result in a reduction of the transmission window size and con-
sequently in bandwidth under-utilization. In particular the TCP congestion
control is highly affected by loss or out-of-order delivery of bursts of seg-
ments. This is exactly what may happen in the OPS network where traffic is
typically groomed and several IP datagrams (and therefore TCP segments) are
multiplexed in a single optical packet, because optical packets must satisfy a
minimum length requirement to guarantee a reasonable switching efficiency.
Therefore out-of-order or delayed delivery of just one optical packet may re-
sult in out-of-order or delayed delivery of several TCP segments, causing mul-
tiple duplicate ACKs and/or expired timeouts and triggering congestion control
mechanisms which cause unnecessary reduction in the window size.

Another example of how out-of-sequence packets may affect application
performance is the case of delay-sensitive UDP-based traffic, such as real-time
traffic. In fact unordered packets may arrive too late and/or the delay required
to reorder several out-of-sequence packets may be too high with respect to the
timing requirements of the application.

These brief and simple examples make evident the need to limit the number
of unordered packets. In general out-of-order delivery is caused by the fact
that packets belonging to the same flow of information can take different paths
through the network and then can experience different delays. In traditional
connection-oriented networks, packet reordering is not an issues since packets
belonging to the same connection are supposed to follow the same virtual net-
work path and therefore are delivered in the correct sequence, unless packet
loss occurs. In an OPS network using the wavelength domain for congestion
resolution, this may not be the case. Packets traveling along the same network
path may use different wavelengths in order to exploit wavelength multiplex-
ing for congestion resolution purposes. Therefore it may happen that packets
of the same flow are delivered out of sequence, even though still following the
same network path.

A possible solution could be to assume that this problem is solved at the
egress edge-nodes that should take care of re-sequencing the various packet
flows. This assumption in our view is not very realistic. It can be feasible
for some flow of high-value traffic, but it is unlikely that this will happen for
all the flows of best effort traffic, because of the amount of memory and pro-
cessing effort that would be required. Therefore we argue that it is important
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and necessary to control delay jitters and out-of-order delivery of packets di-
rectly in the OPS network nodes. This is what we will discuss in the following
section, where we realize that, first of all, a clear definition of this term is nec-
essary because of the difference between the OPS network and conventional
networks.

4. OUT-OF-ORDER AND DELAY VARIATION IN OPS
NETWORK WITH WDM

Some authors have been dealing with measuring the degree of packet reorder-
ing [14,15] and the impact on higher layers performance [12] in a traditional
Internet scenario. However in the scenario of an OPS network using WDM the
problem is different. As already explained, packets belonging to the same LSP
may be transmitted on different wavelengths according to the principles built
in the WDS algorithm. This may cause overtaking and/or partial overlapping
of packets belonging to the same connection in a number of different ways.

A full understanding of such phenomena requires:

to understand which cases of out-of-order packets may happen and how
this phenomena can be measured in some quantitative way;

to evaluate which are the WDS algorithms that preserve at best the time
framework of the packet flows;

to understand the effects that a specific case of out-of-order delivery may
have on higher layer protocols.

This paper addresses the first issue by defining, in this section, a framework
to measure, at the single node level, the modification in the data packet flows
caused by the WDS algorithm. Then the paper provides an example of appli-
cation of this framework to two typical WDS algorithms, to show how this tool
can be used.

4.1 A framework to evaluate the delay jitter

For a generic packet crossing a given OPS node, let be the arrival time
at the node input, the departure time from the node output and
the delay introduced by the node itself, due to the packet header processing
time fixed) and the possible delay inside the FDL buffer where

Obviously
Let assume that two generic subsequent packets belonging to the same traf-

fic flow and arrive in order, i.e. Let and
be the relative packet offsets at the node input and output

respectively. The jitter between packets and representing the packet
offset variation due to the node crossing, may be defined as
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Figure 1. Behavior of the jitter depending on relative packet offset at node output

Equation (1) may also be written as

where The behavior of for two particular packets and
with length and respectively, is shown in figure 1, where the

axis has been divided in seven different regions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

when the packet sequence is always guaranteed since
experiences more delay than

when the node is transparent and and have the
same offset at the input and output

when experiences less delay than
but at the output it is still behind the tail of (i.e.

when the head of partially overlaps the tail of

when completely overlaps

when has overtaken but they are partially
overlapping (i.e.

when has completely overtaken (i.e.

4.2 A numerical example

The previous formalization allows to evaluate the delay jitter distribution as
well as the amount of out-of-order packets, that depends on the specific def-
inition of packet sequence. For instance, in case overlapping packets are not
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considered in sequence, then the out-of-sequence regions will be 1, 2, and 3.
If some overlapping is allowed, then out-of-sequence is guaranteed also in re-
gion 4. The same for region 5, in case packets arriving at the same time are not
considered out of order.

As an example, figure 2 shows the jitter distribution over the different re-
gions for a static and a connectionless-like WDS policy. The results for dy-
namic WDS are very similar to the connectionless-like case. As expected static
WDS succeeds in maintaining the packet sequence, although it gives worst per-
formance in terms of packet loss probability. On the other hand more dynamic
policies cause some packets to get out of the node unordered, but the most
frequent behavior is the one related to region 2, which means that congestion
happens rarely and the packets are often transmitted transparently across the
node.

Figure 2. Jitter distributions for static and connectionless-like WDS policies

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the effect of scheduling algorithms on the
packet sequence and time framework, in the scenario of an OPS network ex-
ploiting the time and wavelength domains for congestion resolution. We have
proposed an original framework to quantitatively analyze delay jitter and out-
of-order packets. This analysis can be used as a basis to compare different
scheduling algorithms as shown in the numerical example provided. Moreover
it represents the starting point to establish a link between the OPS network
performance and the performance of higher layer protocols. This last issue is
currently under investigation.
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Abstract: A novel preamble free optical packet 3R receiver is proposed. Optical
packets stream composed of 10Gbit/s preamble-less pay load data and
arbitrary intervals is generated and received with instantaneous clock and
payload data recovery in less than a bit period (<100ps). Preamble-less
optical packet clock and data recovery with two hop 40Gbit/s optical packet
switching based on all-optical code label processing is experimentally
demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of optical network will need high scalability and fine
granularity as well as large network capacity. Wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) technology has a huge capacity for data transmissions. However, the
granularity of a WDM light-path network is coarse. Networks based on optical
packet switching (OPS) can provide high scalability, fine granularity and ultrahigh-
speed hopping. Despite their lack of maturity, many OPS systems have been
developed because of their obvious merits [1-5].

Optical packet 3R receiver will be a very important component in a future OPS
networks. Some optical burst-mode 3R receivers have been reported [6-8].
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However, these burst-mode receivers require preamble pattern and/or training bits
for stable clock and payload data recovery. Therefore, time for clock and data
recovery of these burst-mode receivers is nanoseconds order. Such overhead time
due to preamble deteriorates the network performance.

In this report, a novel preamble free optical packet 3R receiver is proposed.
10Gbit/s optical packets streams with 1000 to 4000 bits-long, preamble-less,
payload data and arbitrary intervals from nanosecond to microseconds are tested.
The packets stream is asynchronously received by optical packet 3R-receiver.
Instantaneous clock and payload data recovery in less than a bit period (<100ps) is
experimentally demonstrated. In addition, preamble-less optical packet clock and
data recovery with two hop 40Gbit/s optical packet switching based on all-optical
code label processing and optical time-domain multiplexing and de-multiplexing
technologies is experimentally demonstrated.

2. OPTICAL PACKET 3R RECEIVER

The block diagram of proposed optical packet 3R receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
Optical packet 3R-receiver consists of O/E converter and clock and data recovery
(CDR) parts. Specialy tuned uni-traveling-carrier photo-detector (UTC-PD) is
introduced as an O/E converter. CDR consists of phase shifter (T/2), X-OR, D-FF,
and low jitter gated VCO. The block diagram of proposed low jitter gated VCO is
shown in Fig.2.

Figure 1. Block diagram of optical packet 3R receiver
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Figure 2. Block diagram of low jitter gated VCO

The low jitter gated VCO has the double phase lock loop structure. Loop 1 is
for start up operation at around 10 GHz. Loop 2 is for very low jitter operation at
9.95328 GHz after loop 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION I:
PREAMBLE LESS OPTICAL PACKET CLOCK AND
DATA RECOVERY

Figure 3 represents an experimental set-up of an instantaneous clock and
payload data recovery and bit error ratio (BER) measurement. The set-up consists
of a 10GHz mode locked laser diode (MLLD) as a light source, intensity
modulator (LN-IM), pulse pattern generator (PPG), optical attenuator, proposed
optical packet 3R receiver, sampling oscilloscope and error detector. Optical
amplifiers (EDFA) were employed to compensate insertion losses of the
components in combination with optical band-pass filters (BPF) to attenuate the
amplified spontaneous emission. The MLLD generates 1.5ps pulses with
9.95328GHz repetition rate at central wavelength of 1550nm. This pulse train is
modulated by a LN-IM to generate optical packets streams with 1000 to 4000 bits-
long, preamble-less, return-to-zero (RZ) payload data and arbitrary intervals from
nanosecond to microseconds. The generated packets streams are input to the
optical packet 3R receiver via optical fiber and attenuator. In the 3R receiver,
Instantaneously, clock and payload data are recovered from asynchronously
received preamble-less optical packet data stream. The recovery time is less than a
bit period (<100ps). The waveform and BER of recovered payload data are
measured by sampling oscilloscope and error detector, respectively.
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up of preamble less optical packet clock and data recovery

Figure 4. Measured waveforms of experimental demonstration I
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Figure 4 (a) is the waveform of a generated random optical packet stream. In
the O/E part of 3R receiver, input optical packets are converted to electronic signal
via UTC-PD with 40GHz bandwidth. Inverted waveform of the O/E output is
shown in Fig. 4(b). Figure 4 (c) represents Inverted waveforms of CDR outputs.
Recovered data and clock are represented in upper and lower parts, respectively.
Figure 4 (d) is RF spectrum of recovered clock by CDR. This RF spectrum shows
the stable clock recovery of the optical packet 3R receiver. Figures 4 (e) and (f) are
magnification of Fig. 4 (c). Figure 4 (e) is the beginning of the recovered data and
clock. Figure 4 (f) shows the ending of the recovered data and clock. These results
represent the instantaneous clock and payload data recovery in less than a bit
period.

Figure 5 represents measured BERs in the optical packet receiving experiment.
Figure 5 (a) shows measured BER and eye diagram of the recovered payload data
from a random packet stream represented in Fig. 4(c). This stream consists of 4000
bits-long, preamble-less, payload data and arbitrary intervals from nanosecond to
microseconds. Figure 5 (b) shows measured BERs of three different regular packet
streams consist of 1000, 2000, and 4000 bits-long, preamble-less, payloads,
respectively. In each case, the stream has about 100ns intervals between packets.
These results guarantee instantaneous and stable clock and payload recovery for
packets data.

Figure 5. Measured BERs and eye diagram of experimental demonstration I
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION II:

PREAMBLE LESS OPTICAL PACKET RECEIVING
WITH TWO HOP OPTICAL PACKET SWITCHING

Figure 6. Experimental set-up demonstration II

Figure 6 represents experimental set-up of preamble less optical packet
receiving with two hop optical packet switching. Fig. 6(a) and (c) are setup of
source node (EN1) and destination node (EN2), respectively. Fig. 6(b) represents
OPS nodes 1 and 2. 40Gbit/s packets with optical code label are generated in EN1
and switched two times by OPS 1 and 2. Finally, switched packets are received by
EN2. In the experiment, we use packets with label A and B. EN1 consists of
10GHz mode locked laser diode (MLLD), intensity modulators (IM),
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Planer lightwave circuit (PLC) based encoders to generate 8-chip, 200Gchip/s
optical bipolar label, optical delay, and OTDM multiplexer (MUX). Second IM
generates 10Gbit/s, 4000bits random packet data. This 10Gbit/s data converted to
40Gbit/s, 16000bits data by an OTDM-MUX. Generated optical label and 40Gbit/s
packet data are combined to form an optical packet. OPS 1 and 2 consist of label
processor and optical switch, which correspond upper and lower arm of Fig. 6(b),
respectively. Label processor consists of PLC decoders as optical correlator, photo
detectors (PD), gate signal generator (GSG), BPF, and optical delay. Table lookup
of the packet label is performed in a parallel manner without O/E and E/O
conversions [2]. Label processor control optical switches via GSG to rout packets
to their designated output port. A 1x 2 optical switch is used in the
experiment. Finally, switched packets input EN 3. In EN3, 40Gbit/s data is de-
multiplexed to 10Gbit/s data by using local MLLD and high nonlinear fiber (HNL
Fiber) and received by the optical packet receiver. Optical amplifiers (EOFA) were
employed to compensate insertion losses of the components in combination with
5nm bandwidth optical band-pass filters (BPF) to attenuate the amplified
spontaneous emission.

Figure 7. Measured waveforms of experimental demonstration II
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Figure 7 represents measured waveforms. Figures 7(a) to (e) are generated
40Gbit/s packets with two different labels at EN1, switched 40Gbit/s packets at
OPS 1, eye diagram of OPS 1 output, eye of switched 40Gbit/s packets at OPS 2,
and eye of de-multiplexed 10Gbit/s packet data at EN2, respectively. Figure 7(f)
shows UTC-PD output, recovered clock, and recovered data. These results show
good performance of optical code label processing based optical packet switching
and our proposed OPS receiver.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A novel preamble free optical packet receiver has been proposed. 10Gbit/s
optical packets streams with preamble-less payload data from 1000 to 4000 bits-
long and arbitrary intervals from nanosecond to microseconds have been generated.
The packets stream has been asynchronously received by optical packet 3R
receiver. Instantaneous clock and payload data recovery in less than a bit period
(< 100ps) have been experimentally demonstrated. Clock and payload data recovery
have been tested with various type of optical packets streams. This 3R receiver can
be used to optical burst switched (OBS) networks as well as OPS networks.
Preamble-less optical packet clock and data recovery with two hop 40Gbit/s optical
packet switching based on all-optical code label processing has been also
experimentally demonstrated.
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Abstract:

Key words:

We come back on a technique to build modular switch nodes. This approach
allows for a more cost effective expansion of OPS nodes. We give two ex-
ample designs, showing that the method is useful only for Broadcast & Se-
lect OPS nodes when taking price decrease in function of time into account.

Optical Packet Switching, upgrade

1. INTRODUCTION

At the end of the century (D)WDM and optical amplifiers unlocked
vast bandwidth, making static optical networks the carrier of growing band-
width demands. Next step is an Automatic Switched Optical Network
(ASON), dynamically allocating capacity between different nodes by
wavelength paths forming logical links [1]. Still, ASONs are unable to cope
with the bursty traffic of the current Internet, due to their coarse granular-
ity, leading to inefficient bandwidth usage. Therefore, Optical Packet
Switching (OPS) [2] and Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [3], where data is
switched per packet/burst, receive much interest. They allow finer granular-
ity and statistical multiplexing gains, leading to efficient bandwidth usage.
Both technologies need fast optical switching matrices, of which 2 major
families are Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) based Broadcast &
Select (B&S) architectures and Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) based
designs [4]. We discussed Clos architectures for OPS nodes in [5], how-
ever, upgradeability of OPS nodes is also of key importance. Starting from
SKOL, a more upgradeable modification of the Clos design [6], we evalu-
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ate applicability of the existing modular designs for the 2 OPS families.

2. REVISITING SKOL

2.1 The Clos architecture

Figure 1 shows a 3-stage Clos architecture for a NxN switch (in this pa-
per we only consider symmetrical switches). The N in- and output ports are
grouped per n, and for each such group there is a switching fabric in both
the and stage. The stage comprises k switches of dimension
N/nxN/n, connected to each of the and stage switches (size nxk, resp.
kxn). The required number of stage switches (k) depends on the block-
ing requirements [7], e.g. a strictly non-blocking switch needs [8].

Figure 1. An example Clos architecture with N=6, n=2 and k=3.

The center stage switch size (N/nxN/n), is completely determined by the
grouping factor n and the size N of the overall switching structure. Looking
at the Clos structure as a modular switch, it has the disadvantage that all of
the second stage fabrics have to be installed from the beginning: initial cost
savings can only be made by suppressing blocks in the first and third stage.
This seems to be not the most cost efficient upgrade facility.

2.2 From Clos to SKOL

To allow a more effective upgrade strategy, McDonald proposed to dis-
tribute the central fabrics’ functionality over in- and output blocks [6]. For
a crossbar switch, this means that an N/nxN/n switch in the second stage is
split into two halves, indicated by the bold, resp. dotted lines in Figure 1.

This approach boils down to the following: an N/nxN/n switch in the
central stage of Figure 1 is split into 2 halves (each of size N/nxN/n), and
each of those is split into N/n parts (of size 1xN/n or N/nx1). Of these
halves, k are taken together (corresponding to the k original second stage
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fabrics), and integrated with a stage switch to form a so-called SKOL
building block of size N/n x (k.N/n). The other halves are joined with the

stage switches to form output so-called SKOL blocks of size (k.N/n) x
N/n. Note that these blocks can be exactly the same, given that the switch is
reciprocal (i.e.the switch can be used in both directions, the in-and output
functionality is interchangeable). This is a considerable advantage over the
original Clos structure as of Figure 1, where at least 2 types of building
blocks are required (cf. central stage fabrics have different sizes).

Yet, from an upgrade perspective, still not all of the provided building
block’s ports are used from the beginning. An expansion scenario is out-
lined in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, only 1 input and 1 output SKOL block are
used, with a considerable amount of unused ports. But they are necessary to
allow the switch to be expanded until its final size of NxN, as shown in
Figure 2b and c. Note that the maximum possible dimension N is still lim-
ited from the beginning, as with a the original Clos switch.

Figure 2. Upgrading using a SKOL architecture. First the full connections are present, then
the grey dashed ones are added, and finally the dotted connections fully build the final node.

2.3 On the output block

As explained in 2.1, a SKOL output block has k switches of size
k.N/nx1, integrated with the kxn stage switches of the original Clos de-
sign. To implement a strictly non-blocking switch, the condition
needs to be fulfilled. The proof is analogue to that of the requirement of the
number of stage switches in the original Clos design. Suppose that in
Figure 3 a connection from input port x in an input SKOL block A to out-
put port y of an output SKOL block B needs to be made, while (i) all of the
other n–1 inputs of block A are in already in use, and (ii) the n–1 remaining
outputs of B are in use. (i) implies that n–1 of the output ports of the nxk
sub-block in A are in use (and thus n–1 of the sub-blocks a), (ii) means that
also n–1 inputs of the kxn sub-block in B, thus n–1 sub-blocks b. By de-
sign, each sub-block a is connected to only a single sub-block. The worst
case occurs when the n–1 active blocks a in A are the ones connected to the
n–1 non-active blocks b in B. To be able to connect x to y, it is required
that k     (# active a blocks) + (# active b blocks) + 1 = 2n–1.
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Figure 3. A SKOL node in a schematical representation

It is important to note that the sub-blocks b can be replaced by passive
combiners, since they have only a single output and thus only 1 of their in-
puts should be active at any time. This means that the output SKOL block
will be different from the input SKOL block. Yet, the potential decrease in
cost advantage (due to economy of scale, which motivated McDonald to
come up with symmetrical SKOL building blocks for in- and outputs, cf.
section 0) should be easily compensated for by the now much simpler (thus
cheaper) design of output SKOL blocks. We now apply the described
SKOL design to 2 OPS node architectures, presented in more detail in [5].

3. SKOL AND AWG BASED OPS NODE

Figure 4. AWG Based Clos design

An AWG-based Clos building block (dashed box on Figure 4) has an
AWG where input ports have Tuneable Wavelength Converters (TWC) in-
stalled, whose output wavelength determines the output port. The design
isn’t reciprocal: inputs and outputs can’t be interchanged, so input and out-
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put SKOL blocks differ.
In Figure 4 we chose the number of input blocks N/n=F (the number of

fibres) and thus the number of ports per block n=W (the number of wave-
lengths on a fibre). This made the AWG at the stage unnecessary, since
that AWG only switched between wavelengths on the same fibre. However,
the design is dedicated (fixed) to a certain value of W. Note that we chose
to have 2W inner stages instead of the minimum required 2W-1.

A possible implementation of a SKOL input block for this design is
shown in Figure 5a. When all input blocks (F of them) would be designed
like this, we need 2FW 1xF AWGs and 2FW TWCs of range F for the ‘dis-
tributed’ inner stage. The original Clos (Figure 4) has the same TWC
count, but needs only 2W AWGs of size FxF. Component count for the
first stage (of the SKOL block) does not change compared to Figure 4.

Figure 5. A design for a SKOL input (a) and output (b) block for an AWG based node

Figure 5b shows an output SKOL block in AWG based technology, in-
cluding the considerations in section 2.3 on the passive first block in the
output block, so that we can realise it by a passive combiner. We have 2n
(=2W) outputs here, and not n as expected. This has the same cause as in
the Clos design of Figure 4: we remove the AWG from the stage, as it
would only switch packets from one wavelength to another within the same
fibre. This way, only having the converters suffices in order to have the (at
most) W packets on W different wavelengths. Using these building blocks
we create an upgradeable node with respect to adding a fibre. Per fibre we
need one of the above blocks, where a maximum number of fibres is set in
advance to The switch can then grow (cfr. Figure 2) until is
reached. Table 1 shows the evolution of a node for W=32.

Unfortunately, the SKOL method is not beneficial in the AWG-based
case, as we look at the number of central (1xF in the SKOL case, FxF case
without) AWGs. In the Clos case we immediately install the full middle
stage, in this case all 64 10x10 central AWGs. Then, as fibre count in-
creases, outer blocks are added as needed. Also the TWCs of the centre
stage can be gradually added. So the only difference is the AWG count and
their nature, i.e. 1xF vs. FxF. Roughly speaking an FxF AWG will be twice
the cost of an 1xF AWG [10], so the SKOL approach is not beneficial. The
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reason is that the switching elements in the AWG-based technology are
governed by linear cost and not quadratic as with crosspoint switches. The
Clos design of Figure 4 can thus be quite good for upgrading with extra fi-
bres, although some provisions must be made in the beginning, which also
limit possible growth. A wavelength upgrade would be a lot more complex.

4. SKOL AND SOA BASED B&S OPS NODE

Figure 6.a) B&S SOA based Clos node design; b) Clos building block

In the B&S node architecture of Figure 6 [9], all inputs are broadcast to
all possible outputs, where a choice is made using SOA based space and
wavelength selection. [9] shows that an optimised (in number of SOAs)
building block with N ports has SOAs, in the case of a 2-stage archi-
tecture of Figure 6a. We consider a slotted approach and thus W FxF stages
suffices, as we can suffice with a rearrangeable node.

Again, we can use the SKOL mechanism to distribute the middle stage
into the stage, meaning we only have SOAs at the input stage. This
means each input SKOL block would carry SOAs. In Figure
7a, the full lines show the evolution of cumulative cost as a SKOL SOA-
based switch would grow, for W=32 and We compare this with a
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Clos solution, where we immediately overbuild the central stage with
nodes. The initial number of SOAs of the node is lower, but as

the node grows, the number of SOAs rises and becomes higher than the
eventual total cost for the Clos design. Analytically:

The larger W, the closer this value is to 1. However increasing this
value grows larger. Again the origin of this discrepancy with [6] is due to
the fact that a quadratic law (number of crosspoints) governs the node cost.

Figure 7. a) SOA count evolution for and W=32;b)Needed cost decrease

Still SKOL may be useful for this node type if the cost of the building
blocks (number of SOAs) shows a steep enough decrease in time. In the
test case of a switch with where every upgrade a fibre is added
and the cost is 15% lower than the previous upgrade. In Figure 7a the
dashed curves show the cumulative cost and Table 2 formulates the cumu-
lative cost for the final design, so as the node has reached p denotes
the constant relative cost decrease at every upgrade (p=15% in Figure 7).

The final cost of SKOL and Clos is equal if

The condition is independent of the number of wavelengths per fibre,
W. The equation’s result is shown in Figure 7b. We see an initial increase
in the needed value of cost reduction, with a maximum of 10.8% at

For higher the necessary reduction drops slowly. More im-
portantly the needed value is not extremely high, so quite realistic, certainly
for components like SOA’s which still have a large margin to mature. A
needed value of 10% reduction at every upgrade is a good rule of thumb.
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A SCHEDULING ALGORITHM FOR REDUCING
UNUSED TIMESLOTS BY CONSIDERING
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Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has been proposed as a new scheme to re-
alize IP over WDM networks [1]- [4]. In OBS networks, at a core router,
when two or more data bursts arrive at the same output port simultaneously,
the burst contention occurs. When the burst contention occurs, either burst is
discarded. In order to avoid the burst loss due to the burst contention, several
scheduling algorithms using a wavelength converter and an optical buffer im-
plemented through a bundle of fiber delay lines (FDLs) have been proposed
[1], [2]. The wavelength converters using O/E and E/O conversions increase
the electric processing at core routers. Although the all-optical wavelength
converters without O/E and E/O conversions are desirable and have been de-
veloped over a number of years, all-optical wavelength converters are not still
in practical use because of the issues of the performance and cost implications.
On the other hand, although FDLs can be implemented, using a large number
of FDLs causes an increase of optical hardware volume and noise level due to

Abstract: We propose a scheduling algorithm for reducing unused timeslots by considering
head gap and tail gap newly generated by assigning a data burst in order to im-
prove the burst loss probability and the throughput performances in Time Sliced
Optical Burst Switched (TSOBS) networks. The proposed scheduling algorithm
selects the timeslot in which either head gap or tail gap newly generated becomes
the minimum. We show that the proposed scheduling algorithm can improve the
burst loss probability and the throughput performances as compared with the
conventional one.

1. INTRODUCTION



the transmission of optical signals in FDLs. In OBS networks, since a burst
length is long, the buffer size of FDLs needed in core routers becomes large.
Therefore, there is the problem that optical hardware volume and noise level
increase in OBS networks.

Time Sliced Optical Burst Switching (TSOBS) [3] has been proposed as
an OBS system which does not use wavelength converters and can reduce the
buffer size of FDLs needed in core routers. In TSOBS networks, the wave-
length used for transmission of data bursts is divided into frames, and each
frame is subdivided into several timeslots. In edge routers, a generated data
burst is divided into the several data of one timeslot length and the divided
data burst is transmitted in the same timeslot every frame. TSOBS can avoid
the burst contention by using short FDLs in core routers since the data trans-
mitted in the network are short. Therefore, TSOBS can reduce the buffer size
of FDLs needed in core routers as compared with OBS. In TSOBS networks,
when a certain timeslot in each frame is focused on, the empty timeslots may
exist between two different data bursts already assigned to the timeslot. The
group of the empty timeslots is called gap in this paper. The value of gap is
defined as the number of the empty timeslots. In a core router, the data burst
can be transmitted by using the gap if there is the gap which is longer than the
length of the data burst. And, we call the timeslot, in which the data burst can
be transmitted, the available timeslot. However, in TSOBS networks, a data
burst is assigned to the available timeslot which is found first without con-
sidering gaps newly generated by assigning the data burst, and hence, a large
number of small gaps where only a short burst can be assigned are generated.
Therefore, the conventional scheduling algorithm increases the possibility that
a long burst will be discarded. As a result, it causes the degradation of the burst
loss probability and the throughput performances.

In this paper, in order to improve the burst loss probability and the through-
put performances, we propose a scheduling algorithm for reducing unused
timeslots by considering head gap and tail gap newly generated by assigning
a data burst. The proposed scheduling algorithm selects the timeslot in which
either head gap or tail gap newly generated becomes the minimum. The pro-
posed scheduling algorithm can increase the possibility that a long burst will
be assigned, since longer gaps can be generated in other timeslots by assign-
ing the data burst to the timeslot in which the gap newly generated becomes the
minimum. Therefore, the proposed scheduling algorithm can improve the burst
loss probability and reduce unused timeslots on data wavelengths. We compare
the performances of the proposed scheduling algorithm with that of the con-
ventional one with respect to the burst loss probability and the throughput by
computer simulations. As a result, we show that the proposed scheduling algo-
rithm can improve the burst loss probability and the throughput performances
as compared with the conventional one.

80
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Figure 1. A TSOBS network. Figure 2. An example of burst transmis-
sion at an edge router.

2. TSOBS NETWORKS
Fig. 1 shows a TSOBS network. Edge routers assemble several IP packets

with the same destination into a burst. And edge routers divide a generated data
burst into the several data of one timeslot length and transmit the divided data
burst every fixed interval. Core routers carry out the scheduling and switch-
ing of data bursts. In core routers, the divided data burst is transmitted to the
next router with the divided form held. Fig. 2 shows an example of burst
transmission at an edge router. In TSOBS networks, the wavelength used for
transmission of data bursts is divided into frames, and each frame is subdivided
into N timeslots. Edge routers first transmit a control packet to reserve an out-
put timeslot in a core router before a data burst is transmitted. Subsequently,
edge routers transmit a data burst on a separate wavelength after some offset
time. The offset time should also allow core routers at each hop along the path
to have enough time to process the control packet before its corresponding data
burst arrives. In this paper, the offset time would be proportional to the number
of hops which the burst will traverse. Therefore, the offset time differs in each
burst. Each control packet includes the address information, the wavelength
and timeslot in which the data burst is transmitted, the offset time which iden-
tifies the frame in which the first data of the divided data burst is transmitted,
and the burst length which identifies the number of timeslots used to transmit
the data burst. As shown in Fig. 2, in an edge router, a generated data burst
is divided into the several data of one timeslot length and is transmitted in the
same timeslot every frame. In core routers, the switching of data bursts is done
entirely in the optical domain. Core routers dynamically switch a divided data
burst from an incoming timeslot to an output timeslot on the appropriate outgo-
ing link. In core routers, when the burst contention occurs, the output timeslot
of the data burst is changed by using FDLs in order to avoid the burst con-
tention. The unit delay time of FDLs is one timeslot and the maximum delay
which can be given to the data bursts by FDLs is N timeslots.

In the conventional scheduling algorithm, core routers search the statuses
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Figure 3. An example of the
conventional scheduling algo-
rithm (N = 4).

of the timeslots in sequence from the timeslot in which a data burst will ar-
rive, and the data burst is assigned to the available timeslot which is found first
[3]. Core routers can search the statuses of N timeslots at the maximum in
sequence from the timeslot in which a data burst will arrive. If all the timeslots
are unavailable, the data burst is discarded. Fig. 3 shows an example of the
conventional scheduling algorithm (N = 4). The control packets of data burst
A and B arrive at a core router in order, as shown in Fig. 3. First, the core router
analyzes the control packet of data burst A, and obtains the information that the
burst length of data burst A is 2 timeslots and data burst A arrives in timeslot

of frame Next, the core router searches the statuses of the timeslots in
sequence from timeslot in which data burst A will arrive. Since other data
burst is already assigned to timeslot in the core router searches the
status of timeslot Timeslot is empty in two consecutive frames of
and Therefore, data burst A is assigned to timeslot     Then, the core
router analyzes the control packet of data burst B, and obtains the information
that the burst length of data burst B is 3 timeslots and data burst B arrives in
timeslot of frame Timeslot and are not empty in three
consecutive frames. Therefore, data burst B is discarded. In the conventional
scheduling algorithm, a data burst is assigned to the available timeslot which
is found first without considering gaps newly generated by assigning the data
burst, and hence, a large number of small gaps where only a short burst can be
assigned are generated. Therefore, the conventional scheduling algorithm in-
creases the possibility that a long burst will be discarded. As a result, it causes
the degradation of the burst loss probability and the throughput performances.

3. PROPOSED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In order to improve the burst loss probability and the throughput perfor-
mances, we propose a scheduling algorithm for reducing unused timeslots by
considering head gap and tail gap newly generated by assigning a data burst.
The proposed scheduling algorithm selects the timeslot in which either head
gap or tail gap newly generated becomes the minimum. The proposed schedul-
ing algorithm can increase the possibility that a long burst will be assigned,
since longer gaps can be generated in other timeslots by assigning the data
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Figure 4. An example of
head gap and tail gap (N = 4)

Figure 5. An example of
the proposed scheduling algo-
rithm (N = 4).

burst to the timeslot in which the gap newly generated becomes the minimum.
Therefore, the proposed scheduling algorithm can improve the burst loss prob-
ability and reduce unused timeslots on data wavelengths. Fig. 4 shows an
example of head gap and tail gap (N = 4) . When data burst C is assigned
to timeslot the head gap is 2 since timeslot is empty in two consecutive
frames which exist ahead of data burst C, and the tail gap is 1 since timeslot
is empty in one frame which exists behind data burst C.

Here, we explain the flow of the proposed scheduling algorithm. First, core
routers search the statuses of N timeslots in sequence from the timeslot in
which a data burst will arrive. Simultaneously, if the searched timeslot is avail-
able, core routers compute head gap and tail gap newly generated by assigning
the data burst to the timeslot. After core routers search the statuses of all the
timeslots, core routers compare head gap and tail gap in all the available times-
lots and select the timeslot in which either head gap or tail gap becomes the
minimum. When there are two or more timeslots in which a gap becomes the
minimum, the proposed scheduling algorithm selects the timeslot in which tail
gap becomes the minimum in order to use gaps as early as possible. Further-
more, when there are two or more candidate timeslots, the proposed schedul-
ing algorithm selects the timeslot in which the delay given to the data burst by
FDLs is the minimum in order not to increase the delay of data bursts. Fig.
5 shows an example of the proposed scheduling algorithm (N = 4). In Fig.
5, the control packets of data burst A and B arrive at a core router in order,
like Fig. 3. First, the core router analyzes the control packet of data burst A,
and obtains the information that the burst length of data burst A is 2 timeslots
and data burst A arrives in timeslot    of frame Next, the core router
searches the statuses of all the timeslots in sequence from timeslot    in which
data burst A will arrive. Simultaneously, the core router computes head gap
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and tail gap in timeslot and since timeslot and are the
available timeslots. In Fig. 5, when data burst A is assigned to timeslot
both head gap and tail gap newly generated become the minimum. Therefore,
data burst A is assigned to timeslot Then, the core router analyzes the con-
trol packet of data burst B, and obtains the information that the burst length of
data burst B is 3 timeslots and data burst B arrives in timeslot of frame
Similarly, the core router carries out the scheduling of data burst B. And data
burst B is assigned to timeslot In the conventional scheduling algorithm,
data burst B is discarded since a small gap is generated in timeslot by as-
signing data burst A to timeslot as shown in Fig. 3. On the other hand,
in the proposed scheduling algorithm, data burst B can be assigned to timeslot

since the longer gap can be generated in timeslot by assigning data burst
A to timeslot as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the proposed scheduling al-
gorithm can reduce unused timeslots by selecting the timeslot in which either
head gap or tail gap newly generated becomes the minimum.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the burst loss probability and the throughput of
the proposed scheduling algorithm with those of the conventional one by com-
puter simulations. The throughput is defined as the ratio of the amount of data
transmitted per unit time to the transmission rate. We assume that the switch
size of a core router is 16, the transmission rate on each wavelength is 40Gbps,
frames are subdivided into N timeslots and the length of timeslot is The
input has uniform traffic with rate And, all bursts arriving at each input port
of a core router have variable length bursts. The burst length has the uniform
distribution of 1 to 5 timeslots length. The number of hops to a destination
edge router has the uniform distribution of 1 to 16 hops. The processing time
of a control packet in each core router is

Fig. 6 shows the burst loss probability versus input load From Fig. 6, we
show that the proposed scheduling algorithm can reduce the burst loss prob-
ability as compared with the conventional one. The reason is as follows. In
the conventional scheduling algorithm, a data burst is assigned to the available
timeslot which is found first without considering gaps newly generated by as-
signing the data burst, and hence, a large number of small gaps where only a
short burst can be assigned are generated. Therefore, the conventional schedul-
ing algorithm increases the possibility that a long burst will be discarded and
the number of data bursts which can be assigned decreases. On the other hand,
in the proposed scheduling algorithm, a data burst is assigned to the timeslot in
which either head gap or tail gap newly generated by assigning the data burst
becomes the minimum. The proposed scheduling algorithm can increase the
possibility that a long burst will be assigned since longer gaps can be generated
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Figure 6. The burst loss probability ver-
sus input load

Figure 7. The burst loss probability by
the burst length (N = 20).

in other timeslots by assigning the data burst to the timeslot in which the gap
newly generated becomes the minimum. Therefore, the number of data bursts
which can be assigned increases. Then, in order to prove the reason mentioned
above, we show the burst loss probability by the burst length in Fig. 7. From
Fig. 7, we find that the conventional scheduling algorithm degrades the loss
probability of a long burst as compared with that of a short burst. This is be-
cause, the conventional scheduling algorithm increases the possibility that a
short burst will be assigned as compared with the possibility that a long burst
will be assigned since a large number of small gaps where only a short burst
can be assigned are generated. On the other hand, we find that the proposed
scheduling algorithm reduces the loss probability of a long burst. This is be-
cause, the proposed scheduling algorithm can assign a short burst and a long
burst with the almost same possibility since the number of small gaps where
only a short burst can be assigned decreases and longer gaps can be gener-
ated. From Figs. 6 and 7, we show that the proposed scheduling algorithm can
increase the number of data bursts which can be assigned since the proposed
scheduling algorithm can reduce the loss probability of a long burst. And as
shown in Fig. 7, in the conventional scheduling algorithm, the burst loss prob-
ability is affected by the burst length and a long burst is more likely to be
discarded than a short burst. However, in the proposed scheduling algorithm,
the burst loss probability does not depend on so much the burst length and the
difference of the burst loss probabilities by the burst length can be small.

Fig. 8 shows the throughput performance versus input load From Fig. 8,
we show that the proposed scheduling algorithm can improve the throughput
performance as compared with the conventional one. The reason is as follows.
In the conventional scheduling algorithm, since the scheduling is carried out
without considering gaps newly generated, a large number of small gaps where
only a short burst can be assigned are generated and the number of data bursts
which can be assigned decreases. Therefore, the number of unused timeslots
increases and the amount of data which can be transmitted per unit time de-
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Figure 8. The throughput performance versus input load

creases. On the other hand, in the proposed scheduling algorithm, since the
scheduling is carried out with considering gaps newly generated, longer gaps
can be generated and the number of data bursts which can be assigned in-
creases. Therefore, the number of unused timeslots can be reduced and the
amount of data which can be transmitted per unit time increases.

We have proposed a scheduling algorithm for reducing unused timeslots by
considering head gap and tail gap newly generated by assigning a data burst in
order to improve the burst loss probability and the throughput performances in
TSOBS networks. The proposed scheduling algorithm selects the timeslot in
which either head gap or tail gap newly generated becomes the minimum. By
computer simulations, we find that the proposed scheduling algorithm can im-
prove the burst loss probability and the throughput performances as compared
with the conventional one.
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Metropolitan area networks are one of the best arenas for an early pene-
tration of advanced optical technologies. Indeed, their large traffic dynamism
requires packet switching to efficiently use the available resources; their high
capacity requirements justifies WDM use; and their limited geographical ex-
tensions lowers the impact of fiber transmission impairments such as fiber dis-
persion and nonlinearities. From a research view point, designing innovative

Abstract:

Key words:

This paper presents the architecture of WONDER, an advanced ring-based WDM
optical packet network designed for high capacity metro environments. The net-
work prototype is currently being developed at PhotonLab in Torino, Italy, by
several Italian research groups, thanks to a financing by the Italian Ministry of
University and Research (MIUR). It represents an evolution over a similar ring
based prototype, named “RingO” which was previously realized in 2001-2002.
The WONDER network architecture elaborates on the effectiveness of optics
with respect to electronics, trying to identify an optimal mix of the two technolo-
gies. We present network architecture, physical topology and node structure of
the WONDER prototype, as well as its MAC protocol. The main contribution
of this article is the identification of an innovative optical network architecture,
which is feasible and cost effective with technologies available today, and can
be a valid alternative to more consolidated solutions in metro applications.

Optical Network Testbeds; Packet Switched Networks; Advanced Optical Net-
work Architectures.

1. INTRODUCTION
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architectures for metro networks often means finding cost-effective combina-
tions of optical and electronic technologies, and new networking paradigms
that better suit the constraints dictated by available photonic components and
subsystems.

The OptCom and Network groups at Politecnico di Torino, Italy, have de-
signed and prototyped network architectures for metro applications, taking an
approach based upon optical packets, but limiting optical complexity to a min-
imum, and trying to use only commercially available components. This ap-
proach was already at the base of our previous “RingO” [2] network architec-
ture, also developed in Turin at the end of 2002. The WONDER architecture
was designed in order to find the best compromise between optical and elec-
trical technologies. Similar solutions are currently under investigation in sev-
eral other laboratories, see for instance [3]. To this end, the bulk of raw data
transmission is kept in the optical domain, while network control functions are
mostly implemented in the electronic domain.

In the following sections we introduce the rationale and design of the WON-
DER network prototype describing the physical topology, the node structure,
the MAC protocol and the fault recovery mechanism, and the plans for the
testbed currently under implementation in PhotonLab [1].

2. WONDER ARCHITECTURE

The WONDER network topology, see Fig. 1, is based on two WDM fiber
rings connecting N nodes. One of the rings, called the “transmission” ring, is
devoted to the transmission of data, while the other, called the “reception” ring,
is devoted to the reception of data. The two rings are physically interconnected
by a proper fiber shortcut that can be implemented by any node in the network.
The shortcut is realized by closing a loop-back fiber between the transmission
and reception rings at the output of a node, which is conventionally called the
“folding” node (node in Fig. 1). The node located at the other side of the
shortcut turns out to be the first on the transmission ring and the last on the
reception ring. This node is conventionally called the “master” node since, by
preceding all the other nodes, it is devoted to the transmission of a suitable
synchronization signal to the whole network. At any time, the network must
have one and only one pair of active master and “folding” nodes in order to
work properly. The resulting topology can also be viewed as a folded bus on
which each node has two connections in two distinct points.
The transmission of packets is time-slotted and synchronized on all wave-
lengths, and each packet has a fixed duration corresponding to one time slot.
In our current implementation, each slot is long, and carries a Gigabit
Ethernet bit stream at 1.25 Gbit/s. Future evolutions at higher bit rates are
already planned. The WONDER protocol works as follows: each node is
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Figure 1. The two fiber rings topology at the basis of the WONDER architecture

equipped with an optical receiver tuned on a certain wavelength on the ITU-
T grid. When a node has a packet to send to another node tuned on it must
set its transmitter on and wait for the first available “empty” slot on that
wavelength to transmit the packet (see following Sect. 2.2). The WONDER
architecture eases some problems of the previous Ringo architecture [2], and
in particular:

Two or more nodes can share the same wavelength in reception, thus
allowing a fine granularity in the allocation of the available bandwidth.
Thus, a label must be associated to the optical packet to indicate its des-
tination among the various nodes sharing the same wavelength. There
are many ways to implement this kind of labeling, both in the electrical
and in the optical domain. The pros and cons of each method have been
evaluated, but in the end the simpler option has been chosen, consisting
in the addition of an apposite field in the packet’s header and a totally
electronic recognition.

Global synchronization is eased by the presence of the head-of-line mas-
ter node, which sends to all other nodes a “timing” signal containing both
bit and slot timing on a dedicated wavelength

The network is able to recover from any single fiber failure between two
nodes by simply rearranging them to be “master” and “folding”, i.e., by
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Figure 2. Structure of WONDER nodes.

dynamically re-arranging the fiber shortcut shown in Fig. 1. Each node
can sense a failure by monitoring the timing signal. If this signal is
not sensed on the preceding fiber on the transmission ring, an “up-hill”
failure has occurred, and the node must negotiate to become the network
master. If the timing signal is not sensed on the preceding fiber on the
reception ring, a “down-hill” failure occurred on this fiber, and the node
must become the “folding” node. In general, a node can be either in
a “master”, “folding” or generic “through” state: the node controller’s
logic can use the information about failures to switch among these three
states.

The general structure of a WONDER node is shown in Fig. 2. It is logically
subdivided into a number of subsystems, each one implementing a subset of
the node’s functionalities. In the next subsections we’ll describe the functions,
interfaces and the proposed experimental setup for each subsystem.

2.1.1 Smart optical amplifiers. In a metropolitan environment, the
separation between two nodes can vary from a few kilometers to some tents
kilometers, so the amount of amplification required is unknown, and has to
be adapted case by case in order to have fixed optical power per channel at

2.1 Node structure
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the output of the amplifiers, thus requiring an automatic “static” gain setting
technique. Another kind of problem arises because of the bursty nature of the
traffic in the network [5]. In general, when a packet enters an EDFA it sees
a dynamic gain that depends on the busy/free state in the preceding slots [4].
The gain transients dynamics can seriously impact the BER performances of
the optical receivers, so adequate gain transients suppression techniques are
mandatory to guarantee the proper operation of the network. The optical am-
plifiers in the WONDER network are thus termed “smart” because they must
provide both “static” nominal gain setting and fast gain transients suppression
features. We envision the use of the the timing signal, which is continuous and
always on, as a monitoring signal for gain settings. From an implementation
point of view, two alternatives are available:

1.

2.

Use of EDFAs with a suitable control electronics which varies the pump
power injected in the doped fiber as a function of the power sensed on
the timing signal [6].

Use of Linear Optical Amplifiers (LOAs) [7], which are gain-clamped
semiconductor optical amplifiers whose nominal gain can be set by vary-
ing the current injected into the active region.

The EDFAs have a very low noise figure and high output power, while the
LOAs are noisier and less powerful, but more compact and potentially less
expensive. In the WONDER scenario, LOAs are the preferred option for eco-
nomic reasons, and their performance is currently under investigation.

2.1.2 Lambda and timing monitor. In order to avoid collisions in the
access to the transmission medium, each node must monitor the busy/free state
on all wavelengths in each time slot. The monitoring extends also to the timing
channel to extract slot timing, information about failures on the rings, and to
provide optical power monitoring to the “smart” optical amplifiers. In our
prototype, the “lambda and timing monitor” optically demultiplexes the WDM
channels by an AWG, and then extract digital information on the busy/free
state of channels and on eventual failures by means of an array of DC coupled
photodiodes followed by threshold comparators.

2.1.3 Node controller. The node controller is at the hearth of the node’s
operation and implements all the intelligence of the network. It is realized on
an FPGA board exchanging data with all the other subsystems, taking care
of the implementation of the MAC protocol, packets queueing, fault recovery
mechanism, burst mode reception etc. We decided to base all our (electronic)
architecture on an FPGA board due to the great increase in capabilities and
reduction in costs that FPGA devices have shown in the last 2/3 years. The
FPGA we will use for the testbed is able to handle several input/output datas-
tream running at up to 3.2 Gbit/s, with advanced Clock and Data Recovery
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(CDR) capabilities, very high processing power, and ease of integration with
other external devices. The FPGA interfaces with all the upper layers of the
WONDER network protocol stack to enable data exchange between nodes by
means of standard protocols like FTP, HTTP and SMTP and suitable middle-
ware software residing on a workstation.

As an important feature, our architecture requires an electrical data path
bandwidth, on the transmitter, receiver and node controller that is equal to a
single channel data rate only. In fact, the high-speed electrical interface of
the transmitter and receiver need only to handle data traffic carried by a single
wavelength, and not the aggregate bit rate of all wavelengths passing through
the node. This is one of the advantages of our architectures with respect to
current SONET/SDH circuit-switched solutions.

2.1.4 Data transmitter. A WONDER transmitter must be able to tune
on any of the available wavelengths on a slot by slot basis. Conventional trans-
mitters are very different because they work with a continuous flow of data
and on a fixed wavelength, so a radically different design is required. We en-
visioned two options:

1.

2.

Use of an array of fixed wavelength DFB lasers on the ITU-T grid, on/off
switched by a digital signal coming from the node controller on a slot by
slot basis. The outputs of the lasers are coupled together, then externally
modulated by an external modulator, which is driven by the data bits.

Use of a fast tunable [8] laser which can be tuned on any desired C-band
wavelength in a few tents of nanosecond by injecting a suitable current,
followed by an external modulator.

In our prototype, the first option was chosen because of its component simplic-
ity. The second option is today less feasible, but should be preferred as soon
as fast tunable lasers become reliable and commercially available [8].

2.1.5 Timing transmitter. When a node becomes the network “mas-
ter”, it has to transmit a timing signal containing both bit and slot time refer-
ences. These signals must be combined on a single wavelength to minimize
costs, so we decided to try an approach where a low extinction ratio square
wave with period equal to one slot in our implementation) is generated
by directly modulating the laser with a small-signal current. The bit timing, set
to 1.25 Gb/s, is then superimposed by means of an external modulator.

2.1.6 Timing receiver. The timing receiver must extract the bit clock
frequency from the timing signal, as well as providing a digital signal indicat-
ing failures on the reception fiber. The first function is obtained by passing the
electrical timing signal (recovered by a wide-band photodiode) into an high-
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of approx. 1 GHz. The resulting signal is
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then directly fed to the node controller FPGA CDR circuitry, where a clean bit
clock is made available. A failure signal can be issued whenever the power on
the received timing signal falls below a predefined threshold.

2.1.7 Data receiver. A WONDER data receiver must work in burst
mode on a packet by packet basis, so it is quite different from conventional
continuous mode receivers. The main issues in the realization of an high speed
burst-mode receiver are the following:

1.

2.

3.

The bursty nature of the received signal complicates the recovery of
the phase of the clock signal needed to sample data bits at the opti-
mal instant. The clock phase recovery must take at most some tents of
nanoseconds otherwise a significant part of the packet’s duration would
be wasted for synchronization. The CDRs that are present on-board on
the selected FPGA can automatically perform very fast phase recovery
whenever the clock nominal frequency is known. This is the main rea-
son why we send a “master” bit clock signal through the network on the
timing signal.

Conventional high speed optical receivers are usually AC coupled. Their
cutoff frequency is typically set quite low (about 30 kHz) to avoid base-
line wander. Anyway, in a burst mode receiver, the cutoff frequency
must be set to higher values, to have a very fast AC transient at the be-
ginning of a packet. This in turns requires a suitable line coding (we use
Ethernet 8B/10B coding).

A suitable “training” sequence must precede the packet useful bits (header
and payload) to make sure the CDR can perform phase recovery. This
is achieved by using a proper sequence, like a Barker sequence, at the
beginning of the bit stream. The selected FPGA has built-in functions to
implement these synchronization features.

2.2 MAC protocol

Our architecture requires a suitable MAC protocol to allocate time slots
to transmitters. From the MAC protocol design perspective, WONDER is a
multi-channel network, in which packet collisions must be avoided, and some
level of fairness in resource sharing must be guaranteed together with accept-
able levels of network throughput. A collision may arise when a node inserts
a packet on a time slot and wavelength which have already been used. This
is avoided by giving priority to upstream nodes, i.e., to in-transit traffic, via
the capability. Fairness is obtained by a Virtual Output Queuing
(VOQ) structure. While standard single-channel protocols use a single FIFO
(First In First Out) electrical queue, in multi-channel scenarios FIFO queu-
ing performs poorly due to the Head-Of-Line (HOL) problem, which has been
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carefully studied in the literature, and can be solved using one of the VOQ [9]
structures. The basic VOQ idea, applicable also to the WONDER architecture,
consists in storing packets waiting for ring access in separated queues, each
corresponding to a different destination, and to appropriately select the queue
that gains access to the channels for each time slot.

Our work was motivated by the trust that optical packet transmission, though
not yet standardized and commercially available, may become in the medium
term a promising alternative to the current approach of building WDM net-
works with (at most) some degree of circuit-switching reconfigurability, but
where packet switching is still completely handled at the electronic level. At
the same time, we do not believe that all packet switching functions can be
completely moved from the electrical to the photonic domain in a reliable way
without fundamental improvements in optical components technology. A good
compromise between the two domains (optical and electrical) is the major goal
of the WONDER project presented in this paper.

3. CONCLUSION
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PERFORMANCE OF OPTICAL BURST SWITCHED
WDM RING NETWORK WITH TTFR SYSTEM
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Optical burst switching (OBS) [1]- [2] is a switching technique that occu-
pies the middle of the spectrum between the well-known circuit switching and
packet switching paradigms. In OBS network, several IP packets with the same
destinations are assembled into a burst, and forwarded through the network in
optical domain. The transmission of each burst is proceeded by the transmis-
sion of a burst header packet, which usually takes place on a separate single
channel. Recently, as an alternative of SONET/SDH based metro ring network,
WDM metro ring network is focused on. SONET/SDH network represents a
significant investment on the part of carries, and are currently being upgraded
to support WDM. A research on the WDM metro ring network with optical
packet switching, such as HORNET (Hybrid Optoelectronic Ring NETwork)
[3], attracts much attention. On the other hand, the research on the WDM
metro ring network with optical burst switching is also done [4]. In [4], OBS
metro ring network consists of N nodes, and each node owns a home wave-
length on which it transmits its bursts. The ring operates under the fixed tuned
transmitter and tunable receiver (FTTR) system. In this system, every node

Abstract:
In this paper, we propose an architecture of Optical Burst Switched WDM

ring network. In our proposed OBS ring network, every node is equipped with
one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver (TTFR) oparating on a
given wavelength that identifies the node. TTFR type ring network has an advan-
tage that no receiver collisions occur and each node can detect channel collision
by transmitter side. By computer simulations, we evaluate the performance of
throughput, goodput, and queueing delay. As a result, we show the performance
effectiveness of our proposed architecture and access protocol.

1. INTRODUCTION
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can transmit without worrying about channel collisions since no other node
can transmit with the same wavelength. However, it is possible that several
packets arrive at the same node simultaneously. At that time all the bursts ex-
cept one, that is randomly selected, are discarded. In this way, FTTR type ring
network waste a bandwidth by the reason that bursts that might be discarded
are transmitted to the destination.

In this paper, we propose an architecture of Optical Burst Switched WDM
ring network. In our proposed OBS ring network, every node is equipped with
one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver (TTFR), and transmits
bursts on the wavelength assigned for each destination. Since all nodes use
the same wavelength for transmitting a packet to the same destination, chan-
nel collisions occur in the case that multiple nodes transmits bursts to a same
destination node. However, TTFR has an advantage that causes no receiver
collisions. In addition, since a burst header packet is transmitted ahead of a
data burst under JET (Just Enough Time) signaling, channel collisions are de-
tected in advance. A node that detects a channel collisions stops transmission
of the burst immediately, and retransmits the burst after going through a burst
of upstream node. By such upstream prioritized switching, bursts transmitted
successfully will be received certainly at the destination node without being
discarded during a transfer. By computer simulations, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of throughput, goodput, and queueing delay. As a result, we show the
performance effectiveness of our proposed architecture and access protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present our proposed
architecture and access protocol in Section 2. The performance evaluations are
shown in Section 3. Finally, we discuss the obtained results.

2. PROPOSED OBS RING NETWORK

2.1 Ring and node architecture

We consider N nodes organized in a unidirectional ring, as shown in Fig.
1. The ring can be a metropolitan area network (MAN) serving as the back-
bone that interconnects a number of access networks, and transporting multiple
types of traffic from users, such as IP traffic, ATM traffic, frame relay traffic.
Each fiber link between two consecutive OBS nodes in the ring can support
N + 1 wavelengths. Of these, N wavelengths are used to transmit bursts, and
(N + 1)th wavelength is used as the control channel.

Each OBS node is attached to one or more access networks. In the direction
from the access networks to the ring, the OBS node acts as concentrator. It
collects and buffers electronically data, transmitted by users over the access
networks, which need to be transported over the ring. Buffered data are sub-
sequently grouped together and transmitted in a burst to the destination OBS
node. A burst can be of any size between a minimum and maximum value.
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Figure 1. An architecture of Optical
Burst Switched WDM ring network

Figure 2. An architecture and operation
of every node

Bursts travel as optical signals along the ring, without undergoing any electro-
optic conversion at intermediate nodes. In the other direction from the ring
to the access networks, an OBS node terminates optical bursts destined to it,
electronically processes the data contained there in, and delivers them to users
in its attached access networks.

The architecture of an OBS node is shown in Fig. 2. Each node is equipped
with one optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM), and two pairs of optical trans
ceivers. The first pair consists of a receiver and transmitter fixed tuned to the
control wavelength, and are part of the control module in Fig. 2. The control
wavelength is dropped by the OADM at each node, and added back after the
control module has read the control information and has inserted new infor-
mation. The second pair of transceivers consists of a tunable transmitter and
a receiver that is tuned to the node’s home wavelength. The OADM drops the
optical signal on the node’s home wavelength. In OBS network, several IP
packets with the same destinations are assembled into a burst, and forwarded
through the network in optical domain. The transmission of each burst is pro-
ceeded by the transmission of a burst header packet, which usually takes place
on a separate single channel. We use Just Enough Time (JET) proposed in
[1] as the signaling protocol. It starts transmitting the data burst soon after
the transmission of the burst header packet. We will refer to the interval of
time between the transmission of the first bit of the burst header packet and
the transmission of the first bit of the data burst as the offset. The burst header
packet carries information about the burst, including the offset value, the length
of the burst, its priority, etc.. The purpose of burst header packets is to inform
each intermediate node of the upcoming data burst, so that it can configure its
switch fabric appropriately to switch the burst to the appropriate output port.
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Figure 3a.     Incoming burst from upstream node is detected

Figure 3b. Example of upstream priori-
tized switching

Figure 3c. Example of earliest arrival
prioritized switching

2.2 Access protocol

In the proposed OBS ring network, channel collisions occur in the case of
transmitting bursts to a given destination node from multiple nodes, since all
nodes will transmit on the same wavelength of the destination. Therefore,
an access protocol in consideration of channel collisions is required. A basic
access protocol is similar to CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection). Since a burst header packet that includes the information
of the burst, such as length and destination, is transmitted ahead of a data burst,
nodes can detect channel collisions in advance. Fig. 3a shows a basic access
protocol with Collision Detection. When a node transmits a packet towards
node it confirms the availability of wavelength for a term of transmitting.
If a node can transmit, a control packet is transmitted immediately on control
wavelength, and after a delay of offset time, a payload is transmitted. We
can classify access protocols into Upstream Prioritized Switching or Earliest
Arrival Prioritized Switching according to the operation at channel collisions.
Fig. 3b shows the example of upstream prioritized switching. The node which
has detected a channel collision by the control packet stops transmission of
the burst immediately. By upstream prioritized switching, bursts transmitted
successfully at the source node will be received certainly at the destination
node without being discarded during a transfer. Fig. 3c shows the example of
earliest arrival prioritized switching. In the case that node i has already started
to transmit a given burst, the node which has detected a channel collision will
drop the burst from upstream node. By earliest arrival prioritized switching,
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although bursts may be discarded by the relay node, it can prevent imcomplete
bursts due to the transmit interruption being transmitted downstream.

2.3 Burst Assembly

Data from access network is organized into transmit queues according to
their destination. The data buffer at each OBS node is shared by N –1 transmit
queues, each corresponding to one of the N – 1 destination nodes. The order
in which transmit queues are served is determined by the scheduler in Fig. 2.
A transmit queue is available for service if its size is larger than Min Burst
Size, or the first data of the transmit queue has waited for more than timeout
time. If the size of available transmit queue is less than Max Burst Size, then a
burst that includes all data in the transmit queue is constructed. Otherwise, a
burst of at most size Max Burst Size is constructed, and the data remaining in
the transmit queue is served at a later time. If two or more transmit queues are
available, we choose one queue in round-robin or random manner. Although
round-robin can keep the fairness for every destinaion, the synchronization of
collision may occur between adjacent nodes. When channel collision occurs by
the reason that a node i and a node i+1 transmit bursts to the same destination
j, to the following timing, it’s likely that they subsequently transmit a burst to
the same destination, such as node j+1. Therefore, in order to improve the
synchronization problem, we propose a random queue selection.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

3.1 Simulation model

In our simulation study we consider a ring network with 6 nodes, each with
an electronic buffer of 10 MB. The distance between two successive nodes
in the ring is taken to be 4 km. We assume that the control wavelength each
burst wavelength runs at 2.5 Gbps. We assume that data arrives in packets, and
the packet arrival process to each node is described by a modified interrupted
poisson process (IPP) [5]. This modified IPP is an ON/OFF process, where
both the ON and the OFF periods are exponentially distributed. Packets arrive
back to back during the ON period at the rate of No packets
arrive during the OFF period. The packet size is assumed to follow a truncated
exponential distribution with an average size of 500 bytes and a maximum
size of 5000 bytes. We use the squared coefficient of variation, and of the
packet inter arrival time to measure the burstiness of the arrival process. is
defined as the ratio of the variance of the packet inter arrival time divided by
the squared mean of the packet inter arrival time. We use the expression for
the of an IPP and where the packet size is not truncated. We have

where and and
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Figure 4. Comparison of UPS and EAPS
about throughput performance

Figure 5. Comparison of UPS and EAPS
about goodput performance

are the mean times of the ON and OFF periods, respectively. To completely
characterize the arrival process, we use the above expression for and another
equation that involves the mean times of the ON and OFF periods. We define
the quantity Given the and the average packet arrival rate

we can calculate the quantities and and therefore the arrival process
is completely characterized.

In this section, we evaluate throughput, goodput, delay by a computer sim-
ulation. These performance measures are estimated by varying an input load
from 0.1 to 1.0 with an increment of 0.05. In this paper, an input load shows
the average packet arriving rate into a single node. The destination of packets
follows the uniform distribution. of packet inter-arrival time at each node
is set to 20. We also set Max Burst Size to 50 KB, TimeOut to 4 ms
and offset value to In each figure, UPS and EAPS represent Upstream
Prioritized Switching and Earliest Arrival Prioritized Switching.

3.2 Basic performance

Fig. 4 shows throughput performance. The throughput is defined as the
amount of receiving data to that of arrival data. We evaluate the performance
of UPS and EAPS respectively about the case both with and without retrans-
mission. It is shown that throughput of all deteriorates from the middle. This
is because OBS has many channel collision due to the one-way signaling.

Fig. 5 shows goodput performance. The goodput is defined as the amount
of receiving data to that of transmitting data. In the case of UPS, goodput
performance deteriorates due to the transmit interruption. On the other hand,
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Figure 6. Comparison of UPS and EAPS
about average queueing delay

Figure 7. Effect of random queue selec-
tion to throuput performance

EAPS decrease the goodput by discarding burst at intermediate nodes. It is
shown that UPS maintains higher goodput than EAPS.

Fig. 6 shows average queueing delay. Queueing delay is defined as the
time interval from the instance that the packet arrives at a node to the instance
that the packet leaves the node. We observe that, as the average arrival rate
increases, the Queueing delay first decreases, and then it increases. This is due
to the fact that when the traffic intensity is low, the time for a transmit queue
to reach the Min Burst Size. Since many collisions occur under a high load,
queueing delay becomes very long (but the maximum delay is restricted by
buffer size).

3.3 Effect of random queue selection

We evaluate the performance of UPS and EAPS with retransmission about
the case both round-robin queue selection and random queue selection. From
Fig. 7, we notice that throughput performance of both UPS and EAPS are im-
proved by appling proposed random queue selection. Especially, it is effictive
to EAPS. Moreover, the tendency is the same in Fig. 8. On the other hand, we
notice that an effect to delay performance is slightly, as shown in Fig. 9.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an architecture of Optical Burst Switched
WDM ring network. In our proposed OBS ring network, every node is equipped
with one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver (TTFR) operating on
a given wavelength that identifies the node. TTFR type ring network has an
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Figure 8. Effect of random queue selec-
tion to goodput performance

Figure 9. Effect of random queue selec-
tion to average queueing delay
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Abstract: In this paper we consider how the performance of wavelength routed networks
depends on node capabilities, such as the wavelength selection and the wave-
length conversion. For this purpose we propose a modified version of the short-
est path algorithm for the wavelength graph (SPAWG), where “virtual links” are
added for modeling the utilization and the cost of these node capabilities.

Numerical results show the performance advantages in utilizing wavelength
selection instead of wavelength conversion, when only one of the two capabil-
ities can be implemented in each network node. When wavelength conversion
and wavelength selection utilization is limited to a subset of network nodes to
reduce the overall network cost, results indicate that sparse wavelength selection
is not as beneficial as sparse wavelength conversion.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the latest years, the growing demand for bandwidth in core networks
has been cost effectively satisfied with the deployment of wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) systems. Currently WDM is the basis of wavelength
routed optical networks (WRONs), where lightpaths (i.e. all-optical end-to-
end switched connections between node pairs at the wavelength granularity)
are set up to generate a virtual topology, often with a higher connectivity than
the physical fiber network. The lightpath establishment in WRONs involves
the problem of selecting a suitable path and allocating an available wavelength

*This work has been partially supported by Italian Ministry of Education and University (MIUR) under
FIRB project “Enabling platforms for high-performance computational grids oriented to scalable virtual
organization (GRID.IT)” and partially by Marconi through an annual grant to Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna.
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for the connection: the resulting problem is referred to as the routing and wave-
length assignment (RWA) problem [1]. Network performance depends on the
RWA problem solution, that in turn is affected by the network node capabili-
ties.

In this paper two node capabilities have been investigated: (i) the possibil-
ity for a connection request of choosing any admission wavelength in source
and destination nodes (wavelength selection, whose benefits have not been
extensively studied in literature [2, 3]); (ii) the possibility of converting the
wavelength of the lightpath at any intermediate node (wavelength conversion,
which has been thoroughly investigated [4–8]). To take into account these
additional node capabilities the Shortest Path Algorithm for the Wavelength
Graph (SPAWG for short [9, 10]) has been extended: “virtual links” are added
for modeling the utilization and the cost of any processing incurred in light-
path routing besides the hop cost. Therefore lightpaths are routed along the
least cost path, that jointly minimizes the utilization of node capabilities and
link capacity.

Numerical results show that, if implemented at all network nodes (full-
mode), wavelength selection is more beneficial than wavelength conversion.
On the other hand, if selection capabilities or conversion capabilities are de-
ployed just in a limited subset of nodes (sparse-mode), sparse wavelength se-
lection is not as beneficial as sparse wavelength conversion.

2. NODE ARCHITECTURE AND RWA ALGORITHM

Node architectures incorporating various node capabilities have been inves-
tigated. As shown in Fig. 1, wavelength selection, which allows an outgoing
(incoming) request to choose the wavelength on the first (last) hop of the light-
path, is implemented connecting with a space matrix (called wavelength selec-
tion switching fabric) the tributaries to the bank of fixed-wavelength transpon-
ders [11]. This space matrix switches the traffic from the tributaries (at the
wavelength usually at 1300 nm) to the transponder at the desired wave-
length, e.g., (in the 1550 nm range, according to ITU-T grids). On the con-
trary, if wavelength selection is not present, each tributary is statically linked
to a fixed-wavelength transponder and it must use only a specific wavelength.

Wavelength conversion permits to change the wavelength on which a light-
path 1 is carried (relaxing the wavelength continuity constraint): in Fig. 1 this
capability is hidden in the optical cross-connect. To preserve signal trans-
parency and contain complexity and power consumption [5], an all-optical
wavelength conversion scheme has been adopted, assuming that only half of

1We assume that wavelength conversion in a node cannot be performed for lightpaths added or dropped in
the same node because this function is provided through wavelength selection.
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the wavelengths nearest to the working one can be reached, due to technolog-
ical constraints (previous studies have shown that this limitation only slightly
affects network performance [6]).

Figure 1. Architecture of an optical node with W =
3 wavelengths per link and nodal degree D = 2.

Figure 2. 6 × 6 grid topology.

To consider both wavelength selection and wavelength conversion costs, an
auxiliary graph, called wavelength graph (WG) [9], is utilized by the SPAWG
routing and wavelength assignment algorithm to find a path for the incoming
connection requests. The WG is built repeating the physical topology of the
network on a number of superimposed planes equal to the number of available
wavelengths. On each layer the links connecting the nodes are assigned a
weight that is a measure of the hop cost.

To consider the wavelength conversion, “virtual links” are added among
copies of the same node on different layers. Due to the high cost and the phys-
ical constraints of the wavelength converters, the weight of these links is an
order of magnitude higher than the hop cost, and proportional to the distance
between wavelengths. To take into account the wavelength selection, a modi-
fied version of the WG is adopted, with an additional layer this is a logical
level that contains only the network nodes without links among them. Instead,
there are “virtual links” that connect source and destination nodes of a connec-
tion request with their respective copies on one or more layers, accordingly to
the absence or presence of wavelength selection. Since wavelength selection
is less complex and expensive than wavelength conversion, the weight of these
links has the same order of magnitude of the hop cost.
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3. NETWORK AND TRAFFIC MODEL

A 6 × 6 grid topology with bidirectional links and W wavelengths per link,
depicted in Fig. 2, is utilized as test network. The grid topology is deployed
in grid computing scenarios, and it has been chosen because its simplicity and
regularity allow to clearly identify the individual effects of various parameters
on network performance [12] (results on other topologies, not shown here for
brevity, confirmed the conclusions drawn on the grid network).

Traffic between node pairs is generated with uniform probability: T repre-
sents the average number of connections requested by every node. An incre-
mental traffic model has been adopted: lightpath requests arrive sequentially
and, if accepted, remain in the network indefinitely. This approach resembles
the present connection deployment procedures, where the lightpaths are es-
tablished upon a customer request and remain active for long periods of time
(months to years).

If wavelength selection is not present, for each connection request a pair of
transponders is also randomly chosen in source and in destination nodes. Only
these transponders can be exploited by the tributaries. In case of absence of
both wavelength selection and wavelength conversion two transponders with
the same wavelength are chosen 2.

The lightpath requests are processed upon arrival by the SPAWG algorithm.
If a minimum cost route that connects source and destination nodes is found a
bidirectional lightpath is established, and the network state is updated; other-
wise the connection is blocked and rejected.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The metric considered to evaluate network performance is the blocking
probability, computed as the ratio between the number of blocked lightpath
requests and the number of generated requests.

In the first part of the section we compare the four architectures obtained
combining the absence or the presence of both wavelength selection (WS) and
wavelength conversion (WC) in each network node: NOWS-NOWC, NOWS-
WC, WS-NOWC, and WS-WC.

In the second part of the section sparse wavelength selection and conversion
are considered: in this case, the placement of these node capabilities must
be optimized. The optimal placement problem has been proven to be NP-
complete [7]. For this reason the following heuristic [8] has been utilized:

2 Differently from [2], where networks with fixed transmitters and receivers and absence of wavelength
conversion are not studied because full connectivity is not guaranteed, we consider this case (adding the
condition that the two transponders work on the same wavelength), because this scenario is typical of many
present optical networks.
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Figure 3. Blocking probability versus wavelengths per link, with T = 10 calls per node.

Figure 4. Blocking probability versus offered traffic.

we start from a scenario where the capability is present in all the nodes and
we rank them according to its utilization; then simulations are run placing the
capability only where it is significantly used.

In all the simulations at least 5000 repetitions have been run for each point;
the results are plotted with the confidence interval at 95% confidence level.

4.1 Presence vs. absence of wavelength selection and
conversion

Fig. 3 compares the performance of the four basic node architectures, NOWS-
NOWC, NOWS-WC, WS-NOWC, and WS-WC, in terms of blocking proba-
bility as a function of the number of wavelengths W; the average number of
connections T requested by every node is set to 10. This plot shows the fun-
damental role of wavelength selection to improve network performance, while
the introduction of wavelength conversion offers only a marginal blocking de-
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crease. Indeed wavelength selection greatly simplifies the search for a suitable
lightpath by allowing a flexible admission in the network. On the contrary
in absence of selection lightpath requests cannot easily enter the network be-
cause, in the first and last hop, only one wavelength can be used. Architectures
without wavelength selection show poor performance also in terms of scalabil-
ity: increasing the number of channels per link the reduction of the blocking
probability is very limited.

Fig. 4-(a) and 4-(b) show the blocking probability of the four node architec-
tures as a function of the offered traffic for W = 20 and W = 40 respectively.
Again the WS-WC architecture obtains the lowest blocking probability while
the NOWS-NOWC architecture shows the highest blocking probability. More-
over the implementation of just wavelength conversion capabilities in the net-
work nodes does not noticeably improve the blocking probability with respect
to the NOWS-NOWC architecture. Instead wavelength selection determines
a much larger improvement than the wavelength conversion, which becomes
more remarkable when W is increased from 20 to 40, because the advantages
of selection are augmented by the possibility of choosing a wavelength in a
larger set of wavelengths.

4.2 Sparse wavelength selection and conversion

Fig. 5 shows the number of selections and conversions in each node of the
6 × 6 grid topology with W = 40 and T = 40. Wavelength selection is more
exploited at the network edges, while wavelength conversion is mainly used in
the core. Both effects are due to the fact that the central region of the network
is more loaded than the edges. Wavelength selection cannot be fully exploited
in the inner nodes because link congestion causes a higher blocking of connec-
tions leaving or entering those nodes. However this capability is widely used
in the entire network: more than 16 selections take place in every node. On the
other hand wavelength conversion helps to find a route for requests that would
otherwise be blocked because of the wavelength continuity constraint: hence
this capability is much more exploited in the central region of the network
where the majority of the traffic is routed (more than 10 conversions occur),
while it is only marginally used at the edges (from 3 to 5).

In Fig. 6 the blocking probability versus offered traffic is shown with sparse
wavelength selection and conversion. We assign WS and WC capabilities only
to the first and fraction of the total number of nodes, in the ranking
of WS and WC utilization. In particular two wavelength conversion scenarios

are combined with three wavelength selection scenarios
From the figure we can notice that sparse wavelength se-

lection only slightly reduces the blocking probability with respect
to the case without wavelength selection but significantly increases



Figure 5. Number of selections and conversion in each node of the 6 × 6 grid topology.

Figure 6. Blocking probability versus offered traffic for sparse WS and WC (W = 40).

it with respect to the case in which wavelength selection is available in all net-
work nodes Indeed wavelength selection simplifies very much
the search of an available lightpath, but it is a property of each specific optical
node, which can be exploited only by the tributaries connected to that node.
Thus it does not guarantee a fair improvement of the network performance.

On the contrary, the assignment of wavelength conversion capability to just
one-fourth of the nodes closely approximates the blocking
probability obtained when wavelength conversion capability is present in all
network nodes This happens because even sparse wavelength
conversion can be effectively utilized by all the connections traversing a node
equipped with this capability, increasing in a fair manner the network perfor-
mance. Thus, unlike wavelength selection, wavelength conversion provides a
reduction in blocking probability approximately proportional to its exploita-
tion.
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5. CONCLUSION
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In this paper we evaluated the benefits of enhanced node capabilities in
wavelength routed networks. Numerical results have shown the superiority
and criticality of wavelength selection. Very low blocking probability can be
obtained only if wavelength selection is present in all network nodes. On the
contrary, full and sparse wavelength conversion give a similar and moderate
performance improvement.

In fact, only the connections admitted in nodes with wavelength selection
can exploit this capability: then the network can leverage wavelength selection
only if present in all the nodes. On the contrary, wavelength conversion pro-
vided in a node can be exploited by all the connections traversing that node. In
this sense wavelength conversion, though placed in nodes, is a shared facility
while wavelength selection is a node-peculiar facility.
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Abstract: The paper proposes a general approach to support the analysis and
evaluation of dynamic routing and wavelength assignment strategies applicable in advanced
optical networks. Some ILP based models are introduced to apply the proposed analysis
support for the evaluation of Separate Wavelength Pool strategy. Results from a small
network example are described and analyzed to validate the proposed ILP models in one
hand and to highlight the advantages of the shared capacity related resilience and the pre-
emption techniques applicable in advanced optical networks on the other hand.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in optical technology enable the implementation of
complex network and management functionalities. The simple dynamic routing
and wavelength assignment (RWA) strategies can be replaced by more complex
and effective ones based on the advanced signaling.

Due to the various client requirements the optical network layer should support
differentiated transport services. In case of dynamic optical networks this
differentiation can be made according to the blocking probabilities and resilience
options of the arriving optical channel requests[1].

Taking into account the typical IP client requirements two basic service classes
can be distinguished in the optical layer: the premium leased optical channel
service for high quality traffic (e.g. IP VPNs, QoS oriented applications, etc.); the
low priority leased optical channel service for IP links carrying best-effort traffic.

The premium class is with low blocking probability and guaranteed protection
in case of network element failures, however, there is no bounds for the blocking
of low priority class. Even the optical channels carrying the traffic of the low
priority class are pre-emptable in case of network element failures in order to
support the guaranteed protection of the premium class. In case of the application
of different QoP classes - mainly if a pre-emptable class is present - the availability
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analysis of different service classes provide further important information on the
provisioning strategy[2].

In case of dynamic optical channel provisioning the permanent optical channel
requests are assumed to arrive spread in time and space, and an appropriate
strategy is applied to meet them under the efficient utilization of available network
resources. Having these two service classes the main goal of a provisioning
strategy is to restrict the uncontrolled competition between the premium and low
priority traffic, since the implementation of the distinction in blocking probabilities
requires efficient control during the allocation of the optical channels for requests
from different classes.

2. EVALUATION OF RESILIENT OPTICAL CHANNEL
PROVISIONING STRATEGIES

To evaluate resilient optical channel provisioning strategies three aspects
should be taken into account: penalty on dynamic behavior, complexity of required
network consolidations, availability of low priority services.

Generally, solving a provisioning problem a random order of optical channel
requests is to serve. It results in a sub-optimal decision for resource allocation,
since even in case of pre-planned fixed routing the wavelength assignment is
performed channel by channel subsequently according to a simple strategy (e.g.
first fit). Having known the same set of optical channels in advance and routed
them via the same routes an optimal solution for the wavelength assignment under
fixed routes can be achieved, and the difference in the required resources can be
interpreted as a penalty for the dynamic behavior. With other words this difference
describes how far a random sequence based solution (or the average of numerous
solutions) from the theoretically achievable global optimum.

To illustrate the above described penalty on dynamic behavior results from a
small (9 nodes, 16 edges, nodal degree 3.5) network example is presented in Figure
1[3]. The left bar gives the average resource needs in case of sequential allocation,
the right one represents the global optimum. The demand patterns and the routing
of the optical channels are the same in both cases, the only difference is in the
wavelength allocation. In the sequential case it is a simple first fit strategy [4]
(sequential allocation of the idle - not yet allocated - optical channels via the fixed
route), in the reference case it is an optimal - requiring minimum number of
wavelengths - solution based on the ILP implementation of the graph-coloring
model. The lower parts of the bars represent the amount of optical channels in use;
the upper part is the amount of extra wavelengths to be installed in case of no
wavelength conversion. The figures represent the total number of wavelength on
links. It can be depicted on the figure that the sequential first fit allocation results
in additional 30% wavelength need. It is a theoretical lower bound, since there may
not be a proper sequence for a given dynamic allocation strategy to achieve this
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lower bound. However, the distance between the theoretical bound and the
resource need for a given strategy is a good measure for the evaluation.

Figure 1 Penalty of dynamic
behavior

Figure 2 Extension - Provisioning -
Consolidation scheme of the network

lifecycle

If we change our focus from the simple provisioning problem to the network
development, an interesting problem can be identified. Since the traffic to be
served supposed to be incremental (permanent channel requests with practically
infinite holding time) the saturation of network resources are foreseen. In this case
based on the experienced structure and amount of channel requests the network
resources should be extended to prevent the significant increase of blocking. On
the other hand, as we have seen from the previous illustration the network
configuration is sub/optimal due to the channel by channel sequential solution of
RWA problem. Thus, it is a quite obvious idea to consolidate the network in order
to improve the resource utilization before the decisions on the capacity extension.

Figure 2 illustrates a simple Extension - Provisioning - Consolidation scheme
of the network lifecycle. The network consolidation means a network
reconfiguration (rearrangement) which from technological aspects can be based on
the same automatic configuration capabilities as the provisioning.

The general green-field network optimization problem can be formalized as
follows: the network topology is given as a G(V,E) with sets of nodes V and edges
E without effective capacity constraints. Edge n,m is assigned to cost function

where is the required capacity on the given edge. The network is
have to meet demands under minimum cost
The edge capacities can be derived from the demands according to the applicable
routing and the given topology.

The network consolidation problem can be formalized differently: in this case a
complete network configuration is given initially, with its topology G(V,E),
demands and routing of demands link capacities C(m,n) for
each link m,n. The aim of the consolidation to optimize the utilization of the
existing resources (link capacities) with limited network rearrangements.
Therefore, the network is have to meet demands under maximum saving

To improve the basic model some
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penalties on the network rearrangements decreasing the savings can be taken into
account. The penalty may depend on the extend of changes of the applied routes

thus the complete target function to be maximized is
Depending on the applied network model link capacity may

represent wavelengths or wavelength multiplex modules in both cases.

3. THE SWAP STRATEGY AND SOME ILP MODEL
FOR ITS EVALUATION

When there are different traffic classes to be supported in optical channel
provisioning strategies, it is a general problem how to protect the premium class
traffic from the uncontrolled competition with the low priority traffic. Separate
Wavelength Pool strategy gives a simple and effective solution for this problem
[5]. The available wavelength pool is separated in SWAP, the first pool serves to
allocate working connections for premium traffic only, and the second pool is for
SRLG-based shared spare capacity oriented restoration routes for premium class
traffic and for working routes of low priority pre-emptable traffic. Assuming that
the premium traffic can be forecasted with acceptable level of confidence, and
based on this forecast the available wavelength pool can be shared. This resource
sharing guarantees the high quality service (guaranteed protection, low blocking)
of premium traffic independently from the amount and pattern of the low priority
traffic (which assumed to be hardly forecastable).

ILP based modelling of the SWAP strategy helps to study the main features of
the solution independently from the impact of random optical channel request
arrival sequences. Having an assumed demand pattern the amount and
configuration of required resources can be calculated to serve the given pattern or
having both the network and the demands the feasibility of the specified problem
can be checked.

The general ILP approach to study SWAP strategy is based on the minimum
cost flow model. To different network models can be supported applying different
target functions. When the target is to minimize the total amount of used optical
channels it is the single fiber model (no modularity of wavelength multiplex
systems is concerned). Specifying the total amount of wavelength multiplex
systems to be minimized the modular network model is implemented. (In the latest
case the capacity of the wavelength multiplex system in wavelengths should be
specified.) The applied model is a real flow based one, where Kirchoff’s laws are
applied to control the flows in the source, sink and intermediate nodes. The first
law assures that the given flow leaves the source, the second that it arrives to the
sink, and the third is the flow conservation in the intermediate nodes.

The resilience for premium class connection is provided via a route disjoint
from the working one. This approach simplifies the provisioning processes since
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the same restoration route can be applied in case of any single link failure. This
constraint is implemented by (1)

where and

indicate the usage of h working and h* protection wavelengths on link n,m.
Applying the modular network model, the number of modules should be

calculated according to (2a), (2b) and (3), as follows:

where indicates that the working route of

optical channel demand between s,d routed via link n,m on wavelength h,

is the same for the protection route on wavelength h*. Accumulating these

information and give the multiplicity of wavelengths h and h* for

link m,n, respectively, and larger multiplicity sets the number of required modules
on the link n,m.

With help of these basic formulas four variations are specified to model
different network and technology scenarios.

The first scenario (referred later as scenario “1+1”) is specified for reference
purposes only. The premium traffic is routed according to the traditional 1+1
dedicated protection. The protection routes are calculated under fixed working
routes and the wavelengths are assigned to them from the protection pool.
Comparing the results from this case with the results with shared capacity oriented
resilience, the efficiency of resilience oriented capacity sharing can be studied
(referred later as 1+1). (No low priority traffic is routed in this case.)

The second scenario (referred later as scenario “shared”) is dedicated to the
shared capacity based resilience. Minimum disjoint paths are calculated to the
fixed working ones for the premium traffic, and the spare capacities allocation is
based on to the Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLG) set up according to the working
routes. The calculation of spare capacities are performed according to formulas (4)
and (5)

where, due to the capacity sharing the failure case should be identified - i,j
denote the failed link, and represents the multiplicity of wavelength h* in

use on link m,n in case of the failure of link i,j.  The maximum of taking
into account each failure case gives the required multiplicity of the wavelength h*

on link m,n, and is represented by (No low priority traffic routed in this

case.)
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The third scenario (referred later as scenario “pre-empt”) is the extension of the

previous one to include low priority traffic, as well. The premium traffic is routed
according to the disjoint path SRLG based shared capacity resilience option
described above, and the low priority traffic is via minimum paths and the
wavelengths are assigned to the paths from the second pool. Low priority traffic is
pre-emptable; thus it may use the spare resources of the high priority traffic.
Therefore, the Kirchoff’s laws should be formulated for low priority traffic as well,
and the calculation of required wavelengths should be modified according to (6),
where the larger of the premium shared protection of low priority working
requirements will set up the multiplicity of a wavelength h* on a given link m,n.

The fourth scenario (referred later as scenario “add”) is differs from the third
one in the resource allocation for low priority traffic. In this case the low priority
traffic is not pre-emptable, therefore its resource needs are additional in the second
pool. Formula (7) gives the related calculation of the required multiplicity of
wavelengths in the second pool on a given link.

The differences between formulas (6) and (7) express the impact of pre-
emptable traffic, since in (6) the maximum in (7) the sum set up the required
multiplicity of wavelengths.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

In the chapter some illustrative examples are presented to validate the proposed
study approaches and the elaborated ILP models. The network example applied for
the illustrations is a 3x3 mesh-torus, which is a regular topology with uniform
nodal degree and routing capabilities. The applied traffic pattern is a uniform full
mesh one, both for premium and low priority traffics. The illustrations are based on
a modular network model, the capacity of a wavelength multiplex system is four
wavelengths, equally shared between the first and the second pool. There are no
wavelength conversion functions assumed in the nodes, however, flexible
wavelength selection function are assumed on the ingress sides, thus the
assignment of the available wavelengths to the connections are without any
restrictions. The small illustrative studies are focused on the calculation of resource
needs in different scenarios. The general approach that the optical channel requests
are supposed to be known in advance and the minimum amount of resources
required serving them can be calculated.

Figures 3a and 3b depict the resource needs in terms of total amount of required
wavelengths and wavelength multiplex modules for different scenarios optimized
for the number of wavelengths and number of wavelength multiplex modules
required. Comparing the corresponding results established for 1+1 dedicated and
shared protection 17% gain in number of required modules, and 40% gain in
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number of total required wavelengths could be identified due to the spare capacity
sharing.

Performing the similar comparisons for scenarios with additional (add.) and pre-
emptable (pre-empt.) handling of low priority traffic, 15% gain in number of
required modules, and 17% gain in number of total required wavelengths can be
identified due to the pre-emption.

Figure 3a Resource needs of different
network scenarios in terms of #Module

Figure 3b Resource needs of different
network scenarios in terms of #WL

The tendencies are met the initial expectations in both cases, and the differences
in number of wavelengths and in number of modules in case of the two
optimization approaches - minimum total used wavelengths, minimum total used
modules - are according to the general expectations, as well.

Figure 4a Resource needs of different
network scenarios optimized for #WL

Figure 4b Resource needs of different
network scenarios optimized for #Module

Figures 4a and 4b give the breakdown of the resource needs depicted in Figure
3b. Based on the results of Figure 4a the resource savings both in terms of
wavelengths and modules can be analyzed in details. Due to the same working
routes of premium traffic, the wavelengths required in the first pool are the same in
all cases (lower parts of the bars). The extra resource needs dedicated to the
resilience of premium traffic can be depicted, as well (upper parts of the bars).
Analyzing saving of the resilience related resources due to the spare capacity
sharing and pre-emption - 66% and 30%, respectively- the main positive features
of the SWAP strategy can be identified more clearly.

Concerning the validation of the applied ILP models besides the confirmation
of the expected tendencies, and additional cross-checking can be made. Based on
the results on Figure 4a the working routes of the premium traffic require 54
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wavelengths in total (lower part of the bar for scenario “shared”). The shared
capacity oriented restoration of these working routes requires 24 additional
wavelengths (upper part of the bar for scenario “shared”) taking into account single
link failures and guaranteed restoration. Note that in scenario “shared” there is no
low priority traffic routed in the network. Besides the protected premium traffic in
scenario “add” low priority traffic of same pattern as the premium one is routed in
the network, and requires 54 wavelengths in total in the second pool. Since the
resource needs of low priority traffic are considered as additional, the total
wavelengths required in the second pool in scenario “add” could be interpreted as
follows: 54 wavelengths for working routes of premium traffic (lower part of the
bar for scenario “shared”), 54 wavelengths for working routes of low priority
traffic plus 24 wavelengths for shared capacity oriented restoration of premium
traffic, which makes 78 wavelengths in total (upper part of the bar for scenario
“shared”).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A general approach is described to study and evaluate dynamic routing and

wavelength assignment strategies applicable in advanced optical networks. Based
on the proposed approach some ILP based models are proposed to provide
reference results for the evaluation of Separate Wavelength Pool strategy. The
illustrative results validate the proposed models, and despite of the small size of the
studied example the results highlight the advantages of the shared capacity related
resilience and the pre-emption in optical networks providing differentiated optical
channel services.
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Abstract: A promising approach to the effective utilization of wavelength division multi-
plexed networks is to transfer data on an on-demand basis using fast wavelength
reservation. Data can then be transferred using the assigned wavelength chan-
nel. However, if wavelength reservation fails, the lightpath setup delay, which
is defined as the time from when the data–transfer request arises at the source
node to when the lightpath between the source–destination pair is successfully
established, is seriously affected since retrials of wavelength reservation are in
turn delayed by propagation delays. In this paper, we propose a new wavelength
reservation method to reduce lightpath setup delay. Whereas conventional meth-
ods reserve a wavelength in either the forward or backward direction, we propose
to reserve it in both directions. We used computer simulations to compare our
proposed method with existing methods. The results showed that our method
was more efficient except under high traffic loads.

1. INTRODUCTION

A promising approach to the effective utilization of wavelength division
multiplexed (WDM) networks is to transfer the data on an on-demand basis.
That is, when a data request arises at a source node, a wavelength is dynam-
ically reserved between the source and destination nodes, and a wavelength
channel (called a lightpath [1]) is configured. After the data is transferred us-
ing the lightpath, the wavelength is immediately released.
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Two methods have previously been presented to set up lightpaths in a dis-
tributed manner [2]. In both methods, the lightpaths are established by ex-
changing control packets between the source and destination nodes. The actual
reservation of the link resources is performed while the control packet is trav-
eling from either the source node to the destination node (i.e., forward direc-
tion), or from the destination node to the source node (i.e., backward direction).
There have been several studies on reservation schemes aimed at reducing the
blocking probability for lightpath requests [2–6]. However, a more important
measure for these reservation models is lightpath setup delay, which is defined
as the time from when the lightpath request arrives at the source node to when a
lightpath is successfully configured between the source and destination nodes.
Only in [6], lightpath setup delay with the retrial is evaluated but this retrial
just employs existing method repeatedly and an improvement method of light-
path setup delay including the retrial is not considered. However, in order to
transfer the data, the source node must keep trying to setup a lightpath until the
lightpath is successfully configured. Consequently, lightpath setup delay is in-
creased by such retrials due to the link propagation delay along the path. Thus,
it is important to improve lightpath setup delay with consideration of retrials.

In this paper, we propose a new wavelength reservation method aimed at re-
ducing lightpath setup delay by increasing the trials of wavelength reservation.
More specifically, by integrating two existing reservation method, our method
reserve a wavelength in both forward and backward direction, while existing
reservation methods reserve a wavelength in either forward or backward direc-
tion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines wavelength–
routed networks and related work, Section 3 presents our proposed method,
Section 4 presents the simulation results, and Section 5 includes a brief sum-
mary.

2. RELATED WORKS

Figure 1. Wavelength routed network
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First, we will describe the structure of our wavelength–routed network.
A model of the network is shown in Figure 1. It consists of optical cross–
connects (OXCs) and optical fibers. Each fiber carries a certain set of wave-
lengths. Within these sets, one wavelength carries control packets and the
other wavelengths are used for data transfer. The control packet controls the
setup and/or tear down of lightpaths. Conventional lightpath setup methods for
wavelength–routed networks are mainly based on two reservation schemes:
forward reservation and backward reservation. In forward reservation, the
source node sends a reservation packet (RESV) immediately when a lightpath
request arises. The reservation packet reserves a wavelength from the source
node to the destination node. Since the source node has no information on
wavelength availability, there is no guarantee that a wavelength will be avail-
able in each link along the path. In backward reservation, the source node
sends a probe packet (PROBE) toward the destination node. Information on
usage of wavelengths along the forward path is collected, but no wavelengths
are reserved at this time. Each intermediate node on the forward path only
removes wavelengths from the list if those wavelengths are currently in use.
Based on the information from the probe packet, the destination node deter-
mines a wavelength for reservation, and then sends a RESV packet toward the
source node. These forward and backward reservation schemes are illustrated
in Figures 2 and 3. Note that, in this paper, we do not consider wavelength
conversion facilities. That is, a lightpath uses the same wavelength along the
entire path, which is known as the wavelength continuity constraint [7].

Figure 2. Forward Reservation Figure 3. Backward Reservation
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3. OUR PROPOSAL

In both these existing reservation methods, there is only one trial for light-
path establishment during the round–trip propagation time. We therefore pro-
pose a new method for lightpath setup, based on integrating the forward and
backward reservation schemes, which tries to establish a lightpath twice dur-
ing the round–trip propagation time. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate our proposed
scheme. In this scheme, when a lightpath setup request arises at a source node,
the source node sends a PROBE packet toward the destination node, as in back-
ward reservation. However, in contrast to backward reservation, when the des-
tination node receives a PROBE packet, it sends not only a RESV packet (or
NACK packet) but also a PROBE packet toward the source node. The PROBE
packet collects information on wavelength usage from the destination node to
the source node, and the source node selects a wavelength based on this infor-
mation. This retrial scenario is illustrated in Figure 5. The main feature of the
proposed scheme is that the edge nodes exchange PROBE packets. Below we
explain the details of our proposed reservation scheme.

1. Behavior of the source node

(S1)

(S2)

(S3)

When a data transfer request arrives from a terminal, the source
node creates a PROBE packet and sends it toward the destination
node.

When a RESV (or ACK) packet arrives, the source node informs
the terminal that a lightpath has been established.

When a NACK packet arrives, the source node sends a RESV
packet and a PROBE packet. (A NACK packet is always accom-
panied by a PROBE packet.) This is what happens in the case of
reservation failure in the backward direction; the original features
of our proposal relate to this behavior. In addition, if a reserva-
tion is blocked halfway, the source node must also send a release
packet (RLS).

When the data transfer is completed, the source node sends a RLS
packet to tear down the lightpath.

(S4)

2. Behavior of intermediate node(s)

(I1)

(I2)

(I3)

When an intermediate node receives a PROBE packet, it calculates
the intersection between a probed wavelength group and a wave-
length group that is available in the next link.

When a RESV or RLS packet arrives, an intermediate node re-
serves or releases the wavelength, respectively.

An ACK and a NACK packet are forwarded to the next node with-
out any processing.
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3. Behavior of the destination node

(D1)

(D2)

(D3)

Basically, the behavior of the destination node is similar to that of
the source node. When a PROBE packet arrives, the destination
node sends RESV and PROBE packets simultaneously.

When a NACK packet arrives, the destination node sends RESV,
PROBE, and RLS packets simultaneously. This is similar to (S3).

When a RSV packet arrives, the destination node sends an ACK
packet toward the source node to notify that a lightpath has been
established.

Figure 4. Proposed scheme (successful case)
Figure 5. Proposed scheme (retrial case)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Simulation model

To evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme, we used computer
simulation to compare it with a backward reservation scheme. We used a ran-
dom network as the simulation topology. Figure 6 shows the topology, which
has 15 nodes. Other simulation parameters are briefly described below.

The number of wavelengths on each link is set to 32.

Each link has a random propagation delay with mean

Data-transfer requests arrive according to a Poisson process, and the
lightpath is held for a connection-holding period that is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with mean
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Figure 6. Random Network

We define the load in Figures 7 and 8 as the offered load for a source–
destination node pair.

4.2 Evaluation of Lightpath Setup Delay

Figure 7. Lightpath setup delay Figure 8. Lightpath setup delay

In Figures 7 and Figure 8, we present the mean setup delay dependent on the
load Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results when the average of holding
time is set to and respectively. The results showed that
our proposed scheme performed better than backward reservation at almost
every range, except for in Figure 8. The proposed scheme was
inferior to backward reservation in this situation because of the inaccuracy of
the probed information. When the information collected by a PROBE packet
is not accurate due to link propagation delay, the information becomes out-
of-date. If the information is too old, the edge node may select a wavelength
that has already been reserved by another node-pair. In the proposed scheme,
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the edge nodes can make several attempts to send PROBE packets compared
with backward reservation, so the accuracy of the information is more impor-
tant. When the connection-holding period is relatively short compared to
the link propagation delay (as in Figure 8), the information tends to be less
accurate.

4.3 Variation in Lightpath Setup Delay

In a wavelength–routed network, it is preferable to establish a lightpath with
little variation in setup delay. If a wavelength reservation method has large
variation, it is difficult to achieve stable data transmission. Therefore, it is
important to consider variations in lightpath setup delay. In this section, we
use the standard deviation (STD) as an indication of variation in delay.

We describe the statistical properties of as an example.
These include mean setup delay (Mean) and STD. Table 1 and Table 2 summa-
rize these characteristics dependent on the number of hop–counts “H” of each
source–destination node pair.

These tables indicate that the STD resulting from our proposed method is
about half that resulting from backward reservation because our method can
setup a lightpath in both forward and backward directions. In relation to the
discussion in section 4.2, our scheme performs better, especially under a low
traffic load.
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5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented a new lightpath setup method that reserves wave-
lengths in both forward and backward directions. The main objective of our
method is to reduce lightpath setup delay. Our proposed method, which in-
tegrates features of two existing methods, performs lightpath establishment
twice within a round–trip, while the previous methods perform it only once.
The simulation results indicate that the proposed method performs better ex-
cept under high traffic loads. We also evaluated other statistical properties of
the methods. The results showed that the standard deviation of our method was
much smaller than that of the conventional method. In future work, we plan to
develop a numerical analysis of lightpath setup delay.
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Abstract:
In this paper we incorporate the rerouting of backup paths to the Call Admis-

sion Control algorithm of Sub-Graph Routing Protection (SGRP). Sub-Graph
Routing Protection with On-Arrival Planning (SGRP-OAP) has the two-fold
benefit of strongly reducing the blocking probability of the protected system
while eliminating the physical rerouting of established connections, which is
a major drawback of the original proposal of SGRP. The new scheme is so
capacity-efficient that, for all investigated topologies, at low traffic intensity the
blocking probability of the system protected against single link failures is the
same as the blocking probability of the unprotected system. This is possible be-
cause the new protection scheme is extremely effective in using the idle network
capacity to provide backup paths.

1. INTRODUCTION

Protection and Restoration are critical issues in the design of wavelength
routed WDM networks [1]. Schemes which are efficient in terms of scala-
bility, dynamicity, class of service, restoration speed and network utilization
have been extensively researched. In wavelength routed networks traffic can
be either static or dynamic. With static traffic connection requests are available
all at once, and the path protection problem can be solved by Integer Linear
Programming [2]. Conversely, with dynamic traffic connection requests arrive
sequentially and exist for a finite duration, which demands heuristic methods
for solving the path protection problem [3]. In this paper we consider only
dynamic traffic.
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Frederick and Somani [4] have recently introduced Sub-Graph Routing Pro-
tection (SGRP), a path protection scheme suitable for dynamic traffic that ex-
hibits improved capacity-efficiency, when compared to the already consoli-
dated Backup Multiplexing [3]. However, the original publication on SGRP
also highlighted one of its major drawbacks: upon occurrence of a link failure,
even connections that do not traverse the faulty link may have to change their
path or wavelength to accommodate others, causing inconvenient service inter-
ruptions. We call this altruistic reassignment, to distinguish it from the regular
reassignment that a connection has to undergo when a link that it traverses
fails. Altruistic reassignment is a cumbersome maneuver that requires care in
order not to disturb costumers that are not directly harmed by the failure.

Initially conceived to support single link failures, SGRP has been also ex-
tended to support multiple, node and Shared-Risk Link Group failures [5]. In
the same paper the problem involving altruistic reassignment was readdressed
by imposing constraints on the RWA algorithm that suppress altruistic path or
wavelength reassignment. It has been observed that if altruistic path reassign-
ment is suppressed, but altruistic wavelength reassignment allowed, the block-
ing probability is slightly reduced for some network topologies, but the overall
reassignment probability stays above 90%. Since the reduction in blocking
probability is very slight, we will compare our results with the blocking of the
original proposal, which is about the same as for the path constrained case. If
both path and wavelength altruistic reassignments are suppressed, the blocking
probability increases significantly.

We have recently proposed an inter-arrival planning of backup paths [6] that
reduces altruistic reassignment while preserving the blocking probability. We
exploited the fact that it is cheaper to recalculate backup paths than to perform
altruistic reassignment, since the former does not deal with reconfiguration of
connections physically established in the network, but only with logical con-
nections stored in the system. Sub-Graph Routing Protection with Inter-Arrival
Planning does not modify the Call Admission Control algorithm, exhibiting
therefore blocking probabilities similar to the original proposal, and reducing
the altruistic reassignment probability, but not completely eliminating it.

In this paper we present the Sub-Graph Routing Protection with On-Arrival
Planning scheme (SGRP-OAP), an evolution that exhibits extremely high ca-
pacity efficiency at the expense of a moderate computational cost. Contrasting
with Sub-Graph Routing Protection with Inter-Arrival Planning, SGRP-OAP
modifies the Call Admission Control algorithm of the original proposal, ex-
hibiting blocking probabilities considerably lower than the original proposal
while completely eliminating altruistic reassignment, being therefore recom-
mendable when provisioning time is compatible with the processing time of
the Call Admission Control algorithm. In this paper we simulate only single
link failures, but future work could extrapolate the developed concepts to other
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Figure 1. Sub-Graph Routing Protection

scenarios. The remainder of this paper is divided into five sections. Section 2
explains the original proposal of Sub-Graph Routing Protection. In Section 3
the Sub-Graph Routing Protection with On-Arrival Planning scheme is devel-
oped. Section 4 presents the methods used to evaluate the performance of the
new scheme. Section 5 shows the simulation results, and Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. SUB-GRAPH ROUTING PROTECTION

The main idea of Sub-Graph Routing Protection is rather clever. A network
topology can be represented by an undirected graph G(V, E) with a vertex set
V and an edge set E. The set V represents nodes and the set E represents
bidirectional links. G(V, E) is called the base network. A single failure of
edge can be represented by sub-graph the original graph G
without edge In this way all possible single link failures in the network can
be represented by L sub-graphs, where L is the cardinality of the edge set E, as
depicted in Figure 1. In Sub-Graph Routing Protection, a connection request
is only accepted if it can be successfully routed in each of the L sub-graphs
and in the base network. In case of a link failure, the network immediately
incorporates the state represented by the corresponding sub-graph.

In the strategy proposed by the first paper on Sub-Graph Routing Protec-
tion [4] the RWA of connections in the sub-graphs is independent of the base
network configuration. In the example of Figure 2, the connection path in the
base network and sub-graphs is the shortest path between source and destina-
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Figure 2. SGRP and SGRP-OAP in Sub-Graph 1

tion nodes, and wavelength is randomly chosen. Note that connection E-C uses
wavelength 2 in the base network, and wavelength 1 in sub-graph 1. If a failure
occurs on link 1, connection E-C undergoes an altruistic reassignment.

3. SUB-GRAPH ROUTING PROTECTION WITH
ON-ARRIVAL PLANNING

In this section we introduce the On-Arrival Planning Strategy for Sub-Graph
Routing Protection (SGRP-OAP). Here we modify the Call Admission Control
algorithm of the original proposal to reroute backup routes stored in sub-graphs
to better adjust the new incoming request. The algorithm is applied after the
arrival of each connection request:

In the Base Network:

1.

2.

The connection is routed in the physically shortest path;

If this is not possible, the connection is blocked.

In each Sub-Graph

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Initial state of is saved;

All connections are cleared from

Two connection lists are generated, including the new connection re-
quest: – connections that traverse link  in the base network, –
connections that do not traverse link  in the base network;

Connections of list are routed in as in the base network;

Connections of list are routed using the shortest path among all
wavelength planes, in order of arrival;

If it is not possible to route all connections, the connection request is
blocked and the initial states of the sub-graphs are restored.
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Upon the arrival of a connection request, SGRP-OAP “copies” in all sub-
graphs the base network configuration of connections which do not traverse
the missing link of each sub-graph in the base network. The remaining con-
nections, which would anyway be rerouted, are then routed within the residual
capacity using the shortest path among all wavelength planes. In this way
altruistic reassignment, an important concern in previous works on SGRP, is
eliminated. In the example of Figure 2, when connection E-C arrives, it is in-
cluded in list of sub-graph 1, whereas connection A-C is included in list

since A-C traverses link 1 in the base network. Connection E-C is routed
first, succeeded by connection A-C, according to steps 4 and 5 of the SGRP-
OAP algorithm. When connection C-D arrives, it is also included in list
of sub-graph 1. So, after connections of list (E-C and C-D) are routed
in sub-graph 1, connection A-C has to be again rerouted in the shortest path
among the two wavelength planes, which is 3 hops long. Note that the final
configuration is free of altruistic reassignment.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of SGRP-OAP through simulations performed
by the optical networks simulator developed at the OptiNet, Optical Network-
ing Laboratory at the State University of Campinas - UNICAMP. The simula-
tor was written in the Java programming language. Uniform traffic is assumed.
The arrival of connection requests follows a Poisson distribution, and the hold-
ing time is exponentially distributed. We simulated three network topologies
[5]: the 14-node, 23-link NSFNet; 9-node, 18-link 3x3 Mesh-Torus; and the
11-node, 22-link NJLATA. All links are bidirectional with 16 wavelengths.
The curves are calculated by averaging the results of the 10 last rounds of a
series of 11, each with 1000 connection requests, to simulate a steady state
network occupancy.

In previous papers on SGRP mainly two performance metrics have been
investigated: blocking probability and reassignment probability. The reassign-
ment probability is the probability that a connection has to be rerouted upon
the occurrence of a single link failure anywhere in the network. The reas-
signment probability consists of two components. The first component is the
regular reassignment that a connection has to undergo when a link that it tra-
verses fails, which depends solely on the average connection length and is
close to the reassignment probability observed in Backup Multiplexing. The
second component is the altruistic reassignment, which is absent when Backup
Multiplexing is used. Since in SGRP-OAP no altruistic reassignment is al-
lowed, the reassignment probability strongly decreases when compared to the
original proposal, and only the regular reassignment remains. Therefore when
SGRP-OAP is used the assessment of the reassignment probability metric is no
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longer important, and only the blocking probability is investigated. The perfor-
mance of SGRP-OAP is compared with the Unconstrained RWA case because
the latter possesses equal or lower blocking performance when compared to
previously published RWA policies.

RWA in the Base Network
Connections are routed in the base network using Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm, in terms of hop count, applied to the physical network topology. If
there are more than one shortest path, one is chosen randomly. Wavelength
selection follows the Random Fit scheme.

RWA in Sub-Graphs
Unconstrained RWA: refers to the seminal paper on sub-graph routing [4],

which in sub-graphs used the same RWA scheme as in the base network.
Sub-Graph Routing Protection with On-Arrival Planning: connection re-

quests are accepted or blocked according to the steps described in Section 3.
The RWA of connections in list step “5” of the SGRP-OAP algorithm,
chooses the wavelength with the shortest path, which is determined by apply-
ing Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to all wavelength planes.

We have investigated two metrics to assess the performance of SGRP-OAP:
the total blocking probability, and the base network blocking probability. For a
connection to be accepted, it must be successfully routed first in the base net-
work, and then in the L sub-graphs. The total blocking probability is the prob-
ability of a connection request being blocked because it could not be routed
in the base network or subgraphs. The base network blocking probability is
the probability of a connection request being blocked because it could not be
routed in the base network. It reflects the occupancy of the network without
protection, since the allocation of protection resources is related to the routing
of connections in sub-graphs.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three simulated network topologies exhibit analogous behaviors, but
some effects are more pronounced in certain topologies. The results for the
3x3 Mesh Torus can be found in Figure 3. Here the benefits of SGRP-OAP in
comparison with the original proposal are explicit. A remarkable result is that
the total blocking probability and the base network blocking probability curves
only diverge considerably after a load of 10 Erlangs per node, at approximately
1% blocking probability. This means that for blocking probabilities lower than
1%, protection can be implemented at almost zero cost in terms of capacity.
The gains in using SGRP-OAP for the NJLATA topology are still consider-
able, but less pronounced than for the 3x3 Mesh Torus Topology, as depicted
in Figure 4. Again the blocking probability is considerably less than for the
Unconstrained RWA case. The total blocking probability and the base network
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blocking probability curves diverge after 5 Erlangs per node, at approximately
2% blocking probability. The NSFNet topology exhibits the lowest gains when
using SGRP-OAP, as shown in Figure 5. The total blocking probability and the
base network blocking probability curves diverge after a load of approximately
3 Erlangs per node at near-zero blocking probability.

Figure 3. 3x3 Mesh Torus

Figure 4. NJLATA

Figure 5. NSFNet

Concerning computational complexity, SGRP-OAP is fairly implementable
if we consider current network dinamicity. Intensive computational time is
only needed for provisioning a new connection, when Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm, with worst case complexity is applied to W wavelength
planes for source-destination pairs of connections which are subject to rerout-
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ing in case of a link failure. Therefore the provisioning time scales with W,
L (number of sub-graphs), the network occupancy and the complexity of the
shortest path algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION

Sub-Graph Routing Protection has been recently introduced as a capacity-
efficient path protection scheme. The rerouting of backup paths in the call ad-
mission control algorithm boosts capacity-efficiency of the original proposal
while completely eliminating altruistic reassignment. For the three simulated
network topologies, Sub-Graph Routing Protection with On-Arrival Planning
exhibited, at low traffic intensity, a blocking probability for the system pro-
tected against single link failures that is the same as for the unprotected system,
which means that for this region SGRP-OAP is optimal in terms of capacity-
efficiency. For higher blocking probabilities, there is still no tight lower bound
to support an almost-optimality claim for SGRP-OAP, although its extraordi-
nary performance suggests that this can be true. There is still much to be re-
searched on SGRP-OAP, and future work can concentrate on network manage-
ment, failure isolation, restoration speed, and finding how close SGRP-OAP
is from some tighter lower bound on the blocking probability for a protected
network. Besides, the performance of SGRP-OAP in multiple-failure scenar-
ios has to be also investigated. Finally, SGRP-OAP is a strongly recommended
path protection scheme in scenarios where capacity-efficiency is required.
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Abstract: We consider the routing and the wavelength assignment (RWA) of scheduled
and random lightpath demands in a wavelength switching mesh network without
wavelength conversion functionality. Scheduled lightpath demands (SLDs) are
connection demands for which the set-up and tear-down times are known in ad-
vance as opposed to random lightpath demands (RLDs) which are dynamically
established and released according to a random pattern of requests. Two routing
strategies are proposed which process the SLDs and the RLDs separately. The
first routing strategy allows to bifurcate the traffic on several routes connecting
the source to the destination of a demand whereas the second strategy forces
atomic routing. The routing strategies are compared through rejection ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

Routing and wavelength assignment in optical transport networks has been
extensively investigated for planning and traffic engineering purposes. RWA
problems are often classified according to the nature of the considered traffic
demands, namely, whether they are static or dynamic [1]. In the static RWA
problem where the requests are known in advance, the problem is to set-up
lightpaths while minimizing network resource usage such as the number of
requested WDM channels or the number of requested wavelengths [2,3]. The
set of established lightpaths remain in the network for a long period of time.
Dynamic RWA deals with connections that arrive dynamically (randomly) [4].
The performance of dynamic RWA is often measured through some network
performance metric (e.g., blocking probability also called rejection ratio) [5,6].
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In this paper, we deal with the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
problem in WDM all-optical transport networks. We consider two types of
traffic demands: scheduled demands and random demands. Static demands
are not considered here since, once established, these demands remain in the
network for a long time. This can be seen as a reduction in the number of
available wavelengths on some network links. A scheduled lightpath demand
(SLD) [7] is a connection demand represented by a tuple where

and are the source and destination nodes of the demand, is the number
of requested lightpaths, and are respectively the set-up and tear-down
dates of the demand. The SLD model is deterministic because the demands are
known in advance and is dynamic because it takes into account the evolution of
the traffic load in the network over time. A random lightpath demand (RLD)
corresponds to a connection request that arrives randomly and is dealt with on
the fly. We use the same tuple notation to describe an RLD. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that both deterministic and dynamic traffic
demands are considered simultaneously to address the routing and wavelength
assignment problem in WDM all-optical transport networks.

The routing strategies studied in this paper aim at establishing random light-
path demands on the fly, provided that the RWA for the scheduled lightpath
demands has already been calculated. The first routing strategy allows bi-
furcated routing: the requested lightpaths of any demand may follow distinct
paths from the source to the destination of the demand. Conversely, the second
routing strategy imposes atomic routing also called non-bifurcated routing: all
the requested lightpaths of a demand have to be routed on the same path. We
compute the rejection ratio and discuss the advantages for each strategy by
measuring the improvement of the rejection ratio via bifurcated routing.

We call a span the physical pipe connecting two adjacent nodes and
in the network. Fibers laid down in a span may have opposite directions.
We assume here that a span is made of two opposite unidirectional
fibers. As opposed to a span, a link or a fiber-link refers to a single uni-
directional fiber connecting node to node The bandwidth of each op-
tical fiber is wavelength-division demultiplexed into a set of wavelengths,

When a wavelength is used by a lightpath, it is busy
(in one direction). A lightpath connecting a node to a node is defined by
a physical route in the network (a path) connecting to and a wavelength

such that is available on every fiber-link of this route. A path-free wave-
length is a wavelength which is not used by any lightpath on any fiber-link of
the considered path. A lightpath demand is rejected (blocked) when there are
not enough available network resources to satisfy it. The rejection ratio
is the ratio of the number of rejected demands to the total number of lightpath
demands arrived at the network.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the mathematical model and the algorithms of the studied RWA strate-
gies. We then (Section 3) propose some simulation results obtained with them
and compare our strategies in terms of rejection ratio. Finally, in Section 4, we
draw some conclusions and set directions for future work.

2. THE STUDIED RWA ALGORITHMS

In this section, we describe the algorithms used for the routing and wave-
length assignment of SLDs and RLDs. Both algorithms deal with the SLDs
and the RLDs in two separate phases. The first phase computes the RWA for
the SLDs and aims at minimizing the number of blocked SLDs. Taking the
assignment of the SLDs into account, the second phase computes the RWA for
the RLDs.

2.1 Mathematical model

Here are the notations used to describe a lightpath demand (LD), be it sched-
uled or random.

G = (V, E, is an arc-weighted symmetrical directed graph with ver-
tex set arc set and weight
function mapping the physical length (or any other cost of
the links set by the network operator for example).

are respectively the number of nodes and links in the
network.

D denotes the total number of SLDs and RLDs arrived at the network
during the observation period.

The LD number to be established is defined by a tuple
are the source and the destination

nodes of the demand, is the number of requested lightpaths, and
and are respectively the set-up and tear-down dates of the demand.

represents the alternate shortest
path in G connecting node to node (source and destination of the

demand). We compute K alternate shortest paths for each source-
destination pair according to the algorithm described in [9] (if so many
paths exist, otherwise we only consider the available ones).

is a binary vector.
1, if is a path-free wavelength along the path  from

to at time Otherwise

is the number of path-free wavelengths along at
time
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will denote an SLD whereas will denote an RLD. We also use and

(respectively and for the parameters representing an SLD
(respectively an RLD) when it is necessary to make a clear distinction between
scheduled and random demands.

2.2 Bifurcated routing

Our first routing algorithm we called RWABIF [6] allows traffic bifurcation
among several paths between the source and the destination of each lightpath
demand. We computed K alternate shortest paths connecting the source to the
destination of each demand.

2.2.1 Routing and wavelength assignment of the SLDs. Given a set
of SLDs, we want to determine a routing and a wavelength assignment that
minimizes the rejection ratio. We define the following additional notations:

is the set of SLDs to be established.

is a pair representing an instance of the SLD routing problem.

a vector is associated to the demand The ele-
ment indicates the number of lightpaths to be routed along the

alternate shortest route for SLD

is called an admissible routing solution for if

is the set of all admissible routing solutions for

is the function that counts the number of blocked SLDs
for an admissible solution. The combinatorial optimization problem to
solve is:

More details and examples explaining the mathematical model and the way the
RWA for the SLDs is computed can be found in [6].

We used a Random Search (RS) algorithm to find an approximate mini-
mum of the function The wavelengths are assigned according to a First-Fit
scheme.

2.2.2 Routing and wavelength assignment of the RLDs. Once the
RWA for the SLDs has been established, we deal with the RLDs sequentially,
that is demand by demand at arrival dates. When a new RLD arrives, one tries
to route all the requested lightpaths on the shortest path, if it is possible (i.e. if
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there are as many available path-free wavelengths along the shortest path as the
requested number of lightpaths), otherwise, several paths between the source
and the destination of the demand are used whenever the cumulated number
of path-free wavelengths along the considered shortest paths is at least equal
to the number of the requested lightpaths, otherwise, the demand is rejected.
As they require fewer WDM channels, the path-free wavelengths with shorter
paths are preferred to those with longer ones. More details can be found in [6].

2.3 Non-bifurcated routing

Our second routing algorithm called RWANBIF imposes non-bifurcated
routing: all the requested lightpaths by a LD have to follow the same path be-
tween the source node and the destination node of the demand. Traffic splitting
is thus prohibited. Again, we computed K alternate shortest paths between the
source and the destination of each demand. For each lightpath demand, we try
to route the requested number of lightpaths along one of the K shortest paths
if this is possible otherwise the LD is rejected.

2.3.1 Non-bifurcated routing and wavelength assignment of the SLDs.
Given a set of SLDs, we want to determine a routing and a wavelength as-

signment that minimize the rejection ratio taking into account the fact that for
each SLD, all requested lightpaths have to be routed on a same path between
the source and the destination of the demand. We use the same notations as
in subsection 2.2.1. Note that this time

is called an admissible routing
solution for if for each SLD there exists a unique

such that and = 0 for each path
different from

Again, we use a Random Search (RS) algorithm to find an approximate
minimum of the function

2.3.2 Non-bifurcated routing and wavelength assignment of the RLDs.
Once the RWA for the SLDs have been calculated, we establish the RLDs

sequentially. All the lightpaths of an RLD are routed through the same path
as opposed to the algorithm of subsection 2.2.2. Whenever there are enough
available wavelengths on two distinct paths, the shortest one is preferred as it
will use less WDM channels.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we experimentally evaluate the algorithms proposed in the
previous sections. We used two network topologies: the former is the 14-
node NSFNET network, the latter is the hypothetical US backbone network of
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29 nodes and 44 spans. Due to space limitation we present only the results
obtained with the 29-node network. For the sets the source/destination
nodes are drawn according to a random uniform distribution in the interval
[1, 14] (respectively [1, 29]) for the 14-node network (respectively the 29-node
network). We also used uniform random distributions over the intervals [1, 5]
and [1, 1440] for the number of lightpaths and the set-up/tear-down dates of
the SLDs respectively. We assume observation periods of about a day (1440 is
the number of minutes in a day). Random connection requests (RLDs) arrive
according to a Poisson process with an arrival rate = 1 and if accepted, will
hold the circuit for exponentially distributed times with mean = 250 much
larger than the cumulated round-trip time and the connection set-up delay. The
number of lightpaths required by an RLD is drawn from a random uniform
distribution in the interval [1, 5]. We call a scenario the set of demands be they
scheduled or random that occur from start to finish of a day. We assume that
we compute K = 5 alternate shortest paths between each source/destination
pair and that there are = 24 available wavelengths on each fiber-link in the
network. We want to assess the gain obtained using the RWABIF algorithm
compared to the RWANBIF algorithm.

We generated 25 test scenarios, run the two algorithms on them and com-
puted rejection ratio averages for each algorithm. Figure 1 shows the average
number of rejected SLDs and RLDs when D, the total number of lightpath
requests arrived at the network, varies from 50 to 500. Each couple of bars
shows the average number of blocked demands computed using the RWABIF
(left bar) and the RWANBIF (right bar) algorithms respectively. Each bar is
divided into two segments. The height of the black segment indicates the av-
erage number of rejected SLDs whereas the height of the white one shows the
number of rejected RLDs.

Figure 1. average number of rejected
SLDs and RLDs w.r.t. the total number of
LDs arrived at the network

Figure 2. average number of rejected
SLDs and RLDs w.r.t. K
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We notice that the global rejection ratio (total number of blocked SLDs and
RLDs) increases when D increases. The figure also shows that the RWABIF
algorithm computes a lower global rejection ratio than the global rejection ra-
tio computed by the RWANBIF algorithm. A global rejection gain of 5% is
observed. Multipath routing provides better usage of network resources. Note
that the number of rejected SLDs computed by the RS algorithm is higher in
the case when the traffic is not bifurcated.

In the following figures, we present simulation results obtained with two
different values of D (250 and 500). Each figure shows two subfigures. The
upper (respectively lower) subfigure shows results obtained when D = 250
(respectively D = 500).

Figure 2 shows the average number of rejected SLDs and RLDs when K,
the number of alternate shortest paths, varies from 1 to 10. We notice that the
average number of blocked demands falls when the value of K increases and
becomes roughly constant when Note that the global rejection ratio is
always higher in the case when the RWANBIF algorithm is used.

Figure 3. average number of rejected
SLDs and RLDs w.r.t.

Figure 4. average number of rejected
SLDs and RLDs w.r.t.

Figure 3 shows the average number of rejected LDs when the number
of available wavelengths on each fiber-link of the network, varies from 8 to
32. We notice that the average number of rejected LDs falls when the the
number of available wavelengths goes from 8 to 32. The RWABIF algorithm
still services more lightpath demands than the RWANBIF algorithm.

Figure 4 shows the number of rejected LDs w.r.t. the mean duration of
RLDs. As increases, more RLDs are rejected and hence the global rejection
ratio increases. This is due to the fact that when the mean duration of RLDs
increases, the network resources, when affected, are occupied by the RLDs for
longer periods and no sufficient resources are available to service an arriving
RLD. The average number of rejected SLDs remains roughly constant because
SLDs are routed independently from RLDs.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed two new routing algorithms to deal with the
routing and wavelength assignmemnt of both scheduled and random lightpath
demands in an all-optical transport network. Both algorithms are presented
and compared through rejection ratio. The algorithms process in two separate
steps and first compute the RWA for the SLDs and then consider the RLDs
on the fly. The RWABIF algorithm allows bifurcated routing as opposed to
the RWANBIF algorithm which imposes that all the requested lightpaths of a
lightpath demand have to be routed on the same path. We computed the aver-
age number of rejected SLDs and RLDs for different simulation scenarios. The
results show that a global rejection gain of 5% is obtained with the RWABIF
algorithm at the cost of a significant complexity increase resulting from sig-
nalisation messages necessary to the establishment of the various paths in the
case when bifurcated routing is allowed.

Future work will focus on how decreasing the rejection ratio. Wavelength
rerouting techniques may alleviate the wavelength continuity constraint im-
posed by the all-optical cross-connect switches.
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Abstract: The paper presents efficient algorithms for routing and wavelength
assignment for dynamic lightpath establishment as well as bandwidth guaranteed path
protection against single link failure in a WDM mesh network. Several protection
strategies for multi-wavelength optical network have been studied to indicate their
relative efficiency in terms of network blocking probability performance and resource
requirement. Protection results in integrated routing scenario are also presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The current trend in research on optical networking is focused on various
issues related to IP (Internet Protocol) over WDM (Wavelength Division
Multiplexing) technology. These may include transmission aspects in the
physical fiber layer, and switching, routing, control and management issues in
the data link layer. One of the important functionalities of the control layer is to
route IP traffic from a source node (s) to the destination node (d) utilizing a
lightpath (same wavelength in all the links determining the path from s to d) or a
semilightpath (a chain of wavelengths assigned link by link from s to d). In
general, the semilightpath algorithm (SLP) achieves simultaneous routing and
wavelength assignment (RWA) for dynamic lightpath provisioning in a WDM
network with or without facility at nodes. In the past, this
algorithm [1] has been used extensively for WDM network design but without
adequate consideration for network survivability.
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In the present paper we have exploited the SLP algorithm for solving the

RWA problem in a WDM mesh network for a single link failure case and
simultaneously guaranteeing cent percent protection to the disrupted traffic.
Various strategies of protection: dedicated, partial shared and complete
information have been implemented. In addition to the wavelength routing
scheme, various strategies of protection such as dedicated path protection and
shared path protection in the integrated routing scenario have also been
investigated.

2 PATH PROTECTION STRATEGIES

We have considered four path protection schemes in our work, namely,
dedicated path protection, shared path protection, partial shared path protection
with exact reservation and complete shared path protection We consider a
network of N nodes and m links. The call setup request k is considered as a
duplex For the request k, specifies the ingress node and specifies the
egress node. For each request, both an active path and a corresponding backup
path have to be set up. Since all calls are to be protected, both active and backup
paths need to use link disjoint paths.

We consider the following definitions [2] that will be required for various
protection strategies we have adopted in our present studies. Let

denotes set of active paths that use link (i, j)
denotes set of back-up paths that use link (i, j)
denotes total bandwidth reserved by active paths that use link (i, j)
denotes total bandwidth reserved by backup paths that use link (i, j)

and the residual bandwidth where is the capacity
of link

2.1 Dedicated protection

In this case the only information known at the time of routing the current request
is the residual bandwidth for each link (i, j) in the network . Since no
information is known other than we have no means of finding out which
active paths can share the backup links. Hence, the complete resource required
by the requested call has to be reserved on both active and backup paths.

The algorithm works as follows:
STEP 1: Generate the logical topology for the network.
STEP 2: Determine the active path (shortest path) for the requested call
in the logical topology using the SLP algorithm
STEP 3: Determine the shortest link-disjoint backup path for the
requested call in the network using the SLP algorithm
STEP 4: If both the active and the backup paths are available, the call is
routed through the computed path, otherwise the requested call is
blocked.
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2.2 Complete shared protection

In this case the information available is the set of active paths that use
link (i, j) and the set of backup paths that use link (i, j). The algorithm is same
as the dedicated protection in section 2.1, except STEP 3 as follows:

STEP 3: Compute the new set of costs for each link on the network. Let
 represent the total number of calls that use link (i, j) for active path

and link (u, v) for backup path. A failure of any link used by the active
path whose backup path is to be computed would lead to a capacity
demand of not more than  on link (u, v) that has to be used for
the backup path of the active path under consideration. So, the cost for
every link may be defined as [3]

The task is to determine the shortest link disjoint backup path for the
requested call in the network with new set of weights assigned to each link.

2.3 Partial shared protection

In this case for every link (i,j) the aggregate bandwidth information
and are available. The information is independent of the number of calls that
are currently present in the network. The algorithm for partial shared protection
case is same as dedicated protection with only the suggested change in STEP 3
as follows:

STEP 3: Compute the cost for each link on the network as

where, is the cost associated with link (u, v) in the backup path and M
representing the largest value of for some link (i, j) in the active path.
Determine the shortest link-disjoint backup path for the requested call in the
network with new set of weights assigned to each link.
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2.4 Partial shared protection with exact reservation

In the partial shared protection the link cost is based on a conservative value
of M. A better performance of the algorithm can be achieved by exact
reservation [3]. Let represent the active bandwidth in in the active part for
direct (s,d) pair calls only and represent the largest value of excluding
value in the active path whose backup path is going to be shared by current
backup bandwidth and The algorithm for partial shared protection
with exact reservation case is the same as the partial shared case except STEP 3
is changed as follows:

STEP 3: Compute the cost for each link in the network as

Determine the shortest link disjoint backup path for requested call in the
network with new set of weights assigned to each link.

3 PROTECTION TECHNIQUES IN INTEGRATED
ROUTING

In this section we consider the problem of integrated routing for restorable
connections with and without backup sharing. The routing protocol makes use of
the wavelength usage on physical links and bandwidth usage on IP logical links.
We consider two protection strategies for integrated routing in IP over WDM
networks viz. 1) dedicated path protection and 2) shared path protection.

4.1 Dedicated path protection

We consider the following definitions that are required for dedicated path
protection strategy in integrated routing. Let

BW
Residual capacity on wavelength on link (u,v).
Call request bandwidth.

Weight of wavelength on link (u,v).
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In this strategy, the information available to the path selection algorithm is

only the residual capacities on each wavelength link. Hence, the complete
resource required by the requested call has to be reserved on both active and
backup paths. The algorithm works as follows:

STEP 1: Construct the wavelength graph.
STEP 2: Assign the weight to each wavelength link as given below.

STEP 3: Compute the active path.
STEP 4: Remove the fiber links through which the active path

traverses.
STEP 5: Assign the weight to each wavelength link as given below.

STEP 6: Compute the backup path.
STEP 7: If both active and backup paths are found, admit the call into

the network. Otherwise block the call.

4.2 Shared path protection

We consider the following definitions that are required for shared path protection

strategy in integrated routing. Let

Residual capacity on wavelength on link (i ,j).
Active capacity on wavelength on link (i ,j).
Backup capacity on wavelength on link (i ,j).

BW Call request bandwidth.
Weight of wavelength on link ( i , j).

set of demands that use link (i,j) on active path and
wavelength link on the back up path.
Sum of all demand values of set

M Maximum value of for all (i,j) belonging to active path.
The algorithm given in section 4.1 is valid here also except STEP 5.

STEP 5: Assign the weight to each wavelength link as given below.

Applying the SLP algorithm to the weighted network graph, the edge
disjoint backup path can be found out.
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5. Simulation Results

We simulate a dynamic network environment with the assumptions that the
call requests process is Poisson and the call holding time folllows a negative
exponential distribution. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the blocking
probability versus the total network load for a 14- node NSFNET utilizing 8
wavelengths for dedicated and partial shared protection cases. It may be noted
that partial shared protection with exact reservation ensures the best blocking
performance compared to the other schemes considered especially at lower
loads.

Figure. 1. vs. the network load for a 14 –node NSFNET, W = 8

Figure 2 shows the resource usage in terms of required number of wavelengths
versus network load satisfying for several protection strategies. The

shared protection with exact reservation demands the minimum network
resource.
In the case of integrated routing using the same NSFNET topology with 16
wavelengths, the results for the blocking probability and the network resource
usage against network load for the dedicated protection as a function of R and
BW are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. The performance is seen to improve
significantly with increased number of router nodes and sub-lambda traffic
grooming. Similar trend is also noticed in the results for the integrated shared
path protection case with much improved performance compared to those in
dedicared protection case as depicted in Fig.5



Figure 3. versus network load for a 14-node NSFNET, dedicated path
protection, R number of router nodes, BW call bandwidth, W=16

Figure 4. Number of wavelengths required versus network load for a 14-
node NSFNET dedicated path protection in integrated routing.
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Figure 2. Resource usage versus network load, for for
several protection strategies
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Figure 5 Number of wavelengths required versus network load for a 14-
node NSFNET shared path protection in integrated routing.

Based on SLP algorithm in finding both active and backup paths, several
bandwidth guaranteed protection strategies depending on the link state
information available have been applied in WDM mesh network.The simulation
results indicate that partial shared protection with exact reservation achieves the
best network blocking probability performance and resource requirement.
In the integrated routing scenario in IP-over-WDM network shared path
protection achieves significant performance gain if the network contains more
number of router nodes than pure OXC nodes and facilitates more sub-lamda
granurality traffic multiplexing.

M. Kodialam and T.V. Lakshman, “Restorable Dynamic Quality of Service
Routing”, IEEE Communication Magazine, June 2002, pp 72-81.
M. Kodialam and T.V. Lakshman, “Dynamic Routing of Bandwidth Guaranteed
paths with Restoration”, Proc. Infocom, 2002.
I.Chlamtac, A.Farago and T. Zhang “Lightpath (wavelength) Routing in Large
WDM Networks” IEEE Journal on selected areas in communications, June
1996, vol. 14, no.5 pp: 909-913.
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Dynamic optical networks which are protected by p-cycles can be operated
by different p-cycle configuration methods. We compare the blocking
probability of two dynamic p-cycle configuration approaches and one static
p-cycle configuration approach (protected working capacity envelope).

In this paper we evaluate p-cycles [1,2,3] in optical networks with dynamic
connections. A p-cycle is a cycle in a network and can protect working capacity of
links which have both end points on the p-cycle. These links include the links
covered by the p-cycle as well as those non-covered links which join nodes of the
p-cycle.

Protected connections are an important transport network service not only for
existing, but also for emerging networks [4]. Even connections with short holding
times can require protection, since a failure of an established connection may slow
down or disrupt the user’s application. Thus, besides it is desirable to have low
connection blocking, an established connection should also have high availability,
which we ensure in our consideration by p-cycles.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recapitulate the p-
cycles protection concept and discuss several connection management approaches
for dynamic networks in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the assumed dynamic
demand model and in Section 5 we evaluate the connection management
approaches using simulation. In Section 6 we draw several conclusions.

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION
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p-CYCLES

Figure 1 depicts the protection principle of p-cycles for link protection. The p-
cycle in Figure 1(a) is preconfigured as a closed connection on the cycle B-C-D-F-
E-B. Preconfiguration means that the configuration is done before a failure occurs.
The p-cycle is able to protect working capacity on its own links, called on-cycle
links, as shown in Figure 1(b). Upon failure of on-cycle link B-C, the p-cycle
offers protection by the route on the remainder of the cycle (C-D-F-E-B). The
protectable capacity on on-cycle links is thus one capacity unit. The protection of
on-cycle links is logically equal to multiplex-section shared protection rings (MS-
SPRings) in SDH and bidirectional line-switched rings (BLSRs) in SONET.

Unlike rings, however, p-cycles also protect links outside the p-cycle path:
Each link which has both its end points on the p-cycle can also be protected. These
links are called straddling links. Figure 1(c) shows the protection of such a link (E-
D). We can provide two protection routes for straddling links, in the example,
routes E-B-C-D and E-F-D. In effect, we can protect two working capacity units of
straddling links.

3. CONNECTION MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

We investigate three approaches to management of dynamic connections. The first
two approaches can change p-cycles per new connection (dynamic p-cycles). In the
third approach we assume an unchangeable p-cycle configuration (static p-cycles).
In any case, we do not reconfigure existing working connections to accommodate
newly arriving connections. All operations on the p-cycles are hitless for the
working paths, since they affect the protection configuration only.

We can describe the link resources of the network, at a decision point in time i,
by their capacity vectors for working and protection In addition, we have

2.

Figure 1: Protection principle of p-cycles for link protection.



In this principle (see [2,5]), we assume a static protected working capacity
envelope (PWCE) in which connections are set up and torn down. While the
PWCE can also be dynamic, with less frequent change actions than for connection
requests, a static PWCE is clearly the easiest solution and can model a dynamic
PWCE in quasi-static operation points.

In comparison with the above two approaches, the static PWCE is even
simpler, since connection management deals only with configuration of paths and
not with configuration of both paths and p-cycles.

For all time instances i, we have a fixed amount of protection capacity
and a fixed protectable working capacity w’, i.e., the PWCE. We accept a new
connection if it is routable in the PWCE, i.e., if a working path exists in the
PWCE which fulfils Otherwise we block the request and leave the
configuration. An accepted connection is automatically protected by the p-cycles.
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a vector for the installed capacity (c). For a new demand arrival at time instance i,
we have to decide whether a connection (requiring working capacity can be
admitted to the network or not.

We propose three methods in the next subsections.

3.1 Routing in Spare Plus Protection Capacity (RSPC)

In this method, we accept a new connection demand if it can be protected by p-
cycles after it is virtually routed in the non-working capacity i.e., if a
feasible exists for If it is possible, we release the p-cycle
configuration, set-up the new connection and configure the new p
cycles Otherwise we block the request and leave the configuration

3.2 Routing in Spare Capacity (RSC)

Now, we accept a new connection if it is routable in the spare capacity
and can be protected by p-cycles, i.e., if a working path exists

in the spare capacity and we find a feasible for If it is possible, we
set-up the new connection and reconfigure the p-cycles. Otherwise we block the
request and leave the configuration. This approach may achieve shorter times,
during which the p-cycles are in the process of reconfiguration, than RSPC.

3.3 Routing in Protected Working Capacity
Envelope (RPWCE)



We derive a dynamic demand model from a static traffic matrix (which may be
prescaled). For every demand unit, we implement one client dynamically
requesting services, e.g., a general client interfacing by a user-to-network interface
(UNI) or a requesting multilayer control instance setting up a connection for an IP
router port pair. A single client follows an on-off-state model with a time
distribution for the on-state and a time distribution for the off-state, regardless
whether the network can provide a connection or not [4]. In other words, a client
tries to set up a connection at off-to-on transition and releases an established
connection for it at on-to-off transition.

Clients request connections independently from each other. If not enough
available resources are found in the network, the request will be rejected. The
estimation for the network-wide blocking probability using a sequence of
connections requests is the ratio of rejected requests over generated requests.

We evaluate the blocking performance of the hypothetical Germany network (17
nodes, 26 links) in [6]. We assume full wavelength conversion and length-based
cost. We dimension it for the unscaled demand in [6] using firstly shortest path
routing, yielding working capacity and secondly p-cycle optimization [1,3],
yielding protection capacity

Dynamic and static p-cycles use this dimensioned capacity differently during
network operation. For dynamic p-cycles (RSPC and RSC), we find connections
and p-cycles in the aggregate capacity, i.e., Also for dynamic
requests, we firstly route an admitted connection and secondly we configure the p-
cycles. For static p-cycles, we find connections in the RPWCE, i.e., The
overall capacity in the network is the same for all cases.

As in [4], the time distribution for the on-state is deterministic and the time for
the off-state is exponentially distributed. The ratio of the on-state time to the mean
time for the off-state is 1/12, i.e., if we take 12 dynamic traffic sources between a
given pair of nodes, we will have the same total traffic demand in the dynamic
network on average, as in the static traffic matrix (e.g., clients use their
connections continuously for 1 hour out of 12 hours on average).
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4. DYNAMIC DEMAND MODEL

5. EVALUATION
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Figure 2: Blocking of dynamic connections over demand scaling factor.

Since an analytical treatment of dynamic configuration (paths and p-cycles)
appears to be too complex, we evaluate the blocking performance by discrete event
simulation. Although the network is dimensioned with the shortest paths, we use
shortest available path routing with physical length as metric, since, except for high
blocking levels, it yields lower blocking probabilities than shortest path routing.
For RSPC and RSC, the computation of the p-cycles has to finish within 10 s,
which can be regarded as adequate time for an on-demand request [4]. We also
allow an optimality gap of 1%.

Figure 2 depicts the simulation results for RSPC, RSC, and RPWCE. We show
the blocking probability with confidence intervals (at 95% confidence level) over
the demand scaling factor, i.e., the demand in [5] is prescaled by the value at the x-
axis.

For an upper limit of 3% for the blocking probability, we can scale the demand
matrix to integers of 6 for RPWCE, 9 for RSC, and 11 for RSPC. On the one hand,
the RPWCE concept does not achieve as low blocking probabilities as dynamic p-
cycles, since it is less flexible in finding capacity for a demand request. On the
other hand, the higher complexity of RSPC and RSC (routing and p-cycle
configuration) is opposed to the simplicity of RPWCE (routing only), which can
justify to install more capacity for the RPWCE to reduce the blocking probability.
For example, assume RPWCE follows the economy of scale rules of loss systems
for which the Erlang-B formula apply; to shift the blocking performance curve of
RPWCE in Figure 2 to the region of RSPC, i.e., to roughly half the blocking
probability, by the economy of scale effect we need less than double the capacity



of the PWCE. An appraising simulation for the considered blocking range shows
that RPWCE well outperforms RSPC if the PWCE of each link (and likewise its
protection capacity) is scaled by 1.75.

RSPC is superior to RSC, since working paths are closer to the shortest paths,
for which the network is dimensioned. This can also be explained by the average
network load. While the load by RSPC is over 80% for the displayed values, the
load by RSC drops to 63% for the demand scaling of seven. Hence, RSPC is able
to utilize the network better than RSC. In RSC, working paths can deviate from the
shortest paths, since protection capacity on links of the shortest paths prohibits
using it. The relative outcome for RSPC and RSC is different from the study in [4].
In this study, however, the network is dimensioned for dedicated path protection,
for which dispersion from the shortest paths can be beneficial (see also the results
with balanced load routing in [3]).

We evaluated p-cycles in dynamic optical networks by simulation. Among the
configuration approaches routing in spare plus protection capacity, routing in spare
capacity, and routing in protected working capacity envelope, a case study has
shown that the blocking probability increases in the order mentioned, given that the
overall network capacity is the same for the three approaches. This is because the
former two approaches use dynamically configured p-cycles which can adapt
flexibly to the traffic situation. The latter approach, however, is significantly less
complex in operation than the former two approaches.

Further research could investigate in detail how much capacity is needed for
the protected working capacity envelope concept in excess to the one needed for an
optimal assignment of dynamic p-cycles, given that the blocking probability is
equal.

This work is part of the work when the author was with the Institute of
Communication Networks at Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany.
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The accelerating growth of Internet traffic, together with its bursty traffic
pattern is specially motivating the research on not only high-bandwidth but
also dynamic metropolitan networks based upon recent advances in optical
networking technologies such as R-OADM and OXC. The dynamism of the
wavelength-routed networks can be achieved by means of a distributed
control plane (i.e signalling for wavelength reservation and routing for
dissemination of topology and optical resource state), which can be based in
GMPLS. The objective of this paper is to propose a GMPLS-based signalling
protocol which allows to have a global wavelength resource information
without any routing protocol when provisioning bidirectional connections in
uni-ring-based MAN. Performance evaluation has been carried in a GMPLS
test-bed composed of Linux routers named ADRENALINE.

The existing metropolitan area networks (MANs), primarily made up of TDM
technology, are not optimized for tomorrow’s demands. Built to reliably and
efficiently transport voice traffic, the TDM metro network is quickly reaching its
capability to grow with the fast-changing data-centric world. The accelerating
growth of Internet traffic, together with its bursty traffic pattern is motivating the

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION



research on not only high-bandwidth metro networks but also dynamic metro
networks based upon recent advances in optical networking technologies such as
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), reconfigurable Optical Add Drop
Multiplexers (OADMs) and Optical Cross Connects (OXCs), capable of providing
reconfigurable high-bandwidth end-to-end optical connections. The automation of
the future optical MAN is achieved by means of a distributed optical-control plane
(i.e, routing and signalling), which can be based in the Generalized Multiprotocol
Label Switching (GMPLS), an extension to MPLS for fiber, wavelength,
waveband and TDM switching.

Under distributed control each node makes its decisions based on the network
state information (topology and wavelength resources) it maintains, which can be
either local o global. In GMPLS-based networks, enhancement to IP interior
gateway protocols (e.g. extended OSPF-TE or IS-IS) can be used to flood
(periodically or threshold-based) network state information so that each node in the
network can have a global knowledge of the network state, using link-state
advertisement (LSA) update messages. The need to broadcast update messages
may result in significant control overhead, and furthermore, it is possible for a
node to have outdated information, and make incorrect routing decision based on
this information. For the case in which a node only knows the status of its
immediate links (local information), collisions are likely to occur if attempts to
establish lightpaths for two contemporary connection requests are initiated over a
particular link from both directions simultaneously, specially when no wavelength
converters are available and a lightpath must be establish using the same
wavelength on all the links along the path (wavelength-continuity constraint). So
efficient distributed wavelength reservation protocols are needed for dynamic
WDM networks with rapidly changing wavelength availability.

The objective of this paper is to propose an enhancement to GMPLS which
allows to have a global wavelength resource information using a fixed routing
scheme without LSA update messages, based on a GMPLS-based distributed
control scheme for bidirectional lightpath establishment in unidirectional-ring-
based MAN named Salmon Reservation Protocol (SRP), proposed by the authors
in [1]. Performance evaluation, in terms of blocking probability and average
lightpath set-up time, has been carried in ADRENALNE test-bed composed of
Linux-based routers acting as GMPLS optical connection controllers (OCCs).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe
GMPLS-based distributed Lightpath establishment schemes. In section 3 we
present the SRP proposal. Section 4 describes the enhancement to the GMPLS
signalling protocol in order to flood the wavelength state information throughout
the whole network. An overview ADRENALINE testbed is described in section 5.
Finally section 6 presents the experimental performance and section 7 concludes
the paper.
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In order to set up a lightpath, a signalling protocol is required to exchange
control information among nodes and to reserve resources along the path, such as
GMPLS extensions to RSVP-TE and CR-LDP. In this paper we will only consider
RSVP-TE. Likewise we concentrate on wavelength reservation schemes with
wavelength continuity-constraint. GMPLS-based reservation protocols are
categorized based on whether the resources are on a hop-by-hop basis along the
forward path (Forward Reservation Protocol, FRP), or reserved on a hop-by-hop
basis along the reverse path (Backward Reservation Protocol, BRP) [2,3].

In GMPLS, the signalling phase consists of a generalized label request, sent in
a RSVP Path message, traversing hop-by-hop from the source node to the
destination, followed by a generalized label assignment, sent in a RSVP Resv
message, traversing in the opposite direction back to the source. When a new
connection request arrives to the source node, it initiates a RSVP Path Message
containing a Generalized Label Request Object. Then a strict path to the
destination is determined, recorded on an Explicit Route Object (ERO). In this
work we assume fixed routing scheme, that is, a fix route is specified between each
source-destination pair. In order to guarantee the wavelength-continuity constraint
when no global information about optical resources is available, a Label Set object
is included in the Path message at the source node. The Label Set Object allows an
upstream node to restrict the set of labels that a downstream node can choose,
ensuring that a downstream node will assign a label that is acceptable to an
upstream node. The source node includes a Label Set Object specifying the
available wavelengths on its outgoing fiber link. If a Forward Reservation scheme
is used, all the wavelengths specified in the Label Set are locked at each hop in the
path, over-reserving temporally the resources. In contrast a backward reservation
scheme does not reserve the wavelengths of the Label Set, it just collects the usage
information of wavelengths in the path. Each intermediate node updates the
received Label Set removing currently unavailable wavelengths. If no wavelength
of the Label set is available, the request is blocked and the reserved wavelengths
(only for FRP) on the partially established path are immediately released. If the
Path message reaches the destination node, one label is selected based on a
wavelength assignment algorithm such as the First-Fit or Random, and initiates a
Resv message including the Generalized Label Object with the selected
wavelength that will be configured at each hop toward the source node. For FRP,
in addition, the temporally reserved wavelengths will be set free at each hop.

Using the GMPLS signalling extensions it could be possible to integrate
forward reservation and backward reservation into one process. This is
accomplished through the Suggested Label Object. This object is used to provide a
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downstream node with the upstream node’s label preference. This permits the
upstream node to start reserving and configuring its hardware with the proposed
label. Therefore combining a Label Set Object based on a Backward Reservation
Scheme, and a Suggested Label Object (based on a Forward Reservation Scheme),
it could be possible to do a Forward Reservation based on a single label
(conservative), and if it fails, the Backward Reservation would continue the
connection request. In [5] it is shown that the combination of BRP & FRP excels
both FRP and BRP working separately, but this study is not GMPLS-based.
Therefore we will work with this reservation scheme assuming that is the best one
according this study.

Salmon Reservation Protocol (SRP) is a GMPLS-based distributed control
scheme for bidirectional lightpath establishment in unidirectional-ring-based
metropolitan networks supporting both Soft Permanent Connections (SPC) and
Switched Connections (SC) in multi-domain environments, proposed by the
authors in [1]. In the basic GMPLS architecture [4], bidirectional optical
connections are established using a single set of Path and Resv messages, but this
mechanism does not work in unidirectional rings, since one fiber is dedicated as
working fiber and the other is dedicated as protection fiber. Working and
protection fiber operate is opposite directions: the working ring operates on the
clockwise direction on the protection ring and the protection rig on the counter
clockwise direction.

When a new end-to-end SC or SPC request crossing multiple domains arrives
to the unidirectional ring (figure1), the source node separates the request
connection into two RSVP connection segments between the input/source node and
the output/destination node located in the same ring. Both connection segments in
the ring are associated using the “Session Name” attribute of the Session Attribute
object. The input/source node inserts in the Session Name filed a unique value to
allow unique identification of both RSVP connection segments at the
output/destination node. Therefore the input/source node initiates two RSVP Path
messages identified by its Session Object, containing a Generalized Label Object, a
Label Set Object (based on a Backward reservation scheme), a Suggested Label
Object (based on a Forward Reservation scheme), an Explicit Route Object (ERO)
to determine a strict path to the destination node, and other relevant objects. The
first RSVP Path message requests the downstream wavelength, therefore the ERO
specifies an strict path to the destination in the same direction of the ring
transmission, whereas the second Path message request the upstream wavelength.
In this case the ERO specifies a strict path to the output/destination in the opposite
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direction of the ring transmission. Moreover the second Path message includes an
Upstream Label Object (UL) in order to indicate that the wavelength resources are
requested in the opposite direction of the optical transmission. Then Both RSVP
Path message are sent along their respective explicit routes to the destination.
When one of the two Path messages reaches the destination/output node, it waits
until the associated Path message also reaches the destination, checking the Session
Attribute. Once both Path messages have reached the destination/output node, it is
checked whether the destination of the requested connection is out of the Ring. In
the first case, the node will generate a single Path message to the next node and the
request connection will continue its journey. In the second case, two RSVP Resv
messages, one for each connection segment will be generated.

Figure 1. SRP. Bidirectional Lightpath establishment in uni-ring-based MAN

The main drawback of combining FRP and BRP as explained above is that the
suggested label is chosen by the source node that only have local information. In
this case the wavelength of the Suggested Label is chosen randomly from the label
set. So there is no guarantee that the label suggested by the source node be
available along every link in the path.

In order to solve this drawback we propose a simple enhancement to the
GMPLS signalling protocol that can be used to flood global wavelength state
information when bidirectional connections are requested over unidirectional-
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based WDM rings. In our proposal each node in the ring has a global wavelength
resources table, indicating which wavelengths are available in all the links of the
ring. The first time the algorithm is used, all the wavelengths of the table are set as
free. Then the source node that initiates the connection request inserts in both
RSVP connection segments a Record Route Object in order to record all the hops
in both routes. The Suggested Label is chosen by the first node according its global
wavelength resource table. It must accomplish the wavelength continuity
constraint, so only those wavelengths that are available at each link form the source
node to the destination node are suitable. From the valid wavelengths, one of
them is chosen randomly and is used by the Suggested Label Object. Once both
RSVP connection segments (upstream and downstream) arrive to the destination
node, two RSVP Resv messages are generated according the above section. In the
proposed reservation scheme, each RSVP Resv message includes, apart from the
previously specified objects, three GMPLS-based extensions, which are the
complete Record Route Object (RRO) and the Generalized Label Object (GLO) of
the complementary connection segment, and the full Record Route Object of the
own connection segment. So the final result is a RSVP Resv Message containing a
GLO and a complete RRO from the own connection request, and GLO and
complete RRO from the complementary connection request (from now they are
referred as Complementary GLO and RRO). Then each node when receives the
Resv message must update its global wavelength resource table, reserving the
wavelength specified by the Generalized Label in all the links specified by its own
RRO, and the same applies for the Complementary GLO and RRO. The final
Result is that each node is able to update its own global wavelength resources table
every time receives a RSVP Resv message of an incoming connection request.

ADRENALINE testbed is based on an experimental ASON/GMPLS control
plane composed by 9 distributed GMPLS-based Optical Connection Controllers
(OCC), allowing the establishment of real-time, dynamic, end-to-end optical
connections. Each OCC has been implemented on a Linux-based router with a
Pentium IV 2,6 GHz processor. OCCs are interconnected by fast Ethernet point-to-
point links, using both simulated and real links. The real links are bidirectional
optical fiber links with a distance of 35Km each (control channels are carried on
1310nm). The simulated links are based on an additional PC with a network
emulation package that allow to emulate the link delay between two OCCs. The
network topology is based on a unidirectional-based ring, using 3 real optical fiber
link and 6 simulated links that emulates a delay of also 35Km. Note that the
circumference of the ring is about 300km, suitable for a metro core network.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed GMPLS-based
reservation protocol for unidirectional-based metro networks over the control plane
of the experimental testbed, comparing when the Suggested Label is chosen from
local (named SRP Local) or global (named SRP Global) wavelength resource
information. Firstly, we describe the main assumptions adopted and then we
present the results and discussions. All the lightpath requests have been assumed as
bidirectional connections. Lightpath requests arrive according to a Poisson process,
and the lightpath holding time is exponentially modeled with a mean of 100 ms. To
avoid having almost zero size lightpath holding time (holding time inferior to setup
delay), we have added a small fixed time of 10ms to the lightpath holding time
(offset time). The traffic is uniformly distributed among all node pairs (typical
behaviour in metro core rings). Each data point is obtained over a simulation of
100.000 connection requests. Each link supports 8 wavelengths. The time to
configure an OADM node is 10ms.

Load is measured in Erlangs, which can be calculated by multiplying the
connection arrival rate with the average connection holding time. To study the
network’s behaviour under different loads, the arrival rate of connection requests is
varied as a parameter. Figure 2.a) plots the obtained blocking probability vs. load
for global and local SRP. Global SRP always exhibits an upgraded behaviour
respect to the local WRP approach, for high loads. For example the blocking
reduction of the global SRP is about 34 percent compared to the local SRP when
the total offered load is fixed at 0,8Er. For low loads there are very few differences,
since almost all the resources are free and therefore the probability of failure when
selecting a wavelength based on local knowledge is low. Figure 2.b) shows the

Figure 2. Figure 2. a) Blocking Probability. b) Set-up delay



setup delay vs. load. Obviously, Local SRP presents lower delays than SRP,
reducing the setup delay up to 8%. As shown, the connection setup delay increases
as load increases due to the fact that each OCC has to support more RSVP
sessions, causing the increase of the queuing delay at each OCC.

This paper presents a GMPLS-based wavelength reservation scheme that allow
to have a global wavelength resource information using a fixed routing scheme
without LSA update messages, based on a GMPLS-based distributed control
scheme for bidirectional lightpath establishment in unidirectional-ring-based MAN
named SRP. Using the GMPLS signalling extensions it could be possible to
integrate FRP and BRP into one process, through the Suggested Label (based on
FRP) and the Label Set (based on BRP) objects. The Suggested Label is chosen by
the first node randomly based on local information. This integration reports an
upgraded behaviour than BRP, but it can be improved if the label is chosen based
on global information by the proposed wavelength reservation scheme, showing a
reduction of the blocking probability up to 34%.

This work is part of the NetCat, EMPIRICO (PU-2002-56) and TBONES
(ITEA 02024 and FIT-070000-2003-936) research projects.
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GMPLS WITH INTERLAYER CONTROL FOR
SESSION-UNINTERRUPTED DISASTER
RECOVERY ACROSS DISTRIBUTED DATA
CENTERS

Tetsuo IMAI1, Soichiro ARAKI2, Tomoyoshi SUGAWARA3, Norihito FUJITA4,
and Yoshihiko SUEMURA5

We propose a session-uninterrupted disaster recovery system using a novel
session migration technique as a GMPLS application. Existing disaster
recovery systems have a problem of a service interruption. The session
migration based on an interlayer control of GMPLS, VLAN change-over,
and process migration, maintains continuous TCP service between a user and
a virtualized server, even when the service migrates from a primary data
center to a backup one. We developed a prototype system and showed that
BoD (bandwidth on demand) by GMPLS improved the recovery time from
80.10 sec to 9.85 sec, during transmitting a process data of 40MByte.

It is important for mission-critical businesses to continue even in the event of a
disaster that may bring a whole data center to a halt. In this paper, we propose a
novel session-migration technique for the disaster recovery system in data centers

using the BoD (bandwidth on demand) service provided by GMPLS (generalized
multi-protocol label switching) [1].

Existing disaster recovery systems are classified into following 3 types.

Abstract:
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1. INTRODUCTION

Remote data backup: Make a copy of data at backup site by users(low-class)
Data replication: Make a copy of data automatically(middle-class)



Our session-migration technique is classified as the best-class. It can rapidly
change a service-providing server to an alternative backup one and change a user’s
network to another one at the same time, enabling users to keep their own TCP
sessions. It enables data center managers to provide users with continuous service.
We developed a session migration controller to control change-overs in the
service-providing server and users’ networks, and dynamic reservation of a
bandwidth by GMPLS. And we demonstrated the effectiveness of our session-
migration system.

2. SESSION MIGRATION

Problems with existing method of disaster recovery

It is essential that mission-critical businesses have continuous access to
services. However, because existing recovery methods mainly use systems within
the same network (subnet), they can only change the server running a service from
the main site to a backup site. Therefore, there is a following problem. When a
disaster occurs, the server running the process to be recovered is moved from the
server at the main site (primary server) to one at a backup site (backup server)
which is widely separated. To continue using the service, users have to carry out
troublesome task for recovery, including closing the TCP (transmission control
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Clustering: The same system is set up at backup site, and make a copy of data
automatically(high-class)

2.1

Figure 1. (a) existing disaster recovery system, (b) our distributed virtual server system.



To provide continuous service even in the event of a disaster, we migrate
service-providing processes from the primary server to a backup one, which is
widely separated, with maintaining the TCP session between the user and the
process. A “process migration”[3] is used to swap the active server to another
server by migrating a memory image of the process from one server to the other.

There are several problems in maintaining users’ TCP sessions during process
migration. First, we have to move the server’s IP address between the servers at the
same time as the process migration occurs, but sharing the same IP address in the
same wide-area network creates difficulties. Secondly, when we carry out process
migration between widely separated servers, we have to minimize transmitting
time. Session migration is triggered by the occurrence of some sort of disasters, for
example, a major electrical power failure or a fire alarm at a data center. Therefore,
session migration has to begin with these warnings, and be completed before the
disaster eventuates. In addition, long downtime of the process may cause a
performance degradation or a session disconnection.

To solve the first problem, we distribute the same IP address to different
VLANs, and we change-over the “user VLAN” (the VLAN that the user belongs
to) in synchronization with process migration in a session-migration sequence.
This enables users to connect quickly with the new network without affecting their
use of the service. It can maintain the TCP session without interruption.

To solve the second problem, we rapidly reserve a wide bandwidth for process
migration in advance by GMPLS technique.

There has been considerable work recently on new services such as BoD for
optical networks using GMPLS techniques. GMPLS will enable service providers
to quickly deliver various types of paths to customers[2]. In our session-migration
technique, we use GMPLS to reserve a bandwidth for the process migration, which
requires rapid transmission of a huge amount of data to minimize the length of time
that services provided by a data center are suspended.

And it is important to coordinate these three techniques of different layers, the
change-over of user VLAN, the process migration, and the GMPLS. In our session
migration, an MCS (migration-control server) controls each of them.

A detailed description of our session-migration technique follows.
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2.2 Session migration and current performance problems

protocol) session to the primary server, and re-connecting to the backup server(Fig.
1 (a)). The problem is that service to users is suspended until the recovery
procedures are completed. Our proposed disaster recovery system intends not to
affect users’ access to services. Our session-migration technique enables TCP
services between users and a virtualized server to continue, even when the service
migrates from a primary server to a backup one(Fig. 1 (b)).



2.3 Overall system architecture

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the session-migration system. “Server 1” is
at the main site, and “Server 2” is at the backup site; a PMC (process migration
controller) is implemented in both of them. There are routers at the edge of each
site. Users and sites are connected by a wide-area Ethernet network consisting of
L2SWs (layer 2 switches that support VLANs), and an underlying L1NW (layer 1
network) consisting of L1SWs (layer 1 switches) controlled by respective CP
(control plane)-devices. In a wide-area Ethernet network, user sites and the main
site are connected by a VLAN 1, and user sites and the backup site are connected
by a VLAN 2. In the dedicated control network, an MCS is connected to a PMC,
which controls process migration, a NAGW (network access gateway), which
controls changes in the user VLAN, a CP-device, which directs the GMPLS to
reserve a bandwidth in the L1NW, and the L2SW, which supports the VLANs.

Ordinarily, a user connects to a virtual IP address, 192 168.2.1, at Server 1 in
Main site via a NAGW to utilize a service. In the following description, we use
“192.168.2.1” as the virtual IP address, but it’s tentative.

The components in Fig. 2 are described below.

The MCS manages the session-migration sequence, and directs the behavior of
other elements of the session-migration process through remote commands using a
Telnet or other methods. The PMC 1 and PMC 2 control process migration when a
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Figure 2. System Architecture of the session migration.



trigger is given by the MCS. The process migration technique transports a running
task (process) from one server to another, including the state of communication
and virtual IP address, and enables the process to keep running on the other server.
The NAGW manages the rapid switch-over of server required to be connected by
changing the user VLAN; i.e., the NAGW changes the user VLAN from VLAN 1
to VLAN 2, as shown in Fig. 2, when a trigger is given by the MCS. The CP-
devices control the L1SWs via the GMPLS. They carry out reservation/deletion of
the bandwidth between Server 1 and Server 2 when a trigger is given by the MCS,
and can dynamically establish a L1-VPN (layer 1-virtual private network). Both of
the L2SWs support VLANs and can dynamically establish a L2-VPN between
Server 1 and Server 2 when a trigger is given by the MCS. The routers at the main
site and the one at the backup site are in subnets of the same address architecture.
Therefore, there is no need to change the routing table for the routers when a
virtual IP address is moved from Server 1 to Server 2.
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2.4 Detailed sequence of session migration

The flow of the session-migration sequence is shown in Table 1. Ordinarily, a
user connects to the virtual IP address 192.168.2.1 of Server 1, and utilizes a
service by communicating with a process on Server 1.

When the alarm sounds for a disaster, the data center manager, or automatic
equipment, commands the MCS to begin session migration (STEP 1). The MCS
commands the CP-devices and L2SWs to configure a L1/L2-VPN (STEP 2, 3). It
set up the dedicated and wideband VPN for process migration.

When the VPNs are set up, the MCS starts the sequence for process migration.
The MCS commands the PMC 1 to freeze the process (STEP 4), and
communication between the user and Server 1 is suspended. Next, the MCS
commands PMC1 and PMC 2 to migrate the process (STEP 5), and to move the
virtual IP address 192.168.2.1 from Server 1 to Server 2 (STEP 6). This causes
temporary disappearance of the IP address 192.168.2.1 to the user because the user
is connected to VLAN 1 at this point. At STEP 7, the MCS commands the NAGW
to change the user VLAN from VLAN 1 to VLAN 2, and the user rediscovers the
IP address 192.168.2.1. Throughout this sequence, the user simply loses the IP
address and rediscovers it, and is unaware of the change in the VLAN to which the
user is connected. Then the MCS commands the PMCs to resume the
process(STEP 8); the user can then resume communicating with the server (Server
2) and using the service.

Finally, the MCS commands the CP-devices and L2SWs to delete L1/L2-VPN
(STEP 9, 10), and reports the completion to the data center manager (STEP 11).

In the aspect of effect of session migration on users, the following issues can
potentially affect users during service migration.



Processing period from STEP 4 to STEP 8: User communication to the server
is suspended during this time. However, depending on the type of service, if this
period is very brief, it does not affect service utilization in general.

Processing time required for STEP 7:   The user loses the virtual IP address
192.168.2.1 of the servers at this point. Again, depending on the type of service, if
this time is very brief, the user’s application will not detect packet convergence,
and will not stop the use of the service.

If both these processing periods are sufficiently brief, the user will be unaware
of the session migration and will experience continuous service.

We built a prototype system (Fig. 3) to evaluate the session migration
technique described above. The MCS, L2/L3SW, and CP devices were constructed
on a rack on the right of the photograph; on the left, there is a rack of SDH nodes
(SpectralWave U-node, NEC) as the L1SW controlled by the CP devices. The
NAGW is installed in the PC at the right. The features of these components are
listed in Tables 3 and 4. Server 1 and Server 2 have a Linux OS, each PMC is built
as a daemon on Linux. The process migrated in the demonstration was a video data
transmission process, which uses 40 MB of memory; the user receives streaming
data via a TCP at a bit rate of 2 Mbps. Server 1 and Server 2 are connected by a
gigabit Ethernet to the individual SDH nodes, which are connected to each other by
a 2.4-Gbps link. During the session migration sequence, the GMPLS commands
the SDH nodes to reserve a bandwidth of 1 Gbps. It then establishes a bandwidth
of 1 Gbps between servers.
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3. PROTOTYPE SESSION MIGRATION SYSTEM AND
ITS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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We carried out session migration using this architecture and found that the
procedure did not have any effects on users browsing a streaming video.

Below, we discuss the effects of session migration on users’ service utilization
based on the discussion in section 2.4.

For comparison, we carried out a demonstration of session migration without
GMPLS. In the case without GMPLS for reservation of bandwidth, servers carry
out the process migration through a public network. We emulate that by connecting
the L2/L3SWs with a 10-Mbps link directly; the bandwidth between the servers
was then 10-Mbps. Table 2 shows the processing time required for each step of the
session-migration process, with and without GMPLS. Note that STEP 2, 3, 9, 10
aren’t necessary in the case without GMPLS.

As shown in Table 2, with GMPLS, the processing time from STEP 4 to STEP
8 (the period for which user communication with the server is suspended) was
about 2.7 sec. We used Real One Player (Vers. 2.0) as the video browser, and it has
a 30-sec buffer by default, which is sufficient to cover the suspension period.

Without GMPLS, the period was about 79.6 sec. long, which was too long to
be covered by the buffer. The video stream was therefore suspended briefly.

The processing time required for STEP 7, when the user loses the virtual IP
address of the server, is about 0.1 sec. in each demonstration. This demonstration
showed that the video browser did not suspend service and the TCP congestion
controller did not decrease its throughput.
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Figure 3. Demonstration system.

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a session-uninterrupted disaster recovery system as a GMPLS
application. Using the interlayer controller, our session migration technique
coordinates three methods: BoD by GMPLS, process migration between servers,
and a change in the user VLAN, and avoids interruption of users’ accesses to the
services provided by the servers. In a demonstration of the system, we showed that
the technique worked well and that GMPLS improved the recovery time from
80.10sec to 9.85 sec during transmitting a process data of 40MByte.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the design and implementation of a low-complexity
dialogue mechanism between the management and transport planes of an all-
optical network. This dialogue aims at exchanging relevant information from
monitoring the performance and degradation of optical signals with minimal
disturbance to the optical services and minimum knowledge of the transport
history of data, with a view to ensure service quality. Complexity of the
dialogue is measured in terms of response delays in the event of failures.

1. INTRODUCTION

The accelerating growth of data traffic is motivating the research for more
efficient, flexible, intelligent optical network architectures. Optical networks
promise to be the underlying next generation technology for the future Internet and

broadband networks, being Internet Protocol (IP) over Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM), IP/WDM, one of the most promising candidates.

Performance monitoring plays a fundamental role in the deployment and future
evolution of the optical network industry, because assuring service quality (QoS)
will be key for the success of next-generation networks, which are to enable
dynamic, differentiated optical services. Therefore, efforts are underway to
investigate new ways to monitor the performance of data on an optical network
with minimal conversion to electronics and minimal disturbance to the signal on
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the fiber, as well as to integrate fiber-optic networks, communications and signal
processing, and optical network protocols.

As for protocols in IP/WDM, Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(GMPLS) is thought to be an integral part of next-generation optical networks,
especially as control plane of the Automatic Switched Optical Network (ASON)
[1], because it renders optical networks intelligent. Concerning the management
information protocol, the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [7] has
been the industry reference for network management since the last 1980s; SNMP
agents are installed in almost any system to enable remote access to its
components, making SNMP a de facto standard for networked hardware
management [6].

This paper focuses on the mechanisms for Optical Performance Monitoring
(OPM) in an IP/WDM network, especially the dialogue of the transport and
management planes to exchange relevant information obtained from monitoring
the performance and degradation of signals with minimal disturbance to the signals
and minimum knowledge of the transport history of the data to assure QoS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
reference model and parameters for monitoring the health of optical services, as
well as the different inputs for such monitoring. Section 3 describes the
experimental ASON/GMPLS testbed, focusing on the data model and the SNMP
agent implementation for service monitoring. Section 4 deals with preliminary
performance evaluation results of the dialogue. In Section 5 we draw conclusions.

2. REFERENCE MODEL AND MONITORING
PARAMETERS

The reference model of OPM has three layers. Starting from the WDM input,
we encounter channel management, then channel quality and protocol performance
[6]. These layers are known as transport, signal quality and protocol monitoring,
respectively. In this work, we only deal with transport monitoring due to the fact
that the method chosen for implementing OPM is a non-disruptive all-optical
dedicated monitor that taps the optical signal on a Dense WDM (DWDM) fiber. In
this case, the monitor is shared among the wavelengths carried in the fiber. At this
layer, the most commonly suggested monitoring parameters are [6]: aggregate
power, channel power, spectral optical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and channel
wavelength. In contrast, time domain parameters such as Bit Error Rate (BER) and
Q-factor cannot be obtained by the considered OPM owing to its transparent
nature.

In this work, an optical service, understood as the provisioning of an optical
channel (wavelength), encompasses the following QoS parameters: establishment
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and release delays [7], which may be monitored directly in the manager, channel
“health” (obtained through OPM) and status of optical components (component
failures) that might lead to service degradation, such as lasers, receivers and active

switching and control components. To retrieve these QoS parameters, several
monitoring points must be set in the optical network. Major component failures
may take place in the control plane (faults in the GMPLS-based Optical

Connection Controllers, OCC) and in the transport plane. Therefore, monitoring
points for component failures are split in the optical node controller (NC in Figure
1) and management agents (OCC and all-optical add-drop multiplexer, OADM,

illustrated as Agent in Figure 1) at each node. Moreover, the impairments that may
affect the optical signal quality, causing undesirable variations of the channel
power, frequency or OSNR, are monitored by a transport monitor (Figure 1). Note
that degraded BER and restoration delay are usually considered in the event of
failures [7], but since we use all-optical monitoring at WDM layer and fast
physical protection at Optical Multiplex Section level (OMS), these parameters are

not considered in this work.

Figure 1. Monitoring in an IP/WDM node

3. EXPERIMENTAL ASON/GMPLS TESTBED

The experimental testbed1 used in this paper is a DWDM transport network

enabled with optical intelligence through a GMPLS control plane to allow real-
time, dynamic configuration of optical services between multiple clients (ASON).
Due to economic reasons, 8 wavelengths per fiber, spaced 100 GHz (ITU channels
from 30 to 37) at speeds up to 2.5 Gbps are available. Due to its relevance in this

ADRENALINE testbed: All-optical Dynamic RE liable Network hAndLINg IP/Ethernet Gigabit
traffic with QoS. http://www.cttc.es/adrenaline/

1
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work, the transport plane’s architecture is summarized in Section 3.1, whereas the

overall architecture of the testbed is further detailed in [5].

3.1 Transport plane

The testbed’s transport plane is an Optical Transport Network (OTN) [2] that
provides uni and bidirectional optical channels transparent to the format and
payload of client signals. Moreover, it is the source of information about the state

of connections and their performance, which is central to OPM. All laser sources
are fully tunable, and no wavelength converters are contained in the OADMs [5]
(architecture depicted in Figure 2). In this work, the configuration of the OTN is a

unidirectional ring with OADMs. So, each link has two unidirectional fibers, one
of which is used for OMS protection [2]. In the architecture of an OADM, an
incoming signal from the working fiber is demultiplexed into the 8 wavelengths

before entering the 2x2 all-optical switches, each of which may either drop a
wavelength (maximum 4 wavelengths dropped at each OADM) and optionally add
a new one, or pass through that wavelength. Note that each wavelength has a

switch associated, so that all wavelengths may be added/dropped.

Figure 2. Architecture of an OADM

Once all output wavelengths are ready, they are multiplexed and the DWDM

signal is inserted in the outgoing fiber (Figure 2). At this stage, 1% of optical
power of the DWDM signal is tapped and brought to an all-optical signal
performance monitor. This equipment allows a first estimation of the optical signal

quality by measuring the channel power, frequency, OSNR, and their respective
drifts in a totally transparent manner, not only at each optical node output but at the
input as well. Consequently, node or link failures can be detected. Moreover,

degradation thresholds allow proactive fault management by detecting and
avoiding or correcting a failure before it occurs. In contrast, conventional digital
methods of optical signal monitoring such as BER test, Bit Interleaved Parity (BIP)
check or Cyclic Redundancy Check error (CRC) enable the detection of a failure in
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an optical network without identifying its origin, or its localization. In addition, the
failure detection is only at the electrical edge nodes resulting in a high granularity
of the detected fault, higher network resource utilization for restoration and slower
recovery. Moreover, digital methods of fault detection are specific to the digital
characteristics of the optical signals and generally require optical demultiplexing,
optical to electrical conversion and synchronization to the bit rate.

A description of the processing mechanisms for OPM data, as well as of the
most relevant network elements for optical service monitoring follows.

3.2 Optical node controller

Active components of the transport plane are the 2x2 optical switches, the
transmitters (lasers), the transceivers (E/O and O/E) and the photonic receivers
(Figure 2). Moreover, if the OADM is reconfigurable, an additional (active) matrix
switch is needed for the distribution stage [5], not considered in this work. Last but
not least, optical amplifiers (OA in Figure 1), located in the optical links, are also
active. Then, the optical NC is responsible for monitoring the state of these active
components, as well as for changing their state according to the needs of the
control and management planes, which come mainly from service provisioning [3].
In this work, the testbed’s NCs contain a 32-bit micro-processor with RS232 and
RJ45 ports. The serial port communicates with the active optical components at a
speed of 115,2 Kpbs. The NC interacts with these components through a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) circuit that ensures electrical connections both
for information exchange and electrical supply to the optical components. The
micro-processor is a Linux platform that performs the following:

Proxying. Execution of requests from the OADM agent (Section 3.3) and the
manager (through the agent), such as full status information of receiver Rx_7.
Retrieval of transmission information from the agent and/or the optical monitor.

Connection Controller Interface (CCI). Execution of commands from the OCC
of the optical node (control plane) related to a provisioning process. For instance,
add a channel with wavelength 1553.33 nm to output Out_7, which means
changing status of laser Tx_7 from OFF to ON, setting the laser channel to 30,
setting the laser variable optical attenuator (VOA), changing the status of the
optical 2x2 switch from bar to cross, and setting the matrix switch input/output.

Monitoring. Periodic retrieval of status information from the optical
components. Alarms and notifications in case of failures to the OADM agent.
Status information involves the characteristics of the following components:

Transceivers: input/output power.
Lasers (Transmitters): laser temperature, optical power, wavelength
stability, laser current, laser temperature, aging failure and port failure, in
addition to output power from external modulators.
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Avalanche photodiodes optical receivers (APD): loss of power alarm
detection.

3.3 OADM agent

ITU-T Recommendations of X.700 Series or M.3010 are examples of
conceptual (information) modeling of the management plane, including service
provisioning. Such modeling is independent of specific implementation, and

defines relationships between managed objects. Since control plane and transport
plane elements (OCCs and OADMs, respectively) contain management agents
(Figure 1), as well as Management Information Bases (MIB) and a message
communication function, encompassing a management information protocol, the
manager is able to access the information models of both the control and transport
planes. Therefore, we focus on a data model for service monitoring. As for the
OADM agent’s MIB, it contains the IETF module OPT-IF-MIB [4] and the
module OHW-CTTC-MIB (Figure 3, right), developed in this work. OPT-IF-MIB
defines objects for managing optical interfaces associated with WDM systems or
characterized by the OTN architecture. The main object of OHW-CTTC-MIB is
opticalHwTable, complementary to OPF-IF-MIB because it contains information
of transmitters, receivers and switches, indexed by opticalSwitchNumber. The
example on Figure 2 (right) would have all parameters of opticalHwTable indexed
by 7, since the 2x2 switch is Switch_7.

The OADM management agent (Figure 3b) is based on SNMP (manager-agent
paradigm) [8], which has been chosen as management information protocol
because it is the industry reference. This agent has four main functions: responding
to monitoring information queries, sending alarms/notifications of resource status,
proxying with the NC and the monitor (retrieval of frequency assignment and
stability, power level and OSNR for each optical channel, at the input and at the
output of each node) and retrieval of power level of optical amplifiers (status
information), via SNMP. The transport monitors also respond to SNMP queries
made by the manager and send alarms caused by transmission impairments. Instead
of overloading the network with status information, messages are only sent when a
failure is likely to occur (warning), so that the control and management planes may
both react proactively without service disruption, and reactively after a failure
(fault). The monitor used in this work is Digital Lightwave’s Optical Wavelength
Monitor, which is all-optical and monitors power, wavelength (every 10 ms) and
optical SNR (every 100 ms) for multiple channels on DWDM networks. Alarms
are sent via SNMP according to the monitor’s DIGL-OWM-MIB module.
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Figure 3. a) OADM architecture and b) OHW-CTTC-MIB module (transmitter objects)

4. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We consider the worst-case failure scenario depicted in Figure 5a. Laser 1,

which transmits data of a Premium service [7] in channel 30, experiences a power
loss that degrades the Service Level Agreement (SLA). As soon as the NC detects
the fault, it informs the OADM agent, which forwards the event to the manager

(SNMP Trap). Due to the severity of the fault, the manager requests (SNMP Set)
that data be transmitted in the same channel by idle laser 2. The Data
Communications Network (DCN) is congested and the distance between the

manager and agent is 400 km. Figure 5b plots OPM performance in terms of delay.

Figure 5. a) Test setup and b) Channel power vs. time (ITU channel 30, congested DCN)
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented implementation issues to achieve a simple dialogue among
the optical management plane and the transport and control planes to forward
relevant information from monitoring the performance and degradation of signals
in an all-optical network with minimal disturbance to the optical services and
minimum knowledge of the transport history of data, with a view to ensure service
quality. Preliminary results assess simplicity in terms of low delays (worst case is
around 50 ms in heavily congested DCN). As far as we know, recovery times with
degraded SLA are not specified in the literature, whereas full recovery times are
suggested as 50 ms for Premium class services [7]. Therefore, future work
encompasses optimizing the implementation of the OPM dialogue presented to
comply with the most restrictive SLAs that are being proposed.
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Abstract: The GMPLS standardization is paving the way for new configurable Traffic En-
gineering (TE) policies and new survivability schemes for transport networks.
In this context, a centralized Path Computation System (PCS) has been imple-
mented, suited for transport networks with a GMPLS control plane. After a
brief description of the requirements for a PCS in a GMPLS network, some de-
sign issues for the proposed implementation are drawn, with particular emphasis
on the centralized approach and on the strategies for achieving the connection
survivability. Some results of an intensive testing campaign are shown for the
validation of the design choices.

1. INTRODUCTION

The international standardization committees (e.g. ITU-T, OIF and IETF)
are all converging in the design of an integrated network with a common Gen-
eralized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) control plane. GMPLS will
manage all the network data planes [1,2], providing the required automation
in the computation, the setup and the recovery of circuits for next-generation
Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON).

GMPLS is an extension to devices capable of performing switching in time,
wavelength and space domains of the MPLS control plane architecture. The
core GMPLS architecture is based on a set of extensions to protocols for rout-
ing (e.g. OSPF and IS-IS) and signalling (e.g. RSVP), just available in IP
networks. Moreover, other signalling protocols have been proposed (e.g. LDP,
CR-LDP) and a new link management protocol (i.e. LMP) has been designed
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from scratch in order to relate properly the de-coupling between Data Plane
and Control Plane. From a routing perspective, the GMPLS extensions provide
new information for circuit computation and they enable configurable Traffic
Engineering (TE) policies and new recovery strategies. In such a context, this
paper takes aim at describing the implementation of a centralized Path Com-
putation System (PCS) suited for transport networks with a GMPLS control
plane. In details, Sec. 2 is focused on the requirements for the PCS in a
centralized GMPLS network scenario. In Sec. 3 the design issues for the pro-
posed implementation are drawn, with particular emphasis on the centralized
approach and on the strategies for achieving the connection survivability. Some
results of an intensive testing campaign are shown in Sec. 4 while conclusions
and future directions are given in Sec. 5.

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR A GMPLS PCS

Within GMPLS standardization, the main focus is on protocols objects and
mechanisms, while only high level requirements are proposed for traffic engi-
neering (TE) and survivability. In the GMPLS context, a set of properties is
assigned to each link for routing purposes (e.g. TE metric, available/used band-
widths, resource colours, SRLG list, inherent protections, etc.), transforming a
traditional links in a Traffic Engineering link (TE-link). A GMPLS path cal-
culator is expected to return Label Switched Paths (LSPs), i.e. sequences of
nodes, TE-links and – in case – labels, which try to match some constraints de-
rived from the TE information above. Once an LSP is computed, it describes
univocally a unidirectional or bi-directional connection between a source and
a destination node.

The standard Shortest Path First – SPF– algorithms [3] are not suited for
such a computation, since they cumulate only the standard link metric along
the path. A modified SPF algorithm is needed, called Constraint-based Short-
est Path First (CSPF) and routes should be the shortest among those which
satisfy the required set of constraints [4]. Another important issue, raised by
the great traffic amount carried on a LSP, is the connection survivability af-
ter a fault. The solution for this problem depends on the recovery strategy
implemented in the network. New recovery strategies are enabled by the GM-
PLS control plane according to the overall taxonomy sketched in Figure 1 (ref.
[5–8] for details). Span level strategies are prone to waste resources in the
network, because of the sub-optimality of the resulting backup paths; whereas
end-to-end recovery strategies are more efficient. Moreover, restoration fits
better the dynamical assignment/release of the network resources with respect
to protection; but, in case ofa fault, a higher blocking probability for the restor-
ing traffic might be experimented, due to the failure handling by control plane
mechanisms instead of hardware ones (e.g. detection, notification and miti-
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Figure 1. Recovery taxonomy.

gation). A common requirement for all the recovery strategies shown above
is the disjointness between the resources (links or nodes) used by the primary
route and by its backup. This is needed to minimize the blocking probability
of the dynamical recovery action in case of fault. In the GMPLS architecture
different levels of disjointness for LSPs are defined [4, 8]:

node, in which different nodes (and different links) are crossed by the
primary-backup pair of LSPs;

link, in which only different links are crossed by the two LSPs;

SRLG, in which the Shared Risk Link Group lists of the two LSPs have
no intersection.

3. DESIGN ISSUES FOR A GMPLS PCS

In the GMPLS architecture the specification for PCS is considered imple-
mentation dependent and no preference can be derived by the standards on the
choice of a centralised or a distributed implementation, besides of the intrinsic
distributed approach of the GMPLS control plane. The architectural choice we
made in the context of the TANGO project is for the implementation of the PCS
module inside a centralized network manager (NM). This solution promises to
be the most effective for a full and flexible handling of traffic engineering and
survivability into the network, particularly when these requirements need to
be extended to a multi-area (or multi-domain) scenario. In our implementa-
tion the PCS acts as a path computation server for the GMPLS network (ref.
Figure 2), receiving from the GMPLS Network Elements (NE) the topology
information and the computation requests across a single- or multi-area/AS.
The LSPs computed by PCS (if any) are communicated to the ingress GMPLS
NE, triggering a standard GMPLS signalling session (e.g. via G.RSVP-TE).
The communications between the NM and the NEs are carried out by means
of COPS protocol with proper extensions (ref. [9] for details).
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Figure 2. GMPLS network model with a centralized PCS.

We based our routing engine on an implementation of the Dijkstra SPF al-
gorithm, properly modified with a TE-constraints validation step for handling
Constrained SPF computations. One of these constraint validations is the check
on the bandwidth availability of the candidate link. Moreover, in order to let
the algorithm converge towards an optimal SPF solution (e.g. between those
which satisfies the required TE-constraints), the metric we chose to minimize
during computation is bandwidth-dependent, according to the equation:

where std_metric is the standard OSPF link metric, TE_metric is the GMPLS
metric for TE purposes, avail_bw is the available bandwidth on the TE-link and
F(x) is a proper Traffic Engineering function designed for balancing bandwidth
consumption on the links.

The main feature of our PCS is in the processing of LSP requests with sur-
vivability requirements. Based on the recovery taxonomy at path-level and on
the requirements shown in Sec. 2, we identified three Classes of Recovery
(CoR) for the LSP requests, distinguishing the survivability of the connections
according to an Olympic model:

Gold, when the lowest blocking probability for the recovery and the
fastest reaction times (e.g. around 50ms) are required. This CoR ap-
plies to the protection strategies; it implies the computation of a pair of
maximally disjoint paths in order to guarantee the total resource redun-
dancy and uncorrelation.
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Silver, when fast reaction times (e.g. less than 1s) are required. This CoR
applies to Fast Restoration strategies; it implies the computation of a pair
of disjoint paths in order to guarantee a level of resource uncorrelation.

Bronze, when reaction times around 1s are acceptable. This CoR applies
to On-the-fly restoration strategies; it implies the computation of an op-
timal worker path when the request is received and the computation of
an optimal backup one at failure occurrence.

In this model are not included Unprotected LSP, with no request for surviv-
ability of the carried traffic (e.g. preemptable or best-effort traffic). The bronze
service is the slowest approach because of the time spent for failure detection,
localisation, notification and mitigation. The silver service is sub-optimal as
well, because the backup paths do not take into account any modification of the
network load/topology occurred in the meanwhile. In this case, we chose to
compute the backup LSP trying to satisfy the required link/node disjointness,
but with no guarantee for success and for optimality (i.e. the resulting backup
might not be maximally disjoint w.r.t its primary and the pair might not have
the cumulative shortest cost in the network). For this kind of computation we
used the Two Step Approach (TSA) algorithm, based on two Dijkstra SPF runs
[3] and on a simple temporary network transformation for avoiding links/nodes
of the worker path. The gold service is the most exacting in terms of optimal-
ity of the computation, because a least cost pair of disjoint paths is required,
providing that it is also the maximally disjoint pair in the network. Many algo-
rithms have been proposed in literature for such a computation [5,10,11], most
of them in the general context of the K-shortest path theme. We focused on the
work by R. Bhandari because it promised lower theoretical complexity w.r.t.
other algorithms (e.g. the famous Suurballe’s one), when only K = 2 short-
est paths are searched. The Bhandari’s algorithm implemented in this work is
the optimal counterpart to the sub-optimality of TSA one. However this op-
timality is paid for a higher complexity introduced by the required network
transformation, by a modified SPF running also on negative graphs and by an
interlacing/re-ordering procedure for the final paths.

4. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

This section is aimed at highlighting the performance of the routing scheme
adopted when computing a pair of maximally disjoint shortest paths with re-
spect to links or to nodes. Measures have been collected on different topologies
with increasing meshing degrees (ref. Figure 3), ranging from an intercon-
nected rings topology derived from the Interoute I-21 network (meshing de-
gree 3.14) to a number of Manhattan topologies variously connected (meshing
degrees from 3.43 to 6.84.
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Figure 3. Generic lattice topologies: (a) simple Manhattan; (b) half-meshed Manhattan; (c)
meshed Manhattan.

All these topologies have been modelled with generic nodes, configurable
as fully connectable SDH 4/4 Cross-Connects. Adjacent nodes have been con-
nected by a bi-directional TE-link with random values for its TE-information
(e.g. TE metric, available/used bandwidths, resource colours, SRLG list, etc.).
All the TE-links have been configured with 4 STM-64 ports VC4-multiplexed;
so, a maximum of 256 allocable labels has been obtained in each adjacency.
The computational environment for all the tests has been based on a Pentium
III 800MHz PC with Linux RedHat 7.1 OS. A large number of bi-directional
LSP computations (req_path) have been requested on each topology (e.g. up to
a connection request from each node towards all the others), trying to test the
algorithms in an overloading condition and observing: (a) the number of com-
puted LSPs (comp_path); (b) the number of totally link-/node-disjoint pairs of
LSPs (disjoint); (c) the mean computation time for each LSP request (time).

The overall performance of the two types of algorithms has been measured
by evaluating a Global Performance Factor (GPF), defined as:

The first term is related to the algorithm’s effectiveness in creating maximally
disjoint paths while the latter represents the algorithm’s effectiveness in com-
puting valid paths, according to the resource availability on TE-links. This
latter term has no effect on GPF in case of a theoretical infinite resource avail-
ability. In Figure 3-a and Figure 3-b the GPF is drawn at the different mesh-
ing degrees, showing a mean higher performance for the Bhandari’s algorithm
w.r.t. the TSA one (+0.57% for link- and +2.79% for node-disjointness). The
higher complexity in Bhandari’s algorithm is responsible for an increase in
mean computation times for each LSP request (+3.59% for link and +4.14%
for node-disjointness) as shown in Figure 5 only for the link because the two
trends are similar. This is due to the higher complexity introduced by Bhan-
dari’s algorithm (e.g. the graph transformation, the modified SPF for negative
graphs and, last but not least, the interlacing/re-ordering procedure for the fi-
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nal paths). Results highlight an alignment between the Bhandari’s algorithm

Figure 4. GPF in case of: (a) link-, and (b) node-disjointness computation.

Figure 5. Mean Computation Time (ms)
for an LSP request (link-disjointness case)

Figure 6. GPF for node-disj. and infinite
resource availability

and the TSA when meshing degree increases. This is due to the higher re-
source availability in the network. However, this trend is strictly related to the
variance of the TE-metric values for the TE-links: actually, other tests, not
presented here, showed that the more TE-metrics were different between TE-
links, the more the Bhandari’s algorithm achieved the best performance w.r.t
the TSA one. Moreover, these results confirmed that node disjointness proves
to be a more exacting requirement than the link one, whatever algorithm is
used (e.g., Bhandari’s or TSA). In fact, link-disjoint algorithms provided gen-
erally a higher number of disjoined paths. The higher number of path compu-
tation failures at lower meshing degrees (e.g. interconnected rings and simple
Manhattan) is strictly related to the resource availability on TE-links. In case
of the TSA algorithm, this issue merges with the intrinsic sub-optimality of
this algorithm. This assertion is supported by the results obtained for the 8-
interconnected rings and the Manhattan topologies in case of theoretical infi-



nite resource availability (ref. Figure 6). We observed that only the Bhandari’s
algorithm provided disjoint paths for every request, with an acceptable increase
of the main computation time.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper describes the implementation of a centralized Path Computation
System (PCS) suited for transport networks with a GMPLS control plane. The
requirements and the major design issues for the PCS are drawn, with partic-
ular emphasis on the centralized approach and on the strategies for achieving
the connection survivability. Some results of an intensive testing campaign
are given in support of the design choices w.r.t. survivability. Other tests are
going to be completed to point out the effects of different Traffic Engineering
functions on the load balancing into the GMPLS network.
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INTELLIGENT OTN IN THE TLC OPERATOR
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Abstract: The operators are today facing the migration of their transport infrastructures
toward intelligent optical layer by introducing in the core optical switches
based on GMPLS/ASON protocol. The paper describes the advantages can
be achieved by using the next generation Optical Platforms by comparing
the ring and mesh network.
Network restorations in the distributed and centralised control plane are also
compared by showing some lab test results. Finally are outlined the current
limitations and the issues still open to be solved by the industry and the
standard bodies.

1 INTRODUCTION

The continued growth in high-speed Internet applications will drive the
backbone transport network migration for many TLC operators in the coming
years. The existing infrastructures designed on ring topology are not more efficient
to support the traffic demand due to the fixed and mobile broadband services. The
technological platform in the core are moving toward next generation network
based on packet switching rather than circuit switching and the traffic behaviour
changes from the traditional voice traffic (constant) to Internet traffic
(instantaneous with large peak).
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2 DRIVERS TO MIGRATE THE BACKBONE
TRANSPORT NETWORK AND OPERATOR
REQUIREMENTS

The traffic demand for telecommunications services increases the transmission
flows in long distance transport network. Fixed and mobile services based on
multimedia applications will require an additional bandwidth to the transport
network.

The Operators ask for new mesh layer having the following functionality:
Real time Bandwidth allocation: Network solutions have to cope with
uncertainty in bandwidth needs.

Faster Provisioning: As new services come into effect, clients demand faster
access to these services.

Seamless migration to an Intelligent Transport Network: Network Service
Provider with existing SDH or DWDM networks need to protect their
investment with a smooth migration path of their networks to the optical layer.
Service differentiation: In a highly competitive environment, prices become
lower and equalized. The Network Service Provider that can offer a wider
array of services becomes the winner.

Migration to new services support: new services are in demand by most clients
who want to benefit from the ITN new features (Ethernet, transparent
wavelength services, etc.).

Optical Virtual Private Networks

Transparent Wavelengths leasing

Ethernet Services

Bandwidth adapting Data Service

Operational cost reduction: More and more complex networks start to take a
toll on maintenance, provisioning, performance control, etc.

TLC Operators are demanding ways to achieve that all these operational issues
do not translate into higher costs.

3 GMPLS/ASON ARCHITECTURE

The GMPLS/ASON architecture [2] is based on mesh topology that is more
suitable for large network with different traffic protection requirements. [2,3] It
requires less capacity and then are cheaper than ring topology. Figure 2 illustrates
the GMPLS/ASON network architecture that is divided in three main domains:

Control plane: performs the call and connection control functions. Through
signalling, it sets up and releases connections, and may restore a connection in
case of a failure.
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The management plane: performs management functions: fault, configuration,
accounting, performance and security.
The transport plane: provides flow transfer for user information from one
location to another. It can also provide flow transfer for some control and
network management information. The transport plane is layered as it is
equivalent to the Transport Network defined in ITU Rec. G.805.

ASON/GMPLS is a transport network that, via control plane, can provide
automatic network resource and state information discovery. Furthermore it allow
continue monitoring of the network and the connected links. It can set up and
delete connection.

Different regulatory and organisation bodies have been involved to develop the
new intelligent optical transport network. The most important are the following:

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) -> GMPLS
ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union-Transmissions)->ASON
framework
OIF (Optical Internetworking Forum) -> OIF-UNI/NNI

Other organisations (such as ANSI, MPLS Forum) still take part in the GMPLS
standardisation activity, but the ones cited above are the most important.

Figure 2: GMPLS/ASON network architecture

4 ADVANTAGES FOR THE TLC OPERATOR

The new architecture can offer different advantages for the network operators
need. The automatic services in the GMPLS/ASON Architecture allow to reduce
OPEX (manual operations are limited) in terms of provisioning and management
aspects. With automatic provisioning, request might be directly sent by end user
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and managed by ASON control plane (new services for end user, immediate
implementation of customer order). The operation of the network is cheaper and
have a more efficient network management (faults are directly handled by control
plane and traffic is immediately restored.). below are described the further
advantages for the Network operators:

Network Availability (in case of multiple faults)
CAPEX reduction
Network flexibility
New revenue generating services (Value added services improve revenues)

4.1 Network availability

Figure 3 shows the Availability versus MTTR. By increasing the MTTR (i.e
increasing of multiple faults in the network) the restoration improve the availability
figures.

In the multiple rings an equipment fault cause an automatic switch in the
protection path. As consequence (for instance in the maintenance works) the path
is not protected.

In the restoration the control plane in case of path failure can dynamically find
a protection path where the traffic can be rerouted. In this case the system remain
always protected (until there are spare path) even if there are multiple faults (for
instance some links are de activated for maintenance purposes)

Figure 3: Availability comparison between mutiple ring and mesh network with
restoration.
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4.2 Capex reduction

TLC operators are now concentrated at the core business. They are today
driven by business case to deploy new technological platform in their network to
minimize CAPEX (maximize the existing infrastructure) and reduce OPEX
(simplified service configuration and provisioning). A simple Capex reduction is
not more sufficient. New Investment should provide not only revenue but also a
reduction of operational expenses. Before to implement new infrastructure in their
networks, TLC operator prefer to make a business case in order to be sure that new
technology can respond their need and optimising their investment.

WIND achieved a case study to evaluate the total cost of its transport backbone
network by considering a time frame of 3 years. As input the existing network
topology and the traffic matrix for three years has been provided. As output the
total network cost in two different scenario has been evaluated:
a)

b)

Migration of the existing network following the traditional ring topology;

Migration of the existing network with the introduction of a mesh layer based
on GMPLS/ASON architecture.

4.3 Case study results

In the following are showed the main results.

Figure 4: Number of nodes and STM 64 optical interfaces for ring and mesh network
with restoration

With reference to Figure 4 the introduction of mesh network with restoration
allows to save DWDM links and the number of the equipment in the nodes. The
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restoration technique allows to share the transmission resources dedicated to the
protection and then decreasing the number of 10 Gbps transponder in the network.
The mesh networks with restoration allow to save 70% of capacity for protection.
In Figure 5 is illustrated the CAPEX with its main item: Electro – Optical Cross
Connect, Network Management System and the DWDM links.

Figure 5 : Comparison between CAPEX for Ring and meshed network with restoration

4.4 Network Flexibility

The network upgrade in the mesh network is very simple because is sufficient
to add only I/O interface in the equipment. In the ring topology the network
upgrading require to add a new network element. Typically, in case of upgrade, the
number of adding section required in the mesh network with restoration are less
than 50% respect to those necessary on ring network.

4.5 New revenue generating services

The GMPLS/ASON architecture will allow the operators to offer new revenue
generating services. The contract negotiations will move from individual
connections to service level agreement. The end to end connectivity will be
automated and will be Client-driven.

In addition services such as bandwidth on demand, optical virtual private
network, differentiated services based on QoS will be easily provided to the
customers.
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On the basis of the business case results WIND decided to introduce a mesh
network layer to gather only very big nodes and to transport high level traffic
(STM-N as show in Figure 6.

The ring network will be used for national/regional area and for transport of
low level traffic (VC12 and VC3). The new layer is realised by a electrical –
optical – switch at high capacity connected with other nodes (from 2 to 5) via
DWDM link at 10 Gbps. The network protection will be configurable for each path
with different protection level by using the resources dedicated to the shared
protection. Control Plane will be centralised and it will migrate in distributed
configuration in the medium term.

Figure 6: Wind backbone transport network evolution

5.1 Test results

Wind achieved in the vendor laboratories some functional test in order to verify
the main Technical performance. Table 1 shows the restoration time for multiple
faults in tree different restoration technology: one based on the distributed control
plane, one based on the centralised control plane and the last one based on Pre –
Planned configuration where the restoration is distributed and the provisioning is
centralised.
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6 CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES

The all-optical core vision is becoming a reality. Optical Intelligent networks
are viable and will see a gradual expansion in the operator backbone transport
network in the coming years. The main issues to be solved by the equipment
manufacturers and regulatory bodies is to standardise the control plane protocol
still proprietary, in order to allow the multi - vendor interoperability. The
restoration algorithm is the key to design the mesh intelligent network. Its
functionality should cover two important aspects: Obtaining a restoration time
from 200 msec to 1 second in order to avoid conflict with the protection
mechanism of the client layers; be able to minimise the DWDM links in the mesh
network to reduce the investment of the Telecom Operators.
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NOVEL ACTIVE MONITORING OF CUSTOMER PREMISES
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Abstract: A new rerouting scheme and spare capacity planning for optical link failures
is demonstrated employing Bluetooth monitoring. Optical networks require
adequate fault monitoring in order to accurately identify and locate network
failures. Detailed physical layer information as well as link surveillance is
carried to OLT for in-situ monitoring of QoS.

1. INTRODUCTION

Progress in optical networking has stimulated development in optical
performance monitoring (OPM), particularly regarding signal quality measures
such as optical signal-to-noise ratio(SNR), Q-factor and dispersion[1-2]. The need
for fault management capability in the transmission media is also driven by
expansion of optical access networks. One possible fiber network architecture for
FTTH(Fiber To The Home), PON(Passive Optical network) system consists of a
number of cascaded passive optical power splitters or AWGs(Arrayed Waveguide
Gratings), originating from a single optical fiber and it may be terminated at the
customer premises with optical nodes. The maintenance of such passively split
networks presents a new set of challenges to service providers, as due to the star
topology, the various branches of the network are likely be equidistant from the
transmitter such that they cannot be sensibly probed and addressed from the head-
end via a conventional maintenance instrument such as the optical time domain
reflectometer(OTDR)[3]. Additionally, present monitoring techniques have been
mainly concerned on optical path itself and detailed functional information of the
physical layer in the customer’s premises, such as optical network unit (ONU), has
not been thoroughly attempted due to complexity in optically multiplexing the
monitored information over the main signals.
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Bluetooth is an open wireless specification that enables short-range connections

between communication devices[4] at a frequency of 2.4 GHz within the maximum
link distance of 1.2km. We propose a novel monitoring technology in optical
access networks by transporting the monitoring signal of ONU functional
information over the bluetooth, based on which optical path is can be self-healed,
for the first time.

2. EXPERIMENTS

A schematic of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. We assumed bi-
directional PON (Passive Optical Network) system for fiber to the home (FTTTH)
environment where downward signal is carried over 1550nm and upward signal
over 1310nm. Fast ethernet media converters(MC) operating at 100Mbps were
designed and fabricated for fiber to UTP conversion at the ONU in the customers.
Information on key operating parameters for physical medum dependents(PMD) in
ONU are monitored in real time and sent over Bluetooth using a synchronized
antenna pair, one at ONU and the other at Optical Line terminal (OLT). Bluetooth
supports only 780kb/s, which may be used for 721kb/s unidirectional data
transfer(57.6kb/s return direction) or up to 432.6kb/s symmetric data transfer. The
proposed system also include self-healing network function, by employing optical
MEMS switch for optical routing in the case of fault and error in either optical path
or PMD in ONU. Note that the communication over Bluetooth will not interfere
with optical signals in the wired network and the its communication range of 1 km
do cover most of deployed FTTH systems.

In ONU, the downstream signal is monitored in both optical and electronic
domain. Optically 1510nm power is monitored using a broadband tap coupler,
which reflects the real time optical link power budget. In the electronics, the fault-
error detection output from the MC is monitored for QoS. Furthermore inside
temperature and humidity of ONU are monitored to cope with an abrupt surge.
These downstream monitoring information is time division multiplexed for every 8
bit using RS232C and sent to the corresponding antenna at OLT over Bluetooth. At
OLT, the optical power of the upstream signal at 1310nm is monitored, which
serves a redundant check for the real time optical link power budget. Similar to
ONU, temperature and humidity of OLT are monitored. These uptstream
monitoring signals at OLT are multiplexed in RS232C and sent to the antena in
ONU.
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Figure. 1. (a) Experimental set-up for bluetooth monitoring
(b) Physical layer status and optical power monitoring

2.1 Self healing mechanism using bluetooth

An example Note that in the proposed scheme, transmittion failure due to optical
link damage can be detected in redundant manner, firstly by optical power
monitoring of 1550nm at ONU, and its Bluetooth signal and sencondly by optical
power monitoring of 1310nm upstream at OLT. In the case of failure of these
monitoring signals, the optical path can be self-healed by switching to the spare
optical route using a 2x2 MEMS switch. Local switching capability at ONU and
OLT would be highly beneficial for faster response of system restoration[5-6].

In order to test the self-healing capability, we have simulated fiber cut by
plugging in and out the fiber connectors and the temporal responses of the system
to switch to other optical path have been measured. Ping protocol that travels to a
distant IP address back and forth over the link, was used to measure the round trip
time for the packets of 2048 bytes in the link. For 10 simulated occasions of fiber
cut, distribution of the roundtrip time is shown in Figure. 2(a). Average round trip
time was around 1ms and restoration time for the network was in average 380 ms,
which included MEMS response time of 0.5 msec as well as bluetooth
transmission and protection-information processing time.
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Figure. 2 (a) Round trip time for fiber cut occasions
(b) System restoration time for fiber cut

The distribution of restoration time is shown in Figure. 2(b). The minimum
was 270msec and the maximum was 550msec. The latency of the system was
found to be reliable in spite of wireless transmission.

Figure. 3 represents distribution of the number of lost packets during the system
restoration as described earlier. Individually, 32bytes packets were sent. Maximum
of 10 packets were lost and the average packet loss was approximately 18% in the
case of 32 bytes packet transmission. It is observed that the loss rate significantly
reduces as the transmitted packet size increases, so that about 0.3% loss rate for
2048 byte packets.
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Figure.3 The number of lost packets for damage

2.2 Physical layer monitoring technique

Figure.4 Fault location algorithm

Fiber-optic signal detects signal which indicates whether or not the fiber-optic
receive pair is receiving valid signal levels. So far, although the network fault
manager receive alarms for some network failures, it’s not easy to know which line
or part causes faults between OLT and customer premises. As shown in Figure. 4 ,
this algorithm can minimize the time to find and to correct fault location. For
example, TP(link-on),TP(fault-off),FX(link-on)and FX(fault-off) on OLT physical
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layer and FX(link-on),FX(fault-off),TP(link-off) and TP(fault-off) on ONU
physical layer let fault manager know UTP line(especially RT fault) connected to
the customer device(PC) has a problem. Also, through wireless monitoring, fault
location could be recognized and resolved in spite of the fiber or the other lines cut.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the novel self-healing system was demonstrated by providing a
composite Bluetooth monitoring and optical monitoring. The system can be readily
applied to OLT-ONU links in FTTH environment. Symmetric upstream and
downstream signals at 100Mbps were monitored and along with monitoring signals
for temperature, humidity and fault error detection they are multiplexed over
Bluetooth within 1km. The restoration time for optical path cut was less than about
500ms and less than 0.7% of packet was lost for 2048 byte packets.

Especially, system manager can easily monitor physical layer of each customer
device through wireless communication in OLT. Also, fault location algorithm
solution will reduce alarm processing time as well as ambiguity in fault
localization. Furthermore, using mobile service with bluetooth such as PDA and
mobile phones, we will have an opportunity to monitor various optical
performance under ubiquitus environments.
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Abstract: Although optical transmission technology for high-speed broadband networks
is being studied actively, the conventional packet-based switching technology
cannot assure high-quality communication for each connection. We therefore
propose a new computing environment, called     computing environment, that
provides virtual channels utilizing optical wavelength paths connecting com-
puting nodes. These channels provide the reliable high-speed paths needed for
recently deployed distributed applications including SAN and Grid computing.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a method for accessing the virtual ring
network for realizing a shared memory in a distributed fashion on WDM-based
photonic networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, as users of networks such as the internet are increasing, the
amount of traffic is increasing steadily. Various applications utilizing images
become to be used, and the demand on the technology which enables the high
speed and large scale transmission in networks is increasing. Research on opti-
cal transmission technology has therefore been expanded in efforts to develop
WDM technologies, which use light of various wavelengths. Investigators are
actually exploring the feasibility of a new WDM technology that can use 1000
wavelengths [1]. IP over WDM networks are being studied in order to provide
high-speed Internet transmission based on WDM technology. An Internet rout-
ing technology called Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS)
is also being standardized [2], and research on the optical packet switch has
begun [3].

Many of these technologies, however, presuppose the present Internet tech-
nology. That is, the granularity of information is assumed to be the IP packet.
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And the assumption of an architecture based on packet switching technology
makes it very hard to provide high-quality communication to each connec-
tion. New application technologies such as SAN and Grid computing need to
provide the end user with a high-speed and reliable communication pipe, and
that cannot be done without setting up a mass wavelength path between end
users. That is, the end users can be provided an ultrahigh-speed and ultrahigh-
quality communication pipe by building a photonic network that uses estab-
lished fibers, or newly laid fibers if needed, and by using the wavelength mul-
tiplexed in the fiber as the minimum particle size for information exchanges.

OptIPuter is middleware proposed for the high-speed distributed computa-
tion environment provided by an optical network [4]. It was developed for the
Grid environment to be established on optical networks. It provides virtual
communication paths but is based on the present Internet technology and treats
a packet as the particle size of information. As a result, the packet-processing
problem mentioned previously arises.

We therefore propose a new architecture, called computing environment,
that has virtual channels utilizing wavelength paths on WDM-based photonic
networks for connecting computing nodes. In the conventional Grid environ-
ment, data is exchanged by TCP/IP message-passing. On the other hand, The
computing environment provides reliable high-speed communication between
nodes on the Grid by using established wavelength paths. Distributed compu-
tation on high-speed channels is thus provided by making virtual channels in
the mesh of a photonic network of optical fibers connecting the network nodes
and the computing nodes. Moreover, it is possible to use wavelengths as a
shared memory by constituting a virtual ring in the computing environment.
As a result, it is not necessary to distinguish the shared memory from a com-
munication channel in a wide-area distributed system. We expect this to result
in high-speed data exchange between computing nodes (see Fig. 1).

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a method for accessing the virtual
ring network utilized as a shared memory. Specifically, we propose that the
cache in the CPU and local memory of each computer group are used as a
cache of a shared memory. When a virtual ring is used as a shared memory,
it is necessary to consider restrictions on the timing and frequency of access
because the shared memory is spread out on a long-distance optical fiber and
also to take into consideration the coherency between the shared memory in
the virtual ring and the cache of each computer group. It is not necessary,
however, to distinguish the shared memory in a wide-area distributed system
from a communication channel, and this seems to be what makes it possible to
exchange data between computing nodes at extremely high speeds. In consid-
eration of such features, we propose a shared memory access method for the
computing environment and evaluate the method through simulations.
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Figure 1. Virtual ring on a photonic net-
work.

2. SHARED MEMORY AND ACCESS METHOD IN A
COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Network model
In the network model we use (see Fig. 2), the computing nodes constituting

the computing environment are connected by optical fibers that make a ring
network virtually. This paper presupposes that each computing node has one
CPU, a level 1 cache, and a local memory. A local memory is used for storing
programming codes, and a shared memory is used for storing the shared data
used by all the computing nodes.

The optical ring network has a wavelength path for shared memory and a
wavelength path for control signals. The bandwidth of the wavelength path for
the shared memory is 10 Tbps and the propagation delay is 5 nano-second per
meter. The processing delay in the intermediate nodes, such as network devices
that are part of the optical ring network, is not taken into consideration here but
is simply included in the propagation delay. Therefore, when this optical ring
network is used as a shared memory, its capacity is 6250 KBytes per kilometer
of fiber length.

2.2 Shared memory access method

In conventional shared memory systems, each processor’s access to the
shared memory is restricted by contention in a shared bus. Access to the shared
memory is therefore usually improved by using a cache to increase the speed
of access. Every processor usually has a cache system consisting of a level 1
cache, a level 2 cache, a level 3 cache, and many stages. When each proces-
sor has a cache, it is necessary to fully take into consideration the consistency
between the data in those caches and the data in the shared memory [5,6].

Figure 2. Network model.
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In the computing environment, the application program calculates inten-
sively within a computing node. And it exchanges data among computing
nodes after synchronous process. So it does not have to exchange data dur-
ing the processing going on within a computing node. We therefore use the
write-back invalidation protocol because the number of write-back accesses to
the shared memory is smaller for this protocol than for the any of the snoop
cache protocols. Considering the restrictions on memory access timing and
cache coherency, we propose the protocol described in Sec. 2.2.1. The cache
coherency problem arising when two or more computing nodes synchronously
update the same local cache data is solved by preparing a token for control
messages. Parallel computers also collaborate by using such synchronous op-
erations as atomic operation, caching of synchronous variable, waiting on a
shared memory, a memory lock, the barrier synchronization method, and so on
[5,6]. Application programs evaluating a proposed method first calculate lo-
cally and then perform synchronous operations. So in the work reported in this
paper we used the barrier synchronization method. The barrier synchronization
method on an optical ring is explained in Sec. 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Write-back invalidation protocol for an optical ring network.
As mentioned above, we use the write-back invalidation protocol to solve the
cache coherency problem. In adapting this protocol to our network model, we
must take a care of control messages, the read-miss process, and the write-miss
process.

In the conventional method, when a read miss occurs and the other com-
puting node has relevant data, that node will send the data to the demanding
computing node. In the shared memory using an optical ring network, how-
ever, the demanding computing node can directly access the shared memory.
This is because the delay for direct access to the shared memory is shorter than
the waiting for transmission of relevant data from another computing node. In
the write-back invalidation protocol, the data in the local cache has three possi-
ble states: Invalid (I), Clean (C), and Dirty (D). When a copy demand message
arrives and the relevant data is in state C, none of the computing nodes returns
a response message. When the relevant data is in state D, in contrast, the node
returns a response message. In this case, it is not necessary to access a shared
memory.

We next consider the processing for the write-out from a processor to a
cache. When data in the cache is in state C and a processor writes out the data
to local cache, the data will change from state C to state D. Then the invalid
demand message for relevant data is added to the control token, and the token
is sent out to the wavelength path for control. At this time, other computing
nodes with the data of a corresponding address know that the relevant data has
been written out, and they change the state of the data that they have in the
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self-cache into state I. If two or more computing nodes write out the C state
data at the same address simultaneously, two or more computing nodes may
hold the data in state D. This problem is solved by having a computing node
that needs to update the cache data from state C to state D first catch the control
token. After catching the control token, it checks that another computing node
has not added the invalidation message to a relevant address. After checking
the control token, it adds the invalidation demand message to the control token,
and sends the control token to wavelength for control. It can then change the
state of the cache of relevant data from state C to state D. Moreover, when
the control token is caught and another computing node has already added the
invalidation message to a relevant address, the state of the relevant caches is
changed to state I state, and the cache update is yielded to another computing
node.

2.2.2 Barrier synchronization. Barrier synchronization [5,6] in the
shared memory on the optical ring network is done by first allocating part
of the shared memory to a synchronous memory area. When a synchronous
memory is accessed, a Fetch&Decrement operation like that in the conven-
tional method is performed indivisibly. That is, it ensures that access to a
synchronous memory indivisibly causes subtraction processing to the relevant
data. Since only one computing node at a time can access the synchronous
memory, the execution of an atomic operation is easy when an optical ring net-
work is used as a synchronous memory. When an application program is es-
tablishing synchronization among some computing nodes, each node accesses
the synchronous memory. The number of processors is stored there. The value
of the synchronous memory will be set to 0 if all nodes access it. If the value
of a synchronous memory is set to 0, all nodes will finish their synchronous
processing and begin the next processing.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we report our evaluation of the performance of the proposed

shared memory access method by using simulation. We show the results of
using not only the shared memory in the computing environment but also
results of using the conventional TCP for the distributed computation. We
show them here so they can be easily compared. When coding our simulation
program, we referred to the ISIS library [7] currently being developed at the
Amano Laboratory at Keio University.

3.1 Simulation model

We used the following network model in our simulation. Each computing
node in the computing environment is interconnected with optical fiber and
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configures the ring network virtually. Each computing node has one CPU,
a level 1 cache, and a local memory. The CPU clock frequency is 3 GHz,
the capacity of a level 1 cache is 512 KB, and capacity of a local memory
is 2G Bytes. The computing nodes are assumed to be equally spaced around
the optical ring network. An optical ring network has a wavelength path for
shared memory and a wavelength path for control signals. The bandwidth of
the wavelength path for a shared memory is 10 Tbps, and propagation delay
time is 5 nano-second per meter. The processing delay in the interface of each
computing node and the intermediate nodes is not taken into account here but
is assumed to be included to the propagation delay. We also assume that the
shared memory system exchanges data according to the TCP. This system has
one shared memory server and each computing node is connected to that shared
memory server by an Ethernet. The performance of a computing node is the
same as that in a photonic shared memory model, and the distance from each
of the computing nodes to a shared memory server is set to 1 kilometer. The
Ethernet transmission speed is set to 1G bps.

We evaluated the performance by using some of the Splash2 benchmark
programs, such as the radix sort program that sorts the sequence of an integer
value by using the radix-sort algorithm, the matrix-product program that cal-
culates the product of an matrix, and the queen-problem program that
solves the n-queen problem.

3.2 Result of the radix-sort program

We first show in Fig. 3 the number of CPU execution clocks when we ap-
ply a radix-sort program to the simulator of the shared memory model in the

computing environment. The numbers of keys for sorting are 32768, 65536
and 131072. Even if it increases the number of computing nodes in the case of
the problem size 32768, parallel processing is not taken advantage of because
the number of synchronous operations is a large fraction of the total number of
operations. When problem size becomes large, however, like 65536 or 131072,
parallel processing is advantageous whenever there are fewer than eight com-
puting nodes. The effect of parallel processing becomes weaker, however, as
the number of nodes increases. We show in Fig. 4 the number of CPU exe-
cution clocks when we use radix-sort programs in the simulator of the TCP
message passing model. Although the same tendency as that seen in the shared
memory simulator in the computing environment is shown, the number of
execution clocks is, on the whole, larger than that in the shared memory sim-
ulator in the computing environment. From these results we found that the
shared memory and the access method for the computing environment have
advantages when performing distributed processing of a problem of sufficient
size.
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3.3 Result of the matrix-product program
We show in Fig. 5 the number of CPU execution clocks when we apply a

matrix-product program to the simulator of the shared memory model in the
computing environment. The matrix sizes are from 32 × 32 to 256 × 256.

When the problem size is small, parallel processing is not taken advantage
of. But when problem size becomes large, the effect of parallel processing
is evident when the number of computing nodes is less than eight. Though
we cannot show the graph of a TCP model because of lack of space, even if
problem size becomes large, parallel processing is not taken advantage of. This
is unlike what we see in the results we obtained with the radix-sort program.
From these results, we can see that when performing distributed processing of
a problem of sufficient size, the shared memory method for the computing
environment performs better than the method for TCP message-passing does.

3.4 Result of the queen-problem program
We show in Fig. 6 the number of CPU execution clocks when we apply a

queen-problem program to the simulator of the shared memory model in the
computing environment. The problem sizes are from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32. In

the case of a queen problem, there is no advantage of parallel processing even
when the problem size is large. This is because the number of synchronous
accesses is larger than in the other application programs, though we cannot
show the graph because of lack of space.

Figure 3.       Processing time for a radix-
sort program using photonic shared mem-
ory.

Figure 4.  Processing time for a radix-
sort program using TCP message passing.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for accessing shared memory on a pho-

tonic network. We also evaluated the performance of the proposed method by
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Figure 5.      Processing time for a matrix-
product program using photonic shared
memory.

Figure 6.     Processing time for a queen
problem program using photonic shared
memory.

using benchmark programs for parallel computing. As a result, we showed that
the effectiveness of using an optical ring as a shared memory and of parallel
processing implemented by increasing in the number of nodes is seen when
the number of synchronous processing is small. A more efficient method for
accessing a shared memory and a practical use of a local memory should be
considered. Furthermore, since neither the processing delay due to the inter-
face nor simultaneous access to a photonic ring network from two or more
node computers was taken into consideration in the work reported here, these
are subjects that should be investigated. We are also going to examine the
shared memory system and the memory access technique at the time of using
an optical ring network as a high-speed channel.
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Abstract: With the automation in optical networks based on the introduction of a
control plane (GMPLS, ASON) it will be possible to adapt the transport
network dynamically to the traffic requirements of packet based client layers.
This allows reducing leased line costs and improving the throughput. In some
cases the network throughput limitation comes from the limited switching
capacity of transit routers. This is especially the case when Multiservice-
network elements are used, which usually are implemented as an extension
of SDH network elements with packet switching capabilities. Hereby the
packet switching matrix usually only covers a fraction of the whole interface
capacity of the node, since the main switching is expected to be carried out in
the TDM (SDH) domain. An intelligent Multilayer-Routing-Strategy can
relief the packet layer by circumventing packet switching with transport
shortcuts. In this paper we present such a new Multilayer-Routing-Strategy,
that allows to route demand with a distributed routing mechanism. This is
complemented by a centralized optimization instance, that optimizes the
overall network status. Simulative investigations allow a first quantification
of the advantage of this approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of automated connection control in optical transport networks
using ASON (Automatically Switched Optical Networks) [3] or GMPLS
(Generalised Multi-Protocol Label Switching) [4] together with the standardisation
of interfaces like UNI (User Network Interface) and NNI (Network Network
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Interface) will allow establishing connections immediately on customer demand. If
the “customer” is a network operator (e.g. IP/MPLS network operator, ISP) he can
adapt the capacity of his network to the actual load pattern. It is also possible that
this network operator does not even own the transport network infrastructure, but
leases it dynamically based on the online offer of competing suppliers.

The challenge is to automate the bandwidth adaptation process of the client
network with the target of a stable, cost-efficient and dynamic network, that
optimally distributes the load and can react on resource constraints. The
Multilayer-Routing-Strategy (MLRS) that is presented here is described using a
MPLS network (client layer) on an optical network (server layer), but is also
applicable to other network technologies.

2. ARCHITECTURE

In Figure 1 the regarded network architecture is depicted. A two-layer network
with packet switched MPLS over circuit switched (optical) transport is assumed.
The elements of the client and the server layer are collocated at some positions.
This may be realized by integration of packet switching and circuit switching
capabilities, as it is often found in Multiservice-Nodes.

We further assume that an User-Network-Interface (UNI) between the layers is
available, that allows the client layer to request the setup and the release of
connections from the server layer. This mode of operation is usually called Overlay
Model. The principle of operation is that the links between nodes in the client
layer, which are realised as connections in the underlying server layer are adapted
dynamically in accordance to the requirements (i.e. traffic demand) of the client
layer.

Figure 1. Network architecture

In the following sections a strategy for this adaptation is proposed and
evaluated.
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We developed a multilayer routing strategy (see also [1]) which is divided in
two separate processes. The first process is a distributed algorithm which is
implemented in all routers of the client network. It is responsible for routing new
connections in the client network. This process can add new link resources (optical
channels which are dynamically requested from the transport network) to the
existing client network in reaction to a capacity bottleneck if necessary. The
distributed algorithm is faster and more reliable than a central management
solution. The second process which has a lower priority runs on one or more
central servers and tries to reoptimize the current routing and link capacity
adjustment on specific events with the objective to minimize the transport cost.
This process is not time critical and even in case of a server failure network
operation is not impaired.

The following assumptions are considered:
The client network uses MPLS and all MPLS paths have a reserved bit rate.
The available capacity of links and routers is distributed via OSPF-TE in the
whole network. Each node knows the currently available network resources.
Source routing is used and could be done by RSVP-TE using the Explicit
Route Object.
Each node has a transit connection data base which matches each transit
connection to its originating node. When using RSVP-TE for MPLS path setup
its data base can be used.
The central servers for the reoptimization have access to all connection data of
the client network.

3.1 The Algorithm for new Connection Requests

If a new client layer connection request arrives at node S with the maximum bit
rate     between source node S and target node T, the algorithm for a new
connection request is applied, which distinguishes four different cases:

Case 1: There is a path p that has enough free capacity on each involved
element (source-, target- and transit-routers as well as the links of the path p). The
connection will use this path p. If there is more than one possible path, the
connection will use the best path (e.g. the path with the lowest hop count and with
the most available capacity). This is illustrated in Figure 2(a).

Case 2: Source node S and target node T have enough free capacity but there is
no path with sufficient free capacity between them.

Now the client network can add a new link to its topology or increase the bit
rate on an existing link by creating a new optical channel by the UNI to resolve the
capacity bottleneck in the network. The problem of the selection of the node pair to
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be connected by a new optical channel is solved by optimization. The objective is
to find a cost minimized solution with the greatest benefit for the current network.
The condition which has to be met here is, that a path p is generated which has
enough free capacity on all involved elements for the current connection request
(see Figure 2(b)).

Figure 2. New Connection request and the resulting routing in case 1 (a) and in case 2 (b)

Case 3: At least one of the nodes S or T has not sufficient free capacity and it is
not possible to free capacity on this router by rerouting existing connections (e.g.
all existing connections on this highly loaded router begin or end at it). The new
connection request must be blocked (see Figure 3(a)).

Case 4: Source node S or target node T or both have not enough free capacity,
but it exists one or more transit connections on each highly loaded router with (in
sum) more than bit rate usage. Now this router signals the originating node of
selected transit connections (e.g. the transit connections with the greatest bit rate
reservation) to find an alternative path for these connections without using this
router. Provided that there is enough capacity available in the optical layer, it must
be possible to reroute the connection. For this rerouting also a new link can be
added if necessary. After the rerouting procedure the connection request can be
routed through the network, possibly adding a new channel to the network as
described in case 2 (see Figure 3(b)).
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To case 3 and 4: If target node T has not enough resources for the new

connection request source node S can not decide whether the target node can solve
this problem by rerouting or not. So node S has to signal an inquiry to target node T
(see in Figure 3(a) and (b)).

Figure 3. New Connection request and the resulting routing in case 3 (a) and in case 4 (b)

3.2 The Reoptimization Process

In addition to the algorithm for a new connection request described in chapter
3.1 a second mechanism with a lower priority is involved. It tries to reoptimize the
routing with the objective to free and release optical channels. It may be executed
periodically or triggered by a connection release. Besides the required constraints
for this optimization other constraints like limiting the maximum number of
reroutable connections per iteration are imaginable. The reoptimisation process
runs on one or more synchronized central servers and has access to all necessary
data for the reoptimization (e.g. connection data and leased link data). A
reoptimization step is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Network resources before and after reoptimization

4. SIMULATION

We developed a simulator for the multilayer routing strategy described above
to analyze the dynamic behavior of the algorithm. To compare our strategy using
the dynamic link resource management to a single layer strategy with static
network resources we modified the mechanism described above in that way, that
for the static case no new resources can be added to the existing topology.

4.1 Simulation Conditions

For the simulation we use a pan-European network from [2] which is displayed
in Figure 5. The used bidirectional traffic intensity matrix from [2] is shown in
Table 1 together with a bidirectional link capacity adjustment optimized for this
traffic in the static case (each link capacity must be a multiple of 10 capacity units).
Also the capacity NC of each network node is optimized and must be a multiple of
40 capacity units (see in Table 1). The capacity of the nodes is used for the
dynamic case as well as the static case. In the dynamic case the network has no
links at the beginning of the simulation and the algorithm can add new channels
with the granularity of 10 capacity units from any node to any other node at any
time always with the same cost.

The connection requests are generated randomly. The mean value of the
neg. exponentially distributed inter arrival time of the node pair S-T is given by the
equation (1). Thereby s is the mean value of the also neg. exponentially distributed
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service time, which has the fixed value of 30 time units in our simulations. is
the traffic intensity value of node pair S-T out of Table 1. To simulate different
network loads the traffic intensity is multiplied with a filling ration f, which we
vary in a range of 0.1 to 0.4 in 0.05 steps. The filling ratios between 0.1 and 0.4
lead to values between 1419 and 5828 connection requests within the 500 time
units simulation period.

Every 10 time units the network is reoptimized by the described mechanism of
section 3.2. The path for each connection is restricted to a maximum of two transit
nodes and the capacity of each connection has a fixed value of one capacity unit.

Figure 5. COST239 Network

4.2 Results

Figure 6 shows the results as a function of the filling ratios f. In the static case
the blocking ratio b is zero up to the filling ratio of f=0.25. It can be seen that the
blocking in the static case is higher than in the dynamic case where even for a
filling ration of f=0.3 no connection is blocked. Regarding the resource
requirements it can be seen, that in the dynamic case the network requests links in
the simulation period which rises from 126 links fo f=0.1 up to 377 links for f=0.4
in a nearly linear manner. It is remarkable that the mean link capacity ØLC of the
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network in the dynamic case lies between 13% for f=0.1 and 35% for f=0.4 of the
link capacity used in the static case, which has a value of 1360 capacity units.

Figure 6. Simulated mean link capacity ØLC (dashed lines) and blocking ratio b (solid lines)

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented a multilayer routing strategy that enables
dynamic adaptation of link resources in the client network. This dynamic
adaptation to changing demands bears potential for saving cost (required link
capacities and switching matrix sizes) and improving blocking. The strategy has
been investigated by simulation. The simulation results show that the resource
requirements (mean link capacities) can be reduced remarkably. Additionally the
blocking probabilities can be improved allowing a higher network utilization
without experiencing higher blocking ratios.
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Abstract: The GMPLS standardization is paving the way for the implementation of new
configurable traffic engineering (TE) policies for transport networks. This paper
takes aim at evaluating the effects of using bandwidth-dependent TE metrics in
a centralized Path Computation System (PCS), suited for handling the routing
requests in an operational transport network with a GMPLS control plane. The
results of an intensive testing campaign show an evident improvement in the
utilization of network resources when such TE metrics are enabled, whatever
survivability requirement is imposed on the LSP (e.g. classical 1+1 protection,
pre-planned or On-the-Fly restoration, etc.). Moreover, a simple policy function
is suggested as a good trade-off between the achievable performance and the
computing load on CPU.

1. INTRODUCTION

The international standardization committees (e.g. ITU-T, OIF and IETF)
are all converging in the design of an integrated network with a common Gen-
eralized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) control plane. GMPLS will
manage all the network data planes [1], providing the required automation in
the computation, the setup and the recovery of circuits for next-generation Au-
tomatically Switched Transport Network (ASON). The core GMPLS architec-
ture is based on a set of protocols for routing (e.g. G.OSPF-TE and G.ISIS-
TE), signalling (e.g. G.RSVP-TE) and link management (e.g. LMP) in order
to manage correctly the separation between the Data Plane and the Control
Plane.
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From a routing perspective, the GMPLS extensions provide new informa-
tion for circuit computation and they enable configurable traffic engineering
(TE) policies and new recovery strategies.

In such a context, this paper takes aim at evaluating the different bandwidth-
dependent TE metrics in a centralized GMPLS Path Computation System (PCS).
In details, Sec. 2 is focused on the requirements for the PCS in a centralized
GMPLS network scenario. In Sec. 3 the implemented bandwidth-dependent
metrics are defined, while some results of an intensive testing campaign are
shown in Sec. 4, deriving conclusions in Sec. 5.

2. ROUTING REQUIREMENTS FOR A GMPLS PCS

Within the GMPLS standardization, traffic engineering (TE) and survivabil-
ity are still discussed in terms of high level requirements, though they are fun-
damental for load balancing and traffic resiliency.

Path computation systems for standard IP networks are generally based on
distributed, fast and simple routing algorithms (e.g. of the Shortest Path First
class -SPF- [2]), integrated into the routing protocol module. These algorithms
operate on a graph derived from the real network. The graph contains only
the routing-capable nodes (a.k.a. vertices) and the links between them (a.k.a.
edges) with an appropriate link metric. In the GMPLS context, a link connect-
ing two ports of neighbouring nodes may consist of more than one consecu-
tive physical resource (e.g. fibres), possibly crossing routing incapable devices
(e.g. regenerators, optical amplifiers, optical mux/demux, etc.). For this reason
a set of properties is assigned to each link for routing purposes (e.g. TE metric,
available/used bandwidths, resource colours, SRLG list, inherent protections,
etc.), transforming the traditional links in traffic engineering links (TE-links).
A GMPLS path calculator is expected to return Label Switched Paths (LSPs),
i.e. sequences of nodes, TE-links and labels, which try to match some con-
straints derived from the TE information above. Once an LSP is computed,
it describes univocally a unidirectional or bi-directional connection between a
source and a destination node. The standard SPF algorithms are not suited for
such a computation, as they cumulate only the link metric along the graph. A
modified SPF algorithm is needed, called Constraint-based Shortest Path First
(CSPF), as routes should be the shortest among those which satisfy the required
set of constraints [3]. In the GMPLS architecture no specification is available
for the implementation of a PCS module and no preference can be derived by
the standards on the choice of a centralized or distributed implementation, in
spite of the intrinsic distributed approach of the GMPLS control plane.

The architectural choice we propose in this work is for a PCS module inside
a centralized network manager (NM), since this solution promises to be the
most effective for the full and flexible management of traffic engineering into
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the network, as well as for survivability purposes. This feeling is easily sus-
tainable above all when operating in a multi-area (or multi-domain) scenario.
In our implementation the PCS acts as a path computation server for the GM-
PLS network, receiving from the GMPLS Network Elements (NE) the topol-
ogy information and the requests for computation across a single- or multi-
area/AS. The LSPs computed by PCS (if any) are communicated to the ingress
NE and trigger a standard GMPLS signalling session (e.g. via G.RSVP-TE).
The communications between the NM and the NEs are carried out by means
of COPS protocol with proper extensions [4]. Focusing on LSP requests with
survivability requirements [5], we identified three Classes of Recovery (CoR)
for the LSP requests (e.g. Gold, Silver, Bronze), respectively related to the
request for LSPs with path protection (e.g. SDH/SONET 1+1), Fast Restora-
tion, or On-the-fly restoration [6]. In our PCS different algorithms are used
for the different CoRs, ranging from optimal implementations (e.g. in case of
Gold CoR) to the sub-optimal ones (e.g. in case of Silver and Bronze CoR). In
details, for the Gold CoR we focused on the R.Bhandari’s algorithms [8] for
computing a pair of least cost maximally disjoint paths; these algorithms repre-
sent the optimal counterpart to the sub-optimality required for the Silver CoR,
for which we chose the Two Step Approach (TSA) algorithm. TSA is based on
a double Dijkstra SPF run and on a simple temporary network transformation
for avoiding links/nodes of the worker path. The main advantages of such an
algorithm are in the easiness of implementation and in the limited complexity
both of the SPF algorithm (e.g. the Dijkstra complexity in our implementation)
and of the network transformation. Further details on this issue are in [4] and
[6,7].

3. BANDWIDTH-DEPENDENT TE METRICS

The routing engine inside our PCS module is based on an implementation
of the Dijkstra SPF algorithm. Constrained SPF computations are obtained
by adding a TE constraints validation step to the well-known Dijkstra flow [2]
(e.g. check on the bandwidth availability of the candidate link). Moreover,
in order to let the algorithm converge towards an optimal SPF solution (e.g.
between those which satisfy the required TE-constraints), we chose to make
bandwidth-dependent the link metric minimized during computation, accord-
ing to the equation [9]:

where is the standard OSPF link metric, is the GMPLS
metric for TE purposes, is the allocated bandwidth on the TE-link and

is a proper traffic engineering function designed to bal-
ance the traffic load (e.g. bandwidth consumption) in the topology.
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The policy functions we define for this work are detailed in Eq. 4 and Eq.
5, where is the free bandwidth, while is a threshold with respect
to the total bandwidth of the TE-link. The constants K and are re-
spectively a resource cost per unit and a smoothing factor of the overall TE
function.

In Figure 1-a the two policy functions are plotted, both with K = 2 and, only
for t = 1.5 and of

Figure 1. Policy functions (a) and effect of the smoothing factor t in (b).

These policy functions increase the total cost of the link as allocated band-
width increases, in order to avoid the overloading of the link and the resulting
network congestion.
The function has been designed in order to discourage the link picking
as the available bandwidth decreases on it.
The function has been conceived with the same aims, but with a further
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requirement on the tunability of its behaviour when increasing the cost of the
TE-link. Indeed, increases the link cost less than till the refer-
ence bandwidth of encouraging LSP to pick resources on it; when the

is reached, a “tunable“ trend is configurable (ref. Figure 1-b) depend-
ing on the value of the smoothing factor, encouraging or discouraging the link
picking more or less than Moreover, an extra cost is assigned to totally
free TE-links (i.e. 5 · K) in order to discourage their utilization in presence of
just used links: this allows to fill up the most of the TE-links in a balanced
way, bounding the number of used links and the need for their installation (i.e.
a kind of feedback to the network planning).

4. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

In this section the performance of the different bandwidth-dependent TE
metrics proposed in Sec. 3 is evaluated. The computational environment for
all the tests is based on an Intel Celeron 500MHz PC with Linux Slackware
8.1 OS. Measures have been collected on different topologies with increasing
meshing degrees (ref. Figure 2 and 3).

Figure 2. Test topologies: (a) interconnected rings; (b) Italian; (c) NSFNET.
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Figure 3. Manhattan topologies: (a) simple; (b) half-meshed; (c)meshed.

All these topologies have been modelled with generic nodes, configurable as
SDH 4/4 Cross-Connects. Nodes have been assumed to be fully connectable,
i.e. any of their ingress port may be cross-connected to an egress one. Ad-
jacent nodes have been connected by a TE-link with random values for its
TE-information (e.g. TE metric, available/used bandwidths, resource colours,
SRLG list, etc.). All the TE-links have been assumed bi-directional and each
configured with 4 STM-64 ports VC4-multiplexed. A large number of LSP
computations (req_path) have been requested on each topology (e.g. up to a
connection request from each node towards all the others), trying to establish
an overloading condition for the algorithm operations. All the requests have
been configured for bi-directional LSPs, with four possible values for the band-
width:

VC4 @ 139 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 95.5% of req_path);
VC4-4c @ 556 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 3.0% of req_path);
VC4-16c @ 2224 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 1.0% of req_path);
VC4-64c @ 8896 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 0.5% of req_pa.th).

For each topology have been observed: the number of computed LSPs
(comp_path), the mean TE-link usage percentage (link_utilization) and the
number of totally disjoint pairs of LSPs (disjoint) in case of LSP requests
with recovery requirements.

The results in Table 1 show that higher link utilization are achieved when
or are used. This behaviour is much evident in topologies

with lower meshing degrees, which are the common case for currently opera-
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Figure 4. GPF at different TE policies (a) for Silver CoR; (b) for Gold CoR.

tive networks. However, the advanteges of using TE policies are related to the
optimality of the algorithm adopted for path computation: indeed, when a sub-
optimal strategy is used (e.g. TSA in case of Silver CoR), TE enhancements
are lower, due to the worst resource picking; this behaviour is not observed in
case of optimal algorithms (e.g. Bhandari’s for Gold CoR). In order to sum-
marize the performance for the different CoRs, a Global Performance Factor
(GPF) has been defined as:

in which the first term is related to the algorithm’s effectiveness in creating
maximally disjoint paths, while the latter term represents the algorithm’s ef-
fectiveness in computing valid paths, according to the resource availability on
TE links. In Figure 4 the GPF is drawn at the different meshing degrees, show-
ing a mean higher performance in case of utilization of the TE policies, both
for Gold and for Silver CoRs (ref. Table 2 for numerical details). However,
the advantages of defining complex TE policies (ref. Eq. 5) do not pay for
the introduced load on CPU, as demonstrated by the improvement in link uti-
lization of less than 0.25% and by the worsening of the GPF value obtained
when using w.r.t. Therefore, a simple policy function such
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as the one described in Eq. 4 is suitable and effective for a good tradeoff be-
tween the achievable performance (i.e. in terms of load balancing and blocking
probability of the restoration) and the computational load on the CPU.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the effects of using different bandwidth-dependent TE metrics
in a centralized GMPLS PCS have been evaluated. The results shown above
highlight how an improvement in the utilization of the network resources is
always achievable when applying TE policies in path computation, whatever
CoR is required. However, from the same tests we derive as a general re-
sult for different topologies at different meshing degrees, that the definition
of fine-grain TE policies do not pay for the achieved performace enhancment,
degraded also by the additional CPU load. Further investigations are ongoing
to study the performance of a fine TE tuning in a fixed GMPLS topology with
real expected traffic loads.
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Abstract: In wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks, the
bandwidth request of a traffic stream can be much lower than the capacity of
a lightpath. Efficiently grooming low-speed connections onto high-capacity
lightpaths will improve the network throughput and reduce the network cost.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new concept of traffic aggregation
in mesh networks that aims to eliminate both the bandwidth underutilization
and scalability problems existing in all-optical wavelength routed networks.
Our objective is to improve the network throughput while preserving the
benefits of all-optical wavelength routed networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the current nomenclature of optical networking, a network is referred to as
transparent when its constituent nodes are all-optical cross connects (OXCs) where
no conversion into the electrical domain is performed. In other words, within
transparent networks, lightpaths are routed from source to destination in the optical
domain, optically bypassing the intermediate nodes. Whereas, in opaque networks,
lightwave channels are detected at each node, then electronically processed,
switched and reassigned to a new outgoing wavelength when needed.

Realizing connections in an all-optical (transparent) wavelength routed network
involves the establishment of point-to-point (PtoP) lightpaths between every edge
node pair. These lightpaths may span multiple fiber links. Hence, some sort of
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virtual adjacency is created between the ingress and egress nodes via the
established lightpath, even if these two nodes are geographically far apart.

In order to successfully instantiate connections, network resources (e.g.,
wavelengths, transceivers) have to be attributed. This issue relative to the
assignment of network resources is well known as the routing and wavelength
assignment (RWA) problem. A number of RWA studies have been conducted in
the optical networking domain [1]-[3]. But, most previous studies assumed that a
connection requests the entire bandwidth capacity of a lightpath channel. In this
study, we consider the case where a connection can request either the whole or
some fraction of the lightpath capacity. This makes the problem more practical and
general.

The all-optical wavelength routing approach presents two obvious advantages.
The first advantage stems from the fact that the optical bypass eliminates the need
for Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion at intermediate nodes. As a result,
the node cost decreases significantly, since in this case the number of required
expensive high-speed electronics, laser transmitters and receivers is reduced. The
second advantage is due to all-optical routing which is transparent with regard to
the bit rate and the format of the optical signal.

Nevertheless, wavelength routing presents two drawbacks. First, routing at a
wavelength granularity puts a serious strain on the number of wavelengths required
in a large network. For instance, if PtoP lightpaths needs to be established between
every edge node pair in a network presenting N edge nodes, then lightpaths
are required. The second drawback behind wavelength routing is the rigid routing
granularity entailed by such an approach. This granularity is large which could lead
to bandwidth waste especially when only a portion of wavelength capacity is used.
For operators, an efficient use of network resources is always a concern. In
wavelength routed networks, this efficiency is possible only when there is enough
traffic between pair nodes to fill the entire capacity of wavelengths.

To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we propose a new solution based on
the distribution of the aggregation process. This solution combines the advantage
of the optical bypass in transparent wavelength routed networks and statistical
multiplexing gain in sub-wavelength routed networks. The lightpath, remaining
entirely in the optical domain, is shared between the source node and all
intermediate nodes up to the destination. So, we deal with multipoint-to-point
(MptoP) lightpaths. Here, one lightpath represents routes from multiple ingress
nodes to a single egress node.

A detailed description of this new approach will be outlined in the next section.
In section 3, we investigate the node architecture needed to support traffic-
aggregation feature within the WDM optical network. In section 4, the comparison
between distributed aggregation and the classical strategies is performed based on
a simple provisioning algorithm. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 5.



2. DISTRIBUTED AGGREGATION IN SHEME

Fig. 1 A simple demonstration network. (a) All-optical Wavelength routed network. The connection request (1,2) is rejected.
(b) Distributed aggregation scheme. All connection requests are satisfied.

The key idea behind our proposed scheme of distributed aggregation is to allow
lightpath channels sharing among several access nodes. Instead of limiting the
access to lightpath capacity at the ingress point, each node along the path can fill
on the fly the optical resource (wavelength) according to its availability. In this
case, a lightpath channel can be shared by multiple connections traveling towards a
common destination. This approach deals with MptoP connections.

Wavelength routing is performed in a similar way as in all-optical networks,
i.e. signals remain in the optical domain from end to end and are optically switched
by intermediate OXCs. Since the lightpath remains transparent at intermediate
nodes, a MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol is required to avoid collision
between transient optical packets and local ones injected into the lightpath. We
have already proposed a simple MAC protocol based on void/null detection in [4].
This mechanism guarantees collision free packet insertion on the transient
wavelength at the add port of an intermediate node.

To illustrate the distributed aggregation mechanism, we will present a simple
three-node network example as depicted in figure. 1. Each fiber is supposed to
have one wavelength channel and each node is considered as being equipped by a
fixed transmitter and a fixed receiver. Two connection requests are to be served:
(0,2) with a bandwidth requirement equal to half of the wavelength capacity; and
(1,2) with a bandwidth requirement equal to quarter of the wavelength capacity. If
the classical all-optical network case (i.e. networks that do not perform distributed
aggregation) is taken into account (figure1.a), only one connection (0,2) would be
served because of the resource limitations (the wavelength between (1,2) and the
receiver at node 2 are busy). The connection requested between node pair (1,2)
will be rejected in spite of the fact that the wavelength between these two nodes is
not fully used. Hence, a supplementary wavelength between pair nodes (1,2) and a
new receiver at node 2 would be required in order to satisfy all the connection
requests.

However, using the distributed aggregation scheme (figure1.b), the traffic
demand could be satisfied by establishing one lightpath from node 0 to node 2. In
this case, both connections will share the same lightpath. Indeed, the second
connection (1,2) would be carried by the spare capacity of the existing lightpath.
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Note that the lightpath 0 1 2 is still routed in the optical domain at node 1,
preserving the benefit of optical bypass.

The merit of distributed aggregation is that multiple connections with fractional
demands can be multiplexed into the shared lightpaths. As a result, the wasted
bandwidth problem confronted in pure wavelength routed networks is eliminated.
In addition, due to the sharing of wavelength channels, the number of admissible
connections in the network will be increased. Furthermore, as connections from
different nodes to the same destination are aggregated on the same lightpath, the
destination node will receive less lightpaths. So, less physical components
(wavelength, transceiver) would be used, resulting in the save of a great deal of
equipment costs. Moreover, in order to provide connections between all edge node
pairs using MptoP lightpaths, a total number of O(N) lightpaths is required since
only one lightpath per individual egress node could be sufficient. Thus, we
alleviate the scalability issue encountered in all-optical wavelength routed
networks. However, still additional control mechanisms would be required to
arbitrate the access to the shared lightpaths.

3. NODE ARCHITECTURE

We consider a network of N nodes connected by unidirectional optical links
constituting an arbitrary physical topology. To carry connection requests in such a
WDM network, lightpath connections have to be established between pairs of
nodes. In all-optical networks a connection request is carried by only one lightpath
before it reaches the destination in order to avoid extra signal processing at
intermediate nodes along the path. Two important functionalities must be
supported by the WDM network nodes: one is wavelength routing and the other is
multiplexing and demultiplexing, figure. 2 depicts a sample node architecture that
can be employed in a WDM optical network.

Figure. 2. Node architecture.
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The node architecture comprises two components: the wavelength-routing
switch (WRS) and the access station. While the WRS performs wavelength routing
and wavelength multiplexing/demultiplexing, the access station performs local
traffic adding/dropping and low-speed traffic-aggregation functionalities. The
WRS is composed of an OXC, which provides the functionality of wavelength-
switching.

Each OXC is connected to an edge device, i.e. access station, which can be the
source or the destination of a traffic flow. In figure. 2, each access station is
equipped with a certain number of transmitters and receivers. Traffic originated at
the access station is transmitted as an optical signal on one wavelength channel by
virtue of a transmitter. Note that the access station can be either the origin of a
lightpath or an intermediate node using an already established lightpath. In the
latter case, the injected traffic by an intermediate node should have the same
destination as that of the traversing lightpath. Moreover, as described in [4], a
MAC unit is required to avoid collision between transient packets and local ones.

Aggregating low-speed connections to high-capacity lightpaths is done by the
MPLS/IP router according to the MAC unit decision. The advantages of this model
are that: 1) it provides flexible bandwidth granularity for the traffic requests and 2)
this MPLS/IP-over-WDM model has much less overhead than the SONET-over-
WDM model, widely deployed in optical networks. Usually, the potential
disadvantage of such a model is that the processing speed of the MPLS/IP router
may not be fast enough compared to the vast amount of bandwidth provided by the
optical fiber link. However, our scheme alleviates this issue since each MPLS/IP
router processes only its local traffic. In other words, the transit traffic travelling
through a WDM node remains at the optical layer, and it is not processed by the
intermediate access nodes.

4. NETWORK DIMENSIONING

4.1 Procedure and Algorithm for Network Dimensioning

It is well known that the RWA optimization problem is NP-complete [5]. In
[6], we used a small network topology as an illustration where it was possible to
obtain results using the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) methodology.
Nonetheless, in order to achieve the same study for large networks, we will use
heuristic approach. In this paper, the comparison between distributed aggregation
and the classical strategies is tackled from a different perspective. Here, we aim at
dimensioning the optical US backbone (figure. 3), under both strategies, so as to
serve all traffic requests between any pair of optical nodes. The network topology
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consists of 29 nodes and 43 links. The network planning has been achieved
following the logical process shown below. The inputs of the analysis are:
1) The physical network topology.
2) The traffic matrix.
3) The adopted routing scheme, which is the shortest path algorithm in our case.
4) The adopted wavelength assignment approach, which is the first fit (FF)

strategy in our work.
The network dimensioning is achieved by evaluating the OXC and IP/MPLS

router dimensions by means of the heuristic algorithm used to map the different
lightpaths. When dealing with the distributed aggregation strategy we will use a
novel heuristic algorithm, called Maximizing Traffic Aggregation (MTA), in order
to plan the MptoP lightpaths.

Let denote the aggregate traffic between node pair s and d , which has not
been yet carried. As explained before, can be a fraction of the lightpath
capacity. In our study, we suppose that so at most one lightpath between
every node pair (s,d) is required to carry all the traffic requests. Let H(s,d) denote
the hop distance on physical topology between node pair (s,d).

The MTA algorithm attempts to establish lightpaths between source-
destination pairs with the highest H(s,d) values. The connection request between
s and d will be carried over the new established lightpath. Afterwards, the
algorithm will try to carry, as long it is possible, connections originating from
intermediate nodes and travelling to the same destination d , based on the currently
available spare capacity of the lightpath (s,d). This heuristic tries to establish
lightpaths between the farthest node pair in an attempt to allow the virtual topology
collecting the maximum eventual traffic at the intermediate nodes. The pseudo-
code for this heuristic is presented hereafter:
Step 1: Construct virtual topology:

1.1: Sort all the node pairs (s,d) (where according to

the hop distance H(s,d) and insert them into a list L in

descending order.

1.2: Setup the lightpath between the first node pair (s’,d’)

using the first-fit wavelength assignment and the

shortest-path routing, let

1.3: Sort all the node pairs (i,d’) (where  and i is an

intermediate node traversed by the lightpath (s’,d’))

according to the hop distance H(i,d’) and insert them into

a list L’ in descending order.

1.4: Try to setup the connection between the first node pair

(i’,d’) using the lightpath (s’,d’), subject to the current

available bandwidth on lightpath (s’,d’) . If it fails,

delete (i’,d’)  from L’; otherwise, let update the



available bandwidth of the lightpath (s’,d’) and go to Step

1.3 until L’ becomes empty.

1.5: Go to Step 1.1 until L becomes empty.

Step 2: Route the low-speed connections over the virtual

topology constructed in Step 1.

The dimensioning is accomplished so that all the traffic is forwarded within the
network. In the classical case, the routing algorithm is simply applied to the traffic
matrix to find all the PtoP lightpaths required to forward the traffic. However,
when the distributed aggregation is considered, the MTA heuristic is applied to
map all the MptoP lightpaths. Then the number of OXC ports, transmitters and
receivers is determined.

As explained before, the optical node consists of an electrical IP router part and
an OXC part. Each port of the electrical IP router is connected to the OXC port via
an internal wavelength. A lightpath is established between nodes by setting up the
OXCs along the route between nodes. Some lightpaths transit to the electrical IP
router after traversing the OXC part and others exit the node through the OXC
without electrical processing (figure. 2). Each lightpath needs a dedicated OXC
port when traversing an intermediate node along the path. In addition, a transmitter
is required at the ingress node and a receiver is needed at the egress node of the
lightpath. Moreover, in the distributed aggregation case, each intermediate node
along the path using the traversing lightpath to transmit its traffic needs also a
transmitter. Recall that, the access station of a node can be either the origin of a
lightpath or an intermediate node using an already established lightpath. Let
and denote the number of transmitter and receiver ports per node. Let
denote the number of OXC ports per node as shown in figure. 2.

4.2 Dimensioning Results and Comparison

Table 1 reports the dimensioning results of the network in the classical and the
distributed aggregation cases. It is clear that each node in the network needs 28
transmitters in order to forward its traffic destined to all the other nodes in both
cases. Furthermore, each node requires 28 receivers to receive all the PtoP
lightpaths emanating from all the other nodes in the classical case. However, as
multiple connections travelling from different nodes to the same destination could
be aggregated on the same lightpath, when the distributed aggregation scheme is
considered, the destination node will receive less lightpaths. Consequently the
number of MptoP lightpaths and required receivers to handle all the traffic requests
is reduced as depicted in table 1. We record a save of above 55% of the receivers.
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Moreover, as the number of lightpaths is reduced whith the distributed
aggregation strategy, the number of OXC ports is also reduced. The gain recorded
is beyond 49%. This latter gain is less important than the one obtained when
dealing with receivers since the number of OXC ports depends not only on the
number of established lightpaths but also on the number of hops per lightpath.
Indeed, the mean hops number per lightpath is 3,58 in the classical case, whereas it
is 4,2 in the other case. These results show how the distributed aggregation scheme
relieves the scalability issue encountered with the classical all-optical networks.

Finally, it is meaningful to compare the lightpath load in both strategies. In the
classical case, the average load of a lightpath is 27,28%. This result emphasizes the
resources under-utilisation problem already mentioned. Distributed aggregation
scheme alleviates this issue, while the average load of a lightpath is 61,20% in this
case. Figure. 4 depicts the dimensioning results corresponding to each node of the
network. They represent a detailed description of the results reported in table 1.

Figure. 3. The US optical backbone.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a distributed aggregation approach in all-optical wavelength
routed networks. This approach combines the merits of both the optical bypass of
transparent wavelength routing and the multiplexing gain of sub-wavelength
routing. In this approach, we tend to aggregate traffic traveling from different
nodes to a common destination in the same lightpath channels. As a result, the
number of managed lightpaths is significantly reduced and the utilization
percentage of the optical channels is improved as well. The dimensioning results of
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the US optical backbone revealed that the proposed approach reduces significantly
the network cost. In this specific case, around 50% of the receiver and OXC ports

are saved when the distributed aggregation is considered.
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Abstract: Within GMPLS framework, the signaling protocol Resource reSerVation
Protocol with Traffic Engineering extensions (RSVP-TE) is extended to
support the requirements of an Automated Switched Optical Network
architecture. This paper presents the extensions of the end-to-end connection
services in an overlay network built on two control planes. RSVP-TE
protocol extensions are first described between an IP/MPLS router and a
SDH/GMPLS core optical cross-connect, defining GMPLS-UNI. Dimen-
sioning of three scenarios proving the benefits of GMPLS-UNI is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently IETF has been made a lot of progress in explaining how its GMPLS
protocol suite satisfies the requirements of Automated Switching Optical (ASON)
Network architecture specified by ITU-T. In one hand the GMPLS framework
specifies all the protocol capabilities in terms of signaling (e.g. RSVP-TE), routing
(e.g. OSPF-TE) and link management (e.g. with LMP). And in the other hand,
ITU-T ASON recommendations specify the architecture and requirements for the
Automatic Switched Transport Network as applicable to SDH transport networks.

GMPLS generalizes the label switching concepts introduced in MPLS to all
switching technologies. GMPLS extends the label switching capabilities to
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network elements hosting non-packet based switching matrix, from labeled packet,
frame, cell switching technologies to circuit switching technologies including SDH
and Optical Transport Hierarchy (OTH).

Figure 1. Multi-Layer network architecture: IP/MPLS over SONET-SDH/GMPLS

E.g. an IP/MPLS-over-SDH/GMPLS network architecture is considered within
this paper, all the results presented apply to an SONET/GMPLS transport network.
The core network comprises two control planes: IP packet transport layer on top of
the time-division-multiplexing (TDM) transport layer. The TDM layer consists of
optical cross-connects (OXCs) interconnected by one or more optical fibers
(physical links). Each SDH connection corresponds to a logical link for the
IP/MPLS layer. These links interconnecting Label Switching Routers (LSRs),
constitute a virtual topology. The control plane interactions i.e. the functional
coordination capabilities between the layers are described in the following section.
The section 2 provides the new signaling extensions required at the router-OXC
interface to enable end-to-end connection coordination. In section 3, three multi-
layer network recovery scenarios are presented and the section 4 allows to position
the new User-to-Network Interface GMPLS-UNI capabilities.

2. CONTROL PLANE INTERCONNECTION MODELS

As defined in [1], different control plane interconnection configurations can be
deployed at the User-to-Network Interface (UNI) reference point. Optical
Internetworking Forum did specify the OIF UNI version 1.0 implementation
agreement [2]. This signaling interface is applicable when the IP/MPLS client and
SDH/GMPLS server belong to separate administrative domains. End-to-end
signaling functions, the exchange of reach-ability, topology or explicit route
connection information between the control plane instances are not possible. The
messages exchanged through the OIF UNI are limited to requests for and
acknowledgements of the establishment and tear-down of transport connections.
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OIF UNI introduces GENERALIZED_UNI object enabling address separation,
both types and spaces increasing complexity. More GENERALIZED_UNI object
functionality can be addressed with EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.

From the OIF-UNI inherent complexity, a user-to-network signaling interface
is being developed at the IETF: the GMPLS-UNI (a.k.a. GMPLS for overlay
networks [3]). The major differences between the OIF UNI and the GMPLS UNI
signaling interface can be summarized as follows: (i) simplify end-reference point
identification to numbered (IPv4/IPv6) or unnumbered interfaces (ii) allow client-
driven explicit routing, typically loose routing and (iii) maintain a single end-to-
end RSVP[4] signaling session (see the more in [1]).

The GMPLS UNI interface [3] is defined as an RSVP-TE signaling interface
for packet-over-circuit and circuit-over-circuit networks that provides: connection
provisioning and multi-layer recovery. The former includes LSP establishment,
deletion, modification, and status inquiry. The latter entails failure notification,
establishment of resource disjoint paths in response to a failure.

For end-to-end recovery, GMPLS-UNI enables to associates explicitly one or
more working connections with one protecting connection with the
ASSOCIATION object [4]. This object is carried in the Path message of the
working LSP and in the protecting LSP. Each transit node along the LSP route
transmits the ASSOCIATION object without any modification. GMPLS UNI
allows the usage of the PROTECTION object as extended in [4]. The client LSR’s
explicitly specify the desired end-to-end LSP recovery level starting at the ingress
and terminating at the egress router. The protection types defined are: dedicated
protection, protection with extra-traffic, (pre-planned) re-routing without extra-
traffic and dynamic re-routing. The Notify message provides a fast mechanism to
notify non-adjacent nodes of events such as LSP failures [4]. Notify messages are
only generated when explicitly configured during LSP establishment with the
NOTIFY_REQUEST object. The Notify message does not have to follow the same
path as the Path/Resv messages used to establish the LSP and is not processed at
intermediate nodes. From GMPLS-UNI signaling function such as (i) end-to-end
explicit routing and label control, (ii) end-to-end LSP association, (iii) end-to-end
LSP protection, (iv) end-to-end route diversity, and (v) multi-layer fast
notification, three recovery scenarios are developed.

3. MULTI-LAYER NETWORK RECOVERY SCENARIO

To dimension the recovery in IP/MPLS-over-SDH networks, three scenarios
have been developed. For each, the OIF-UNI and the GMPLS-UNI interfaces are
compared. The Italian network topology was used, composed with 30 point-of-
presences (PoP’s) interconnected with 62 physical links. At each PoP, a single
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backbone router office is set-up. The line side interfaces of the router are supposed
to be the same as OXC ones i.e. STM-X with X=1,16 or 64. The total number of
STM-X ports is summed from add/drop ports and in/out ports. Through each
scenario, the interface STM-X sends/receives VC-4-Xc virtual containers.

Figure 2. Network Topology (left), a single backbone router office architecture (right)

To allow packet LSP to be provisioned, TDM LSP are triggered following a
bottom-up sequence.

Figure 3. Packet LSP over TDM LSP multi-hop provisioning
In the scenario 1 (figure 4), a packet LSP is established between router B and F

across the virtual topology. For the TE link between B and F, there exits different
route from edge OXC b to f. The working SDH connection carries the traffic from
B outgoing interface to F ingoing interface. The recovery connection is established
between the edge OXC b to f and is route diverse from working connection. Each
recovery connection can protects several connections.

The TDM recovery connections are pre-planned (see [1]) i.e. network resources
are computed, selected and reserved but not cross-connected. The recovery
resources can not carry any traffic because they are not provisioned at the data
plane but only at the control plane level (i.e. “soft-provisioned”). Soft-provisioned
connections enable the sharing of the recovery resources. In case of failure,
switching from the working to the recovery sub-connection occurs at the edge i.e.
OXCs b and f. The issue intrinsic to scenario 1 is at UNI reference point between
the router and its adjacent OXC, it requires link protection. The protection only
works between the edge cross-connects inside the transport network. The recovery
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resources can not transport router driven best-effort traffic because the recovery
switching point is located inside SDH/GMPLS network.

The second recovery scenario (figure 5) has its recovery switching point at the
edge router interface. The connection provisioning and recovery switching are both
processed at the TDM switching granularity. During connection establishments,
the router subscribes to be notified for link failures. The working SDH connection
carries the traffic from B outgoing Packet-over-SDH (PoS) interface until the F
ingoing PoS interface.

The recovery connection is established from B to F and is route diverse. The
protecting TDM connections are soft-provisioned and can be shared between
several source-destination pairs. For a link failure event, after reception of Notify
message, the ingress router signals the corresponding soft-provisioned recovery
connection. This bottom-up end-to-end connection recovery requires a
coordination based on the Notify message from the OXC to the router. This
scenario requires to implement GMPLS-UNI between each router-OXC pair.
Finally this scenario enables dual homing protection at UNI reference point i.e. the

Figure 4. Scenario 1: SONET/SDH sub-connection recovery

Figure 5. Scenario 2: end-to-end SONET/SDH recovery connection.
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edge devices when an edge router is connected to two edge routers. In the
scenario3 represented in fig. 6, the provisioning of the packet LSP’s is completely
processed on the logical topology created by the IP/MPLS network[5]. Each pa-
cket LSP and its detour LSP (i.e. its protecting LSP) can use one or more TE links.

Figure 6. Scenario 3: Packet Label Switched Path Local Recovery
In the transport network, the recovery SONET/SDH connection used to protect

the working SONET/SDH connection is used by the detour LSP protecting the
packet LSP. This packet LSP is nested in the working TDM connection and its
detour LSP is nested in the recovery TDM connection. In this scenario, the
recovery SONET/SDH connection are fully reserved i.e. the network resource
along the TDM recovery connection route are computed, selected and reserved and
cross-connected (see [1] for details). Each detour LSP reserves the same amount of
bandwidth than its attached protected packet LSP. A detour LSP can be shared
between one or more packet LSP’s i.e. the bandwidth reserved for the detour LSP
can be shared by other detour LSP’s. This technique is referred as “Facility
backup” in [5]. In scenario 3, there is no dedicated TDM connection either for
working connection or for recovery connection. Each TDM LSP can nest a set of
packet LSP’s and detour LSP’s. Inside a TDM connection, the set of packet LSP’s
are route diverse from the other packet LSP’s protected by the detour LSP’s.

4. GMPLS-UNI DIMENSIONINGS

The results prove that the GMPLS-UNI based multi-layer recovery is superior
in terms of recovery speed and/or resource utilization (Figs. 7–9). Fig.7 illustrates,
the total number of interfaces i.e. router+OXC for STM-1 (left) and STM-16
(right) interfaces. Fig.8 gives STM-64 filling ratio with VC-4 (left) and VC-4-16c
(right) and Figure 9, the traffic recovery ratio in function of the recovery delay
(ms). For the same recovery level (IP/MPLS protection), sce.2 is the optimal for
resource usage and scenario 3 is the fastest.
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Figure 7. Number of router + OXC interfaces: STM-1 (left) & STM-16 (right).
Figure 7 is obtained with an average of TE link connectivity degree 10.77 lo-

gical link interface per router (see fig.1). The requirements are provided depending
of the LSR-OXC interface:OIF-UNI vs GMPLS-UNI. The difference between
sce. 1 and 2 is due to the link interconnection at OXC-LSR, in sce. 1 no interface
protection is implemented. In sce.3, working packet LSP and its detour are routed
over link diverse connections. Fig.8 compares STM-64 filling ratio that is fraction
of STM-64’s bandwidth reserved to carry VC-4 or VC-4-16c granularities. For
connectivity degree 4.13, 7.43, 10.77 and 29.00, average number of optical hops
between the edge routers for SDH connections is 3, 3.5, 3.8 and 5.1, resp. “3”
corresponds to the connection explicit route: ingress router ingress OXC
egress OXC egress router. In fig. 9, the recovery ratio (% of traffic affected by
failure & recovered) is plotted. In sce. 3, traffic recovery is processed by router.
Recovery of connection translates into recovery of all working packet LSP’s.

Figure 8. STM-64 filling ratio: VC-4 (left) / VC-4-16c (right) SDH connections

The recovery time is the duration elapsed from a failure detection and the time the
failed connection is recovered, The recovery of the first connection is com-
pleted at (i=1,2,3), the recovery of the ultimate connection is at It
appears that the recovery speed of SDH connection (scenario 1 & 2) is slower than
packet LSP-based recovery, SDH/GMPLS recovery requires an additional round
trip time to signal network resource compared to IP/MPLS one:
Due to TDM soft-provisioning applied in sce. 1 & 2, protecting SDH connection
requires to be cross-connected before traffic can be switched onto them. The
difference between sce. 1 and 2 (~5 ms) is due to one additional hop along the route
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of the Notify message. For scenario 1 & 2, IP/MPLS recovery mechanism can be a
fallback mechanism of SDH/GMPLS recovery failure.

Figure 9. Traffic Recovery Ratio (%) in function of the Recovery delay (ms)

These recovery mechanisms are resource optimal, provide fast recovery and
yield a deterministic network status.

5. CONCLUSIONS

GMPLS UNI benefits were proved qualitatively and quantitatively facilitating
sequences of recovery actions between layers which in turn allows optimizing the
resource usage and the delays inferred by the restoration of the traffic. New
contributions are further extending the capabilities of the GMPLS UNI by allowing
routing information to be exchanged to evolve towards an augmented model. The
GMPLS UNI as defined by the IETF, is an important step in the continued
evolution towards the delivery of integrated and intelligent network solutions.
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Abstract: Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) was originally designed to provide higher
packet forwarding rates in network equipment. Nevertheless, it was soon realized that it
could also provide other advanced features, such as Traffic Engineering and Virtual Private
Networks capabilities. The key feature of MPLS is a strict separation between control and
forwarding operations, which reflects on the software and hardware architecture of the
routers. The paper presents the results of an experimental study aimed at evaluating the
performance of a Label Switching Router (LSR). In particular, the behaviour of the LSR
control and forwarding planes has been analyzed in different working conditions as it
concerns both the processing and computational effort due to the control plane and the data
traffic to be forwarded.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network layer routing can be partitioned in two basic components: control and
forwarding. The former is responsible for the construction and maintenance of the
forwarding table, the latter is concerned with the forwarding of packets from input
to output interfaces, on the basis of the forwarding table maintained by the router
and the information carried in the packet itself.
At present, network routers implement the control and forwarding planes in a
distributed way. In particular, the control component consists of one or more
routing protocols for the exchange of routing information among the routers as
well as the algorithms used to convert the collected information into a forwarding
table. The forwarding component consists of a set of algorithms used to take a
forwarding decision on a packet. Traditional IP routers typically use destination-
based forwarding to determine the next hop of a packet. The longest prefix-match,
required in IP address look-up to perform destination-based forwarding, was
originally implemented in software, but it is too expensive for core routers, because
it requires a high computational effort. To improve the performance of a traditional
IP router, a trade-off between scalability and flexibility is necessary: on the one
hand, coarse forwarding granularity assures system scalability, on the other hand a
system supporting only coarse forwarding granularity may be fairly inflexible,
making available a number of differentiated treatments which could be insufficient.
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In this context, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) was originally introduced
as a fast switching technique. The key architectural principle of MPLS is a clean
functional separation of network layer routing into control and forwarding
components. The label switching forwarding component makes a forwarding
decision on a packet using a label carried in the packet and a forwarding table
maintained by the Label Switching Router (LSR). Just like a control component of
any routing system, the label switching control component must provide for
consistent distribution of routing information among LSRs as well as consistent
procedures for constructing forwarding tables from this information. To support
label switching, the control component has also other functionalities, such as
creating binding between labels and Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs),
informing other LSRs of the binding created, taking into account of bindings to
construct and maintain the forwarding table. Under ideal conditions, a LSR should
be able to forward data at whatever speeds the label switching forwarding
component runs, regardless of the computational and processing effort required to
the control component by routing and signaling protocols. Therefore, the hardware
architecture of a LSR should be designed and implemented in order to satisfy also
the new functional requirements of the control and forwarding planes. Concerning
this issue, the system architecture of Juniper routers has been split in two portions:
the Routing Engine and the Packet Forwarding Engine, which have been
respectively designed to handle the general routing operations and the forwarding
of packets. The experimental analysis, described in this paper, aims at verifying in
practice the ideal separation, both in terms of functionalities and performance,
between the control and forwarding plane of an MPLS commercial router. To this
purpose, an M10 Juniper router has been configured as a LSR and tests have been
performed to investigate how the processing and computational load, due to a
control plane based on the RSVP-TE signaling protocol, affects the forwarding
performance of the router. The paper is organized as follows: section II and III
highlight the main features of MPLS and. RSVP-TE. Afterwards, section IV
describes the RSVP-TE performance tests. Finally, section V contains the
experimental results and section VI sums up the work.

II. MULTIPROTOCOL LABEL SWITCHING

An MPLS domain is a contiguous set of nodes, called Label Switching Routers
(LSRs), which are capable of switching and routing packets on the basis of a label
appended to each of them. An LSR that interfaces to a traditional router is called an
Edge LSR (E-LSR). With respect to the direction of the traffic flow, it is possible
to distinguish between Ingress LSR and Egress LSR. An Ingress LSR receives
traffic from a non-MPLS router, while an Egress LSR sends traffic to a non-MPLS
router. It is relevant to highlight that each traffic flow has its own Ingress and
Egress LSR. In a network supporting MPLS, a label-switched path (LSP) is a
unidirectional connection through multiple LSR. The Forwarding Equivalence
Class (FEC) is defined in [1] as “a group of IP packets which are forwarded in the
same manner (e.g., over the same path, with the same forwarding treatment)”. In
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general, the granularity of FECs within a router can vary from very coarse to
extremely fine, according to the level of information used in assigning an IP packet
to a FEC: at one hand, an FEC can be associated with the flow generated by a
particular application for a particular source and destination host pair, at the other
hand, a FEC can be associated with all the flows destined to an Egress LSR. A
packet is assigned to a FEC only at an Ingress LSR, where the label for the packet
is also created. Although MPLS was originally designed to speed up the IP packet-
forwarding process and retain the flexibility of an IP-based networking approach,
the deployment of MPLS enables Traffic engineering, Resilience and Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs) support capabilities. MPLS is frequently mentioned
among major Quality of Service (QoS) technologies for packet networks. It is
worthwhile pointing out that MPLS plays a key role in enabling QoS, but QoS is
supported only if MPLS is combined with other technologies such as RSVP-TE
and Differentiated Services.

III. THE RSVP-TE PROTOCOL

In an MPLS network, an LSP must be set up and labels assigned at each hop before
traffic can be forwarded. Two different classes of LSPs may be established:

Control-driven LSPs: each LSR determines the next interface for the LSP
according to its forwarding table and requests the label to the next-hop router;
Explicitly-routed LSPs (or Constraint-based Routed LSPs, CR-LSPs): the set up
message specifies the route for the LSP.

To establish an LSP, a signaling protocol for coordinating the label distribution,
explicitly routing the LSPs, reserving bandwidth and preventing loops is necessary.
Since the MPLS architecture does not suppose the mandatory use of a single
signaling protocol, the following protocols have been proposed for label
distribution: Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), Resource Reservation Protocol
extensions for MPLS (RSVP-TE), Constrained-based Routed LDP (CR-LDP).
In more details, LDP [2] is suitable for establishing a control-driven LSP, but
traffic-engineering capabilities are not supported.
RSVP-TE is an extension of RSVP [3] to establish traffic-engineered LSPs: it
satisfies the requirements for traffic engineering, but, due to its soft-state nature, it
suffers from inherent scalability problems when the number of LSPs per LSR
increases. Moreover, the use of an unreliable transport protocol doesn’t guarantee
fast failure notification to the endpoints affected by the failure, even though an
explicit teardown message is sent.
CR-LDP [4] [5] [6] is a hard-state protocol that extends LDP to carry the explicit
route information, the traffic parameters for resource reservation and the options
for CR-LSP resilience. It is relevant to highlight that CR-LDP has been designed to
address and solve the main drawbacks of RSVP-TE, ensuring reliable transport of
signaling messages and providing better scaling properties. Nevertheless, some
networking devices manufactures (e.g. Juniper Networks), have not yet
implemented CR-LDP in their operating systems, so that RSVP-TE is the only
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available signaling protocol to be used in MPLS networks. This is the reason why,
in our work, we focused on RSVP-TE only.

IV. RSVP-TE PERFORMANCE TESTS

The RSVP-TE performance tests have been carried out by using the Adtech
AX/4000 from Spirent Communications. The AX/4000 Broadband Test System [8]
has been designed for testing the performance and evaluating the QoS level
provided by broadband networks. This device is a modular multi-port system
capable of testing simultaneously multiple network technologies such as ATM, IP,
Frame Relay and Ethernet at speed up to 10 Gbps. Moreover, the system is capable
of generating data traffic with different profiles, performing full-rate analysis,
stressing the network nodes in critical working conditions, emulating routing and
signaling protocol. Our experimental analysis has been performed by means of the
RSVP-TE Forwarding Performance During Tunnel Establishment Test [9], a
performance test available within the Spirent Connect software package. This test
allows measuring the capability of a Device Under Test (DUT) to correctly
forward MPLS labeled packets to stable RSVP tunnels, while other tunnels are
continuously set up and torn down (flapped). Figure 1 shows the scenario where
the performance tests have been carried out. In particular, two Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces of the test device, emulating an Ingress and an Egress LSR, have been
connected to an M10 Juniper router, which acts as an LSR. The performance test
has been organized as it follows:

1.

2.

3.

Two different groups of LSPs are established: the first one consists of the LSPs
which, after being created, remain stable for all the duration of the test The
second one is the set of LSPs that are flapped.

The Ingress LER generates MPLS labeled packets and sends them to the Egress
LER using the LSPs belonging to the first stable group.

The Egress LER analyses each packet received.

Figure 1: The testbed

In particular, the test consists of two subsequent phases (Fig. 2):
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2.

1. Prior Flapping Phase (duration time: 15 seconds): a number equal to M of
stable LSPs are established between the Ingress LER and the Egress LER and
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) data traffic is sent through the M LSPs. At the same
time, N LSPs are established and prepared for flapping even if, in this test
phase, remain stable.
During Flapping Phase (duration time: 12 seconds): M LSPs are stable and
data traffic is sent over them, whereas N LSPs are flapped twice, with the
flapping interval set at 5 seconds. During the first flapping event (duration: 5
seconds), the LSPs established for flapping are torn down and, subsequently, K

LSPs are re-established. During the second flapping event (duration: 2
seconds), the group of K LSPs is torn down and set up again, while,
simultaneously, the N-K LSPs, which have been torn down in the first flapping
event, are re-established. At the end of the test, if all the N LSPs are active,
there has not been any failure in the flapping test.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two different categories of performance tests have been carried out: the first one
(Test 1.x.x and 3.x.x) aims at evaluating the behaviour of the router forwarding
plane when the processing and computational effort required to the control plane
progressively increases; the second one (Test 2.x.x and 4.x.x) focuses on analysing
the router behaviour when the complexity of the operations involving both the
control and forwarding plane increases. In more detail, the performed tests are the
following:
1. Tests 1.x.x and 3.x.x
100 data traffic LSPs (M) are set up between the Ingress and the Egress LER.
Moreover, the Ingress LER generates and forward labeled CBR traffic into these
LSPs. At the same time, N LSPs are flapped.
The tests have been repeated when N varies from 100 to 900, with an increment of
100 LSPs from a test to the next and in the following conditions as it concerns the
characteristics of the data traffic to be forwarded:

Total Bit rate: 500 Mbps and 900 Mbps
Packet size: 64, 512 and 1500 bytes.

It is relevant to outline that:

Figure 2: Prior and During Flapping run time
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2.
3.

1. the overall data traffic is fairly subdivided among M CBR data sub-stream, so
each of the M LSP carries the same share of traffic to be forwarded;
the packet size includes the Gigabit Ethernet header, payload and trailer;
for IP over Gigabit Ethernet, when the packet size of the data stream is equal to
64 bytes, the maximum bit rate which can be really reached is limited to 761.9
Mbps, due to the minimum inter-packet gap (96 bits/time) and the preamble (8
bytes) to add to each frame.

2. Test 2.x.x and 4.x.x
M data traffic LSPs are set up between the Ingress and the Egress LER. Moreover,
the Ingress LER generates and sends labeled CBR traffic into these LSPs. At the
same time, N LSPs are flapped. The tests have been repeated when M and N vary
from 100 to 500, with an increment of 50 LSPs from a test to the next, in the
following operating conditions as it concerns the characteristics of the data traffic
to be forwarded:

Bit rate: 500 Mbps and 900 Mbps.
Packet size: 64, 512 and 1500 bytes.

Analysis of the control plane behaviour
To characterize the behaviour of the control plane, we have taken into
consideration only the first flapping event (5 second).
Figure 3 and 4 respectively show, when the data rate is equal to 500 Mbps and 900
Mbps, the number (K) of LSPs that the router is able to re-establish, after tearing
down N LSPs and before the second flapping event.

Figure 3: Test 1.x.x - Control Plane behaviour with CBR traffic at 500 Mbps

If all the LSPs are torn down and re-established before the second
flapping event, regardless of the data streams bit rate and packet size. On the
contrary, if N > 300, the number of LSPs re-established after the first flapping
event is always less than the number of LSPs torn down, because the time interval
between the two flapping event is not long enough to tear down and re-establish all
the LSPs. Moreover, the number of LSPs re-established after the first flapping
event slightly changes both with the packet size and data stream bit rate.
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Figure 4: Test 3.x.x - Control Plane behaviour with CBR traffic at 900 Mbps

Figure 5: Test 2.x.x - Control Plane behaviour with CBR traffic at 500 Mbps

Figure 6: Test 4.x.x - Control Plane behaviour with CBR traffic at 900 Mbps

Figure 5 (data rate equal to 500 Mbps) and 6 (data rate equal to 900 Mbps)
respectively show the number (K) of LSPs re-established before the beginning of
the second flapping event, when the flapped and data traffic LSPs number is
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proportionally increased. We can observe that, if all the LSPs are torn
down and re-established, independently of the bit rate and packet size of the data
stream. On the contrary, if N (and M) > 250, K is always less than N and the
number of LSPs re-established after the first flapping event changes both with the
packet size and bit rate of the data stream.
Analysis of the forwarding plane behaviour
To evaluate the performance of the forwarding plane, two metrics have been
chosen:

Packet loss prior and during flapping.
One-way delay prior and during flapping, computed as the average of the one-
way delay measured for the M data sub-streams.

In all the tests performed, no packet loss was ever experienced.
Table I and II show the results obtained for the one-way delay:

When the bit rate and the packet size remain equal, the number of flapped LSPs
(N) doesn’t affect the performance of the forwarding plane. For this reason,
each tables row reports the value of the one-way delay measured for any value
of N.
In all the tests performed, there is no degradation in the data plane performance
prior and during flapping.
The one-way delay is independent of the test category as well as the bit rate of
the data stream, when the packet size is equal, except for 64 bytes packet size.
When the packet size is equal to 64 bytes and the bit rate is 761.9 Mbps, the
one-way delay prior and during flapping dramatically increases. This behaviour
may be explained considering that, as previously said, 761.9 Mbps is the
maximum theoretical throughput for IP over Gigabit Ethernet in these operating
conditions and the packet rate assumes the maximum value (1488085 pkt/s).

The analysis of the control and forwarding plane behaviour clearly shows that the
introduction of the MPLS architecture doesn’t weigh on the router performance.
In particular, the functional separation between the data and the control plane,
typical of the MPLS architecture, allows solving the performance issues of
traditional IP routers, which are related to the management of signaling protocols
and fast forwarding rates.
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The hardware and software architecture of next generation routers allows
simultaneously handling a high data traffic and a heavy control traffic, due to
signaling, exchange of routing information and soft-state refresh messages
generated by RSVP-TE.
Finally, we can also state that the introduction of the DiffServ architecture
functional components, such as classifier, meter, marker, policer and scheduler
shouldn’t significantly affect the behaviour of the control and data planes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents the results of an experimental study aimed at evaluating the
performance of the control and forwarding components of an M10 Juniper router
that supports Multiprotocol Label Switching. To characterize the behaviour of the
control plane, it has been taken into consideration the number of LSPs that the
router tears down and re-establishes during the time interval between two
subsequent flapping event: the results of the performance tests show that the
behaviour of the control plane is not linear and doesn’t depend on the bit rate and
packet size of the data traffic to forward. As far as the forwarding plane is
concerned, using the packet loss and the one-way delay as performance metrics, we
found that the forwarding behaviour of the router is independent of the control
plane. In fact, no packet loss was ever experienced and the one-way delay of the
data streams is independent of the LSP number. Moreover, the RSVP-TE
performance tests highlight that there is no degradation in the data plane
performance from the prior flapping phase to the during flapping phase. The one-
way delay increases with the packet size and is independent of the tests category as
well as the bit rate of the data streams for each packet size taken into consideration,
except for 64 bytes packets when the bit rate is equal to 761.9 Mbps. In this case,
the one-way delay prior and during flapping significantly increases in comparison
to the values obtained when the bit rate is equal to 500 Mbps.
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Abstract: In this paper we present a mechanism for obtaining an abstraction of network
topology in optical networks in order to compute an end-to-end lightpath
across multiple domains.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main benefit of the Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is to provide
traffic engineering in IP networks. The connectionless operation of IP networks
becomes more like a connection-oriented network where the path between the
source and the destination is pre-calculated based on user specification.

Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) extends MPLS to
provide the control plane (signaling and routing) for devices that switch in any
domain, i.e. packet, time, wavelength and fiber. This common control plane is
expected to simplify network operation and management by automating end to end
provisioning of connections, managing network resources, and providing the level
of QoS that is expected in the new, sophisticated applications.

Thus future data and telecommunication networks are likely to consist of
elements that will use GMPLS to dynamically provision resources and to provide
network survivability using protection and restoration techniques.

There is also a great interest in extending IP-based protocols to control optical
networks. To replace the existing solutions the new optical transport networks must
provide similar or higher QoS, protection and restoration mechanisms that are
available in current techniques. This implies that network operators have to be able
to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees for its customers. Thus the network
operators or carriers need to have traffic engineering capabilities to set lightpaths in
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networks that are beyond their administration domains, which means that they have
to be able to exchange resources and topology information through an Exterior
Gateway Protocol (EGP).

Domain boundaries exist for the purpose of abstraction from irrelevant details,
e.g. domain related information, to the outside world. This information might
reveal to the network architecture between two competing entities. However it
might be vital to enable network or service providers to achieve diversity and
protection that is essential for optical networks survivability

There are only a few attempts that address the issues of inter-domain routing
and optical networks [1,2]. They are still in the early phases. In order to utilize the
full potential of optical networks information about optical network resources has
to be conveyed through inter-domain routing protocols. However, the IETF
GMPLS architecture draft [3] does not cover extensions for inter-domain routing
(e.g. BGP).

This paper addresses the information that has to be shared between domains
through an inter-domain signaling mechanism and its level of relevance to support
the development of optical networks. This information could be conveyed through
traffic engineering extensions to the existing inter-domain routing protocols.
Therefore we are proposing a method of network abstraction that would enable
extensions to BGP to achieve traffic engineering information exchange required to
facilitate the operation of networks. The ability to diversely route optical
connections is very important for the reliability and resilience of the optical
network.

Our approach is to use BGP for sharing not only the information about network
reachability but also to share information about essential data in internal networks
that is required to enable peers to setup end-to-end lightpaths with requested
quality.

2. RATIONALE FOR INTER DOMAIN ROUTING IN
OPTICAL NETWORKS

In this paper we concentrate on the signaling and routing issues when networks
belonging to different carriers are interconnected. We consider services that make
two competing companies to be involved in optical inter-domain routing
relationship.

In inter-domain routing relationship today, service providers share basically
only the network reachability information. Occasionally they do exchange
information that allows them to reach some degree of diversity, in situations where
multi-exit discrimination is possible. In these situations the inter-domain routing
protocol is not used to carry information that has any significance for lower layers.
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However, inter-domain relationship in optical networks can involve exchange

of information that can reveal the network architecture of the competing peers, and

Figure 1. Network model and components of provider networks
interconnected through a wavelength routing network

thus affecting the competitive advantage of the participating entities. If end-to-end
light path provisioning is to be achieved, service providers need to exchange some
information in the interconnecting network interfaces, which is beyond the network
reachability information that is carried today.

Figure 1 shows network model and components. We focus on the relationship
between provider A and provider B, and in particular on the cooperation between
the edge routers that interconnect the networks of the providers. Figure1 shows a
situation in which the networks are connected by a point-to-point optical link. Our
proposed method, however, is not limited to this simple topology and we consider
also more general network topologies.

Note, that if two IP clients are connected through two optical domains (as
shown in Figure 1) the conventional IP adjacency for IP layer operations as well as
adjacencies for circuit switched operations have to be maintained.

The optical control plane has been proposed in the GMPLS architecture [3].
Protocols and functions of an optical control plane are illustrated in Figure 2. The
optical network control plane is divided in routing protocols and signaling
protocols. Routing protocols are used for topology and resource discovery and

Figure 2. Protocols and functions of an optical control plane
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dissemination while signaling protocols are used for connection provisioning,
maintenance and termination.

Topology and resource discovery and dissemination can be done both within
domain and between domains. Protocols that achieve that within a domain have
been proposed [4, 5] and are now going through a maturing phase. They have been
presented in a form of extensions to existing protocols such as Open shortest path
first (OSPF) and Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS). These
extended protocols have already been implemented in a number of routing engines.
However, so far there is no protocol implementation that provides the same
functionality for inter-domain operations.

3. ROLE OF INTER-DOMAIN ROUTING PROTOCOLS

To support devices that switch in time, wavelength and fiber, MPLS was
extended with protocols that advertise the availability of these resources in order to
allow the establishment of a label switched end-to-end path. OSPF and IS-IS have
been extended to advertise, within a domain, the availability of optical resources in
the network (e.g. generalized representation of various link types, bandwidth on
wavelengths, link protection type, fiber identifiers). Once that information is
known signaling protocols such as RSVP[6] and LDP[7] have been extended for
traffic engineering purposes that allow a label-switched path (LSP) to be explicitly
specified across the optical core. Figure 3 shows a constraint-based routing flow.

BGP is a path vector protocol, which in the current implementation doesn’t
include mechanisms to deliver the topology and link status information that is
important in computing optical routes. However, BGP could be potentially used to
support some or all the services provided by intra-domain routing protocols in
order to enable a proper operation of signaling protocols.

Figure 3. Constraint-based routing
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4. OPERATORS’ PERSPECTIVE

In order to offer similar services as provided today by intra-domain traffic
engineering protocols, BGP has to be modified to carry all the database containing
link and resources information that is created by these intra-domain routing
protocols. In addition it has to support the LSP setup process that is accomplished
through GMPLS signaling.

BGP, after receiving information, would have to digest it in the internal
network in order to allow internal routers to create a database that reflects the
global network encompassing different network operators.

Exporting the link state information from one domain to another domain would
consume a lot of resources during the initial flooding process and after a change of
the network topology or availability resources. Announcing all this information
would make the networks not to scale, because the abstraction used today between
domains (i.e., only announce reachable networks and not the full topology) is what
makes Internet to be able to scale to its current size. Additionally it would enable
the peering entities to gain a detailed view of how the other network is
implemented that would require applying expensive routers in order to handle huge
amount of information. Getting access to this kind of information would enable
one entity to gain competitive advantage by being able to engineer his network to
offer superior quality of service guarantees.

The above reasons make it unlikely that network providers will be willing to
share the entire view of their network to a competing entity, because it does not
scale, it is costly and is not attractive from a business point of view. However, the
traffic engineering characteristics of GMPLS and its ability to use one forwarding
mechanism for multiple applications makes it an attractive technology that could
enable providers that are connected at several points to achieve for instance load
balancing in the inter connection links and to design services that are based on
differentiated QoS parameters.

Therefore, BGP/GMPLS should be used to allow the peering entities to create
an abstracted view of the network and share only a few abstract links or paths in
the network that would provide to the peering entities some degree of choice to
reach destinations inside or outside that network. Thus, we propose a way to
achieve the abstracted topology and how BGP could carry that information.

As mentioned, there are strong reasons why all learned information should not
be exported to BGP. Therefore we suggest that a carrier or network provider
should create abstract aggregations of virtual domains inside his networks to be
advertised to peering Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) speakers in order to allow
them to have some traffic engineering capabilities. This concept is also raised in
[8] and is illustrated in Figure 4 where two providers own a mesh network with
links characterized by their resources and capacities.

There are many possible paths to go from say R1 to R6. These possible paths
are discovered inside the domain of the providers through the use of any extended
Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). Thus the border routers, e.g. R7 and R6, contain a
traffic engineering database describing their view of the network within provider
A. Our suggestion is that BGP should, for instance, advertise only two paths to the
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peers. For instance R7 located in provider A could advertise to R8 and R9 located
in provider B that R1 can be reached through the path R7-R2-R1. In the same way
R6 located in provider A would advertise to R9 located in provider B that R1 can
be reached through the path R6-R3-R4-R1. Note that there are more possible paths
to go from R6 to R1, for instance, R1 could be reached by the route R6-R5-R4-R1.
However, the explicit paths are not exported to the peer, only the knowledge about
the existence of two paths, the associated properties and also how to name them
should be communicated. In this way some degree of diversity or choice can be
offered to the peer provider while maintaining some abstraction within the network
domain, enabling the providers to hide the details about their network that they feel
would impact their competitive advantage.

Figure 4. An example of abstraction that border routers could provide to
each other

5. MECHANISM FOR CREATION OF ABSTRACTED
PATHS

In order to create the abstracted network topology with only few possible paths
between the edge nodes we suggest introducing the following constraints:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Node diversity
Minimum bandwidth available within the paths
Degree of protection
Shortest paths

As a result the edge nodes could be asked for instance to compute a shortest
path that is node diverse and has a minimum of 10Mbps with links along the path
protected by a dedicated protection.

The idea is that the resulting paths are the ones that could be advertised to other
EGB speakers in the border routers. This result could be tightened to a quality of
service that might be requested by a peer provider. Assume for instance that client
A and B in Figure 4 is one company located in two geographically separated areas.
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In location A client A is connected through Provider A and in location B client B is
connected through provider B. Providers A and B have to agree on the end-to-end
QoS they want to provide to their respective customers. Thus the two providers
should decide to advertise to each other paths selected along the constraints that
enable them to guarantee the required QoS.

The advantage of this method is that creating the abstracted network topology
inside a domain is based on IGP and signaling protocols such as RSVP-TE. As a
result the constructed paths are just like any other LSPs and can be treated like any
LSPs that have satisfied certain computation criteria.

This procedure can be extended for interconnection of multiple domains.
Assume two domains are connected through a third domain as shown in Figure 5.
Provider B can advertise to Provider A and C only a limited set of paths to reach
both domains. In this scenario we abstract a domain as if it was a node, one can
decide to advertise either all possible paths connecting domains A and C or only
the constrained paths.

Figure 5. Interconnection between three providers

In this latter case BGP needs to be modified in order to carry only the
abstracted information to the peer, which is the main advantage of our proposal.

6.             CONCLUSIONS

Routing and signaling protocols play an important role in optical networks. We
have proposed that Interior gateway protocols can be extended in order to advertise
not only link state information that is basically used to provide reachability
information but also to convey resource information that is required for traffic
engineering. In this way Routing and Signaling protocols can be extended to
support packet switching devices as well as time, wavelength and spatial switching
devices.

In order to allow for traffic engineering to be done on end-to-end basis across
multiple domains link state information as well as traffic engineering (TE)
information between domains needs to be exchanged. This should be done through
an Exterior Gateway Protocol such as BGP.
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Exporting the entire network map with all TE parameters is not reasonable due

to business, operational, capacity and scalability purposes. Therefore we propose a
method to obtain an abstraction of the network topology. In this method only a few
optional paths satisfying some acceptable QoS guarantees are provided. These QoS
can be negotiated between peering entities and used to create the visible LSPs.
The paths can be computed using constraints such as diversity, bandwidth and
protection.

A similar thinking can be applied for links inside a domain as well as for links
connecting domains. In this case a domain is seen as if it was a node with several
interfaces that are connected to other domains.

We also propose that once the abstracted set of paths have been obtained and
announced to the peers, a streamed down mechanism can be applied in the similar
way as presented in [1].

Finally, we believe that the proposed mechanism is promising and we are going
to evaluate its performance by OPNET simulations as well as by experiments made
on our testbed.
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Abstract: An optical access network transceiver based on a reflective semiconductor
optical amplifier (RSOA) operating as modulator and photodetector is
demonstrated. The system shows proper operation at 1.25 Gbit/s to 30 km
reach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-to-the-Home technology is one of the main research objectives in the
“Broadband for all” concept that encourages the development of optical access
infrastructure [1]. In order to fulfill this concept, cost effective solutions must be
developed to be able to offer broadband connections to end users at a reasonable
cost. A key element in access networks is the Optical Network Unit (ONU) of the
Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). This has a direct impact on the cost per
customer and in general on the overall cost of the access network. Therefore,
simple ONUs needs to be designed. Also, a desirable characteristic of the outside
plant of an access network is the use of one single fiber for both upstream and
downstream transmission to reduce network size and connection complexity [2].
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Some ONU designs that avoid the local generation of light have been lately

demonstrated that fulfill the above simplicity criteria. The laser and its stabilization
electronics are avoided, and being all ONUs equal while maintaining the necessary
transparency for the WDM operation of the network. This is accomplished by
using different modulating formats for upstream and downlink transmission or
some amplitude signal regeneration, and advanced devices: Phase-Shift
Keying/Intensity Modulation [3], Electro-Absortion Transceiver for signal
remodulation [4], polarization rotation remodulator [5] and IM remodulation using
semiconductor optical amplifiers [6].

We here demonstrate the use of a Reflective Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
(RSOA) as a potential candidate for an electro-optic transceiver at the ONU,
operating in burst mode. The advantages of this device are inherent optical
amplification of the incoming signal and the use of a single fiber in the outside
plant. Incoming light can be modulated by the RSOA injection current carrying the
upstream user data [7]. The RSOA can also act as a photodetector by sensing the
voltage variation of the electrode [8]. In this paper we integrate both
functionalities, detection and modulation, in a FTTH network with single fiber
access.

Figure 1. Schematic of the FTTH Network

2. SYSTEM SCHEME

Figure 1 depicts the network topology and the design of the proposed Optical
Layer Termination (OLT) and ONU. A Grating-assisted codirectional Coupler with
rear Sampled Reflector (GCSR) is used at the OLT as a light source. Downstream
data is modulated up to 1.25 Gbit/s using a modulator, and sent through an
optical circulator that will play its role when receiving upstream data. A 1x8 AWG
routes optical signals depending on input wavelength to the desired ONU. The
ONU is built just by one RSOA, which acts as modulator and photodetector.
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Electrically, an interface circuit for the RSOA has been designed to separate the
received downstream signal and the ONU upstream data, combining a low noise
preamplifier and a laser driver both connected at the current electrode. Two
electrical switches are used to activate receive or transmit mode, and avoid the
saturation of the preamplifier.

Figure 2. Downlink Burst

Downstream data and upstream carrier are sent from the OLT time multiplexed
in a single burst. The first burst section is downstream data and then, after a guard
band, optical carrier is sent for upstream modulation purposes. Once upstream data
is modulated it is sent back to the OLT; there, the optical circulator routes the
incoming signal to the detection branch and isolates the laser source. The data
source and receiver are synchronized in burst mode to the corresponding packet
period.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The setup that has been implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of the
transmission is very similar to the proposed network topology.

Regarding the RSOA optical specifications, the device has chip length of
reflective facet with 90% refection and front facet reflecting less than

0.1%. RSOA optical gain has been adjusted to 10 dB injecting 65mA of current.
This is the current that has been used during testing because offered enough gain,
modulation efficiency, detection sensitivity and enough tolerance against
reflections.

Tests have been performed using two separate fibers for upstream and
downstream and one single fiber for both directions. Also, detection and
modulation tests have been performed.
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Figure 3. RSOA acting as modulator (Uplink)

Figure 3 presents the results obtained using the RSOA as a modulator. The -25
dBm sensitivity (at a BER of obtained for two different fibers are almost
identical in both back-to-back and using 30 km SMF. The reason is that fiber
dispersion is negligible at 1.25 Gbit/s. When the system becomes bidirectional, that
is to say, in a single fiber scenario, a 5 dB degradation of sensitivity has been
observed. And also there is a 2 dB of penalty when SMF fiber is introduced, due to
the rayleigh backscattering effect which is one of the most important signal
perturbations when transmitting using a single fiber on both directions [9]. With
reference to the difference in sensitivity when using one or two fibers, it can be
deduced that it is caused by reflections in connectors because of isolation between
the circulator ports is not perfect despite APC connectors have been used to
minimize reflections.

RSOA detection capabilities have been tested by modulating a 1.25 Gbit/s data
signal using a modulator and a GCSR laser source located at the OLT. We
observe that the RSOA needs a higher optical power (about -19 dBm) to be able to
produce the detectable variation of voltage. This is because of the certain level of
saturation or carrier density reduction in marks. The results that have been obtained
in both modulation and detection mode are summarized in Figure 4.

It can be seen that downstream signal is not severely degraded when
transmitting using a single fiber along 30 km, though a 2 dB penalty in sensitivity
was measured when the RSOA was working as modulator, in the uplink. The
explanation to this difference is that upstream carrier is sent from the OLT and
needs to be transmitted twice along the fiber, being more affected by rayleigh
scattering than the downstream signal, which just travels in one direction along the
fiber; also, the upstream optical power is lower than the downstream, producing a
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lower interference.
We have also tested several optical carriers and have found that when using

wide spectrum light sources, rayleigh scattering is less critical than with narrower
sources, confirming that backscattering interference is a coherent process.

Figure 4. Downlink / Uplink BER comparison

Figure 5. RSOA detection/modulation output eye diagrams: (a) detection (downlink) back-
to-back, (b)detection 30 km SMF, (c) modulation (uplink) back-to-back, (d)modulation 30

km SMF.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A RSOA as Optical Network Unit has been presented as a potential cost

effective solution for a FTTH passive optical platform with full-duplex operation
along single fiber outside plant.

Modulation and photo detection tests have been implemented in order to
demonstrate that this architecture is feasible. Results show that bidirectional

communication using one single fiber is possible but rayleigh scattering
interference and RSOA sensibility limitations.
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Abstract: We propose novel optical label recognition based on additional pre-spread cod-
ing. This method can realize both high recognition power in label recognition
and data transmission efficiency in network paths. We present the optical imple-
mentation of this method and show the recognition power by simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the next-generation photonic networks based on a packet switch, optical
label recognition is a key technology to route optical packets according to label
without any electronic bottlenecks. Since an optical correlation system can
recognize temporal optical codes only by passive optical devices without a
complex synchronization, it is considered to be a powerful solution for optical
label recognition [1-4]. In an optical label recognition system based on optical
correlation, the recognition can be accomplished by comparing the maximum
intensity of correlation signals between optical codes and a matched filter. To
improve its recognition power, it is desirable that the maximum intensity ratio
(SNR : signal to noise ratio) of correlation signals of the target optical code
to non-target ones is high. Since the bit-pattern of long-bit spread codes are
generally much different from each other, spread codes, such as M-sequences
or Gold codes, are used as optical codes to raise the SNR [2,4]. However, since
long-bit spread codes occupy large part of packets, data transmission efficiency
becomes much low in network paths.

In the network, it is said that the number of labels of is required [2].
Generally, the bit length of optical codes is 14-bits enough to represent labels
of However, 256-bits or more are necessary for spread codes to represent
labels of [4]. From the viewpoint of data transmission efficiency, it is
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desirable that the bit length of transmitted optical codes is as short as possible
in network paths. Here, if transmitted short-bit optical codes can be expanded
into long-bit spread codes just before label recognition in network nodes, both
high SNR and high data transmission efficiency can be realized. In this paper,
we propose optical label recognition based on additional pre-spread coding.

2. OPTICAL LABEL RECOGNITION USING
ADDITIONAL PRE-SPREAD CODING SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed optical label recog-
nition based on additional pre-spread coding. In network paths, short-bit op-
tical codes are used to achieve high data transmission efficiency. In network
nodes, these short-bit optical codes are expanded into long-bit spread codes
by an additional pre-spread coding system. After the additional pre-spread
coding, since the obtained long-bit spread codes are much different from each
other, high SNR can be achieved in the label recognition based on optical cor-
relation.

Figure 1. Optical label recognition using additional pre-spread coding.

Here, we adopt Gold codes as one of spread codes to realize the proposed
additional pre-spread coding system. The generating procedure of Gold codes
is shown in Fig. 2. First, M-sequence 1 is generated from an input short-bit
optical code. M-sequence 2 is an arbitrary M-sequence, which is prepared in
advance. Secondly, a Gold code is generated by executing EXOR operation
between M-sequence 1 and 2. Here, a set of M-sequences can be generated
from the initial bit-pattern of M-sequence 1 by shifting it with different amount
depending on each input short-bit optical code. By executing EXOR operation
between this set of M-sequences (for example M1-001, M1-010, and so on) and
M-sequence 2, we can obtain a set of Gold codes from different input short-bit
optical codes. Here, there is a feature that M-sequence of a short-bit optical
code can be generated by executing EXOR operation between M-sequences
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generated from each bit of the optical code. For example, M-sequence of [011]
can be obtained by executing EXOR operation between that of [001] and [010].
Thus, we have only to construct an optical setup which generates M-sequence
from each bit and executes EXOR operation for spread coding.

Figure 2. Generation procedure of Gold code.

The optical setup of spread coding system is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As
shown in Fig. 3a, an arbitrary M-sequence can be generated from one bit
by adequately setting fiber delay lines in the M-sequence generator. In case
of several bits amplitude shift keying (ASK) optical codes, M-sequences are
generated from each bit by this generator. (Fig. 3b.) The summation of
these M-sequences is output as the M-sequence 1 of several bits optical codes.
Moreover, the M-sequence 1 is added to M-sequence 2 generated from one
clock signal. Instead of directly executing EXOR operation between these
M-sequences, we achieve equivalent processing to EXOR by using this sum-
mation and the intensity conversion. As shown in Fig. 4a, to realize equivalent
processing to EXOR, the intensity of optical pulses is converted into 0 or 1 at
the even or odd intensity level respectively. The intensity conversion is imple-
mented using optical multilevel thresholding [5]. In the high nonlinear fiber
(HNLF), self-frequency shifting generates, and the center frequency of optical
pulses is shifted depending on the intensity. (Fig. 4b.) As a result, each optical
pulse can be separated by arrayed waveguide grating (AWG). (Fig. 4c.) The
intensity level of each optical pulse is adjusted to 0 or 1 by appropriate filters.
Consequently, ASK Gold codes can be generated by this setup. This method
can also obtain binary phase shift keying (BPSK) Gold codes by converting
the intensity level of each pulse into 1 and modulating the phase to 0 or with
phase shifters.
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Figure 3. Front part of optical setup of spread coding system. (a) M-sequence generator.(b)
Gold code generator.

Figure 4. Rear part of optical setup of spread coding system. (a) EXOR operation and
summation of light intensity. (b) Self-frequency shift in the HNLF. (c) EXOR operation using
intensity conversion.

3. SIMULATION OF LABEL RECOGNITION USING
SPREAD CODING

We calculate correlation signals of 16 different types of 127-bits BPSKGold
codes generated from 4-bits ASK optical codes. The Gold code generated from
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[1010] is set as the target Gold code. Figure 5 shows the maximum intensity
of correlation signals of Gold codes with a matched filter. We can successfully
obtain considerably high minimum SNR 15.2 : 1 compared with SNR 8.0 : 1
in the previous work [4].

Figure 5. The maximum intensity of correlation signals of 127-bits Gold codes.

4. CONCLUSION
We proposed optical label recognition based on additional pre-spread cod-

ing, which can realize both high SNR and data transmission efficiency. From
a calculation result, it is confirmed that high SNR can be realized using Gold
codes generated by additional pre-spread coding.
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Abstract: This paper considers the performance of fixed and incremental feedback
buffers in an optical switch, and compares this with the performance of a
feedback buffer configuration implementing switchable delay lines. It is
shown that for a medium sized switch the switchable delay line
implementation outperforms the other configurations, although for a large
switch, the incremental structure has the best performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Contention resolution in optical packet switches is implemented using fibre
delay lines (FDLs) in either a travelling or a feedback (also called recirculating)
configuration[1]. Travelling buffers are either input or output buffers, and have
limited performance with respect to the packet loss ratio because of the huge
amount of fibre required for sufficient buffering of bursty traffic. Feedback buffers
have the advantage that the FDLs are reused thus decreasing the total amount of
fibre required to achieve an acceptable packet loss ratio. There are however various
disadvantages: the optical signal must be amplified on each recirculation resulting
in an increase in amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise from the optical
amplifiers; and the buffered signal has to traverse the switch fabric on each
recirculation resulting in crosstalk and optical loss[2].

There are 2 factors supporting the implementation of feedback buffers in optical
switches. The first is the improved performance of switch technology, for example
decreased crosstalk and optical loss in all-optical switch technology[3]. The second
is the self-similar nature of Internet traffic resulting in a situation where it is almost
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impossible to buffer traffic satisfactorily, even when using feedback buffers with a
lot of fibre[4].

This paper compares feedback buffering (Figure 1) with 3 configurations: fixed,
incremental, and using switchable delay lines (SDLs).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a non-blocking switch with a feedback buffer.
There are B FDLs and can be implemented in one of three configurations: 1. fixed, 2.

incremental, 3. SDLs

2. TRAFFIC MODEL

Traditionally, short-range dependent models are used to model traffic, but real
traffic displays burstiness on a wide range of time scales. Large-scale correlation
refers to correlations that last across large time scales. Long-range dependence
refers to values at any instant being positively correlated with values at all future
instants. These characteristics result in Internet traffic being described as
selfsimilar. Self-similarity is usually defined in statistical or qualitative terms,
loosely including anything that “looks like itself” when magnified.

In this paper, three traffic models are used: Bernoulli traffic is the simplest
traffic pattern; geometrically distributed ON and OFF periods are used to model
bursty traffic; and a Pareto distribution is used to simulate self-similar traffic. To
simulate a heavy-tailed distribution, a Pareto distribution can be used to produce
“pseudo-self-similar” arrival processes[5]. This traffic has large-scale correlations
but the traffic is not actually long-range dependent. When using a self-similar
model to describe long-range dependence, only a single parameter is required: self-
similarity is characterised by the Hurst parameter, H, which relates linearly to the
shape parameter, of the heavy-tailed file size distribution in the application
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layer. 0.5<H<1.0, and as H approaches 1, both selfsimilarity and long-range
dependence increases. 0<a<2, and if a<2 then the distribution has infinite variance,
and if then the distribution has infinite mean. According to [6] a typical value
for a is 1.2.

3. BUFFER STRATEGIES

3.1 Fixed Length Feedback Lines

F is the number of input and output fibres and B is the number of feedback
fibres. The simplest feedback approach is to consider B equal length FDLs
connecting output and input ports of the switch. We assume delays of one time slot
for this configuration.

The effect of the buffering depends strongly on the kind of traffic used.
Simulations show that for Bernoulli traffic the improvement achieved by adding an
extra feedback fibre is very important, but the improvement is not so considerable
for the other traffic models.

3.2 Incremental Length Delay Lines

In this configuration the delays are distributed from 1 to B time slots. Here, a
scheduling strategy is required to decide to which feedback fibre contending
packets should be delivered. The three strategies simulated, based on [7], are as
follows:

minDelay – the delay of the packets is minimised by sending bursts through
the minimum delay fibre available.
noOvr – reservation of resources is done in advance so that when a new
burst arrives at the switch its destination, route and the resources used are
calculated in advance.
avoidOvr – this is similar to noOvr except that if no buffer is found the
packet/burst is not dropped, it is sent to the minimum delay line available.

1.

2.

3.

3.3 Buffering with Switchable Delay Lines

The switchable delay line structure is shown in Figure 2. This structure can
switch the length of a fibre and get delays ranging from 0 to 7T. T depends on the
length of the delay loops.

The following three scheduling strategies were used:
useBusy – using the minimum possible delay, first try to use a busy
(already configured) SDL, and then an idle SDL. If there is no available
minimum delay, the packet/burst is dropped.

1.
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minBusy – using the minimum possible delay, first try to use an idle SDL
configuring it with that delay and if not possible, use a busy SDL. If this is
not possible, the packet/burst is sent through a minimum delay available
SDL.
minIdle – similar to useBusy, but if the required minimum delay is not
found, then the packet/burst is sent through a minimum delay available
SDL.

2.

3.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a switchable delay line.

4. RESULTS

Event-driven simulation based on slotted operation was used. Both Bernoulli
and self-similar traffic models are used. A Bernoulli traffic model can be used to
simplify configurations where relative results are required.

A burst is a sequence of one or more packets sent in consecutive time slots from
the source and all with the same destination. Two different approaches were used
for modelling bursts:

Packet trains: The sequence of packets cannot be segmented and all the
packets that compose the burst follow the same route as the first one[8].
Packet wagons: Packets that compose the burst are considered
independently[9].

1.

2.

The influence of the following factors are shown in Figures 3–8:
Traffic type and load
Number of feedback fibres
Fixed versus incremental FDLs
Buffering strategies
Switch size – Medium: F = 4, W = 8; Large: F = 8, W = 32

Note that for the incremental delay structures the strategy avoidOvr is an
upgraded version of noOvr and always behaves better, so to improve readability of
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figures noOvr is not plotted.

Figure 3 shows the performance with Bernoulli traffic. B=0 means no feedback
is used and it is plotted as a reference curve. Differences with 1 feedback fibre are
insignificant, but with 2 fibres the incremental strategy avoidOvr has the best
results.

Figure 3. Performance of a medium sized switch simulated with Bernoulli traffic. F=4,
W=8.

Figure 4 shows the same configurations with self-similar traffic and using packet
trains. For B=1 results for fixed feedback and SDL are almost the same. For B=2
the best algorithm is minBusy using SDL and the difference is bigger as the traffic
load is smaller.

Figure 4. Performance of a medium sized switch simulated with self-similar trains. F=4,
W=8.
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Figure 5 compares self-similar performance assuming wagons. For B=1 results
are almost identical and the best configuration for B=2 is minBusy using SDL.

Figure 5. Performance of a medium sized switch simulated with self-similar wagons. F=4,
W=8.

Figure 6 shows the performance of a large switch with F=8 and W=32 using
Bernoulli traffic. For B=1 the fixed feedback structure behaves slightly better than
the one based on SDL. For B=2 the difference is more notable and the best
algorithm is avoidOvr, except for loads very near to 1, where the fixed delay
structure is preferred. Figure 7 shows similar results for self-similar traffic.

Figure 6. Performance of a large switch simulated with Bernoulli traffic. F=8, W=32.
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Figure 7. Performance of large switch simulated with self-similar wagons. F=8, W=32.

Figure 8 shows that the incremental delay configuration also outperforms the
others when self-similar traffic trains are simulated.

Figure 8. Performance of large switch simulated with self-similar trains. F=8, W=32.

5. CONCLUSION

Three different feedback buffer architectures have been examined:
Fixed delay feedback, which needs a very simple control for the switch
fabric.
Incremental delay feedback, that by just using more fibre allows for
improvement of the performance.

1.

2.
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Switchable delay lines, dynamic devices that allow a finer control over the
routing process.

3.

… Two main scenarios were simulated: a medium and a large switch. The results
obtained show that for the medium sized switch and self-similar traffic, the switch
with SDL feedback and using the minBusy strategy obtains better performance,
especially for low loads. For the large switch the results show that incremental
structures behave better than those based on SDL. The reason for this is that the
SDL is not a very dynamic system; it switches the whole fibre and not each single
wavelength and thus all packets that come into the SDL at the same time slot will
be assigned the same delay. Therefore the bigger W is, the less dynamic the SDL
will be and then the worse its performance will be.
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Abstract: We demonstrated a wavelength conversion experiment from 160Gb/s:OTDM
signal to               :WDM signals with multicasting function by using
four-wave mixing in a highly-nonlinear fiber. This technique was based on
the OTDM/WDM convener using FWM and the multicasting function is
easily available by aligning mutual timing of WDM clock pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-channel OTDM de-multiplexers are indispensable for a practical
implementation of OTDM networks. The multi-channel de-multiplexers can be
classified two categories. One is a combination of several optical gate switches and
splitters, which needs a lot of components [1-2]. Another type utilizes a parametric
process between OTDM signal and multi-color clock pulses by using single
nonlinear medium. This type can be also considered as OTDM/WDM converter.
Several investigations about such converter have been reported [3-5]. We
demonstrated 160/4x40Gb/s:OTDM/WDM converter by using four-wave mixing
(FWM) in response to the increase of channel rate up to 40Gb/s, either [6].

By the way, considering a border node between OTDM network and WDM
network, conventional OTDM/WDM gateway offers an aggregation function of
peer to peer data links. For example, a communication channel assigned to one of
tributary channel within OTDM signal is assigned to a specific wavelength path
uniquely, and only one WDM port can receive a specific tributary channels. On the
other hand, multicasting function of node can deliver same information to several
wavelength paths, simultaneously. In this report, we demonstrated the
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160/40Gb/s:OTDM/WDM converter with WDM-multicasting function, for the first
time. It is able to supply higher functionality to OTDM/WDM gateway.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Basic concept

Figure 1. Proposed OTDM/WDM converter

(a) OTDM/WDM converter, full-DEMUX

(b) OTDM/WDM converter, multicasting
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Figure 1 shows the principle of proposed OTDM/WDM converter. A 160Gb/s
OTDM signal acts as pump light of FWM. 40GHz clock pulses on four
wavelengths were wavelength-converted to four 40Gb/s data on different
wavelength-channels as a result of FWM in highly-nonlinear fiber (HNLF). If four
clock pulses are overlapped on each tributary channels of 160Gb/s:OTDM signal
one-on-one, it can be said as full de-multiplexing or OTDM/WDM full-conversion
(Fig. 1(a)). However, if some of clock pulses have same timing, the corresponding
wavelength-channels share same information simultaneously (Fig. 1(b)). This
multicasting configuration is easily changed simply by moving the clock pulse
timing. That is to say, a wavelength channel can request to connect with a specific
tributary channel ignoring the other wavelengths channels. This flexibility can be
realized by using individual clock pulses in contrast with the configuration using
single chirped pulse [3].

A pulse width of clock pulses have to be less than OTDM time slot
(6.25ps@160Gb/s) to suppress an interchannel crosstalk come from neighbouring
tributary channels, hence FWM between clock pulses on same time slot can
interfere each other. Incidentally, the FWM interference between clock pulses was
negligible for the full de-multiplexing condition (Fig. 1(a)) in previous experiment
[6] because the each clock pulses on four wavelengths occupied time slots
exclusively. Reducing the peak power of clock pulses is important issue to
overcome the crosstalk. We demonstrated the worst case in following experiment.
That is, all the clock pulses located at same time slot and one of tributary channel
was distributed to four wavelengths. This condition can also be considered as
broadcasting. Any channel number of multicasting, e.g. Fig. 1(b), can be easily
obtained from following results and our previous work [6].

2.2 Setup and results

Figure 2 shows an experimental setup. A mode-locked laser diode (MLLD)
oscillating at 10GHz was launched into 2km of dispersion-flattened fibre (DFF) to
generate SC light. The pulse width and the center wavelength were 1.5ps and
1568nm, respectively. The average injected power was 20mW (estimated as 1.3W
of peak power). Half of the SC light was quadrupled to generate 40GHz pulses
using a PLC circuit and spectrum-slicing four wavelength channels at 1552.524 ~
1557.363nm using a 200GHz spaced arrayed-waveguide-grating (AWG-1). The
pass band of this AWG was 0.88nm of Gaussian (FWHM). As a result of
spectrum-slicing, the pulse width in every channel was 4.3ps with Gaussian fitting.
These four lights were adjusted each timing and polarization as same. Another part
of the SC light was filtered at 1546.12nm, modulated by 10Gb/s PRBS: data,
and multiplexed up to 160Gb/s using a PLC multiplexer that had 200ps offset
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delays in each multiplexing segment to de-correlate the tributary channels. The
bandwidth of this 160Gb/s light was adjusted by following cascaded 3nm band-
pass filters (BPFs) resulting in a pulse width of 2.8ps. The residual chirp was
compensated by the single-mode fibre (SMF).

Figure 2. Experimental setup

The 160Gb/s light and four 40GHz lights were coupled and launched into
400m of HNLF to cause FWM. The nonlinear coefficient was the
zero-dispersion wavelength was 1546.05nm, and the dispersion and dispersion
slope at 1550nm were 0.209ps/nm/km and respectively. The
average power of 160Gb/s and 4x40GHz signals was +20 and +10dBm,
respectively. The 4x40Gb/s idler signals generated at 1535.036 ~1539.766nm were
filtered and spectrum-sliced using a 200GHz spaced AWG-2 (designated ).
To eliminate WDM-interchannel crosstalk, a 0.6nm BPF was applied. We
evaluated the bit error quality at a 10Gb/s BERT set, hence we had to de-multiplex
each 40Gb/s signal to 10Gb/s using an electro-absorption (EA) modulator after
OTDM/WDM conversion.

Figure 3. Spectral allocation

Center: 160Gb/s OTDM signal, Right: 4 x 40GHz clock, Left: converted data
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Figure 3 shows the spectral allocation. The center peak was 160Gb/s:OTDM

signal. In spite that the injected 160Gb/s signal into HNLF had restricted
bandwidth due to the cascaded BPFs, the output 160Gb/s spectrum broadened
because of intraband FWM. Four 40GHz clock pulses were located at longer
wavelength than 160Gb/s signal, and the converted 40Gb/s signals were located at
shorter wavelength. The magnified spectra are shown in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively.
In Fig.4 (a), the spectra of input clock pulses on four wavelengths are shown in two
different colors to distinguish the neighbouring spectra. Fig.4 (b) shows the FWM
components occurred when clock pulses were injected into HNLF without
160Gb/s:OTDM signal. The spectral peak of FWM components caused by clock
pulses were -30dB lower than the clocks itself due to the wider pulse width and
lower average power than 160Gb/s pumping light.

Figure 4. Spectra of clock pulses

(a) Input into HNLF

(b) Output from HNLF clock without 160Gb/s signal

Figure 5 shows spectra and waveforms of the convened signals.
The solid lines on spectra represented the location of 0.6nm BPF for every
wavelength channels to eliminate the WDM interchannel crosstalk. The 40Gb/s
waveforms were observed by optical sampling system. In spite of several causes of
crosstalk, the eye opening was very clear. The variation of the pulse peak
decreased when the timing of clock pulses were different (full de-multiplexing
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configuration), hence it must be caused by FWM interference between clock pulses.
The clarification of this phenomenon is future issue.

Figure 5. Spectra and waveforms of converted        x 40Gb/s  data

Figure 6. Measured bit error rates for the worst case

Finally, we measured bit error rates (BERs) at 10Gb/s as shown in Figure 6.
We achieved the BER < for every channel, and the worst cases of each
wavelength channels and the 10Gb/s baseline were represented. The maximum
MUX/DEMUX penalty was -5.8dB.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

We successfully demonstrated the 40Gb/s WDM-multicasting from
160Gb/s:OTDM signal by using similar configuration with OTDM/WDM
converter. The FWM interference between clock pulses surely affect the converted
waveforms, however, the bit error rate were below for every channel. In this
experiment, we showed four wavelengths multicasting (broadcasting), and we have
already shown the OTDM/WDM full-conversion [6]. Therefore, any combination
of channel selection as like Figure 1(b) could be easily realized.
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Abstract: Using Four Wave Mixing in SOAs, we produce six simultaneous optical
copies of an input NRZ data signal, all signals are compliant with a 200 GHz
channel grid.

Index   Terms: Multicasting, Nonlinear Optics, Semiconductor Optical Amplifier,
Wavelength Conversion.

INTRODUCTION1.

Future transparent all-optical networks may take serious advantage by the
introduction of the optical multicast functionality [1]. Multicast is a well-known
feature of IP protocol, used when one source sends the same information to several
different destinations (note: multicast is similar to broadcast, the two
corresponding to one-to-many and to one-to-all situations, respectively). Currently,
multicast is implemented in IP digital routers, but the effectiveness of the all-
optical network will further increase when actual optical multicast will be
performed in the optical nodes.

At first, optical multicast will be required for circuit-switched data at fixed
wavelength: in that case it could be easily implemented by means of power
splitters. However the natural evolution will soon ask for the optical WDM
multicast, i.e. multicast to different wavelengths.
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WDM multicast could be achieved by means of a 1:N power splitter and N-1

wavelength converters, but clearly we would prefer a single device providing the
N-1 wavelength converted copies simultaneously. A common demultiplexer can
then be used for routing the channels on a wavelength basis.

Although wavelength conversion has been largely investigated in the past,
there are very few results on optical multicast demonstrations. To the best of our
knowledge, actual WDM multicast was demonstrated in [2], using a nonlinear
SOA-based interferometer, in [3], using injection locking of a Fabry-Perot laser, in
[4], using Cross Phase Modulation in a Dispersion Shifted Fiber (DSF) and,
finally, in [5], with an electro-absorption modulator.

Here, we introduce a new technique for multicasting an input signal by
exploiting multipump Four Wave Mixing (FWM) in a Semiconductor Optical
Amplifiers (SOA).

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE

Our scheme is a modified version of a FWM configuration that was proposed
in [6] in order to obtain a flat wavelength conversion efficiency in SOAs. The
scheme of this configuration is depicted in Fig. 1. A first pump (P1) has the same
State Of polarization (SOP) as the incoming signal, while the other two (P2 and
P3) have orthogonal SOP. Thanks to the orthogonal SOP scheme no efficient
FWM contribution arises due to mixing of the pumps, as indeed modulation of gain
and refraction index in the semiconductor medium is practically only due to the
beating between S and P1. This modulation affects P2 and P3 and leads to the
generation of two copolarized sidebands for both pumps, thus producing Ch. 1, 2, 5
and 6, respectively. Moreover, the usual FWM process produces the channel 3
signal.

Fig.1: Scheme of the interacting signals in the SOA and their SOPs. P1, P2 and P3 are the
CW pumps. Ch.4 is the input signal S.
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In this experimental demonstration, we produce six copies of an input 10 Gbit/s
Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) signal S.

Our setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. The signal S, at is generated
by modulating a CW laser at by means of a Mach-Zehnder intensity
modulator driven by a long PRBS sequence at 9.95328 Gbit/s (STM-64). The
signal passes then in the multicast device where it is coupled together with the
three local pumps. The orthogonal SOP between the pumps is accomplished by
means of Polarization Controllers (PCs) and a Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS).
The main experimental parameters are summarized in Table 1, reporting the
wavelengths of the signals and pumps column), together with the input power

column), output power column), Optical Signal to Noise Ratio column)
and the single channel conversion efficiency column) of all the generated
signals.

Fig.2: Experimental setup. PC: Polarization Controller; PBS: Polarization Beam Splitter;
BPF: Band Pass Filter; AWG: Array Wave-guide Grating.

Moreover we outline that, due to the physics of the process [6], when the
wavelength of P2 or P3 is changed, the corresponding couple of multicast signals is
wavelength-shifted by the same amount, without any change in the conversion
efficiency as long as the pumps wavelength lies within the gain curve of the SOA.
This fact allows flexible selection of output wavelengths. When we set the values
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of the pumps as in the Table I, all the six channels comply with an equally spaced
200 GHz frequency (see Fig. 3).

Properly balancing pumps and signal power levels, we optimized conversion
efficiency and OSNR controlling deleterious effects that could arise either from
spurious Cross Gain Modulation (XGM) or from in-band cross-talk due to high-
order FWM products. Obtained optical powers and OSNRs of the various copies
are greater than -22.5 dBm and 23 dB, respectively (Tab. 1).

To check the quality of the multicasted signals we performed BER
measurements on each of them. Every channel is extracted by means of a WDM

Fig.3: Optical spectrum at the SOA output.
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demultiplexer and sent to a common STM-64 SDH receiver. The obtained Bit
Error Rate (BER) curves are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, with respect to the
input signal in back-to-back configuration, all channels exhibit a limited penalty
(less than 2.5 dB for A slight penalty is partially due to degraded
OSNR and, principally, to spurious XGM.

Fig.4: BER curves for the back-to-back configuration and for all the converted signals.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated 1:6 all-optical WDM multicast of a 10 Gb/s NRZ signal. By
exploiting a new scheme for Four Wave Mixing in Semiconductor Optical
Amplifiers, we obtained six copies of an input signal, all compliant with a
200 GHz grid. Although in the present demonstration we used a polarization
controller to match the SOP of the input signal and P1, our scheme can be made
polarization-independent by using a more involved setup (analogous to what
shown in [7] for the wavelength conversion). Finally, we outline that a higher
number of multicast channels could be produced by the same scheme, using
additional copolarized pumps and a SOA device with higher output saturation
power.
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Abstract: The existence of an optimal span length for 40 Gbit/s WDM transmission
systems with hybrid Raman/EDFA amplification is demonstrated. Optimal
lengths are obtained for specific amplifier configurations and different fibre
arrangements based on SSMF/DCF and SLA/IDF implementation, using a
simple nonlinearity management theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent availability of reliable high power laser pumps has made possible
the comeback of distributed Raman amplification (DRA) in DWDM transmission
systems [1-3]. Compared to traditional lumped amplifier schemes, the DRA
improves significantly the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR). The OSNR
margins which are released by the implementation of DRA can be used for
extending the transmission distance and/or decreasing the signal power injected
into the fibre span (thus limiting the impact of nonlinearities). Combined with
dispersion management and Erbium-doped fibre amplification (EDFA), DRA can
be used to better control the signal power evolution inside the amplification spans
and, thus, nonlinear effects along the optical line, effectively performing
“nonlinearity management” [4, 5]. In this case, the properties of the fibre used
(Raman gain, attenuation, effective area, Rayleigh backscattering coefficient) and
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the design of the dispersion map have all to be taken into account when
configuring the amplification scheme.

The performance of a given system depends on the trade-off between the
requirements of a high OSNR and low nonlinear impairments. Amplifier spacing is
a very important design parameter as the amount of noise introduced into the
system depends on the span length. Longer amplifier spans are desirable for
economical system design. However, in general, they lead to faster OSNR
degradation. As we will show in this paper, DRA and a proper nonlinearity
management enable system design with a longer optimal amplifier span without
degradation of the output OSNR. More specifically, by applying the approach
recently developed in [4, 5] we investigate here the impact of the periodic span
length on the optimal configuration of the amplification scheme in 40 Gbit/s WDM
transmission systems.

2. THEORY AND SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Under the assumption that nonlinearities always contribute to the degradation
of the performance of the transmission system, nonlinear phase shift (NPS) can be
considered as a general measure of the nonlinear impairments [4-8]. The optimal
system configuration can then be determined by performing a conditional
minimization of the NPS under a fixed OSNR, or vice versa, a maximization of the
OSNR under a fixed NPS. In this paper we perform numerical modelling using the
average power equations for the Raman pump, signal and noise, in order to find the
optimal parameters (gain split between the amplifiers and span length) that allow
for the minimization of the NPS under a fixed OSNR. This approach ensures that
all important effects, including double Rayleigh backscattering (DRS) noise and
pump depletion, are accounted for [5].

Figure 1. System configurations considered
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We focus here on two basic configurations. In both cases, a two-step dispersion
map with hybrid Raman/EDFA amplification is considered, but the position of the
Raman amplifier is varied. In configuration a), the backward Raman pump is
placed immediately after the section of positive dispersion fibre (fibre 1) and an
EDFA, with a typical noise figure of 4.5 dB, is used for post-amplification at the
end of the span. In configuration b), both amplifiers are placed together at the end
of the periodic transmission cell. The combined gain from the two amplifiers
compensates exactly for the attenuation of the periodic cell. We consider WDM
transmission at 40 Gbit/s rate with channels equally spaced (by 100 GHz) and
symmetrically distributed at both sides of 1550 nm. Two different dispersion maps
are considered for configuration a): one based on standard single-mode fibre
(SSMF) with dispersion-compensating fibre (DCF), and another one based on
super large area fibre (SLA) with inverse dispersion fibre (IDF). For the
configuration b), only the SLA/IDF is considered. A useful parameter to
characterize hybrid Raman/EDFA amplification is the ratio defined as the
quotient between the on-off gain provided by the DRA and the total gain, both in
dB. The length of both positive and negative dispersion fibres within the span are
considered as variables, with the length of the negative dispersion fibre always
automatically adjusted to compensate exactly for dispersion at the end of each
periodic cell. The total transmission distance is fixed to 900 km over SSMF for the
first pair of fibres, or 900 km total length over SLA+IDF, for the second one. The
number of spans varies with the cell length.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 displays NPS in a contour plot versus the length L of the span and the
gain ratio for a fixed output OSNR of 22 dB (the bandwidth for the noise
measurement is fixed at 1 nm) in configuration a), for both fibre pairs. We can
observe that there is a clear optimal length for the periodic span, for which the NPS
is minimal, which in this case is about 50 km for the SSMF/DCF case, and about
90 km (60 km of SLA) for the SLA/IDF scheme. This optimal cell length can be
understood as the one that allows us to find the best balance between the two basic
variants:

short cell regime, in which the signal is transmitted in quasi-lossless
conditions, so high nonlinearities are produced from even relatively low input
powers injected into the spans.
long cell regime, in which the long distance between amplifiers helps reducing
NPS, but leads to an increase of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
noise, so the input signal power has to be increased in return, leading to higher
nonlinearities.
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Figure 2. NPS vs. L (in km) and for a fixed OSNR of 22 dB after 900 km total
transmission distance through SSMF/DCF (left) and SLA/IDF (right) with configuration a).

It can also be derived from figure 2 that the optimal varies slightly with the
cell length, becoming smaller for long spans. As the span length grows, so does the
Raman pump power and gain, and with it the contribution of DRS noise (due to a
worse distribution of the gain within the span). In this situation, the gain fraction
from the Raman amplifier has to be reduced in order to recover the best possible
performance. On the other hand, the relative importance of finding the optimal is
increased together with the length of the periodic cell, going from superfluous for
the shortest spans, to crucial for the case of 100 km SSMF section.

It is also important to study how dependent the optimal span length that
minimizes the nonlinear impairments is on the targeted output OSNR. By varying the
required OSNR, we find that the optimal cell length variation is negligible so it can
be considered independent of the output OSNR requirement. On the other hand, the
optimal changes slightly, in particular for long span lengths. This phenomenon
can be explained by the necessity to avoid the penalties induced by DRS noise for
long cells.

Figure 3. NPS vs. L (in km) and for a fixed OSNR of 22 dB (left) and 30 dB (right) after
900 km total transmission distance SLA/IDF with configuration b).
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Finally, figure 3 shows the results obtained for configuration b): SLA/IDF used
with amplifiers located at the end of the transmission cell. The change of
configuration has a clear effect on the optimal transmission length, which is
reduced to about 50 km of combined SLA+IDF. For low fixed output OSNR, the
optimal amplifier configuration corresponds to values of close to 1 (i.e. full
Raman amplification), but when OSNR or span length are increased, so is the
Raman gain and with it the effect of DRS, so the optimal configuration requires a
higher participation from the EDFA to limit the DRS impact. Finally, we can also
observe that, for the same fixed output OSNR, nonlinear impairments are in
general lower in scheme b) than in scheme a).

4. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate the existence of the optimal span length for 40 Gbit/s WDM
transmission systems considering different fibre mapping arrangements and hybrid
Raman/EDFA amplification schemes. The results of the optimization are basically
independent of the desired output OSNR, so the optimal span length determined
for each system through this method is applicable to a wide range of input signal
powers.
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Abstract: Nonlinearity-due Q penalties are experimentally evaluated on a 2000-km, 33-
GHz spaced DWDM system, dependently on system length and channel
spacing. SPM, FWM and XPM, which is found to be the major constrain, are
separately addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In long-haul DWDM systems inter-channel nonlinear effects represent a limit
in system capacity increase. While NZDS fibers are designed to prevent Four
Wave Mixing (FWM), Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) still represents the major
obstacle in increasing transmission systems capacity [1].

XPM was studied both theoretically [1,2,3,4] and experimentally with pump-
probe [5,6,7,8] and multichannel [9] techniques. Pump-probe scheme allows
evaluating separately Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) and XPM impairments. In a
WDM system, multichannel measurements account for the global effect of the
interfering channels, but it is difficult to quantitatively isolate penalties due to
XPM only from those due to other 3rd-order nonlinearities.

In this paper nonlinearity-due Q penalties in a DWDM system are
experimentally investigated using a 39 spans optical fiber line 2000-km long. For
the first time, to the best of our knowledge, SPM, FWM and XPM penalties are
separately addressed in a system with 33-GHz channel spacing. Results are
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described and discussed as a function of optical path length and per-channel input
power. XPM-due impairment appears to overweight both SPM and FWM.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The employed DWDM system is 2000 km long, with 64 power-equalized, 33-
GHz spaced, polarization scrambled channels, in the 1543-1560 nm window. All
channels are 10 Gbit/NRZ-IMDD. The total launch power is 12.8 dBm. The
system employs 55-km fiber spans with D= -2.82 ps/(nm km) at 1550 nm and a 55-
km Step index fiber for in-line dispersion compensation every 6 spans. Residual
dispersion is fully compensated at the receiver end. This periodical dispersion map
allows evaluating penalties at different system lengths. Nonlinear effects are
excited at different levels by progressively increasing the per-channel power, by
turning off some of the propagating channels (channel count ranges from 64 to 18).

SPM is analyzed first: a probe channel operating at 1551.25 nm propagates
without the 32 neighbouring channels, which are turned off (see the optical
spectrum in the inset of Figure 1). In this situation only SPM takes place: we
experimentally verified that a given channel is not impaired by other channels farer
than 133 GHz. By progressively turning off the remaining channels, per-channel
power and probe Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR) is increased and the
received Q factor is measured.

Pump and probe measurements are then performed by introducing a pump
channel 100, 66 or 33 GHz away from the probe, thus inducing on it XPM
additional penalties. Again, received Q factor is measured, while per-channel
power is varied by changing the total channel number. EDFA gain can be
considered flat over the band relevant for nonlinear effects, thus minimizing errors
in evaluating neighbouring channels power. FWM penalties are not observed
owing to the fact that only two channels interact with each other. When all
neighbouring channels are turned on, FWM adds to SPM and XPM. Again Q
measurements are performed as a function of per-channel power and received
OSNR: the channels at the far end of the spectrum are turned on/off, leaving the
neighbours on. By combining experimental results, it is possible to separately
account for nonlinear effects. FWM penalty is found by subtracting SPM and XPM
contributions from the total nonlinearity-due impairments.
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Figure 1. Power-equalized DWDM 64 CH-33 GHZ spaced spectrum and pump-probe
measurement example (in the inset).

3. MEASUTEMENTS DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the total nonlinearity-due Q penalties for different system
lengths and 33 GHz channel spacing. OSNR is chosen as reference parameter. A
1.5 dB Q penalty is found for 22.5 dB OSNR between 1257 and 2000 km
propagation. For higher OSNR (higher per-channel powers) it is possible to
compare all the three considered system lengths: total nonlinearity-due Q penalties
grow more than linearly with total system length. When residual link dispersion is
not compensated, performances worsen and a further Q penalty is added.
Differently from FWM, XPM is influenced both by the dispersion compensation
scheme [4,8] and by the residual dispersion value, because residual dispersion
allows cumulated nonlinear phase to be further converted into intensity noise.
Experiments carried out with a residual dispersion value of 557 ps/(nmkm) lead to
an added Q penalty of 1 dB.
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Figure 2. OSNR vs. total nonlinearity-due Q-penalties for different total system length.

The nonlinearity-due Q penalty is shown in figure 3 as a function of input per-
channel power: XPM, FWM and SPM contributions are separately addressed. With
33 GHz channel spacing XPM-due impairment overweighs both SPM and FWM.
When channel spacing increases, the amount of XPM, FWM and SPM becomes
similar: in particular with 100 GHz channel spacing SPM represents the most
important impairment in the 2000 km system, while XPM always produces a Q
penalty higher than FWM.

Figure3. Contribution of XPM, FWM and SPM to Q-penalties, for 2000 km system length.

The system under test is NZDS-fiber based and the dispersion map, typical of
submarine systems, is designed to limit FWM penalties. Channels experience a
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significant walk-off before compensation, which is done every 6 spans, thus
representing a good trade-off also for XPM penalties reduction [4,8]. At 33 GHz

channel spacing, because of the relatively low fiber dispersion (D= –2.8
ps/(nmkm)), FWM still produces over 1 dB Q penalty, as high as SPM, for per-
channel launch power over 1.7 dBm. XPM proves to be the main nonlinear system

impairment when increasing the channel density (see Figure 3).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Nonlinearity-due system Q penalties in DWDM multispan systems are
experimentally analysed as a function of system length and channel spacing. For

the first time to our knowledge 33 GHz spacing is addressed for DWDM systems.
SPM, FWM and XPM impairments are separately measured. At 33 GHz spacing
XPM proves to be the most severe impairment, whereas at 66 and 100 GHz both
XPM and FWM present inter-channel penalties <1 dB for relatively high powers,
and the most limiting factor in increasing per-channel power and then span length
is SPM, as reported in previous works [5].
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Abstract: In this paper a comparative study of two pump control schemes for
suppressing transient gain excursions in EDFA’s is presented. The first
control scheme is based on the traditional feedforward/feedback control,
while the second scheme is new and uses multiplication to combine the
feedforward and feedback blocks. The controller parameters are designed
using linearised (small-signal) EDFA model derived from the nonlinear
state-space model of Bononi and Rusch. When the controller design is
applied to the nonlinear EDFA plant, the new scheme is shown to display
some important performance improvements over the traditional scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION

Erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA’s) are widely used in multi-
channel optical communications systems based on the wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) technology. The EDFA’s are usually operated in deep
saturation so that high output powers are achieved. As a consequence, the
gain provided by the EDFA to each channel is susceptible to changes in the
total input signal power. Transient gain excursions in the surviving
channels adversely affect the quality of service that the optical network
operators can guarantee [1,2], and these unwanted gain excursions need to
be mitigated. In literature, there is a large body of work reported on the
transient control of EDFA’s (see for example [3–8]). The approaches taken
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generally fall into one of the following three groups: pump control [3-5],
link control [6] and all-optical control [7,8]. In the work reported in this
paper, two schemes for implementing the transient control of EDFA’s
based on the pump control approach are compared. Both schemes use the
closed-loop control architecture of Figure 1 but the difference between the
two schemes is in the type of the pump-control block in Figure 1. The two
types of the pump-control block are:

Multiplicative type, where

Additive type, where

The additive pump-control block represents the traditional way of
combining the feedforward and feedback blocks in the transient control of
EDFA’s (see for example [3]). The transient control of EDFA’s using the
closed-loop architecture with the multiplicative pump-control block is
investigated for the first time in this paper.

Figure 1. Using measurements of the total input signal power and the total output signal
power, the control architecture produces the necessary pump power to maintain the EDFA

gain constant. is the desired gain, and are the total input and output
signal powers, respectively, and is the EDFA’s input pump power.



The feedforward block in Figure 1 realises the following function:
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For each input signal power there is a corresponding pump power
that maintains the EDFA gain constant (this fact

was utilised in the early successful implementation of the feedforward
approach in [5]). The drawback of the feedforward approach is that in
practical implementations the exact feedforward parameters and
depend on the EDFA’s operating environment. The chosen feedforward
parameters and are thus unlikely to produce the exact required
pump power [3], and some form of feedback is necessary to provide a
corrective action. The feedback block in Figure 1 contains a proportional-
integral (PI) controller:

The PI controller reduces the error e(t) to zero in steady state (this is
achieved by the integral action [9]) and can be designed to minimise the
transient overshoots and undershoots in the output signal power response.

The nonlinear blocks of the closed loop of Figure 1 are the feedforward
block, pump-control block (when it is of the multiplicative type) and the
EDFA itself. The controller parameters and are designed
based on linear approximation of the closed-loop system of Figure 1. The
controller design is then applied to the nonlinear closed-loop system and
the performance of the two schemes is compared.

In the remainder of this report, the design approach is presented for the
closed-loop system that includes the multiplicative pump-control block. A
similar analysis can also be done for the system with the additive pump-
control block but is not included here. Instead, important differences
between the two systems are highlighted. An important assumption in the
modelling of the EDFA is that the EDFA gain does not vary significantly
with wavelength, and hence the total input and output signal power
measurements yield sufficient information to keep the gain of each
individual channel constant.
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2. LINEARISATION OF LOOP COMPONENTS

Under the assumption that the spectral dependence of the EDFA gain is
minimal, the EDFA can be modelled by the following nonlinear state-space
model [10]:

and are the total input and output signal powers,
respectively, is the input pump power, r and are the total number
and the mean lifetime of excited erbium ions, respectively, and
and are dimensionless constant parameters.

When forming linear approximations of the feedforward block, pump-
control block and the EDFA, the input, state and output variables of these
blocks are treated as small perturbations around their steady-state values
(i.e. a variable is treated as The linearisation procedure
follows that presented in [9], and involves keeping only the linear terms
from the Taylor series expansion of nonlinear functions. The Laplace-
domain linearised model for the nonlinear blocks of the closed loop of
Figure 1 is given below.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LINEARISED CLOSED
LOOP

The linear approximation of the closed loop in Figure 1 is shown in
Figure 2, where the transfer function of the PI controller is

Figure 2. Linear approximation of the closed loop in Figure 1

The transfer function between the input signal perturbation and the
output signal perturbation is:

Whenever which occurs either when there is
exact knowledge of the ideal feedforward parameters or when the actual
feedforward parameters are in error by an equal proportion, the poles and
zeros of T(s) coincide and the transfer function reduces to This
leads to an interesting observation, albeit of limited practical value, that the
perfect gain clamping can be achieved even if there are significant errors in
the feed-forward parameters, as long as these parameters are erroneous by
the same proportion. This is not the case when the pump-control block of
Figure 1 is of additive type, as it can be shown that the perfect gain
clamping is only obtained when the ideal feed-forward parameters are
known exactly.
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4. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

For any fixed and sufficient degrees of freedom exist in the
controller to allow and to achieve any desired natural frequency

and damping of the second-order transfer function (5). Similarly, for
the closed-loop system that contains the additive pump-control block, it can
be shown that for any fixed and and can be adjusted to
produce any and of the transfer function of the linearised closed
loop. In order to compare the performances of the system with the
multiplicative pump-control block and the system with the additive pump-
control block, a reasonable error is introduced in the feedforward
parameters and and and are adjusted
in each system to produce and The controller
design is then applied to the nonlinear closed loop, and the performance
comparisons are based on the signal gain and input pump power responses
of the nonlinear closed loop.

From Figure 3, the closed-loop system that uses the multiplicative
pump-control block is seen to be more effective in minimising the transient
gain excursions. The gain excursions are minimal in spite of reasonable
input signal power changes and errors in the feedforward parameters.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that when the additive pump-control block
is used, the controller can request a negative pump power during the
transient period. As this is not physically possible, an additional element is
added to the system that clamps the EDFA’s input pump power at zero
anytime the controller requests a negative pump power. A detrimental
effect of the pump power clamping on the transient response is seen in
Figure 3, as the largest overshoot/undershoot is observed for the case when
the pump power is clamped at zero during the transient period. From Figure
4, it appears that the system with the multiplicative pump-control block is
much less likely to produce a negative pump power requirement (compare
the curves in Figure 4 for

In Figure 4, the system with the multiplicative pump-control block is
also seen to produce smaller transients in the input pump power. This last
property is very desirable in practical implementations, as the pump lasers
may not be able to produce the high initial powers that the system with the
additive pump-control block requests.

From Figure 3 and Figure 4, it can be seen that a close agreement is
achieved between the responses of the nonlinear and linearised closed
loops. This observation justifies the approach taken to design the controller
by linearising the closed loop first.
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Figure 3. Transient gain excursions after the input signal power is abruptly switched from
1.0mW to a new value. When the pump-control block is multiplicative, the curves for

and are almost indistinguishable on this plot.

Figure 4. Transient input pump power adjustments after the input signal power is abruptly
switched 1.0mW to a new value. When the pump-control block is additive, the curve for

reveals that the controller requested a negative pump power (when this
happened, an in-loop limiter clipped the input pump power at zero).
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5. CONCLUSIONS

From the simulation results presented in this paper, it is evident that the

new scheme that uses multiplication to combine the feedforward and
feedback blocks has a superior transient performance than the traditional
scheme that uses addition. The new scheme is thus more attractive for

implementation purposes. Validation of these results on an EDFA hardware

platform is currently being conducted as part of this on-going research.
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Abstract: A sum-of-Gaussian (SGA) technique is presented for dynamic performance
monitoring of WDM systems. The higher accuracy and usefulness of SGA
technique over conventional Q-value analysis is established. It has been
shown that Gaussian approximation (GA) overestimates the transmission
penalty by a large amount.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of all optical networking, dynamic performance evaluation of
optical digital transmission systems that are generally subjected to a large number of
optical impairments is of extreme commercial interest because of automatic connection
and fault management of the network [1]. In general, the power level, optical signal to
noise ratio (OSNR) and the channel wavelength drift are measured at the input and
output points of each network element like optical add/drop multiplexer, cross-connect
etc. This kind of performance management, however, is inferior to the SONET layer
physical performance monitoring of framer bytes A1/A2 and parity bytes B1/B2,
because a large number of linear and non-linear effects in fiber that degrade the bit
error rate (BER) of the system may not degrade the OSNR level at all. Hence Q value
is normally proposed for dynamic channel monitoring [1]. However, forced usage of
Q-value invites considerable inaccuracy in the prediction of system penalty. This is
particularly true in situations handling inter-symbol interference (ISI), accumulated
cross-talk, wavelength drift of optical channels, cascading effects of optical mux-
demux etc. [2,3].

In this article, we propose a simple and fast numerical technique based on sum-of-
Gaussian approximation (SGA) to represent accurately a non-Gaussian process of a time
domain description of channel behavior available from optical channel monitor. We have
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developed an optimization algorithm to adapt this technique for BER evaluation. A
Gaussian error index is also defined which quantifies the error in the estimation of BER
when Q-value method is used.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Sum of Gaussian approximation

Any non-Gaussian process defined by its probability density function (PDF)
W(x) can be expressed as a sum of N Gaussian PDFs each having a Gaussian PDF

where are the weights, is the ‘i-th’

Gaussian PDF with variance and mean To estimate the parameters and

several stochastic methods and algorithms are available in practice based on

minimization of the likelihood function where denotes

expectation operation and is the PDF of the approximated process.

The estimation of the set requires solving p sets of non-linear

optimization equations by minimizing the norm of the error vector

with each error vector element obtained from the

higher-order moments of the process: where is

the actual 2p-th order moment of the process, is the approximated 2p-th

order moment of the process and is the actual variance of the process . The error
has been scaled by the Gaussian approximated 2p-th order moment of the process:

2.2 The Algorithm

In a practical system, it is normally sufficient to consider the number of terms in the
sum-of-Gaussian approximation to be equal to four since in most cases a bit is affected
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by two adjacent bits contributing to the ISI process (which is likely to be distorted by 4
Gaussian processes). Hence, for a starting condition of the optimization, each of the

is set to be the variance observed by the individual patterns (like 101, 100 etc) and

each pattern is considered to be equally likely. An iterative algorithm first optimizes

the set based on the second-order moments and then gradually uses the

higher-order moments of the process for final determination of the set

2.3 Gaussian Error Index (GEI)

We define a Gaussian error index (GEI) based on the calculation of p-th order
moment for a non-Gaussian W(x) as:

where we define the error vector element for 1 as

with as the 2p-th order moment of the detected values of ‘1’ and is

the variance of the process ‘1’. A high value of GEI is an indication that the process
deviates from the Gaussian.

2.4 Bit Error Rate Evaluation

Once, are computed, the probability of error in detecting ‘ 1’ is determined by

with where is determined by the

point of intersection of the PDF curves corresponding to ‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively
obtained from the SGA method. The quantity can be similarly calculated.
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Finally, the BER is calculated as The computation

time with a 1GHz Pentium processor can be as low as below one second.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Experiments have been conducted to validate the SGA method. Two kinds of
situations have been considered: In the first case, the degraded eyes due to SPM, GVD
and ASE noise have been generated due to transmission of bits NRZ signal over
50 Km of SMF-28 at 9, 10, 12 and 14dBm launched power. In the second case, eyes are
obtained when wavelength of the transmitter is drifted gradually from its ITU grid
aligned position and the signal is obtained after it is passed through an equivalent 3-dB
optical filter bandwidth of 20GHz centered at the transmitter ITU grid. In Figure 1, it
can be seen that for both the cases, the sum-of-Gaussian method predicted BER is
more close to the experimental BER and in the second case Q value method is
inapplicable because of high ISI content in the error statistics. In Figure 2, the
mismatch between Q, SGA predicted BER and actual BER is investigated with
reference to GEI. It can be seen that at around 12 dBm launched power, the error
statistics has highest GEI (maximum non-Gaussian in nature) and then again it tends to
be Gaussian. This is due to the significant influence of Raleigh scattering after 12 dBm
that drives the statistics to be Gaussian.

Figure 1 A comparison of BER obtained from Q value and SGA method in GVD+SPM+ASE
dominated and transmitter misalignment case
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Figure 2 Error in predicting BER by SGA and Q value method for SPM+GVD+ASE noise case:
Corresponding GEI values are also shown

4. CONCLUSIONS

The sum-of-Gaussian technique provides an efficient way to simulate the true PDF of
the receiver’s output statistics affected by additive Gaussian noise and ISI. It has been
observed that the error in system penalty can be very large if we use Gaussian
approximation for the receiver output with a GEI more than 0.3. It is suggested that the
Q-value technique may not be authentic for the receiver systems with a GEI more than
0.3.
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Multi-span optical systems using Hybrid Fiber Amplifiers are optimized for the
lowest BER under dispersion management for a 2000 Km link operating at 42.7
Gbit/s. The best span configuration including optimum Raman/Erbium gain bal-
ance and ideal dispersion compensation degree is found. It is shown that hybrid
amplifier configurations behave better than EDFA-only and Raman-only sys-
tems, accumulating less noise and nonlinearities.

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid Raman/Erbium-Doped Fiber amplifiers (HFA) are an excellent
choice for in-line optical amplification in multi-span links thanks to the im-
provement of system Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR) and broader band-
width with respect to systems based on pure Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers
(EDFA). Furthermore, dispersion compensation and Raman gain can be inte-
grated in a single unit [1-3].

In previous theoretical developments [4,5] the expression for the OSNR at
the receiver was maximized varying the balance between Raman and EDFA
gains, but there was no design of dispersion map since dispersion was assumed
to be completely compensated at each span. In this work, we add to the pre-
vious analyses the simultaneous optimization of the dispersion map, i.e., the
amount of in-line – length of the dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) inserted
after each span - and total dispersion compensation – dispersion of the fiber
grating (FG) inserted before the receiver.

The optimization is performed using a semi-analytical approach, then re-
sults are verified a posteriori using the optical system simulator OptSim® [6]
in order to verify the impairments induced by propagation effects (chromatic
dispersion and nonlinearities).
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2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The system configuration we considered is presented in Fig. 1. It is a multi-
span amplified optical link with periods. Each period is composed of a
transmission fiber span (whose length is backward pumped in order to
get Raman amplification (RA), a first EDFA, a dispersion compensating fiber
(DCF) span whose length defines the degree of in-line dispersion com-
pensation (and consequently the amount of in-line residual dispersion:
a gain flattening filter (GFF) of 4dB loss and a second EDFA.

Figure 1. System setup used for the optimization.

After the periods, we considered to insert an ideal fiber grating (FG)
that contributes to the overall dispersion compensation and defines the total
dispersion residue Contrary to the DCF, the FG does not introduce
nonlinear effects. Here are the analytical expressions for and

where and are the dispersion coefficients, expressed in ps/nm/Km,
for the transmission fiber and for the DCF, respectively, and is the amount
of dispersion, expressed in ps/nm, introduced by the FG. The amplifiers com-
pletely recover the overall losses of each link period (losses of fibers + GFF
loss).

Our analysis is applied to two system scenarios based on different trans-
mission fibers: one based on SMF and the other based on non-zero dispersion
shifted fiber (NZ-DSF). See Table 1 for transmission parameters of the con-
sidered fibers. We analyzed a link length of 2000 km subdivided in periods of

and We assumed to use standard IM-DD NRZ
modulation and a bit-rate (40 Gbit/s + FEC overhead).

The purpose of the work was to maximize the system OSNR (and conse-
quently minimize the BER) varying the balance between Raman and EDFA
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gains. With respect to previous works [4,5], we added to the analysis the si-
multaneous optimization of the amount of in-line and total dispersion com-
pensation (DCF length and FG dispersion) exploring the possible dispersion
maps with varying from –30 to 30 ps/nm and from –100 to 100
ps/nm.

3. THE ANALYSIS

Using RAs, the impact of nonlinearities is stronger than in EDFA-only sys-
tems, because the span average signal power profile tends to be higher. Thus,
the parameter (nonlinear weight) that takes into account the accumulated
nonlinear phase shift assumes the following expression [5]:

where and are the nonlinear coefficients, and and the ef-
fective lengths [7], of the transmission fiber and DCF, respectively. is
the Raman on-off gain [5] and is the gain of the EDFA #1. is the
transmitted power.

As defined in [4], the noise accumulated on the link is
where is noise power generated after a single span. Being the power
launched to obtain with we can express the launched power
with the help of Eq. 2 as Using the system OSNR
measured over a noise bandwidth equal to after spans is:

with The analytical expression for defined in [4], is:

where hf is the photon energy, and are the spontaneous emission
factors [8] of the EDFAs and is the equivalent input noise factor [5] for
the RA [5]. The optimal HFA setup (Raman/EDFA gain balancing) is the one
that maximizes for each and for each (and consequently
each value of Therefore, the optimization is done on [4] in-
dependently of thus, for each and there exists an optimal
HFA configuration (amount of gain of the RA, EDFA #1 and EDFA #2) that
gives the optimal (function of and
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After deriving the optimal HFA for each and we defined the
as the value of OSNR corresponding to the required system bit-

error rate remembering that

We considered corresponding to a
Using Eq. 3, we were able to express the nonlinear weight as

Defining the total link length (2000 km) and the span length (we considered
and is consequently defined and

and is fixed by imposing the target BER. Therefore,
in Eq. 6, becomes dependent on the optimal (that varies with

defining for each the corresponding nonlinear weight.
At this point of the process, we had at our disposal, for each of the two con-

sidered span lengths, a set of optimal HFA configurations, each correspond-
ing to a different amount of in-line dispersion compensation

does not influence the HFA configuration because the FG does not in-
troduce nonlinearities, and consequently to each optimal HFA may correspond
the overall range of

In order to evaluate the optimal dispersion map we needed
to evaluate system performances for the set of possible system configurations.
Therefore, we simulated the propagation for all the system setups using the
optical system simulator OptSim® [6], deriving a set of values of the Q fac-
tor Each derived Q value corresponds to a
point of the explored plane where points with different val-
ues of refer to different optimal HFA configurations. Therefore, final
results are surfaces of Q factor in the plane: one for each
considered (50 or 80 km) and type of transmission fiber (SMF or NZ-
DSF). From the contour plots of these surfaces, the optimal dispersion maps
can be deduced, i.e., the areas of the plane where the Q factor
exceeds an established threshold. Besides being the optimal dispersion map
areas, these correspond to optimal HFA configuration as well, yielding the si-
multaneous optimization of HFA and dispersion map.

4. RESULTS

Even assuming to use a FEC, we considered to operate with an
as high as 16 dB, corresponding to i.e., Of course,
these values refer to the absence of propagation impairments. Using such ref-
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erence values, and plotting Eq. 6 in the following form:

where means as function of and we
obtained the plots of Figs. 2 for the level curves in the plane
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b refer to the use of SMF and NZ-DSF as transmission fiber,
respectively. Each vertical line of the explored plane refers to a different HFA
configuration. Highlighted horizontal lines refer to and 80 km, i.e.,
to the span lengths considered for the following analysis. The points crossing
such values refer to the optimal HFA setups for each It can be observed
that increasing the amount of increases because of the presence of
a longer DCF span.

Figure 2. in the plane for the case of using (a) SMF and (b) NZ-DSF.

After deriving the optimal HFA configurations for each considered sce-
nario, we simulated the signal propagation for the corresponding system setup,
varying beside varying As previously described, variations of

do not influence the optimal HFA configuration that depends only on
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and In order to define the optimal dispersion maps we swept
within [-250;+250] ps/nm and within [-100;+100] ps/nm.

Resulting contour plots of Q surfaces are presented in Fig. 3 for the follow-
ing scenarios: SMF and (Fig. 3a), SMF and
(Fig. 3b), NZ-DSF and (Fig. 3c) and NZ-DSF and
km with pure Erbium amplification (Fig. 3d) as comparison.

Figure 3. Q level curves for (a) SMF and (b) SMF and (c)
NZ-DSF and and (d) SMF EDFA-only and as comparison.

As can be observed on all graphs, the highest Q value is found off the central
point of the plane, meaning that for the best transmission
performance, dispersion should not be completely compensated (some in-line
and total dispersion residue was left). This is a well known behavior due to
the presence of nonlinearities — in particular, XPM — that is excited at the
maximum if dispersion is totally compensated at each span [9].

In Fig. 3a it can be observed that using SMF as transmission fiber and
a was obtained with 4.4 dB of Q penalty due to prop-

agation impairments, while for the decreases to 13 dB
(Fig. 3b). Increasing from 50 km to 80 Km, system performance de-
creases due to the enhancement of the nonlinear effects because:

longer implies longer DCF span that contributes to increase the
as we can see in Fig. 2a-b;
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the longer is the span of transmission fiber the larger is the loss per span,
therefore a larger amount of amplification is needed to completely re-
cover the attenuation. It implies a higher noise power added to the sig-
nal, which consequently requires a higher amount of transmission power
to obtain the target OSNR. Thus, the impact of nonlinearity is stronger
and induces a larger penalty.

Using NZ-DSF and (Fig. 3c) the maximum Q increases
with respect to the SMF case, because the larger nonlinear coef-

ficient of the NZ-DSF — and consequent potential stronger nonlinear impact
— is compensated by the need of a shorter span of DCF. Thus, the overall

is lower for the NZ-DSF + DCF system as it can be observed in Fig. 2c.
Hence, a lower impairment of nonlinearities can be observed. A similar be-
havior characterizes the NZ-DSF with scenario, whose results
are not presented.

In order to understand the importance of Raman amplification we analyzed
the same system scenarios using pure Erbium amplification. In Fig. 3d, we
report results referred to and use of SMF, i.e., the same sys-
tem scenario of Fig. 3a, but based on pure Erbium amplification. System Q
decreases and a penalty of 5.4 dB is measured. It is because EDFA gener-
ates more ASE noise than RA, thus more signal power is needed to satisfy
the condition. But a higher transmitted power implies a stronger
impact of fiber nonlinearities and a consequent stronger impairment on per-
formance. For the pure Erbium, SMF scenario, whose results
are not graphically reported, penalty increases up to 6.6 dB and

showing that the use of Raman amplification plays a fundamental role in
longer spans.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented an innovative method that allows the simultaneous optimiza-
tion of the HFA configuration and dispersion map for multi-span systems. We
applied such method to show the difference in using SMF or NZ-DSF as trans-
mission fibers for span lengths of 50 and 80 km. Furthermore, we compared
the results of the HFA with EDFA-only: we conclude that HFA systems lead to
higher OSNR and are less susceptible to nonlinearities than pure Erbium sys-
tems. By increasing the span length from 50 to 80 Km poorer performances
were achieved in all studied cases. The use of low dispersion fibers seems to
be preferable because it requires a lower amount of DCF.
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We present an accurate method for evaluating the bit error rate in optically
preamplified direct-detection, by accounting for both the intersymbol-interference
and the exact Laguerre photon-count statistics. A quantum-limited sensitivity of
33.9 photons/bit is derived.

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

We propose a novel method to evaluate the bit error rate (BER) in optically
preamplified intensity-modulated direct-detection (IM-DD) systems, based on
the Laguerre photon-count statistics predicted by the theory of the photode-
tection [1,2]. The previously published works [3,4] which use the Laguerre
distribution to calculate the BER in on-off-keying (OOK) IM-DD systems, as-
sume a measurement time where R is the bit rate, and do not con-
sider the signal distortion due to the optical filtering, so that the intersymbol-
interference (ISI) is neglected. Besides, they assume a number of modes M
of polarised ASE noise equal to the product between the optical bandwidth
and the measurement time. These approximations can be considered as ac-
curate whenever the optical bandwidth is much greater than R. Unfortunately,
in dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) systems this condition is
typically not verified, as one usually deals with optical and electrical band-
widths of comparable extent.

The method for evaluating the BER presented in this paper calculates the
photon-count statistics of the directly detected noisy amplified signal, while
accounting for both the effect of the ISI and the dependence of the ASE mode
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number on the optical filter shape and on the measurement time. The effects
of optical filtering on the coherent part of the amplified signal and on the noise
are separately considered.

2. BIT ERROR RATE EVALUATION

The scheme of the optically preamplified direct-detection receiver is shown
in Fig. 1. An optical amplifier (OA) is followed by the cascade of a polariser
(P), which eliminates the ASE component with state of polarisation orthogonal
to the signal, an optical bandpass filter (F), a photodetector (PD) and an elec-
trical integrator (I) over At the quantum-limit the electrical signal obtained
at the output of the photodetector is directly proportional to the photon-counts
over

Figure 1. Scheme of an optically preamplified direct-detection receiver.

We consider an optical amplifier of gain G, with an input optical signal
characterised by optical power non-return to zero (NRZ) modulation
format and rectangular intensity pulses. The optical field at the photodetector
is given by the ASE noise superposed to a modulated coherent signal of power

where h(t) is the baseband field impulse response of the optical filter and *
represents a convolution. In this way we account for the signal distortion due
to the optical filter. According to the theory of the photodetection, the photon-
count probability is described by the following Laguerre distribution:

where is a generalised Laguerre polynomial [1]. The mean number of
noise photon-counts is where is the noise equivalent
bandwidth of the filter and is the spontaneous emission factor [1]. The mean
number of signal photon-counts, if a photodetector with unitary quantum
efficiency is assumed, is calculated by integrating the optical power over
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the measurement interval and dividing by the photon energy hv, in order to
account for the effect of the ISI in terms of photon-counts. The exact number
of modes M is then given by the following integral [5]:

The degree of first-order coherence of the filtered ASE is the normalised
autocorrelation of h(t).

From the knowledge of both the optical filter spectral shape and it is
possible to calculate the Laguerre photon-count distribution of Eq. (2) for any
bit sequence. In the case of rectangular impulse response of the optical filter,
with the condition the photon-count probability in correspondence of
a transmitted ‘one’ (or ‘zero’) is influenced only by the previous and subse-
quent bit. By assuming the bit sequences to be equiprobable, the BER results
in:

where is the threshold level in terms of photon-counts and are
the photon-count probability distributions, in correspondence to a transmit-
ted reference bit being respectively ‘zero’ and ‘one’. These distributions are
obtained by summing with same weighting factor the Laguerre photon-count
distributions calculated in correspondence of all the bit sequences with respec-
tively ‘zero’ and ‘one’ transmitted reference bit. After the calculation of the
Laguerre photon-count probability distribution functions for each of three-
bit sequences ijk (with i,j,k = 0,1), the distributions can be determined
as:

The optimal threshold level is then given by the conditions
and The BER obtained in such a way is a function of the
noise equivalent optical bandwidth, of the measurement time and of the mean
optical power at the amplifier input.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

By using the method previously described, we have numerically evaluated
the BER at the quantum-limit in case of OOK-NRZ intensity modulation and
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Figure 2. Contour lines of the quantum-limited sensitivity at BER with rectangular h(t),
G = 30 dB and

optically preamplified direct detection, with G = 30 dB and The im-
pulse response h(t) of the optical filter is assumed to be rectangular.

Figure 2 shows the contour lines of the sensitivity calculated as a function
of the noise equivalent bandwidth normalised to the bit rate R, and of the
measurement time normalised to the bit time This sensitivity is
defined as the mean photon number per bit at the amplifier input which gives a
BER of The optimal sensitivity is 33.9 photons per bit in correspondence
of and

In Figure 3 it is plotted the BER as a function of the ratio in case
of a mean vale of 34 photons/bit at the amplifier input and The
continuous line represents the calculation with Laguerre distribution and ex-
act value of M, given by Eq. (3). The dashed line corresponds to a Gaussian
approximation of the photon-count distribution with exact M, while the dotted
line corresponds to the case of Laguerre distribution with M approximated by
the product In all these cases, the effect of the ISI has been consid-
ered. The pronounced minimum of the BER as function of is due to the
competition between the reduction of ASE noise and the increase of the ISI, as

is reduced. It can be seen that within the Gaussian approximation, the
BER is higher than the BER calculated by considering the Laguerre photon-
count distribution; the discrepancy is appreciable near the optimum value for
optical bandwidth that minimises the BER. Furthermore it is evident that the
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Figure 3. BER calculated as function of for and 34 photons/bit at the
amplifier input. Optical filter with rectangular h(t), G = 30 dB and

approximation gives a value of BER close to the exact one only at
optical bandwidths much greater than the bit rate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a simple and accurate method to evaluate the perfor-
mances of optically preamplified direct detection optical communications sys-
tem in terms of BER calculation. Such a method is based on the Laguerre
photon statistics and accounts for the exact noise mode number M and for
the effect of the ISI. Therefore, it is particularly suitable to model accurately
the case of narrowband optical filtering, typical of DWDM systems, in which
optical bandwidth and bit rate become comparable. In particular, in correspon-
dence to optimised filtering condition, a quantum-limited optimal sensitivity
of 33.9 photons per bit has been evaluated.
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TECHNO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
DISPERSION-TOLERANT TRANSMISSION
TECHNIQUES FOR 10GB/S DWDM SYSTEMS
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Abstract: We analyse the prospects of dispersion-tolerant transmission techniques such
as electronic distortion compensation and optical duobinary modulation. Our
investigation of both technical and economical aspects shows that these
techniques are predominantly beneficial for Metro DWDM transmission.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, robust transmission technologies have become a hot topic for
optical core and metro networks. Whilst a number of dispersion-tolerant techniques
have been proposed, the technical discussion mainly focused on two approaches.
At the transmit side, optical duobinary transmission has been shown to provide
superior tolerance to residual chromatic dispersion, allowing dispersion un-
compensated transmission over 200km of standard fibre [1]. At the receive side,
electrical distortion compensation (EDC) has been investigated [2], compensating
for chromatic dispersion of several thousands of ps/nm as well as several tens of ps
of polarisation mode dispersion (PMD).

* The work reported in this paper has been supported in part by the German Ministry of Education and Research

(BMBF) under contract number 01 BP 260. The authors are responsible for the content of this paper.
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Up to now there is no clear picture, under which conditions these technologies
really exhibit their claimed technical benefits and, more importantly, do generate
measurable cost savings in core and metro networks.

In this paper, we carry out a techno-economic analysis which indicates the
network scenarios where techniques as duobinary transmission and EDC are
beneficial for 10Gb/s DWDM systems. From the technical point of view, we
investigate the dispersion tolerance provided by the these techniques for Metro and
(Ultra) Long Haul systems. The economical aspect is illustrated by calculating the
relative system cost savings that may be realised when a certain cost premium for
each transmitter/receiver pair is assumed.

2. DUOBINARY TRANSMISSION

Duobinary encoding is implemented by quarter-rate filtering order Bessel
filter) of an NRZ electrical signal. The signal then drives a Mach-Zehnder
modulator at an amplitude of 2Vpi, generating a three-level signal for the electrical
field (two levels for the intensity) with narrower optical bandwidth compared to
conventional NRZ coding [1,3-5].

Assuming that the width of the optical filters (e.g. multiplexers) is much larger
than the signal bandwidth, duobinary transmission shows a degradation of the
back-to-back performance compared to the optimum performance (Q value),
obtained for residual dispersion of approx. +/-2000ps/nm at a bit rate of 10.7 Gb/s
(see inset of Figure 1). Approximately 1.5 dB of OSNR margin has to be allowed
to obtain a dispersion tolerance of +3000 ps/nm (180 km of standard fibre).
Spending another 2 dB extends the tolerance to +3500ps/nm.

That behaviour changes fundamentally after transmission of the signal over
long-haul and ultra-long haul distances. Figure 1 shows simulation results of a
single channel propagated over 25 spans of each 80km standard fibre. Double-
stage amplifiers compensate the fibre loss (20dB) and contain a dispersion
compensating fibre (DCF) as an interstage device. Fibre input power levels of
-3dBm to +5dBm into the standard fibre and -2dBm into the DCFs are chosen. The
performance does not show anymore the “M”-shape. The dispersion tolerance is
substantially reduced, even for moderate power levels. Figure 1b compares the
results for duobinary and NRZ showing that the behaviour of both formats
practically converges under the influence of fibre nonlinearities.

We have analysed the dispersion tolerance under various conditions, especially
when varying the dispersion map (precompensation and slope of the accumulated
dispersion). Figure 2 shows the –1dB width of the Q-vs-dispersion curves for 25
spans of DWDM transmission at 50 GHz channel spacing.
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Figure 1. Dispersion tolerance of optical duobinary signals after transmission over 25 spans:
(a) Simulated Q for different channel launch power levels into the standard fibre spans.
Inset: Linear transmission showing the ‘M’-shape, symmetric to zero dispersion.
(b) Simulated nonlinear dispersion tolerance compared to NRZ.

Figure 2. Behaviour of the dispersion tolerance (-1dB width of the Q-vs-dispersion curves)
in ps/nm in dependence of the dispersion map parameters.

For a slope of the accumulated dispersion of > 0.3ps/nm/km, a low dispersion
tolerance of 600 ps/nm is found, similar to the behaviour of NRZ. Low slope of the
accumulated dispersion (< 0.2 ps/nm/km) has to be avoided to prevent resonant
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accumulation of distortion due to cross-phase modulation (XPM). The only
improvement found with respect to NRZ is a slightly better tolerance of variations
of the dispersion map (e.g. practically no influence of the precompensation).

We can conclude that whilst optical duobinary modulation is facilitator for
dispersion-compensating fibre (DCF) free transmission in the Metro range (up to
200km) there is very limited technical benefit for LH and ULH scenarios.

3. ELECTRONIC DISTORTION EQUALISATION

Our assessment of electronic distortion equalisers is concentrated on maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [6] due to its powerful distortion
mitigation capabilities, but, for comparison, also includes simpler equalisers
schemes such as feed-forward (FFE) and decision-feedback equalisers (DFE).

The optically pre-amplified receiver front-end consists of an EDFA and a
50 GHz super-Gaussian filter followed by a photodiode and a 7.5 GHz order
Bessel filter. Only optical amplifier noise is considered.

The simulation model for the MLSE is based on a moderate 4 state trellis (with
corresponds to a channel memory of 2) and a 4 bit signal quantisation with two-
fold oversampling [7]. The simulation for the FFE assumes 6 taps, fractionally
spaced by T/2 (where T is the bit time), and for the DFE 4 feed-forward and 2
feedback taps, also with a spacing of T/2, are considered.

Figure 3. Dispersion tolerance of EDC receivers after a linear single span and a 25 span
transmission of a single 10.7 Gb/s channel.
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The system performance is evaluated by means of Monte-Carlo simulations. It

is expressed as required optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) in 0.1 nm bandwidth)
to reach a bit error rate (BER) of 5e-4, sufficient for error-free operation with
enhanced FEC.

Similar to the previous chapter, we compare the dispersion tolerance for the
linear case (distance < 300km, low channel power levels) and for transmission
after 25 spans of standard fibre with a launch power of 1dBm. In the linear case,
we find a dispersion tolerance of 3000 ps/nm when spending an OSNR margin of
~4 dB (Figure 3). The figure also presents results for the ULH transmission, with
MLSE providing a clear improvement with respect to the conventional optimum
threshold receiver. Also the FFE and DFE equalisers enhance the dispersion
tolerance, with some reduced gain for higher values of the residual dispersion.
From these results, we can conclude that EDC technologies keep their technical
benefit for a wide range of network applications.

4. ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide an general investigation of the cost benefits that can
be realised by the implementation of dispersion tolerant transmission techniques.
The analysis treats the dispersion tolerance, the required OSNR margin and the
cost premium (with respect to standard NRZ transmitters and receivers) as
parameters, therefore providing results which are independent of the technique
actually employed.

We consider cost changes related to the reduction of the quantity of equipment
needed to set up a system and take into account the change of the costs of
components by using the alternative technologies (e.g. EDC). Cost savings related
to operational benefits are not considered as they are typically difficult to quantify.

Two network scenarios are chosen for the analysis: (1) A DWDM Metro ring
network, comprising distances between 100km and 250km and a number of nodes
between 5 and 8. Each network node contains a fixed OADM and, depending on
the loss between the nodes, one amplifier pair (bidirectional). (2) A DWDM Long
Haul Network at distances between 500 and 1500km. We use a simplified cost
basis used for the calculations, reflecting a typical relationship of the costs of the
main system components. For the costs of a 2.5G transponder normalised to 1, we
assume the 10G transponder cost as 2.5, a single stage amplifier as 1.25 and a
double stage amplifier (providing interstage access for DCMs) as 2. The DCM
costs scale with the length L of compensated standard fibre as 0.25 + 0.01×L.
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Most traffic today is a maximum 2.5G traffic intrinsic bandwidth. The
introduction of 10G traffic needs handling of the chromatic dispersion, pre-
dominantly in standard G.652 networks. In order to allow in-service upgrade,
dispersion compensation needs to be implemented during the installation of the
system and therefore heavily affects the first-in costs of the system. Especially
here, tolerant transmission techniques help to achieve acceptable economics for
10G upgrade traffic by saving capital expenditures (CAPEX). Actual cost savings
are expressed by two items: (1) Partial or full replacement of DCM modules. (2)
Potential saving of a single EDFA due to reduced network loss when DCMs are
removed.

Figure 4 presents savings of first-in costs including 8x2.5G traffic. Rather than
concentrating on an arbitrary length of the network, the results are averaged over
system lengths from 100 to 250km. Cost savings of 15% are realised for an
average network.

Figure 4. Assumed cost contribution and saving of first-in costs in a 8x2.5G Metro network.

Figure 5 presents the cost saving relative to the total system costs after up-
grading to 8x10G vs. the 10G transponder cost premium and the achieved
dispersion tolerance. For a dispersion tolerance of 3000 ps/nm, we find the break
even point at a cost premium of 8% of the 10G transponders. The same calculation
for 24 channels at 10G shows a break even point at 4%.

If the technology needs some extra OSNR margin (e.g. EDC needs 4dB for
3000ps/nm, duobinary 2dB for 3000ps/nm), cost savings are reduced since the
saving of an amplifier becomes improbable. From further calculations we see that
that the averaged savings are 0.5% lower than in the previous case at low OSNR
penalty. Note that the obtained figures are averaged over a range of network
extensions, and therefore individual first-in cost savings may be considerably
higher.
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Figure 5. Savings in a Metro network loaded by 8x 2.5G and 8x10G traffic.

4.2 Long-Haul scenario

In the LH case, cost savings are expected to be much lower since the actual
technologies can compensate for only a small part of the dispersion of these
networks. Savings are realised by (1) simplifying the dispersion map which allows
to replace double-stage amplifiers by cheaper single stage ones and (2) removing
the terminal DCFs at the receive side. Figure 6 shows for a 8-channnel system that
savings are in the range of few percent and are rapidly outweighed by the
transponder cost premium for rising channel count. For a fully utilised system with
40 channels, cost savings are only realised when the cost premium for a
3000ps/nm transponder technology is below 3%, imposing considerable cost
pressure onto any technique for enhanced chromatic dispersion tolerance.

Figure 6. Cost savings relative to the total system costs for LH networks at distances
between 500 and 1200km and a load of 8x10Gb/s.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Duobinary modulation and electronic distortion compensation are promising
technologies to realise cost savings in future DWDM Metro networks at 10Gb/s
line rates. Both technologies provide a dispersion tolerance that enables the
seamless upgrade of 2.5Gb/s systems to 10Gb/s for < 200km links, without
provoking excessive first-in costs. By employing these techniques, first-in cost
savings around 15% can be realised compared to systems with conventional
dispersion compensation. In order to prevent cost penalties at higher channel
population, the cost premium should be below about 4% of the original
transponder costs when the technology is capable of tolerating 3000 ps/nm of
dispersion.

For Long-haul systems, the situation is different. Due to impact of fibre
nonlinearities, duobinary transmission does not provide superior dispersion
tolerance anymore. EDC still increases the dispersion tolerance for the long-haul
case, albeit the benefit is reduced compared to the linear transmission. Potential
cost savings for any dispersion tolerant technology are clearly lower than in a
Metro network and the acceptable transponder cost premium to avoid cost
penalties at higher channel counts is even lower.

The cost estimations do not include some potential savings, which are difficult
to take into account. There may be operational benefits such as a simpler in-
stallation procedure and design benefits such as relaxed specifications for DCMs in
ULH networks. Additionally, dispersion-tolerant technology can simplify the setup
of optical transparent networks, where the dispersion management is more difficult
due to the diversity of optical paths.
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2.5 GBPS 2-PSK ULTRA-DENSE WDM
HOMODYNE COHERENT DETECTION
USING A SUB-CARRIER BASED OPTICAL
PHASE-LOCKED LOOP
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Abstract: We present an optical phase locked loop based on sub-carrier modulation and
designed using commercial optical components. In principle the output of a
continuous-wave laser is subcarrier modulated by a common LiNbO3 MachZe-
hender driven by an electrical voltage controlled oscillator. The proposed archi-
tecture is used as optical receiver for homodyne coherent detection of ultra-dense
WDM 2.5 Gbps 2-PSK signals with 6.25 GHz spacing. This method offers the
potential for providing many closely spaced multigigabit channels and enables
coherent lightwave technology to become commercially viable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of Ultra-Dense WDM (UDWDM) systems is currently un-
der investigation for increasing the global capacity per single fiber. For exam-
ple in [1], 10 Gbit/s transmission at 25 GHz channel spacing is demonstrated
and studied in details. Anyway, it is shown in this and other works that optical
filters for UDWDM have very tight requirements in pass-band shape and fre-
quency stability. As described in [2] these requirements can be avoided using
coherent communication systems which let transmission of a large number of
WDM optical channels with very narrow frequency separations. Another ad-
vantage of coherent transmission is the ability to select any particular channel
by simply tuning a local oscillator. An optical phase-locked loop (OPLL) has
then to be implemented in order to obtain a tunable local oscillator.

OPLLs for homodyne or heterodyne coherent detection received a great deal
of attention at the beginning of the 1990s [3] in order to increase the receiver
sensitivity, but they never found practical applications, first because of their
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complexity, secondly due to the introduction of EDFAs, that greatly leveraged
sensitivity issues. We proposed in [4-6] a novel and much simpler OPLL ar-
chitecture based on commercial off-the-shelf optoelectronic components and
without fast direct laser frequency tuning. Frequency tuning is obtained in our
system through optical sub-carrier generation and tuning, and will be indicated
as SC-OPLL.

This paper presents a possible application of our SC-OPLL for demultiplex-
ing and detection of UDWDM signals. We propose and demonstrate a receiver
setup capable of detecting 2-PSK signals at 2.5Gbit/s and 6.25 GHz channel
separation. Our setup does not require narrow optical filters, and can be an
enabling technology for future optical networks.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of SC-OPLL.

2. SC-OPLL ARCHITECTURE

The SC-OPLL architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The Optical Voltage Con-
trolled Oscillator (OVCO) is the key-element and is based on a commercial
Continuous-Wave (CW) external cavity tunable laser at frequency that is
externally amplitude modulated by the signal coming from an electrical VCO
at frequency By biasing the external Mach-Zehnder (MZ) amplitude
modulator at a null of its transfer function, a sinusoidal carrier-suppressed
modulation is obtained. The resulting spectrum at the output of the OVCO
is shown in Fig. 2. Two main sub-carriers at frequency are gener-
ated, with spurious optical tones at and due respectively to a
limited extinction ratio and nonlinearities of the amplitude modulator. Consid-
ering one of the two main sub-carriers, for example the one at we are
able to tune an optical frequency by simply changing the voltage applied to the
electrical VCO, thus implementing an OVCO. Actually, this is the key issue of
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Figure 2. Spectrum at the output of the optical VCO.

the proposed architecture, that allows obtaining optical fine frequency tuning
with the speed and stability of an electrical VCO, and thus to re-use typical RF
PLL set-ups. In our case, a standard second-order PLL control circuit allows
to lock to the transmitted signal at frequency (laser A in Fig. 1).
When the OPLL is locked to optical homodyne is obtained,
allowing to track the incoming optical signal frequency and phase.

When the incoming signal is modulated, its optical spectrum is translated
to base-band at the photodiode output. In principle, due to beating with the
other sub-carriers, copies of this signal appears also around frequencies
and but they can be filtered out by the receiver filter if is larger
than the signal spectral width (or bandwidth). Other details of the setup can be
found in Fig. 1. A polarization controller matches the polarization of TX and
LO signals before being combined by a 3dB coupler and sent to an amplified
photodiode. The resulting electrical signal is processed by a single-pole active
filter, in order to obtain a second-order PLL with natural frequency and the
damping factor [5], which both depend on the loop filter parameters
and

3. ULTRA-DENSE WDM COHERENT DETECTION

An ultra-dense WDM optical transmission system has been experimentally
set up in order to evaluate the performance of our SC-OPLL. The description
of the system’s design and the obtained results follow.

3.1 System setup

The system experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3, and is an UDWDM ex-
tension of the one presented in [4]. Three CW lasers at frequency (central
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Figure 3. UD-WDM experimental setup.

channel) and (adjacent channels) were optically multiplexed and sent
to a external phase modulator, driven by an electrical NRZ 2.5Gbit/s
PRBS signal to obtain a 2-PSK modulation. We used external cavity tunable
lasers in order to be able to freely set the UDWDM channel separation The
resulting optical signal, whose spectrum is shown in the upper part of Fig. 4, is
sent to a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and then to an optical preamplifier.
The resulting signal is then filtered by a 0.6 nm optical filter, which is used to
reduce ASE noise, but is large enough to let the three channels pass through
undistorted, i.e. this filter does not perform WDM demodulation.The coherent
receiver is based on our SC-OPLL. The local oscillator frequency has been

Figure 4. Spectra (0.01 nm resolution bandwidth) of the received UD-WDM signal (a) and
of the OVCO output.
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set such that the main sub-carrier is able to lock the transmitted cen-
tral channel frequency The spectrum at the output of the OVCO has been
represented in the lower part of Fig. 4 which graphically represents the desired
locking condition. The 2.5 Gbps receiver is a typical amplified photodiode and
shifts the received WDM spectrum to base-band. Indeed, when the SC-OPLL
is locked, the spectrum at the output of the photodetector includes a spectral
component centered on zero frequency generated by the central channel and
the contribution around given by the adjacent two channels. UD-WDM
channel demultiplexing and demodulation is directly obtained through the re-
ceiver electrical filters. In fact, a standard receiver filter such as SDH 4-poles
Bessel filter at 1.8 GHz proved more than adequate to reject the two adjacent
channels efficiently. In contrast, a standard DWDM receiver would demulti-
plex through optical filtering which is quite impractical at 6.25 GHz channel
spacing.

In our experiment, we used a 2-PSK modulation with residual carrier, so that
the SC-OPLL automatically locks to the 2-PSK residual carrier. For further
details on this principle see [8]. The O-VCO contains an electrical VCO with

and 5 GHz dynamic range, followed by a 40 GHz bandwidth
amplitude modulator.

Figure 5. BER vs. received OSNR (0.1 nm resolution bandwidth) for 50, 6.25 and 5 GHz
channel spacing values.

3.2 Experimental Results

The performances of our setup were tested by measuring the BER as a func-
tion of the OSNR (measured over 0.1 nm resolution) for different channel spac-
ing. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for equal to 50, 6.25 and 5 GHz. The
curve for can be taken as a reference for a situation without
WDM crosstalk. In fact, we verified that it does not show any penalty with
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respect to single channel transmission. The curve for shows
a penalty smaller than 1 dB at This result proves the feasibility of
the proposed setup, even for 6.25 GHz channel spacing. The penalty becomes
larger (more than 3 dB) for where the UD-WDM channel spec-
tra significantly overlap, thus giving rise to an intrinsic, receiver independent,
channel crosstalk. Please note that we do not use any particular signal shaping
at the transmitter [7], so that i.e., twice the bit rate, is close to the
theoretical limits (regarding bandwidth occupation).

In our experiment, due to hardware limitation, we used only three wave-
lengths at the transmitter side, which are anyway sufficient as a “proof-of-
concept” of our technique. In a practical setup with many UD-WDM channels,
when the other SC-OPLL subcarrier at could beat with
another WDM channel. Anyway, this problem can be easily solved by using
an optical filter with a passband of the order of which could be signif-
icantly greater than In our experiment, we had 20 GHz, thus envisioning
the use of a quite common 40 GHz bandwidth optical filter (tunable, if required
by the network architecture).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel optical PLL architecture based on off-the-shelf op-
toelectronic components and we used it for coherent detection of 2.5 Gbit/s
2-PSK signals with 6.25 GHz spacing and 1 dB penalty for UDWDM appli-
cations. The use of optical homodyning, greatly mitigates the requirements on
optical filtering and enables channel spacing in the few GHz range. The price
to be paid for optical homodyning is the receiver complexity. Anyway, most
of the components required in our setup could potentially be integrated using
next-generation optical circuits and devices, thus opening new possibilities for
future optical transmission systems, and allowing at the same time a reduction
in the costs.
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Abstract: Influence of the filter shape on the performance of a single-wavelength
combined FSK/IM scheme is investigated by simulations and experiments.
For 156 Mbit/s FSK label and 10 Gbit/s IM payload, central wavelength
misalignment of the signal and the optical filter can be tolerated up to 30
GHz without noticeable penalties. Results of the simulation agree very well
with the experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

All-optical label switching (OLS) is a promising technique for switching
internet protocol (IP) packet and for forwarding optical functions over Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks [1]. By using short fixed-length labels
the core nodes of the network can forward/switch packets quickly and efficiently
while keeping the payload data entirely in the optical domain. A combined
frequency-shift keying/intensity modulation (FSK/IM) scheme is a strong
candidate for such an optical data router because of the simple label swapping
mechanism and the scalability to higher data rates [2]. In this orthogonal
modulation scheme, the payload is intensity modulated and the label is frequency
modulated. When reaching an optical node, the label is separated from the payload
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and is subsequently processed. A new label will be created and re-inserted together
with the payload to form a complete data packet. During the label processing, the
payload remains unchanged in the optical domain. Recently, the generation of an
FSK signal by using an agile tuneable laser is reported in [3]. A 10 Gbit/s FSK
signal generated by a phase modulator is demonstrated in [4].

When an optical network is considered which consists of a number of optical
nodes, one of the main network impairments is the spectral misalignment between
the central wavelength of the modulated signal and the wavelength selective
element of the nodes, such as arrayed-waveguide (AWG)-based optical filters
[5,6]. This spectral misalignment will inevitably increase the network susceptibility
to power loss and optical crosstalk in case of WDM transmission.

This destructive effect becomes stronger in the case of the combined FSK/IM
scheme, where the broadening of the spectrum due to FSK modulation will not
only disturb the signal-filter alignment but it can also shift a portion of the signal
spectrum outside the filter bandwidth, possibly leading to a serious signal
deformation.

Figure 1. Generic node architecture for all optical packet switched. BPF: Band pass filter

Figure 1 shows a generic node structure and a label swapper architecture of the
combined FSK/IM scheme. Ideally, the signal passes through an optical filter, for
instance an optical (de)multiplexer or an optical (tuneable) band pass filter. This
filter is in general needed in optically amplified WDM systems for selecting a
desired wavelength channel and removing the outband amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise. To cope with signal-filter misalignment in an optical
network, it is necessary to give extra margin in the power budget allocation. The
FSK label with a sufficient optical power is locally generated in each node.
Consequently, the critical constrain comes from the IM payload signal which is
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generated from a distant node and is kept in the optical domain in the nodes. We
present in this paper a theoretical and experimental study on the performance of the
combined FSK/IM scheme impaired by the filter shape.

1.1 Simulations

A continuous wave (CW) laser source, a chirp-free IM modulator, a FSK
modulator, and a third order Gaussian optical bandpass filter (BPF) are assumed in
the simulation. Both modulators are set to be lossless. The data format of the IM
payload and FSK label signal is pseudorandom nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ). The
payload signal is coded at 10 Gbit/s and the label signal 156.25 Mbit/s. The label
bitrate is set to be a subrate of the payload bitrate. The FSK labeling of the IM
payload gives rise to a frequency deviation of 15 GHz. The optical receiver is
modeled as a normal photodiode followed by a Bessel third order electrical low
pass filter with a full-width half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 0.7 times the
payload bit rate. The CW laser center frequency is set to 192.3 THz and the BPF
center frequency is swept from 192.30 THz to 192.36 THz. Error probability is
calculated by using the Gaussian tail integration method. The detection threshold is
fixed at the halfway of mark and space. The detection penalty corresponds to the
input power for which the error probability equals Figure 2 shows the penalty
as a function of frequency detuning for different FHWM values of the optical BPF.

Figure 2. Penalty of the IM signal for the combined FSK/IM signal versus the detuning from
the center wavelength of filters with different bandwidths
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We take a penalty of 1 dB as the reference for performance evaluation. An
optical filter with 50 GHz bandwidth is more sensitive to the frequency detuning
than filters with larger bandwidths. For 1-dB penalty we can observe that the
tolerance to the frequency misalignment increases with approximately 20 GHz as
the bandwidth is enhanced with 50 GHz. The signal-filter frequency detuning must
be kept under 12 GHz for a 50 GHz optical filter with penalties under 1 dB.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

FSK modulation on the signal is obtained by modulating the current to the
phase section of a tuneable laser source of type single grating assisted coupler
sampled reflector (GCSR) [3]. The label format is again pseudorandom NRZ
at 100 Mbit/s bit-rate. The current to the other laser sections (coupler, reflector, and
gain) is used for coarse and fine-tuning to a target wavelength [7], which is in the
range of 1529.551561.42 nm. For this experiment the laser wavelength is 1558.92
nm or 192.30 THz with a frequency deviation of 15 GHz due to the FSK
modulation format. The experimental setup is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Experimental setup. DUT: Device under test. BPF: Band pass filter

After the labeling section, the signal is intensity modulated by using a Mach-
Zehnder amplitude modulator with the same data format as the label but at 10
Gbit/s bit-rate. The combined FSK/IM signal has an extinction ratio of 6.2 dB and
a Q factor of 8.5. This signal is launched to the device under test (DUT), which is
an 8-channel AWG (de)multiplexer. Figure 4 shows the transmittance of the
channel we used in the experimental assessment. The spectral response can be
sufficiently modelled as a first order Gaussian filter with a FWHM bandwidth of
100 GHz.
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Figure 4. Theoretical and measured filter profile of 100-GHz bandwidth at 192.3 THz

Although the measured filter center frequency deviates 10 GHz from the
theoretical one, the passband shape looks fairly identical. The laser frequency is
tuned by changing the laser temperature with a step of 0.3°C. This step
corresponds to a frequency step of 1 GHz. Due to the symmetrical spectral
response of the filter around the center wavelength and the symmetrical FSK/IM
spectral response to the pseudorandom bit patterns, only the performance
degradation by a positive frequency detuning is evaluated. A negative frequency
detuning gives a similar result.
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Figure 5. Performance of filtered FSK/IM signal as a function of frequency detuning: (a)
received optical spectra and (b) Q value

Figure 5 shows the Q factor when the laser center frequency is swept within the
filter bandwidth. For clarity, we displayed eye patterns at two extreme detuning
frequencies. As observed in Figure 5, the Q factor is preserved for the detuning
frequencies until 30 GHz and drops considerably by almost 2 dB at 70-GHz
detuning. This is caused by the fact that one of the FSK peaks is converted into
amplitude fluctuation, which in turn impairs the IM payload signal. The
experimental values are confirmed by the simulations.

3. CONCLUSION

We have presented a comprehensive study on the impact of the filter shape on
the performance of the combined scheme FSK/IM in a single channel for several
filter bandwidths. From simulations and experiments, we observed that the
frequency misalignments up to 30 GHz of the signal and the Gaussian filter can be
accepted without noticeable degradation of the IM signal in systems operating at
10 Gbit/s payload. For OBS networks where the signal is regenerated locally at
every node by the wavelength conversion, no significant performance degradation
is expected.
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CARRIER RESHAPING AND MUX-DEMUX
FILTERING IN 0.8 BIT/S/HZ WDM
RZ-DPSK TRANSMISSION
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Aston University, Bitmingham B4 7ET, United Kingdom

Abstract: Numerical optimization of the ultra high dense WDM RZ-DPSK transmission
has been performed by means of fine tuning the duty cycle and shape, carrier
reshaping, and pre- and post-filtering parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

High spectral efficiency is an ultimate target in modern long haul fiber com-
munications. New signal formats and RZ-DPSK in particular have become
key enabling factors in increasing spectral efficiency [1–3]. However, experi-
mental studies of applications of DPSK format in optical transmission have re-
cently outpaced theoretical and numerical analysis. Such important resources
for reaching the highest system performance as carrier reshaping and channel
pre- and post-filtering have not been systematically studied in case of new for-
mats. Asymmetric pre-filtering has been thoroughly studied for on-off keying
formats, see e.g. [4] and has recently been used for CS-RZ DPSK [5].

In this paper we have systematically explored the optimal duty cycle, carrier
reshaping and channel pre- and post- filtering on FEC free system performance
by means of numerical optimization. Our main purpose is to fine tune the sys-
tem and signal parameters corresponding to the highest experimentally avail-
able transoceanic transmission at spectral efficiency of 0.8 bit/s/Hz recently
reported in [6].

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The chosen system is essentially equivalent to that reported in [6].

1
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Figure 1. Scheme of the modelled system. The same super-Gaussian filters (SGF) are used
for pre- and post-filtering.

The transmission line comprises periodically allocated dispersion map in-
cluding eight symmetrically deployed pairs of Enlarged Effective area SMF
(EESMF) with slope compensating DCF (SCDCF) between the spans of EESMF.
Fiber parameters are summarized in Table 1 and the scheme of the modelled
system is shown in Fig 1.

Each symmetric map is followed by EDFA to compensate for losses. The
last section is followed by the short span of 3.75 km of SCDCF to equalize the
residual chromatic dispersion over eight symmetric sections.

Following [6], the choice of simple components was made to demonstrate
superior ultra high density, up to 80% spectral efficient, transmission by means
of fine tuning of system and signal parameters. No polarization division multi-
plexing have been used that could be considered as additional resort to improve
the presented results.

3. MODELLING

We have performed numerical modelling of 8 channel RZ-DPSK transmis-
sion. Each channel had been pre-filtered before multiplexing in order to reduce
inter-channel cross-talk. The same filters were used in demultiplexor. The fol-
lowing parameters were tuned during the optimization: i) MUX/DEMUX filter
detuning, bandwidth, and shape. Super-Gaussian filters of different order with
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Figure 2. Contour plots of linear Q-factor versus filter bandwidth and detuning for different
duty cycles.

filter transfer function have been tried to
find the optimal filter steepness parameter N as well as filter bandwidth B and
detuning ii) carrier duty cycle and carrier shapes varied from Gaussian to
super-Gaussian of different orders.

A multi-stage optimization strategy has been adopted due to a very large
number of optimization parameters. First, back to back optimization has been
performed of the carrier duty cycle and shape as well as pre- and post-filtering
parameters.

4. RESULTS

The results of this optimization are presented in Figures 2 ,3 and 4. Fig.
2 shows the contours of the linear Q-factor versus filtering parameters (fil-
ter bandwidth and detuning) for different pulsewidth. Filter shapes were kept
Gaussian. It was found that pulsewidth of 6ps provides the best performance.

Fig 3 shows the contours of the linear Q-factor versus the same filter param-
eters but for different filter shapes for the fixed duty cycle. It was found that
steeper filters provide better discrimination between the channels and practi-
cally eliminate inter-channel crosstalk from N=12. In all the following simu-
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Figure 3. Contour plots of linear q-factor versus filter bandwidth and detuning for different
filter shapes: Gaussian: (a) N=2 and Super-Gaussian (b) N=4, (c) N=8, (d) N=12.

lations this parameter was set to 16 as steeper filters do not gain performance
and could be difficult to manufacture.

Figure 4. Back to back Q-Factor
versus duty cycle for different carrier
shapes: Gaussian M=2 (triangles) and
super-Gaussian M=20 (circles)

Figure 5. Q-Factor (after 2000 km)
versus duty cycle for different carrier
shapes: Gaussian M=2 (triangles) and
super-Gaussian M=20 (circles)
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Figures 4 and 5 shows the influence of the carrier shape on system perfor-
mance. Fig 4 shows back to back performance gain by using a super-Gaussian
carrier versus duty cycle. It is seen that the performance gain achieved by sim-
ply reshaping the carrier can be as much as 10 dB whereas after 2000 km the
performance gain is still respectable 4 dB in a wide range of the duty cycle as
shown in Fig 5.

Figure 6. Q-Factor versus signal peak power cycle for different carriers: M=2 (triangles) and
M=20 (circles) after 2000 km.

Figure 7. Q-Factor versus transmission distance for optimized transmission.

Figure 6 illustrates another benefit of using super-Gaussian carrier with
steep shape index M=20. It shows the system performance after 2000 km ver-
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sus signal peak power. It is seen that super-Gaussian signals perform better at
higher power by approximately 2 dB which results in a noticeably better signal
to noise ratio.

5. CONCLUSIONS

System performance at 0.8 bit/s/Hz CS-RZ DPSK. transmission have been
systematically explored and optimized by fine tuning of duty cycle, carrier re-
shaping, and pre- and post filtering. It was found that ultra high density system
gains performance by using super-Gaussian carriers with relatively short duty
cycle of 0.24 and steep super-Gaussian filters to reduce inter-channel cross-
talk.
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EFFECT OF OPTICAL FILTERING ON
20-GBIT/S RZ-DQPSK TRANSMISSION OVER
2000 KM IN A 64-CHANNEL DWDM SYSTEM
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We analyze 20-Gb/s RZ-DQPSK transmission in a 33-GHz spaced
64-channel DWDM system over a 2000-km laboratory straight line. In
particular filtering impact on DQPSK. modulation format due to optical filter
and a de-interleaver at the receiver and pre-filter at the transmitter are
experimentally evaluated and commented.

Nowadays there is a growing effort to upgrade the transmission capacity of
optical systems by increasing the data transmission spectral efficiency. For this
purpose modulation formats alternative to usual IMDD are explored [1,2]. Optical
differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) format appears very
promising, as it combines increased information rate due to multi-level modulation
with the simplicity of direct detection. Recently a few papers have presented
experimental applications of this format, showing also DQPSK robustness toward
fiber nonlinear effects [3,4,5] and DQPSK employment in submarine systems
designed for standard IMDD transmission [6].

It is also known that optical communication channel performance is strongly
influenced by the receiver optical filter characteristics as well as by the choice of
the optical pre-filter. Of course this effect varies with the signal modulation format
[7,8].

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION



In this contribution we experimentally analyze the impact of the filtering
apparatus on the BER performance in a transmission of a RZ-DQPSK signal at 10
Gsymbol/s (20 Gb/s equivalent) in a 64-channel DWDM system with 33-GHz
spacing over 2000 km. In particular at the receiving unit we analyze the combined
effect of a 33/66GHz de-interleaver followed by an optical tunable band pass filter,
while at the transmission side we study the effect on DWDM long-haul
propagation of pre-filtering. The preliminary experimental results obtained with
non-optimized filters clearly show the importance of an accurate project for filter
shapes and bandwidths.

Figure 1. Experimental setup.

The experimental setup is presented in Figure 1. The 64 channels, 33-GHz
spaced from 1543.03 nm to 1559.71 nm, are multiplexed in a 33-GHz grid. A
tunable laser generates the DQPSK channel under test. RZ-DQPSK modulation is
obtained by the cascade of a first RZ-shaper, a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM)
and a phase modulator (PM). The RZ-shaping is performed by a Mach-Zehnder
modulator (MZM) driven by the 10 GHz clock signal, obtaining a duty-cycle of
50% and an extinction ratio of 13 dB. The second MZM operates in push-pull
mode and is driven by a 10-Gb/s PRBS of length achieving a
depth. The last PM, driven by the complementary PRBS signal suitably delayed in
order to obtain uncorrelation, performs an additional modulation. An RF
phase shifter synchronizes data at the two phase modulators. The test channel is
inserted after the multiplexer.

Setup allows RZ shaping of the other 63 channels, which are binary phase
shift keyed (BPSK) by a single PM. Due to the same RZ format and to the BPSK
modulation with the obtained 63 channels optical spectra are very similar
to the RZ-DQPSK channel under test, as demonstrated in [6]. The RZ-DQPSK
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
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channel under test can be pre-filtered before propagation by means of a 22 GHz
filter. Actually employed pre-filter is a 66/33 interleaver, whose optical transfer
function is shown in Figure 2. Receiver de-interleaver has the same transfer
function and demultiplexes to 66 GHz the 33 GHz DWDM grid. A tunable band
pass filter (FWHM of 33 GHz) selects the DQPSK channel under test for BER
measurements. The in-phase and in-quadrature phases are directly detected by a
pair of Mach-Zehnder delay interferometers (MZDI) biased at and
respectively [9].

We employ a pair of originally designed MZDIs [10] realized by SiON
technology with a high index contrast between the guide core and upper
cladding/substrate, allowing minimum bending radius with negligible losses in the
100 ps delay arm. In order to set the differential optical phase between the
interferometer arms respectively to and the integrated SiON chips are
thermally controlled by a heater inside a metallic case. The two outputs of each
MZDI are detected by a commercially available balanced receiver (14-GHz
bandwidth), mechanically controlling the optical path lengths of the balanced
receiver. Then the BER-tester is programmed with the expected data sequence of

bits.
The DWDM channels copropagate over a 1994-km straight line constituted by

33 NZD fiber spans of 55 km compensated, every 6 spans, by SMR fibers. NZD
fiber has a negative dispersion of -2.82 ps/nm km at 1548 nm, the link average
dispersion at 1548 nm is 0.0488 ps/nm km. In the straight line 39 EDFAs with 17-
nm flat optical bandwidth, 12-dBm saturation output power and 4.2-dB noise
figure are employed. This laboratory link was originally designed for an IMDD
submarine transmission by Pirelli Submarine Telecom Systems.

Figure 2. Measured optical transfer function of the employed optical pre-filter, which is an interleaver
with the same spectral characteristics of the receiver interleaver.



3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DQPSK performance are evaluated in the above-described 2000 km DWDM
system in order to understand design complexity and limitations due to filtering
specifications over propagation impairments. In the following figures we show
BER measurements relative to biased MZDI receiver; similar results are
obtained for biased MZDI.

In particular we investigate BER performances of the RZ-DQPSK channel at
10 Gsymbol/s as a function of system optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), at

First of all, Figure 3 shows curves comparison between unfiltered
(black diamonds) and narrow filtered (gray squares) RZ-DQPSK. It can be noticed
that RZ-DQPSK signal appears robust towards narrow-band filtering induced by
the de-interleaver at the receiver. Moreover, the penalty due to the detuning of the
signal wavelength with respect to the de-interleaver optical transfer function
remains less than 1 dB for detuning within +/-7.5 GHz, as shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 5, when all the 64 33-GHz-spaced DWDM channels are
present, a penalty arises, depending on the relative state of polarization between the
two closest channels. This penalty can be cancelled in case of orthogonal relative
States Of Polarization (SOPs).

RZ-DQPSK signal performance over 2000 km in a 33-GHz DWDM
environment is shown in Figure 6. 1548 nm RZ-DQPSK channel is polarization-
scrambled. Back-to-back data (blank square curve) are compared with BER after
2000-km propagation (black square curve). As for previous measures, at the
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Figure 3. BER versus system OSNR for unfiltered (black diamonds) and narrow filtered
(gray squares) RZ-DQPSK. Filtering is performed at the receiver by a 33/66 GHz

de-interleaver. No propagation.



receiver channel is isolated from 64 DWDM copropagating channels by the
cascade of the de-interleaver and optical band pass filter. Penalties due to
propagation are evidenced: the phase modulation on the neighbor channels impairs
propagation, owing to linear inter-channel cross talk due to PM spectral broadening
and owing to non-linear interactions. As shown in figure, the experimented system,
designed for standard IMDD propagation, is intrinsically limited in maximum
achievable OSNR by the amplifier saturation output power. After 2000 km the
maximum OSNR for the 64 DWDM channels is 17.5 dB.

Figure 4. BER versus system OSNR for filtered RZ-DQPSK for signal wavelength detuning
within ± 7.5 GHz with respect to the de-interleaver optical transfer function. No

propagation.

Pre-filtering impact is evaluated as well by employing, as a tight pre-filter, an
interleaver with the same spectral characteristics of the de-interleaver. Comparison
between the two un-propagated curves (blank square curve without pre-filter and
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Figure 5. BER versus system OSNR for filtered RZ-DQPSK. When all 64 CH are presents
(gray squares and diamonds) penalty varies with relative SOPs of closest channels. No

propagation.



blank circle with pre-filtering) shows about 2 dB penalties. It is noteworthy that
total filtering transfer function is non-optimized for DQPSK format. Gray circle
curve represents 2000-km propagation performance with pre-filtering. With respect
to back-to-back curves, after 2000-km propagation lower penalties (about 0.8 dB)
are found between pre-filtered (gray circles) and non-pre-filtered (black squares).
Pre-filtering in fact limits the spectrum of DWDM channels broadened by phase
modulation before propagation, thus reducing inter-channel cross talk.

Figure 6. BER versus DQPSK channel OSNR in presence of the de-interleaver and of the 64
DWDM channels for back-to-back (blank squares) and after 2000 km (black squares); in

presence of the de-interlaver, the 64 DWDM channels and the interleaver before
propagation for back-to-back (blank circles) and after 2000 km (gray circles).

We have experimentally presented the impact of optical filtering on the
transmission of a RZ-DQPSK signal at 20 Gbit/s equivalent bit rate in a 64-channel
DWDM system. Propagation over 2000 km is obtained in a link not optimised for
this type of modulation format. From these preliminary results, we expect that RZ-
DQPSK degradation in ultra-long-haul transmission can be reduced by a suitable
pre-filtering optimised for RZ-DQPSK modulation format in order to confine
optical spectrum before propagation limiting non-linear interactions among
channels.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
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Symbol DWDM transmission: every wavelength is symbol, carrying
bits, where N – number of wavelengths; one wavelength in fiber every
moment. Combined transmission: several wavelengths (symbols) in fiber
every moment. Application: ultra long haul.

The essence of symbol technology is that standard DWDM equipment (for
example, with 16 carriers is used not for simultaneous modulation of all
carriers but in serial operating mode. That means the original data is divided into 4-
bit clusters (i. e. 100010100010 = 1000 1010 0010), and every carrier is assigned
to a single cluster (from 0000 to 1111). Each 4-bit cluster is transmitted in one
time-slot, the first part of that time-slot is taken by corresponding carrier (pilot)
and the second part is taken by carrier (co-pilot). The co-pilot for is This
is first FEC1. Under such modulation scheme (1 - turned on, 0 - turned off) the
transmission rate of the pair “pilot - co-pilot” - i. e. 4-bit cluster - is equal to clock
rate. Every five information clusters are accompanied by redundant sixth cluster
with bit-by-bit control sum of theirs. This is second FEC2. So to transmit 10
Gbit/sec stream ir requires to transmit 10/4*(6/5) = 3 Gsymbols/sec. This case is
shown on fig.1.

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION
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An evolution of the symbol DWDM transmission idea gives rise to a combined
DWDM transmission concept. Since modern production DWDM equipment
supports up to 80 channels in a single fiber in 1530-1565 nm range, let us divide
this range into 5 “tubes” with 16 carriers in every tube, fig. 2. Using the symbol
transmission technology in every tube and applying 3 Gsymbol/sec lasers, it’s
possible to organize 10 Gbit/sec transmission in every tube or 50 Gbit/sec
transmission over single fiber.

Fig. 2. Combined DWDM data transmission.

Fig. 1. Symbol DWDM data transmission.



Symbol transmission has a high noise immunity because of code redundancy
(140% in our example). Indeed, let the probability of receiving “1” instead of “0”
and vice versa on photodetector is Let us consider
“superframe” as table consisting of 16 positions vertically , as and
horisontally of 6, that is 5 time-slots as payload data and time-slot as FEC2.
Table 1 represents transmitted data payload data and
control sum. “1”s and “0”s are green and true. Table 2 represents operation of
decoder with mistakes due to optical and electrical noise at receivers.
”Unfortunately“ (probability is 1/16) control sum of (true) coincides with

(false), correct data has probability ½. The exact calculation of all
possible combinations with simultaneous 4 false events (see www.tt.ru/eng) has
shown next results:

But additional employment of in-band triple-error-correcting Bose-
Chaundhuri-Hocquenghem BCH-3 code (with was documented in an October 2000
revision to the ITU-T G.707 standard) can improve FEC1,2 significantly since the
location of mistakes has been already known.

One of significant problems in symbol transmission is the chromatic dispersion
compensation. Indeed, the dispersion factor in SMF is 17 ps/nm*km. Signals at
neighbouring wavelengths in third spectral window (1530-1565 nm) with the
interval between carriers 50 GHz are distanced at about 0,4 nm. After 1000 km
they will come at receiver with time shift 8,5 ns. The time shift between and
will be 16 times more - about 136 ns. If the symbol length on one carrier is 0,17 ns
then it will be necessary to process time-slots at receiver with a shift of 50-800
symbols (at 1000 km distance already). But this is hardly realizable even at 200 km
distance. Nethertheless the solution of this problem has been found. Since ultra-
long-haul fiber links (which the symbol technology is mainly designed for) operate
in SDH mode, the SDH data format can be used for receiver synchronization at
different wavelengths. In fact, in SDH systems data is transmitted by consecutive
STM-1 frames with frequence 8 KHz. Every STM-1 frame consists of heading (81
bytes) and informational fields which sizes are fixed. Let us divide the heading
data in 4-bit clusters (for 16 carriers symbol transmission).
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Let us define the first 4-bit cluster as “pilot - co-pilot” pair - and the
second cluster - as and the third cluster - as and and so on (so that
every posterior pair take place in the middle of already appointed pairs). As a
result, a bit succession which is specific for heading, known beforehand and
repeated with 8 kHz frequency will be formed at every wavelength. Since the
length of every frame and transmission rate are known, it is easy to determine
which group of bits the received signal belongs to and to recover symbol spreaded
in time. In fact, the buffer is necessary which size is determined by scattering of
signals at and DWDM management system which operates at 1510 nm
carrier must transmit all necessary information for that. It is worthy to remark that
in the scheme of synchronization considered above pilot and co-pilot signals may
be placed not at neighboring wavelengths but arbitrarily. This fact has a great
significance because frequency response function of EDFA transparent section is
not linear and has irregular nature. It results in the fact that signals at some
wavelengths are transmitted better than at others. But choosing “good” co-pilots for
“bad” pilots (and vice versa) it’s possible to achieve nearly equal BER for every
symbol, and so essentially mitigate and simplify complex and expensive procedure
of gain equalization and tilt control of EDFA spectrum (which inevitably reduces
OSNR after attenuation of signal power, especially when number of wavelength
increases). Note that regeneration station may operate in 2R mode (reshaping,
reamplification) or in 3R mode (2R+retiming). The latter means that STM frames
recognition, error correction and data recovery take place. It is evident that during
symbol transmission regeneration station operates in 3R mode. Combined method
has significant competitive advantage for security of data - in classical DWDM
intruder can copy digital information from one photodetector, but here he will be
forced to copy even not 16 , but all 80 channels together (since inside one logic
tube every wavelengh among 16 may be arbitary among 80) with general clock!
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As a result the span (distance between optical amplifiers (Raman and EDFA
combined) is at least 50 km longer than usual, so the main conclusion of this
project is:

SDH nodes become “heavier” (or more expensive) and fiber links become “easier”
(or cheaper), in the long distance we gain in cost significantly.

The patent address of this idea is http://www.fips.ru, patent 2161374.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

Our competitive advantages for target – 50 Ggbit/sec over SMF 4000 km
regeneration distance – are as follows:

Sensitivity +6 db
Chromatic dispersion +2 db
Polarisation dispersion +2 db
Nonlinearities about +2 db (for example, Double Relay Scattering
(DBS) puts upper limit to Raman amplification essentially, but we
have every wavelength 8 times rarely – 16 pilots and 16 co-pilots – so
can increase Raman pump power significantly)
FEC is approximately the same as usual Reed Solomon
3R and SDH framing exist
Security of data is extremely high
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INTEGRATED DIRECT-MODULATION BASED
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We report a new quantum key distribution scheme using direct-modulation
method associated with single sideband detection (SSB). Experiments were
carried out at 850 nm using standard electronic and optical components.

Quantum cryptography or quantum key distribution (QKD) has known an
increasing interest because it offers higher security than public-key based key
transfer systems [1]. Several systems [1-4] have been developed to exchange
quantum keys via optical fibres, achieving key distribution up to 100km [5]. In a
recent experiment [6], a 23km key transmission was performed in free space, hence
demonstrating the feasibility of QKD for ground-to-ground or space application.
However, only one method based on polarization-coded quantum states has been
explored to realize free-space key distribution.

We report a new free-space transmission quantum key distribution method,
using a direct-modulation technique associated to a single sideband detection
method [7]. The use of directly modulated laser diodes and standard electronical
components at the emitter enables suitable integration and thus offers potential

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION



satellite-to-ground applications. The experimental prototype operates at 850nm
using off-the-shelf components.

Figure 1 shows the proposed system.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the direct modulation scheme.

The source (S1) is an attenuated laser diode operating at optical frequency
(quantum signal). S1 is directly modulated at with a modulation depth
m<<1. The modulating signal is produced by a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
that drives simultaneously a second laser diode S2 operating at optical frequency

Both optical signals are transmitted thanks to a WDM coupler (C1). Their
optical spectra are composed of a central peak and two sidebands at frequencies

with phase relative to the central peak. The phase is
introduced by a phase shifter. At the receiver, a WDM demultiplexer (C2)
separates the transmitted signals. The synchronisation signal is converted by a
detector (D) that generates an electrical signal at frequency The amplitude of
the electrical signal is matched to the emitter modulation depth m and drives an
unbalanced integrated Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZ). An additional phase shift

is introduced thanks to a second phase shifter. The bias voltage Vs is matched
to the chirp value of the source S1 such that the probability and of detecting
one photon in the lower and the upper sidebands of the quantum signal are
respectively governed by a sine-squared and a cosine-squared function of the phase
difference The sidebands are separated by an optical filter (F) and photons
are counted by a single photon counting module (SPCM). The BB84 protocol can
then be implemented with only one detector as shown in [8].
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The experimentals circuits are shown in figure 2 and 3. The actual prototype
size emitter (fig.2) is 15x10 cm .The quantum signal is generated by a 1mW,
852nm DBR laser diode. The modulation amplitude is set to thanks to an
integrated VCO and amplifier (RF circuit). Calibrated attenuators attenuate the
light so that with the chosen value of m, the average photon number sent in the
fibre is approximately 0.21 photon per pulse in each modulation sideband. The
operating frequency is 2GHz. The synchronisation signal at 2GHz is produced by
the same VCO and modulates a standard CATV DFB laser (DMDFB) emitting at
1310 nm.

Its average power was set to to avoid crosstalk with the quantum
signal. At the emitter a computer controls a quadrature phase-shift-keying (QPSK)
modulator (including in the RF circuit) to introduce a phase variation
randomly chosen among four possible values. An additional square-modulation at
1MHz is mixed with the synchronization signal to be used as a clock thanks to an
external RF switch (SW). The command circuit converts the digital signal
generated by the computer into the required analog signal.
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3. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2. Prototype of the emitter.
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Figure 3. Prototype of the receiver.

At the receiver (fig.3), the quantum and the synchronization signal are
separated by a 30dB isolating WDM demultiplexer (not shown in fig 3). The
synchronisation signal is first converted into an electrical signal by a standard
detector (D). The resulting electrical signal is then split and filtered in two different
ways to obtain in one case the plain 2GHz frequency and in the other case the
1MHz square envelope. This 1MHz clock is used to switch randomly and
synchrounously the phase among four possible values and generates a 50ns
duration gate that allows the EGG single photon counting module to be gated. In
these conditions the quantum efficiency and the dark count per gate are 50% and

We use a customized intensity modulator (MZ) and fibre Fabry-
Pérot interferometer (composed of two bragg gratings, not shown in fig 3) with a
FSR of 10GHz and a finesse of 100 to select only one sideband. Quantum signal
was detected by a SPCM. Key distributions have been performed with a 100m
single mode fibre at 850nm. The reconciliation process [9,10] uses a LAN
connection as the public channel. The global attenuation of the receiver was around



6dB at 850nm. The quantum bit error rate (QBER) measured was thus found to be
around 1% for a raw bit rate of 5Kc/s.

We have reported a new direct modulation method using a SSB detection
scheme. Unlike a recent free space polarization based QKD experiment [11], the
synchronisation and quantum signal used the same transmission channel. The first
results obtained show the possible used of our method in free space transmission.
Finally, the laser diodes can be replaced by VCSEL sources allowing future on-
chip integration of the emitter with hybrid CMOS VLSI [12] electronic circuits.
This work is under progress.

I wish to thank Samuel Moec for his invaluable help during the design of
electronic circuits. This work was supported by FRANCE TELECOM under
contrat N°: 991B489 and is protected under patent number : WO 02/049267 A1.
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DPSK OVER INVERSE-RZ OPTICAL PULSES
FOR 2-BIT PER SYMBOL TRANSMISSION

Tetsuya Miyazaki, Fumito Kubota
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, 4-2-1 Nukuikita, Koganei,
184-8795 Tokyo, Japan: tmiyazaki@nict.go.jp

We successfully demonstrated superimposing DPSK over inverse-RZ optical
pulses using SOA-XGM for 2-bit per symbol modulation/demodulation at
20-Gbit/s to simply double spectral efficiency. Error free operation less than

was achieved for both RZ and DPSK signals.

Multi-state per symbol modulation format such as differential quadrature
phase-shift keying (DQPSK) has been investigated to enhance spectral efficiency
and tolerance to chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode-dispersion [1,2]. A
combination of amplitude-shift keying (ASK) and differential phase-shift keying
(DPSK) is another scheme without using complex encoder and decoder[3,4].
However precise adjustment of the extinction ratio has been required in the ASK-
DPSK scheme. On the other hand inverse-RZ format with more than 100% spectral
efficiency was proposed without using multi-state per symbol modulation
scheme[5]. In this study, we demonstrated superimposing of DPSK over inverse-
RZ as a simple solution for doubling the spectral efficiency.

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 Timing chart of the overwriting of DPSK over inverse-RZ signal.
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2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the timing chart of the overwriting of DPSK over inverse-RZ
signal. Inverting of RZ optical signal allows both “0” and “1” pulses to have finite
pulse energy in the time slot without adjusting the extinction ratio.

Figure 2 shows the setup. 10-GHz (9.95328 GHz), 3.0 ps optical pulses from a
mode-locked laser diode (MLLD, 1555 nm) was modulated at 10 Gbit/s with a
PRBS of (DATA1) by an intensity modulator for RZ modulation. For
inverse-RZ generation, cross-gain modulation (XGM) in a semiconductor optical
amplifier (SOA, biased at 180 mA) was adopted by injecting continuous wave
(CW) probe (1546.5 nm, 4.0 dBm) and the RZ pulses (-1 dBm). Previously
reported technique for inverse-RZ generation in electrical domain using push-pull
type Mach-Zehnder modulator[5] is also applicable with an encoder to compensate
alternative phase inversion. Optical band-pass filter (OBPF, 5nm) was employed to
select converted inverse-RZ optical pulses. Then DPSK modulation with 128-bit
pattern length (DATA2) was superimposed. In the receiver side, optical pre-
amplifier (EDFA) followed by an OBPF (3 nm) and a balanced receiver was used
for both RZ and DPSK detection. Single-end direct detection was used to convert
polarity from inverse-RZ into RZ pulses. We set the expected differential data
pattern to an error detector.

Figure 3 shows optical waveform of DPSK with inverse-RZ measured at
transmitter output (Fig. 3(a)), and detected eye diagrams of DATA 1 RZ signal

Figure 2 Experimental setup.



(Fig. 3(b)), and DATA 2 DPSK signal (Fig. 3(c)). Thanks to the pulse inversion,
clear eye opening was obtained in detected DPSK signal (Fig.3 (C)). There was no
prominent eye opening degradation in RZ detection by superimposing DPSK
modulation (Fig.3 (b)).

Figure 4 shows optical spectrum measured at the SOA output (a), at the
transmitter output (b). A compact spectrum was obtained with 3-dB bandwidth of
about 12 GHz was obtained in DPSK superimposing over inverse-RZ case (Fig.
2(b)).

Figure 4 Optical spectrum (Span 2 nm, resolution 0.01 nm)

Figure 5 shows the bit error rate (BER) characteristics for DPSK only (open
circles), DATA 1: RZ (closed squares), DATA 2 : DPSK with inverse-RZ (closed
circles). The received optical power was defined at the optical pre-amplifier input.
It should be noted that there is only 2-dB receiver sensitivity penalty at 10-9 in
DPSK with inverse-RZ from DPSK only. There was no error floor and error free
less than 10-12 was achieved for both DPSK with inverse-RZ and RZ with DPSK.

398

Figure 3 Eye diagrams (50 ps/div.)
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Figure 5 Bit error rate (BER) characteristics
open circles : DPSK only, closed circles : DPSK with inverse-RZ,

closed squares : RZ

3. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated DPSK over inverse-RZ format for 2-bit per symbol
modulation/demodulation at 20 Gbit/s to simply double spectral efficiency. High
sensitivity of DPSK data signal is preserved within 2-dB penalty from its original
sensitivity by superimposing DPSK data onto inverse-RZ optical signal.

The authors wish to thank Dr. Y. Matsushima for his continuous
encouragement.
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Abstract: We demonstrate a harmonically mode-locked dispersion-managed
polarization-maintaining erbium fiber laser that uses photonic crystal fiber
for nonlinear pulse compression. The high nonlinearity and large anomalous
dispersion of the PCF resulted in significant reduction in the cavity length
and increased the long-term stability. The laser cavity, only 36-m-long,
yielded stable 1.3 ps pulses at a 40-GHz repetition-rate, with supermode
noise suppression of over 60 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

Compact tunable sources providing picosecond pulses with tens of GHz
repetition rates and low timing jitter have high demands in many application such
as, high speed optical communication systems, optical analog-to-digital conversion
and so on. Harmonically active modelocking of fiber lasers is a very useful
technique for generating picosecond pulses from fiber lasers with repetition rates
of tens to even over a hundred GHz [1-7]. Mode-locked fiber lasers using the
erbium-doped fibers (EDF) as the gain medium have been studied most extensively
as they produce pulses in the communication window where the silica
fibers exhibit the lowest loss. Technically, short pulse generation at GHz-
repetition-rate in erbium doped fiber laser is conveniently realized by taking
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advantage of the high saturation power and the availability of optical fibers with
both normal and anomalous dispersion characteristic. One can appropriately
manage the cavity-dispersion to favor intracavity nonlinear processes, such as the
formation of optical solitons. Operation of the laser in the soliton regime not only
yields pulses shorter than the Kuizenga-Siegman limit [8], but also ensures pulse-
dropout which is particularly important for application in error-free optical
communication.

In the high-repetition-rate (10 GHz or above), picosecond pulses can be
generated by soliton-effect compression in a long segment of suitable anomalous
dispersion fiber placed inside the cavity. Using dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) of
190 m long inside a laser cavity, solitons with widths of 2.7 ps at 10 GHz-rate [2]
and 0.9 ps at 40-GHz rate were generated [6]. Recently, highly nonlinear DSF
fibers were also deployed with an aim to reduce the length of nonlinear fiber, and
indeed 1.2 ps pulses at 40 GHz-rate were obtained from an actively mode-locked
fiber laser that used 100 m of highly nonlinear DSF fiber [4].

Alternatively, picosecond pulses can also be produced from a dispersion
managed (DM) laser cavity, which has fiber segments with large local dispersion,
but a small anomalous path-averaged dispersion. In a DM laser a pulse spends
much of its time in a stretched state and experiences a lower effective nonlinearity
than a fundamental soliton pulse in a comparable uniform dispersion cavity [9].
This allows pulses to circulate with higher energy in the cavity, yielding higher
output power. Pulses with a width of 1.3 ps, timing jitters of only 10 fs, and pulse
dropout ratio smaller than were generated at 10 GHz rate from a DM sigma
fiber laser [3, 10].

We have recently demonstrated a mode-locked erbium fiber laser which uses a
polarization maintaining PCF (PM-PCF) with high nonlinearity and anomalous
dispersion for nonlinear pulse compression [11]. The high nonlinearity and large
anomalous dispersion of the PCF made nonlinear pulse compression achievable in
fiber only 10-m long. Highly-stable pulses with 1-ps-width and 10-GHz repetition-
rate were obtained over a range of 1535-1560 nm. In this paper, we demonstrate
successful operation of PCF-based compact fiber laser at 40-GHz-repetition-rate.
We have produced ~1.3 ps pulses at 40-GHz repetition rate with supermode noise
suppression better than 60 dB and output power of over 14 mw.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup of the mode-locked fiber ring laser is shown in Fig. 1.
The cavity consisted of a 20-m long Er-doped PANDA fiber, a Mach-Zehnder
modulator, an optical isolator, a tunable bandpass filter (3-dB-bandwidth: 8 nm), a
30% output coupler, and a 10-m-long polarization maintaining PCF (PM-PCF)
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section. The Er-fiber had an un-pumped absorption coefficient of 3.28 dB/m and
dispersion of -54 ± 5 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm. The PM-PCF, manufactured by
Mitsubishi Cable Industries, had a Ge-doped core that was surrounded by a
hexagonal array of holes. The cross section of the PM-PCF is shown in the inset of
Fig 1. The fiber had a zero-dispersion wavelength at 876 nm, and exhibited a
dispersion parameter of 104 and 126 ps/nm/km, for the slow and fast axes
respectively. The PM-PCF had a nonlinear coefficient of and a loss
coefficient of 16 dB/km (at 1550 nm). To facilitate optical coupling, both ends of
the PM-PCF were fusion-spliced to standard PANDA fiber through a mode-field
converter, which yielded a loss/splice of only 1.6 dB. The cavity also employed a
fused fiber polarization beam splitter (PBS) that restricted oscillation to slow axes
in the cavity. The doped fiber and PM-PCF within the laser cavity mapped a
dispersion-managed (DM) periodic system with large dispersion variation. The
dispersion map of the cavity, which mostly consisted of the erbium fiber and the
PCF is shown in Fig. 2. The average value of dispersion in the 36-m-long cavity
was 1.4 ps/nm/km, and the fundamental cavity repetition rate was 5.6 MHz.

Figure 1. Experimental setup

Figure 2. Dispersion map of the laser.
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For modelocking at a 40-GHz-repetition-rate, we directly drove the modulator
using an RF oscillator and a narrow band RF power amplifier. We also stabilized
the cavity by controlling the length of the Er-PANDA fiber that was wound around
a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer (PZT). The error signal necessary for active
feedback was obtained from the phase of the output pulses relative to the clock
signal available at the IF output port of the double balanced mixer. The error signal
was processed with proportional and integration control circuitry, amplified and
applied to the PZT [12].

3. RESULTS

Modelocking of the laser was achieved at a repetition rate of ~40 GHz by
carefully adjusting the oscillator frequency to match a harmonic of the fundamental
cavity-repetition-rate and the bias voltage of the modulator. The optical spectrum
of the mode-locked pulses is shown in Fig. 3(a), which shows the optical comb of
frequencies separated by a frequency equal to pulse repetition rate. The ASE noise-
floor was over times lower than the peak of spectrum. The envelope of the
optical spectrum could be fitted by a Gaussian-like envelope with an FWHM
bandwidth of 2.69 nm. In soliton systems that has largely differing dispersions [3,
10], optical spectrum with the Gaussian rather than sech-profile are commonly
seen. In our experiment, we obtained output pulses with nonzero chirp that was
accounted for by external chirp-compensation using dispersion compensating fiber
(DCF) of about a 4-m-long. The autocorrelation trace of the shortest pulse thus
obtained is shown in Fig. 3(b), which yielded an FWHM pulsewidth of 1.29 ps.

Figure 3. Output pulses. a) Optical spectrum. b) Autocorrelation trace.

Figure 4(a) represents the autocorrelation trace measured over a longer time
scale, which shows periodic pulse trains separated by about ~25 ps, in consistent
with the RF modulation frequency. The RF spectrum of the output pulses showed a
frequency component equal to pulse repetition-rate of 39.463 GHz. The supermode
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noise was suppressed by more than 60 dB. The average output power was 14.4
mW, which was limited by the power of the pump LDs. The wavelength of the
output could be changed through the use of the tunable bandpass filter.

Figure 4. Output pulses. a) Auto/cross correlation trace, b) RF spectrum.

It is known that in a fiber system with dispersion maps that have large
deviations of the local dispersion from the average-dispersion, the pulses have
enhanced energy relative to solitons in a system with uniform dispersion that is
equal to the path-averaged dispersion of the map [13]. The dispersion map strength
factor of the DM soliton laser, where and is the

group velocity dispersion and length of the nth fiber segment forming the cavity,
is the shortest FWHM pulse duration, is the average dispersion, can be

determined using a value of 1.29 ps for and the parameters of the PCF and
Er-PANDA. We obtain a value for of ~3.0 for the 36-m-long dispersion map,
while it was 4.5 for the same laser used for producing 1.07 ps pulse at 10 GHz,
repetition rate [11]. Higher value of and, correspondingly shorter pulses with
larger output power are expected by using pump LDs with higher power and
further optimization of the dispersion map of the cavity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated the application of highly nonlinear and
anomalously dispersive PCF in compact pulse sources that generate tunable
picosecond pulse at high repetition rate suitable for optical communication. The
use of PCF has helped reduction in the cavity length by an order of magnitude. We
successfully produced 1.3 ps pulses at a 40 GHz repletion rate, and the supermode
noise was suppressed by more than 60 dB.
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Abstract: We demonstrate the adiabatic soliton compression of a dual frequency beat
signal using distributed Raman amplification (DRA) in a dispersion
decreasing fiber (DDF). A 40 GHz beat signal generated from a
modulator at a driving RF frequency of 20 GHz is compressed into ~ 2.2 ps
soliton pulses using DRA in a 20 km DDF. The generation of high quality of
soliton pulses from the 40 GHz sinusoidal beat signal is readily achieved
with a significantly enhanced compression efficiency using DDF based DRA,
compared to the case of using a DDF without DRA or a DSF with DRA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All-optical high speed time division multiplexing (OTDM) systems operating
at data rates in excess of 40 Gbit/s requires the development of stable sources of
high repetition rate ultrashort optical pulses operating in the 1550 nm

telecommunication band [1]. Among many other methods one very simple and
cost-effective approach to high-repetition rate short pulse generation, is to use
adiabatic soliton pulse compression of a dual frequency beat signal. In this
approach the dual-frequency beat signal is usually obtained by either two separate
distributed feedback (DFB) lasers [2] or a combination of a single DFB laser and a

Mach-Zehnder modulator [3]. The Mach-Zehnder modulator based dual
frequency generation method is likely to be a more reliable and simple approach
since the generated two optical carriers are phase-synchronized and the
corresponding beat signal has a very low phase noise [4]. In order to achieve high
quality output pulses using adiabatic soliton compression of the frequency beat
signal it is essential to ensure that the compression process is as adiabatic as
possible. In a simple scheme based on dispersion decreasing fiber (DDF) the
dispersion lengths associated with such sinusoidal beat signal dictate the use of
multi-tens of km length scale DDF’s in order to ensure that sufficiently adiabatic
compression is achieved throughout the system. For such device lengths
background fiber loss can have a significant impact on the compression process
and limit the degree of compression that can be achieved for physically reasonable
ranges of dispersion variation. In a distributed Raman amplification (DRA) based
scheme multi-tens of km of fiber is also typically required to obtain the net on-off
gain needed for practical values of pump power. Recently several research groups
suggested a novel concept of the use of DRA in a DDF to achieve high quality
adiabatic soliton compression [5, 6]. This approach enhances the compression
factor for which high quality adiabatic compression is achieved for seed pulse
sources carved by an electro-absorption modulator (EAM), and reduces the pump
power requirements relative to those required for pure DRA compression.

In this paper we experimentally demonstrate the use of distributed Raman
amplification in a dispersion decreasing fiber for the efficiency enhancement of
adiabatic soliton compression of a dual frequency beat signal. We compress a 40
GHz beat signal generated from a modulator at a driving RF frequency of
20 GHz into ~ 2.2 ps soliton pulses using DRA in a 20 km DDF. The output pulses
are then compared to those generated from the DDF without DRA in terms of pulse
pedestal level. The same experiments are also performed with a 20 km DSF for the
overall performance comparison. The generation of high quality of soliton pulses
from the 40 GHz sinusoidal beat signal is readily achieved with an enhanced
efficiency using distributed Raman amplification in a DDF.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Dispersion profile of the dispersion
decreasing fiber (DDF) used in this experiment

The schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a). A continuous wave
(CW) DFB laser was first phase-modulated at a RF frequency of 200 MHz to
suppress stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in the dispersion decreasing fiber
used in this experiment. The output beam from the DBF laser was then externally
modulated using a Mach-Zehnder modulator which was biased at a null
transmission point and driven at a RF frequency of 20 GHz to obtain a 40 GHz
sinusoidal optical beat signal. A low-noise erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
followed by a bandpass filter was used to amplify the modulated output beam and
another high power EDFA was then employed to boost the optical power of the
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beat signal sufficient to form the first-order soliton at the input end of our DDF.
The DDF used in this experiment had a length of 20 km and its dispersion followed
an exponentially tapered profile at 1550 nm along the length from 6 to 1.75 ps/nm-
km as shown in Fig. 1(b). The dispersion slope was The fiber
was originally designed and fabricated for loss-compensated soliton transmission
applications and thus the dispersion profile was matched to the power loss of 0.27
dB/km within the fiber [7]. Further details concerning the characterization and
fabrication of this DDF are provided in Ref. [8]. Three laser diodes operating at
center wavelengths of 1430, 1460, and 1490 nm, respectively were employed for
the Raman pump. After combing the three pump laser outputs using a fiber based
14XX/C-band WDM coupler, a total pump power of up to 500 mW could be
launched into the DDF in a counter-propagating geometry and this level of pump
was observed to be able to provide up to 8 dB of on-off gain within the fiber which
was sufficient to compensate for the total background fiber.

Figure 2. Measured autocorrelation traces of the output compressed pulses
after the DDF for both the case with and without distributed Raman
amplification.

Fig. 2 shows the measured second harmonic generation (SHG) autocorrelation
traces of the compressed pulses after the DDF for both the case with and without
DRA. High-quality, low pedestal soliton pulses were obtained with DRA in the
DDF whilst both high pedestal level and low compression factor were observed
without DRA. Note that the broad background pedestals in the autocorrelation
traces are mainly due to the poor extinction ratio of the modulator used in
this experiment and the non-uniform pulse intensity distribution can be attributed
to the residual 20 GHz frequency components of the beat signal caused by the
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imperfect DC bias setting of the modulator as shown in the optical spectrum in Fig.
3(b). The temporal shape of the output compressed pulses with DRA in the DDF
was observed to be a hyperbolic secant with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 2.2 ps as shown in Fig. 3(a). The corresponding optical spectrum of
the pulses is shown in Fig. 3(b). The solid line over the measured spectrum shows
a least squares sech2 fit, from which the spectral bandwidth was estimated to be
about 1.1 nm. The time -bandwidth product of the pulses is 0.31, indicating that the
output compressed pulses are almost transform-limited solitons.

Figure 3. (a) Measured autocorrelation trace of a single pulse compressed
with distributed Raman amplification in the DDF. (b) The corresponding
optical spectrum of the pulse.
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In order to confirm the enhanced performance of adiabatic soliton compression

using the proposed scheme we performed the same experiment with a 20 km long
dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) which was specially chosen considering the average
value of the GVD of the DDF. The GVD of this DSF was 3.8 ps/nm-km. These
results are summarized in Fig. 4. Although distributed Raman amplification along
the DSF initiated an adiabatic soliton train formation in some degree, significant
pulse compression process was not observed in terms of compression factor and
pulse pedestal compared to the case of DRA in the DDF. Without DRA any pulse
compression effect was not observed after the DSF. The output pulses after the
DSF with DRA was observed to have a Gaussian shape with a FWHM of 5.8 ps. It
is clearly evident that sufficient adiabatic soliton compression process was not
induced in the DSF despite the use of DRA.

Figure 4. Measured autocorrelation traces of the compressed pulses after a
20 km long DSF with a GVD of 3.8 ps/nm-km for both the case with and
without distributed Raman amplification.

3. CONCLUSION

We have experimentally demonstrated the efficiency enhancement of adiabatic
soliton compression of a dual frequency beat signal using dispersion decreasing
fiber based distributed Raman amplification. Highly efficient adiabatic
compression of a 40 GHz beat signal generated from a Mach-Zehnder modulator
into a ~ 2.2 ps soliton pulse train, was achieved using DRA in a 20 km of DDF.
The use of a DDF with an optimized dispersion profile and a high extinction ratio
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modulator should allow for providing further improvements in terms of
compression efficiency and background pedestals.
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Abstract: We propose a novel all-optical signal processor for use at a retum-to-zero re-
ceiver utilising loop mirror intensity filtering and nonlinear pulse broadening in
normal dispersion fibre. The device offers reamplification and cleaning up of the
optical signals, and phase margin improvement. The efficiency of the technique
is demonstrated by application to 40 Gbit/s data transmission.

1. INTRODUCTION

In optical fibre communication systems using return-to-zero (RZ) modula-
tion format, an electrical low-pass filter is normally employed after direct de-
tection at the optical receiver. This filter limits the receiver bandwidth in order
to reduce the noise power mainly due to accumulated amplified spontaneous
emission noise generated by amplifier repeaters. Also, the expansion of the
pulse width given by the filter reduces the influence of the fluctuation of pulse
position in time caused by timing jitter [1]. But there exists a trade-off in the
cut-off frequency of the filter among inter-symbol interference, signal ampli-
tude, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this paper, we present a novel scheme
of all-optical nonlinear signal processing for application to a RZ optical re-
ceiver front-end, which combines the intensity filtering action of a nonlinear
optical loop mirror (NOLM) for reamplification and cleaning up of the opti-
cal signals [2, 3] with the nonlinear pulse broadening in a normal dispersion
fibre (NDF) for phase margin improvement [4, 5]. The efficiency of the pro-
posed technique is numerically demonstrated by application to 40 Gbit/s RZ
data transmission.
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2. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND CONFIGURATION

The proposed pulse processor consists of an optical amplifier, a section of
NDF, and an unbalanced NOLM (see Fig. 1). Qualitatively, the idea for the
method is as follows. An input pulse to the pulse processor is amplified to
the preferred power level of the device by the optical amplifier. During trans-
mission along the NDF, the temporal waveform of the pulse is changed to a
rectangular-like profile by the combined action of group-velocity dispersion
and Kerr nonlinearity [6]. As a result, the pulse width is broadened and the
centre portion of the pulse is changed to be flat. By utilising this property, the
phase margin of a RZ pulse train can be improved [4, 5]. The phase margin
improvement enables reduction of the influence of the displacement of pulse
position at the receiver caused by timing jitter. Following the NDF, the pulse
enters the NOLM. The unbalanced NOLM acts as a saturable absorber [7] and,
hence, filters out low-intensity noise and dispersive waves from the higher-
power pulse. This allows for restoration of the pulse amplitude and cleaning
up of the distorted pulse. Also, whenever the NOLM operates in the region
just after the peak of its switching curve, it enables stabilisation of amplitude
fluctuations. In the case of a pulse train, the noise and radiative background
in the zero timing slots is suppressed by the saturable absorption action of the
NOLM, and the amplitude jitter of ones is also reduced [2, 3].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the pulse processor.

In the sample system used for demonstration of the technique, the amplifier
is an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) with a noise figure of 4.5 dB. The
NDF has a dispersion of –20ps/(nm km), an effective area of and
an attenuation of 0.24 dB/km. The NOLM incorporates a 50:50 coupler, and a
1.5 km-long loop of dispersion-shifted fibre with zero dispersion, an effective
area of and an attenuation of 0.3 dB/km. Unbalancing of the NOLM
is achieved with an optical attenuator asymmetrically placed in the loop, and
the loss of the loop attenuator is –27.1 dB. The NOLM is preferably operated
in the stable region of its switching curve.
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3. MODELLING RESULTS

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed pulse processor, without loss
of generality, the following model simulations are run. pseudoran-
dom RZ single-channel pulse trains are transmitted at 40 Gbit/s in a dispersion-
managed system whose transmission performance is severely degraded by intra-
channel nonlinear effects when regenerators are not used (see [8] for details).
In such a system, the periodical deployment of in-line NOLMs effectively sta-
bilises the accumulation of amplitude noise and pulse distortion mainly driven
by the intra-channel four-wave mixing, and the transmission distance is lim-
ited by intra-channel cross-phase modulation-induced timing jitter [8]. This
presents a good model situation to demonstrate the action of the proposed de-
vice. The pulses after 20000km transmission are used as the input for the
pulse processor. The input full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) pulse width
and energy are approximately 7ps and 0.011 pJ, respectively. The signal qual-
ity is evaluated in terms of the standard (Gaussian-based) Q-factor.

Figure 2. Eye-diagrams in the pulse processor.

Figure 2 shows an example of signal eye-diagrams at the pulse processor
input, the NDF output, and the pulse processor output. In this example, the
gain of the EDFA is 33.5 dB, the length of the NDF is 0.5km, and a fifth-
order Bessel filter with a cut-off frequency of 30 GHz is used as a receiver
low-pass filter. It can be seen that the input eye is closed mainly due to a
significant timing jitter of the optical pulses. Dispersion and nonlinearity in
the NDF broaden the pulse duration and simultaneously flatten the pulse shape.
In this example, the FWHM pulse width is broadened to approximately 25 ps.
Consequently, the eye opening at the NDF output is wider than at the pulse
processor input. It is also seen that the amplitude jitter of pulses at the centre
of the bit slot is slightly smaller. The additional widening of eye opening that
can be observed at the pulse processor output is given by a significant reduction
of the amplitude jitter provided by the NOLM.

The improvement of the signal quality that can be achieved in the nonlinear
pulse processor-modified receiver with respect to the conventional receiver is
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Figure 3. Q-values versus cut-off frequency of the receiver electrical filter.

evident from Fig. 3, where the signal Q-factor at the pulse processor input,
the NDF output, and the pulse processor output, is plotted as
a function of the cut-off frequency of the receiver electrical filter for two com-
monly encountered filter types. Here, the EDFA gain and the NDF length are
the same as those used in Fig. 2. For the conventional receiver (see
when the cut-off frequency is too low, the signal quality is degraded by the in-
crease of inter-symbol interference and the decrease of pulse amplitude. Large
cut-off frequency leads to a decrease of the SNR in the detected electrical sig-
nals, and this also results in degradation of the signal quality. On the other
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hand, when the proposed method is employed, the nonlinear pulse broaden-
ing in the NDF permits to improve the signal phase margin without increasing
the inter-symbol interference. The nonlinear loop mirror intensity filtering im-
proves further the quality of the detected signals. In the proposed scheme, the
required electrical bandwidth is wider than that of the conventional receiver
since also the pulse spectrum spreads out. However, because of the nonlinear-
ity involved in the process, the SNR is not decreased for a wide range of cut-off
frequencies. Indeed, it is seen that the Q-factor at the NDF output and the pulse
processor output stabilises and does not degrade any further after some value
of the cut-off frequency in the considered frequency range. The asymptotic
Q-factor at the pulse processor output is more than 3 dB higher (corresponding
to a linear improvement factor of more than 2) than the Q-factor for the
conventional receiver with the optimum cut-off frequency. We mention that for
larger cut-off frequencies the signal quality will be eventually degraded by the
receiver thermal noise.

Figure 4. Q-factor at the pulse processor output versus receiver electrical cut-off frequency
and NDF length.

A key parameter to be tuned in the proposed pulse processor is the length
of the NDF. Figure 4 shows the Q-factor at the pulse processor output as a
function of the cut-off frequency of the receiver electrical filter and the NDF
length. Here, a fifth-order Bessel filter is used, and the conditions

are required to be met. For each value of the NDF length,
the gain of the EDFA is adjusted so as to provide both adequate enhancement
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of the nonlinearity in the NDF and adequate power at the NOLM input. It is
seen that the pulse processor works with NDF lengths between approximately
0.2 and 0.6 km, and the optimum NDF length is 0.5 km. The decrease of
for lengths shorter/longer than the optimum one at a fixed cut-off frequency is
due to the fact that the power level of pulses at the NDF output differs from
the correct power level for the NOLM to operate in the region just after the
switching peak. It can also be seen that for each allowed NDF length, the
Q-factor asymptotically stabilises at some value with increase of the cut-off
frequency.

4. SUMMARY

We have described a novel all-optical pulse processing technique for use
at a RZ optical receiver that exploits the intensity filtering action of a NOLM
for reamplification and cleaning up of the optical signals and the Kerr effect
in a NDF for improvement of the signal phase margin. The efficiency of the
proposed pulse processor has been demonstrated by application to jitter-limited
40 Gbit/s RZ data transmission. The estimated Q-factor has been improved by
more than 3 dB compared to the conventional receiver.
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Abstract: We present the modification of decoder for 2-D Wavelength/Time (W/T)
Optical Code Division Multiple Access (O-CDMA) system by optical hard-
limiters. The performance improvement of the system using proposed
decoder modification is shown by numerical simulation of the average Signal
to interference difference and Bit error probability as a function of active
user number and weight of codeword for the different topology of the
decoder. The influence of non-ideal properties of the used optical hard-
limiters upon the bit error probability in system is studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical Code Division Multiple Access (O-CDMA) system is advance all-
optical multi-channel scheme for fiber optic networks, which allows asynchronous
transmission mode and accession to the optical network simultaneously. One of the
most important problems for O-CDMA systems is the Multiple-access
interference (MAI), which limits the number of active users in the system.
We proposed the modification of 2-D W/T decoder [1] by placing the second
optical hard-limiter (O-HL) after its last optical coupler (O-HL2 in Fig.l). The
O-HL is a nonlinear all-optical threshold device. It has two valued output optical
intensity, which depends on the optical intensity at the input [2]. The topologies
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Figure 1. 2-D W/T O-CDMA encoder and modified decoder with O-HLs

of 2-D W/T encoder and modified 2-D W/T decoder are shown in Fig.1. The first
O-HL (O-HL1) is placed into the each delay lines of delay line array of the
decoder, which clips back the amplitudes of the unwanted created optical pulses
at the same wavelength. The second O-HL (O-HL2) selects the autocorrelation
pulse from the output optical pulses sequence, which determines the transmitted
information data bits.

In the performance evaluation of the 2-D W/T O-CDMA system we assume
an implemented passive O-HLs proposed in [2] by L. Brzozowski and
E. H Sargent. The proposed passive O-HL is a periodic structure consisting
of alternating layers of materials possessing different optical Kerr nonlinearity [2].
We used the approximation their properties by two ideality parameters IP1 and IP2
made in [3]. These two parameters characterize the measure of O-HL non-ideal
properties. An intensity modulation and direct detection by APD optical receiver
are assumed. Bit error probability (BEP) is used for performance evaluation of the
system. BEP is calculated by noise model of APD optical receiver published in [4].
This model contains the excess noise of APD, thermal noise and MAI noise. In this
paper we have used the average signal-to-interference difference (SID) as the MAI
merits calculated by the following proposed numerical model of the 2-D W/T
O-CDMA system.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an incoherent optical O-CDMA system with 2-D W/T codewords.
N users share the same optical medium usually, but not exclusively, in a star
topology. Each k -th user’s information bit form is encoded into a 2-D W/T
codeword

where n is the length of the codeword in the time domain, is the time
duration of the information data bit, m is number of the available wavelength,

is the spectral width of optical information data bit and for
is the j, i -th chip pulse of the k -th user’s codeword. Let
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be a matrices representing the discrete form
of the 2-D W/T codeword. Further, the chip signaling waveform is assumed
to be a unit-amplitude rectangular pulse of the chip time duration and the
spectral waveform is assumed to be a unit-amplitude rectangular pulse of the
spectral width Each user transmitter broadcasts its encoded signal to all
receivers in the system by star topology of the system. The received signal is a sum
of all active N users’ transmitted signals

where is the k -th user’s information bit and is the time delay
for k=1, …, N. The decoder performs the correlation function of the sequence
of incoming optical chip pulses. The output signal of desired k -user’s optical
decoder is thus

If the second O-HL is applied to the output signal of optical decoder, then the
output signal of the optical decoder can be express as

where is transmission function of O-HL [3]. The output signal of k -th user
decoder is sequence of optical chip pulses with different amplitudes. It can
be expressed as

where is a normalized amplitude of the optical chip pulse of i -chip time,
for and transmitted data bit, respectively. Let

be a vector representing the discrete form of the output chip pulse
sequence of k -th user decoder. Let

In this paper the average SID is defined as

The probability that a specified number of photons are absorbed from
an incident optical field by an optical detector over a chip interval is given
by a Poisson distribution [4]. The photon absorption rate is given by
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where is the APD quantum efficiency, is received laser power, is central
wavelength and h is Plank’s constant. Hence, due to “one” and “zero” data bit
transmission, the mean and variance of number of received
photons [4] can be written as

where is a time chip interval, n is a length of codewords and is photon
absorption rate due to a background light. The values of the parameters of APD
detector is used the same as in [4]. In this performance evaluation we assume
Gaussian approximation at the APD output. An optimum receiver uses the value
of threshold [4], which minimizes the overall error probability. The average BEP
is given by

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The obtained numerical result of BEP variance as a function of number active
users and weight of codewords for different values of IP2 and topology of decoder
is calculated by PC software. PC software calculates the average value of BEP
by equations (1-14). At the beginning of the BEP calculation, 2-D generalized
multi-wavelength prime codewords (GMWPC) are generated for each user of the
2-D W/T O-CDMA system by algorithm proposed in [5]. The independent input
parameters of this algorithm are weight of codewords w and a set of prime

The output of the algorithm is GMWPC with these
parameters zero autocorrelation side lobes, cross-correlation
functions of at most 1. The choosing of the active users is random generated
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up to required number. The time delay between each user’s codewords,

in equation (2), is random generated by Gaussian distribution. After that
it calculates the output optical pulse sequence of each active user 2-D W/T
O-CDMA decoder for “one” and “zero” data bit transmission and the average
value of SIR and BEP in 2-D W/T O-CDMA system with specified parameters.

The two periods of input and three periods of output signals of the 101 -th user
decoder in the O-CDMA system with 150 active users and (7 x 343, 7, 0, 1)
GMWPC are shown in Figs. 2 -5 . Figure 2 shows the input and output signal
of this decoder without any O-HLs for “one” data bit transmission in time
domain. The input signal is a sum all active N users’ transmitted codewords (Eq. 2)
and it contain optical chip pulses with normalized amplitudes more grater than one.
It can be seen that, when O-CDMA decoder is without any O-HL, the amplitude
of the created autocorrelation optical chip pulse does not have the defined
normalized amplitude by used GMWPC and some other optical chip pulses have
the same amplitude as the autocorrelation optical chip pulse. Thus in this case
it is not possible to detect transmitted data bit by threshold device at the end
of optical receiver, which is determined by autocorrelation pulse.

Figure 2. Input and output signals of the decoder without any O-HL

The left part of Fig.3 shows the first delay line signal of decoder, which
contains the unwanted optical pulses created by MAI at the same wavelength with
normalized amplitude greater than 1. Therefore the first O-HL1 is placed into the
each delay lines, which clips back the normalized amplitudes of the unwanted
created optical pulses to 1 (the right part of Fig.3).

Output signals of the decoder with only first O-HL1s for “one” data bit
transmission are shown in the left part of Fig.4. In this case the amplitude
differences between autocorrelation and the other optical pulses are not significant.
In the case, when decoder is only with the second O-HL2, the decoder output
signal contains the unwanted optical pulse with the same normalized amplitude
than autocorrelation pulses (right part of Fig. 4).

Output signals of the decoder with both O-HLs for “one” and “zero” data bit
transmission are shown in Fig. 5. In this case of the decoder topology it is possible
to detect the transmitted information data bit by threshold device of optical

receiver.
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Figure 3. Signal of the decoder at first wavelength without any and with first O-HL1

Figure 4. Output signals of the decoder with only first O-HL1 and with only second O-HL2

Figure 5. Output signals of the decoder with both O-HLs for “one” and “zero” data bit
transmission

The obtained numerical result of average value of SID (Eq. 8) variance
as a function of number active users and weight of codewords for different values
of IP2 and the topology of the decoder can be seen in Fig. 6. The improvement
of SID value by using decoder with both O-HL can be seen.

Figure 7 shows the dependence BEP versus number of the active users in the
O-CDMA system with the decoder with only first O-HL(HL1) and with both
O-HLs (HL1_HL2) for the fixed weight of codewords w=9 and fixed photon
absorption rate This dependence is calculated for three different value
of IP2 (0.25‚ 0.5‚ and 0.75). Figure 7 depicts the improvement of BEP by using
decoder with both O-HLs. The value of BEP for number of active users N=200 and
IP2=0.75 is changed from 10E-1 to 10E-8 by using the second O-HL. Figure 7
also shows the influence of non-ideal properties of the used O-HL to the BEP. The
influence of the second O-HL to the BEP is greater when its properties convergent
to ideal.
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Figure 6. SID versus N and w for various values of IP2 and the topology of the decoder

Figure 8 shows the variation of BEP as a function of the weight of the
codeword for four different number of active user (50‚ 100‚ 200‚ and 500).
It assumes decoder with both O-HLs and From the dependence‚ for the
case N=50‚ it can be seen that the dominant effect to BEP has the MAI for the
weight of the codeword approximately up to 6. The increasing of value of BEP‚ for
the weight of codeword greater than 6‚ is caused by decreasing of the mean signal
photon count per because the length of the codeword is increasing and thus
is decreasing. From this dependence it can be seen that the optimum weight of the
codewords exits for achieving the minimum value of the BEP for specified
parameters of the O-CDMA system.

Figure 7. BEP versus N for the decoder with
first one and both O-HLs

and for various value of IP2

Figure 8. BEP versus w with decoder with
both O-HLs for different number

of active users N
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The performance improvement of 2-D W/T O-CDMA system by using decoder
with two O-HLs and the influence of O-HL properties have been shown
by numerical modeling of the average Signal to interference difference and Bit
error probability as a function of active users number and weight of codewords
for different decoder topology.

The performance evaluation has shown that the dependence of bit error
probability versus the weight of codewords has a local minimum‚ what allows
choosing an optimum weight of the codewords for achieving the minimum bit error
probability in 2-D W/T O-CDMA system for given system parameters.
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Abstract: Integration of the all-optical analog-to-digital (A/D) convener using self-frequency
shifting in fiber and a pulse-shaping technique is described. Optical A/D con-
version has attracted much attention‚ in order to realize high-speed and high-
throughput system for photonic networks. A/D conversion generally consists
of sampling‚ quantization and coding. Whereas various optical sampling tech-
niques have been proposed‚ there are few investigations of the optical quantiza-
tion and optical coding. Previously‚ we have proposed an all-optical A/D con-
verter. In this paper‚ we aim at the integration of the proposed all-optical A/D
converter using high nonlinear fiber‚ arrayed waveguide grating‚ and variable
optical attenuator‚ and demonstrate its operation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Analog-to-digital (A/D) converters have been widely investigated as con-

necting continuous analog signals in nature to discrete digital signals for signal
processing and transmission. Because of the difficulty in achieving high-speed
A/D converter by use of current electronic technology‚ the A/D converter has
been and continues to be a bottleneck of the realization of high-speed‚ high-
throughput system. Recent advance in communication markets has renewed
interest in pursuit of high-speed A/D converters. For realization of high speed
A/D converter‚ optical approach has attracted much attention recently [1].

A/D conversion consists of three operation parts: sampling‚ quantization‚
and coding. In the most of previously proposed optical A/D conversion sys-
tem‚ quantization and coding are realized by electrical processing technique
after the optical sampling process [2–4]. Because of the difficulty in realizing
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optical multilevel thresholding‚ which is essential to optical quantization‚ there
are few investigations of the optical quantization and optical coding technique
[5–7]. Nevertheless‚ all optical A/D conversion‚ which consists of optical sam-
pling‚ optical quantization and optical coding‚ is indispensable for high speed
A/D converter.

Previously‚ we have proposed the all-optical A/D converter for realization
of optical quantization and optical coding by use of self-frequency shifting in
a fiber and a pulse-shaping technique [8]. The proposed system is composed
of dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) and a bulk system including gratings and
lenses. To make it more stable one which can be used in the actual field‚
it would be one promising approach to integrate a whole of system by use
of planar lightwave circuit technique. Besides‚ we have to make fiber much
shorter for generating self-frequency shift. Because of the low nonlinearity of
DSF‚ we need to propagate the ultra-short pulse in a long DSF for generating
self-frequency shift.

In this paper‚ we aim at the integration of the proposed all-optical A/D con-
verter by examining the above-mentioned points. We consider the use of high
nonlinear fiber (HNLF)‚ arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) and variable op-
tical attenuator (VOA) for the system integration. And we demonstrate the
integrated all-optical A/D conversion.

2. PRINCIPLE OF ALL OPTICAL A/D CONVERTER

2.1 Theoretical Background

The proposed A/D converter is composed of two parts: optical quantization
and optical coding. In optical quantization the center wavelength of an output
signal is shifted as a function of the power of an analog input signal. By using
the difference of the center wavelength‚ we can achieve optical quantization of
an input signal. In optical coding an output signal after optical quantization is
shaped to an arbitrary digitized signal by use of the pulse-shaping technique.

In optical quantization‚ we use self-frequency shifting in a fiber [9‚10] and
AWG. The Raman self-frequency shift in a fiber‚ given by

where is the center frequency of a soliton pulse‚ Z is the propagation distance
in a fiber‚ is a coefficient of the self-induced Raman effect‚ and is the
amplitude of an input pump pulse [11]. Equation (1) suggests that the amount
of frequency shift increases in proportion to the fourth of the amplitude of
an input pulse. On the other hand‚ some experimental results show that the
wavelength shift of a dispersed pulse increases in proportion to the twice of the
amplitude of an input pulse [11‚12]. Although the mechanism of wavelength
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shift of a dispersed pulse is still under investigation‚ this power-proportional
feature is suitable for quantization processes.

In optical coding‚ we use the pulse-shaping technique [13]. The pulse-
shaping technique enables to generate high bit rate digitized signals by modu-
lating a seed ultrashort pulse in frequency domain.

The pulse-shaping operation can be derived and described by

where and are the modulated temporal signal‚ the com-
plex spectral amplitude of the original ultrashort pulse‚ and the Fourier trans-
form function of the frequency-filter function. If we use an adequate frequency
filter in a pulse-shaping system and modulate the spectra of the origi-
nal ultrashort pulse‚ we can synthesize an arbitrary-shaped pulse from a cross
correlation between the original seed ultrashort pulse and the frequency filter
function.

To provide a digitized signal corresponding to each power of an analog in-
put signal‚ we use this pulse-shaping technique. Since the center wavelength
of an ultrashort pulse is changed after self-frequency shifting‚ we can obtain
an arbitrary digitized signal by preparing a different frequency filter for each
center wavelength.

2.2 Integrated System Configuration

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the integrated all-optical A/D con-
verter by using a fiber and PLC devices.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the integrated all-optical A/D converter

We compose the all-optical A/D converter by use of HNLF‚ AWG and VOA
for integration of the system. The self-frequency shifted signals by use of short
HNLF are generated more effectively and lower noise than by use of long DSF‚
and enable the integration of the system. The pulse-shaping technique by use
of AWG and VOA enable to compose the compact system and achieve the high
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stability. On the other hand‚ a fiber for generating self-frequency shift is still
long to integrate a whole of system.

If we can make it much shorter‚ we can integrate the system further. To do
so‚ we need to optimize various parameters of fiber.

2.3 Simulation of self-frequency shift for integration of
A/D converter

For the integration of the all-optical A/D converter‚ we have to make a fiber
much shorter for generating the self-frequency shift. Because a high nonlinear
fiber can be generated the low noise frequency shifted signal by propagating in
a short fiber‚ we try to use a HNLF. To verify the characteristic of the shift of
the center wavelength‚ we have a simulation of the pulse propagation in 5-m
HNLF.

Figure 2. Simulation result of ultra short pulse propagation in 5m-HNLF: Peak power of
input pulses (a) 100W (b) 200W (c) 300W (d) 400W

Figure.2 shows the simulation result of pulse propagation in 5-m HNLF by
Split Step Fourier method [14]. The pulse width and the center wavelength of
an input Fourier transform-limited pulse were 300fs and 1560nm‚ respectively.
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From Fig.2 we can obtain the self-frequency shifted signal respected to the
input pulse power by propagating in a short fiber. However‚ as the power of an
input signal is higher‚ the noise of the self-frequency shifted signal is increased.
It is necessary to achieve the low noise self-frequency shifted signal at wide
range of the input power for the improvement of the quantization bit rate.

Figure.3 shows the simulation result of variation of the shift of the center
wavelength in 2-m‚ 5-m‚ and 10-m HNLF

Figure 3. Simulation result of the shift of the center wavelength of an output signal form a
HNLF by varying of the power of the input signal.

From Fig.3 we can see that the low noise self-frequency shifted signal at
wide range of the input power is obtained by using shorter length fiber. From
these results‚ we suggest that the use of a 2-m HNLF is ideal for integration of
the system.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT

To verify the operation of the integrated all-optical A/D converter‚ we exe-
cuted preliminary experiments. Figure 5 shows the experimental setup of the
proposed all-optical A/D converter.

We used an ultra-short pulse from a femtosecond fiber laser as a light source.
The pulse width and the center wavelength were 300fs and 1560nm. As input
analog signals‚ we prepare three average power for the input pulses of 9.8mW‚
10.1mW and 10.3mW adjusting the power of the input pulse by using a vari-
able attenuator. To generate the self-frequency shift‚ signals propagated in a
2-m HNLF. Figure 4 shows the experimental result of variation of the shift of
the center wavelength in a 2-m HNLF. From Fig.4 we verify the shift of the
center wavelength in proportion to the power of input pulse.
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Figure 4. Experimental setup of the composed all-optical A/D converter

Figure 5. Experimental result of the shift of the center wavelength of an output signal from a
2m-HNLF by varying of the power of the input signal.

From this result‚ the center wavelengths of each analog signal changed to
1515nm‚ 1504nm and 1493nm‚ respectively. The wavelength shifted signals
input to a pulse-shaping system composed of two AWGs and three VOAs.
Each signal inputs to VOA-1‚ VOA-2‚ VOA-3 after by branching by AWG‚
and then is filtered in the frequency domain‚ as a result output three different
digitized signals in the time domain. To measure the temporal profile of a
generated signal‚ we used an interferometric autocorrelator.
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Figure 6(a)‚ 6(b)‚ and 6(c) show spectral profiles measured with a spectrum
analyzer at input powers of 9.8mW‚10.1mW and 10.3mW after filtering by
VOAs. Figure 7(a)‚ 7(b)‚ and 7(c) show the result of the output signal wave-
form measured by the autocorrelator at input powers of 9.8mW‚ 10.1mW and
10.3mW‚ respectively.

Figure 6. Experimental result of the output spectrum after filtering by VOA: Input average
power (a) 9.8mW (b) 10.1mW(c) 10.3mW

Figure 7. Experimental result of autocorrelation of output signal: Input average power (a)
9.8mW (b) 10.1mW(c) 10.3mW

From Figs 6 and 7‚ we can confirm that the integrated all-optical A/D converter
successfully operates and output three different digitized signals‚ [100010001]‚
[101010101] and [111111111] at three input power 9.8mW‚ 10.3mW and 10.5mW‚
respectively.

4. CONCLUSION

We integrate the proposed all-optical A/D converter by using HNLF‚ AWG
and VOA. For integration of a fiber used‚ we simulate the pulse propagation
in a HNLF. From simulation result we verify using HNLF is very effective for
the integration of the system.
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Preliminary experimental results show that 3-level different digitized signals
from three average power of an ultrashort analog input pulse can be generated
and the operation of the integrated system can be verified.
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Abstract: BER improvement of 15 decades is observed using an asymmetric NOLM at a
bitrate of 40Gbit/s and an input OSNR of 28.7dB. The BER improvement can be
converted into 3.9dB of OSNR gain. Both were achieved by optimizing NOLM
input power and splitting ratio. This allows for longer spans and thus reduces
the over all amount of amplifiers or allows for an increased system reach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Signal regeneration is a key element for future data transmission at high bit
rates. 3-R and 2-R regenerators are currently under investigation using all opti-
cal techniques. If no retiming is required NOLM based 2-R regenerator are an
interesting alternative to 3-R regenerators‚ as they are less complex but have
high potential for increasing the system reach [1‚2]. Their set-up uses only
a few components and integration in an existing optical transmission system
is simple [1‚2]. We use a 2-R regenerator based on an asymmetric NOLM
suggested by Smith and Doran [3]. With the nonlinear power transfer char-
acteristic of the device (see Fig. 2) it is possible to suppress noise and thus
to prohibit the formation of new bit errors. The feasibility of such a setup
concerning noise reduction and BER improvement was experimentally shown
[4‚5].
We present for the first time to our knowledge a detailed analysis of the NOLM’s
impact on the BER. The BER improvement in dependence of the NOLM in-
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put power and splitting ratio is investigated‚ and the OSNR performance with
optimized NOLM parameters is measured.

2. SIGNAL REGENERATION WITH AN
ASYMMETRIC NOLM

Due to the nonlinear transmission characteristic of the NOLM (e.g. Fig.2)
it is possible to reduce amplitude noise imposed on the “1” bits of the signal.
In addition the noise on the “0” bits is reduced to some degree. By this noise
reduction the probability density functions (pdf) of “1” and “0” bits are com-
pressed‚ compensating for the broadening in the preceding EDFA. Therefore
the formation of new bit errors due to an overlap of both pdfs is reduced. The
NOLM itself is a passive device and thus cannot reverse any already existing
overlap between the two pdfs‚ being responsible for the BER. Thus the usage
of NOLMs as in-line regenerators has best impact on the signals evolution at
the beginning of a transmission-link as done in our experimental setup. Im-
plementation of the NOLM at the end of the link has only little impact on the
BER. Furthermore the NOLM should be used at good OSNR around 30dB‚ as
maximum noise reduction is achieved under these conditions [6].

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1. Experimental Setup. The setup emulates a 2 span transmission system in which
fiber is emulated by attenuators.

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig.1. A 1.5ps laser with 10GHz rep-
etition rate is multiplexed to a 40GB/S pulse train which is modulated with
PRBS data. With attenuator1 and the following high power EDFA1 the
NOLM input OSNR and the NOLM input power are adjusted. The NOLM
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consists of a variable fiber coupler and 1840m of NZDSF fiber. After the
NOLM the signal is attenuated and amplified again by EDFA2. This emulates
a fiber span following the NOLM. The input power of EDFA2 is kept constant
to -24dBm with attenuator2‚ thus adding always a constant noise to the NOLM
output signal. Then the data signal is band pass filtered and detected.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2. NOLM transfer characteristic and BER measured directly behind the NOLM. BER
measured behind EDFA1 is shown‚ too. The splitting ratio was adjusted to 12:88‚ the OSNR at
the output of EDFA1 was 28.7dB.

We measured the BER versus the decision threshold (V-curves) at different
NOLM input powers with the NOLM directly in front of the receiver‚ exclud-
ing attenuator 2 and EDFA 2. From these V-curves the minimum BER was
extrapolated. The NOLM input OSNR was set to 28.7dB‚ the splitting ratio
was 12:88. As shown in Fig.2‚ the BER taken at the NOLM output‚ varies
with the NOLM input power. For comparison the BER without the NOLM
is also shown. It is clearly visible that the NOLM can only degrade the BER
in this application‚ but never improve it. Only at the upper end of the plateau
the NOLM induces no BER degradation‚ and the same level as without the
NOLM is reached. Thus‚ implementing a NOLM at the end of a transmission
link‚ directly in front of the receiver‚ is shown to be ineffective. Broad en-
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Figure 3. NOLM transfer characteristic‚ BER with and without NOLM measured at the
output port of bandpass filter. The splitting ratio of the NOLM was set to 14:86‚ the OSNR at
the output of EDFA1 was set to 28.7dB

ing the probability density functions of “1” and “0”bits with the subsequent
EDFA2‚ by adding noise to the signal after the NOLM‚ BER improvement
can be demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3. The receiver input OSNR was set
to 25.7dB. As expected from the measurement without adding noise‚ the op-
timum operation point is the upper end of the plateau region. In these mea-
surements‚ too‚ the BER is extrapolated from V-curves. The BER is reduced
from to Changing the NOLM input power the BER improve-
ment reduces‚ and for powers below and above the plateau region even BER
degradation may be observed. Varying the splitting ratio the BER can be opti-
mized further‚ as shown in Fig.4. Best results are achieved for a splitting ratio
of 16:84. For more symmetric splitting ratios the BER improvement reduces
and for splitting ratios more symmetric than 28:72 the NOLM only degrades
the signal. Measuring the OSNR performance of the NOLM leads to Fig. 5.
This figure shows the BER with and without NOLM as a function of the out-
put OSNR of EDFA1. Additionally this figure shows the OSNR gain achieved
with the NOLM on its right hand side. As expected from noise measurements
[6] and Fig.4 adaption of the NOLM splitting ratio on the NOLM input OSNR
was necessary to optimize the results. The BER with NOLM was taken at the
upper end of the plateau‚ as shown in Fig.3 for splitting ratios of 12:88 and
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Figure 4. BER taken at the output port of the bandpass filter for different splitting ratios. The
BER without NOLM is given for reference. The BER was taken at the upper end of the plateau.

Figure 5. OSNR performance without and with NOLM for different OSNR‚ taken at the
output of EDFA1‚ and different splitting ratios.
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14:86. For NOLM input ONSRs between 27dB and 32dB‚ corresponding to
BERs between and more than 3dB of OSNR gain are achieved.
Best OSNR gain of 3.9dB is achieved for a BER of Measurement of
data for lower OSNR and higher BER could not be performed due to a lack
of power‚ provided by EDFA1. At low OSNR a large part of EDFA1’s pump
power generates ASE noise‚ thus reducing the power available for signal am-
plification. Currently the power needed to operate the NOLM is very high. But
with the development of modern photonic crystal fibers‚ fibers will be available
which have a high nonlinearity and thus can reduce the power requirement to
a few mW.

5. CONCLUSIONS

BER improvement by a 2-R regenerator based on an asymmetric NOLM
has been studied. 15 decades of BER improvement at a NOLM input OSNR
of 28.7dB were demonstrated after optimizing the splitting ratio to 16:84. For
optimum operation the NOLM input power has to reach the upper end of the
plateau. More than 3dB gain of OSNR were observed for NOLM input OSNR
between 27dB and 32dB by implementing the NOLM into a transmission link.
A maximum OSNR gain of 3.9dB was observed for NOLM splitting ratio of
86:14 and a BER of Thus by using the NOLM as an in-line regenerator
the system reach can be more than doubled. Alternatively the length of a span
can be elongated by up to 19km‚ as up to 3.9dB of extra attenuation can be
tolerated. This in turn can be used to reduce the amount of amplifiers needed
for a transmission system. The amount of amplifiers used for example in the
FLAG-Atlantic-1 cable can be reduced by 31% when using NOLMs.
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Abstract Use the method we developed recently we calculate the bit-error-rate
(BER) improvement as a function of transmitter extinction ratio and the optical link
noise parameter.

Introduction
Various optical regeneration techniques have been proposed and demonstrated [1]-
[3] in order to eliminate noise‚ crosstalk‚ and signal distortion. All-optical 2R
regeneration based on polarization rotation induced by nonlinear birefringence in a
semiconductor optical amplifier was recently demonstrated [4] with an improved
extinction ratio of 15dB for an input extinction of 5dB. The operating principle of
such regenerators relies on the nonlinear input-output transfer characteristic.
Recently we proposed a new method to evaluate the performance of a regenerator
[5]. With this method in this paper we calculate the bit-error-rate (BER)
improvement as a function of transmitter extinction ratio and the optical link noise
parameter.

Calculation
We consider an optical transmission link of length L . The transmitter in the system
is assumed to have a finite extinction ratio. A nonlinear regenerator is set at position
l between the transmitter and the receiver. The system model is illustrated in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1. System model.

The regenerator transforms the input signal x into an output f(x)

Because of the noise accumulation‚ the probability that a signal and noise will
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appear at a given level x is a function of the propagation length. Let

be the probability of getting a signal at a level x in the position l when

the symbol ZERO (ONE) is sent from a transmitter‚ and let be the
probability of finding additional noise at a level y after the signal has travelled over

a distance l. Assuming that the ZERO and ONE symbols are equally probable‚ in
the absence of a regenerator in the optical link‚ the BER can be represented by

The first (second) term is the contribution of the ZERO (ONE) rail. D is the decision
level. When a regenerator is used‚ from the probability theory‚ the BER contribution
of the ZERO rail becomes

where is the probability of finding the output of the regenerator at

a level when the transmitter sends out a ZERO symbol‚ is the

probability of finding an additional noise in the second interval L–l at a level y ‚

and is the inverse function of the nonlinear transfer function. Similarly‚ the

BER contribution of the ONE rail can be written as follows

where is the probability of finding the output of the regenerator at

a level x when the transmitter sends out a ONE symbol. Using equations (3) and
(4)‚ we obtain an optimal BER

where min{x} is the minima of x. The optimal position of the regenerator is and

it provides the best BER value given by equation (5). The BER improvement
attributable to the reaenerator is

The method described here can be generalized to a situation in which more than
one nonlinear regenerator is placed in the optical link. However‚ the calculation is
much more complicated than if a single regenerator is used. In the following part of
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the paper we will limit ourselves to a single regenerator.
We assume that these probability distribution functions have a Gaussian form‚ its
standard deviation is a function of l

and a is a constant. We also assume that the nonlinear transfer function has the
form [4]

Using the method we proposed recently‚ we obtain
The BER improvement is defined by

In Fig. 1 we show the BER improvement‚ as a function of the

extinction ratio when the standard deviation is set at 0.1. This noise level is set to

give a BER of without regenerator for an extinction ratio equals 20dB.

When a regenerator is used‚ the BER is improved to Then‚ we set

l / L = 0.5 to calculate as a function of The result is shown in

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. versus transmitter extinction ratio when the regenerator is

located in its optimal position;
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Fig. 2. Calculated as a function of for l / L = 0.5  and an

extinction ratio of 20dB.

Conclusions
In summary‚ we calculate the bit-error-rate (BER) improvement as a function of
transmitter extinction ratio and the optical link noise parameter with a new method
we proposed recently.
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Abstract: Apodized waveguide Bragg gratings are written using Sagnac type
interferometer. As the quality of these gratings is not enough for DWDM
devices, a procedure for shaping of filter profiles was developed. Obtained
10 mm long grating gives line width of 0.4 nm and almost completely
suppressed side lobes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Silica-based planar lightwave circuits (PLCs) on a silicon platform will play a
key role for fabrication of multifunctional devices for WDM network systems.
Silica waveguides and waveguide devices will serve as communication paths
between different elements on the platform as well as fill wavelength selective
functions. Silica-on-silicon technology has shown the ability to keep high
performance even for devices with high levels of integration, such as arrayed
waveguide gratings.

Change of the refractive index of germanium doped silica under UV irradiation
is commonly used for fabrication of UV imprinted fiber Bragg gratings. UV-
induced changes of the refractive index in Ge-doped planar structures allow for
adding new functionality to these components.

Imprinting of UV generated Bragg gratings in silica waveguides allows for
building demultiplexers and add/drop filters [1] and can also be used for external
cavity lasers to stabilize output wavelength [2]. UV processing of silica-based
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integrated devices also includes post-fabrication phase adjustment and wavelength
tuning [3], direct UV-writing of waveguides [4], birefringence compensation by
UV illumination [5] and UV-assisted poling [6]. WDM communication networks
based on multifunctional integrated systems are a major step toward fully optical
networking.

Bragg gratings with periodic modulation of the refractive index along the light
guiding media were discovered in 1978 by Hill and co-workers in germanosilica
optical fibers using illumination by an Ar-ion laser at 488 nm [7]. The use of UV-
light at 244 nm was much more effective and the method proposed in 1989 by
Meltz et al. [8] based on transverse holographic projection allowed to write
gratings with any period by changing the angle between interfering beams. The
experiment of Meltz and co-workers was a starting point for a dynamically grown
research area of fiber Bragg gratings and later, waveguide gratings and related
components.

Although it has gone more than 25 years since Hill’s discovery, UV induced
refractive index changes in germanosilicates are still not fully understood. Three
main mechanisms that have been suggested by different research groups to explain
the phenomena responsible for refractive index change in germanosilicate fiber
cores due to UV illumination are: color-center model [9, 10], stress-relief or
structural relaxation model [11, 12] and densification or compaction model [13,
14].

2. MATERIAL ANALYSIS

The photosensitivity of planar waveguides usually consists of contributions from
the three mentioned processes and the net result is determined by their relative
importance that depends on a number of factors.

A large compressive stress at the germanosilica – silicon interface plays here an
important roll, but due to complicated microstrucrure the relaxation of this stress
upon UV irradiation can be accompanied by localized compaction and positive
index change.

Similarly to standard communication fibers the UV-induced refractive index
change in germanosilicate films is usually not sufficient and hydrogen loading is
necessary prior to UV-illumination. As hydrogen loading is not very convenient,
especially in the case of planar components, increasing of photosensitivity by
boron codoping has been used here as an interesting alternative. Boron doping has
an opposite behavior on the refractive index, with respect to Ge. This means that B
addition has a twofold advantage regarding UV photosensitivity, allowing higher
Ge content for the same designed as well as contributing itself to material
densification upon UV exposure [15].
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To test the boron influence on the UV photosensitivity of Ge doped silica films,
three types of samples have been compared: a purely Ge doped PECVD deposited
film as a reference, and two PECVD films with increasing boron content, 2 at%
and 5 at%. The results are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Variation of the refractive index in the germanium doped, boron codoped
waveguide core upon UV exposure at 248nm. Pulse energy density Curves
present from bottom: pure Ge-doped material, 2 at% B codoped, 5 at% B codoped.

The maximum obtained change of the refractive index due to UV illumination
exceeded which is the result comparable to hydrogen loading. For
further experiments we have chosen the film with higher boron codoping.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For writing Bragg gratings in fibers a simple interferometrical method based on
Sagnac interferometer is often used [16]. A similar system consisting of a
continuous wave (CW) UV laser, an interferometer and a monitoring unit has been
used here for writing gratings in waveguides (Figure 2).

A frequency doubled argon ion laser Coherent Innova 90 Fred provides a high
quality laser beam at 244 nm. The output power at this wavelength is 100 mW and
the beam diameter is 0.6 – 0.8 mm. A cylindrical lens system focuses the beam in
the waveguide plane as a sharp line. Such a formed beam is
reflected from a motorized mirror MM and then split mainly to the –1 and +1
diffraction orders at the phase mask. Zero- and higher-order diffracted beams have
quite low efficiency and fall out of the system. The phase mask is used here as a
beam splitter. The waveguide is placed just above the phase mask. The two beams
go in opposite directions through mirrors M1 and M2 and then are recombined on
the waveguide aside from the upcoming beams by turning the mirrors M1 and M2
in such a way that down-going beams are slightly tilted out of the interferometer
plane. This tilt is very small and does not introduce visible distortions in the
interference plane, when using the system for fibers.

By moving the motorized mirror MM along the phase mask, the interference
pattern is moved along the waveguide allowing writing gratings with maximum
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Figure 2.  Setup for writing and evaluation of waveguide gratings with interferometrical
method; LED – broadband light source, PMF – polarization maintaining fibre, SMF –
single mode fiber, PBS – polarisation beam splitter, OSA – optical spectrum analyser,
A – programmable attenuator, CYL – cylindrical lens, MM – motorized mirror,
PM – phase mask, M1, M2 –interferometer mirrors.

length equal to the length of the phase mask. The angle between the interfering
beams at the waveguide plane determines the written grating period and depends
on the phase mask period (diffraction angle) and tilt of mirrors M1 and M2. When
the system is symmetric, the waveguide is situated at the same plane as the phase
mask and the imprinting angle is equal the diffraction angle as in standard phase
mask technique.

The spectral response of the grating is measured during the writing of the
grating using a broadband light source and an optical spectrum analyzer.

The main drawback of this system in application to waveguides is the fact that
for writing gratings in waveguides situated in larger distance from the sample edge,
a considerable out of plane tilt of mirrors M1 and M2 must be introduced. The
analytical study of the interferometer geometry and the subsequent computer
simulations of the setup allowed to follow the beam path through the
interferometer to the interference plane. To introduce minimum distortion the out
of plane tilt of the interfering beams should be introduced by tilting of the mirror
MM. This tilt causes that the interfering beams (focal lines) are crossing each
other. The larger the tilt is, the crossing angle increases. This angle changes also
when motorized mirror MM moves along the phase mask during grating writing. In

result the illumination intensity as well as the length of the interference pattern
responsible for writing gratings change also during the movement of the motorized
mirror MM. As it will be shown later the gratings imprinted in waveguides suffer
from the more significant side lobes on the shorter part of the spectrum in
comparison to gratings imprinted in fibers.

4. GRATING APODIZATION

The spectral response of the grating is a Fourier transform of the envelope of
the index modulation along the grating. In the simplest case, when a finite-
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length grating has a uniform modulation of refractive index, as seen in
Figure 3.a), the main peak or Bragg resonance in the spectral response is
accompanied by a series of side lobes at adjacent wavelengths (sinc function). In
WDM applications in which high rejection of adjacent channels is required it is
important to lower the reflectivity of the side lobes, or to apodize the reflection
spectrum of the grating.

A known method of suppressing the side lobes is to apodize the index profile
such that towards the edges of the grating the index modulation approaches zero
(Gaussian apodization) as seen in Figure 3.b). The gratings of this index profile
show a significant suppression of side lobes, but on the short wavelength side resi-
dual peaks remain. Direct use of an expanded laser beam with a natural Gaussian
intensity profile allows for the exposition of Gaussian apodized Bragg gratings.

Figure 3. a): finite-length grating with uniform modulation of refractive index; b): self
Gaussian apodization and c): raised Gaussian apodization of the laser intensity
modulation for writing Bragg gratings. Line in the middle shows an average index
profile. The period of the grating has been exaggerated for illustrative purposes.

Figure 4.a) and b) presents the simulated profile with Gaussian apodization and
the spectral response of the grating obtained experimentally. Both profiles show
the same behavior that can be explained by a non-uniform average index profile
along the grating. Sections with a lower refractive index on both sides of the
grating contribute to reflection of light with a shorter wavelength than the center
part of the grating. Additionally these two reflections form Fabry-Perot resonances

Figure 4. a) simulated profile of a grating with Gaussian apodization; b) transmission
spectrum of a Bragg grating imprinted in a fiber with help of frequency doubled argon
ion laser with natural Gaussian beam profile.
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that give additional peaks at the shorter wavelengths.
To suppress the side lobes caused by the described effect it is necessary to raise

the average index of refraction to be constant along the grating length. An
apodization using this index profile, the raised Gaussian apodization is shown in
Figure 3.c) and the simulated filter profile as well as experimental transmission
spectra of such a grating are shown in Figure 5.a) and b), respectively.

Figure 5. a) simulated profile of a grating with raised Gaussian apodization; b) trans-
mission spectrum of a Bragg grating imprinted in a fiber with blanket post exposure.

To implement this apodization as well as other even more complicated
apodization functions, programmable double exposure is necessary. Using a
programmable tunable attenuator A and motorized mirror MM (shown in Figure 1)
one can expose an arbitrarily chosen intensity profile along the grating to get an
appropriate profile. Prior to this exposure or after it an “inverted” blanket
exposure should be done, which gives an opposite profile of the mean refractive

index change. Then, when overlapped with the modulated one a uniform average
index profile along the grating is obtained.
In practice grating profiles usually obtained in planar waveguides contain
additional deformations due to non-perfect alignment and out of plane distortions
described earlier. Such filter profiles are not acceptable for the WDM applications
as strong side lobes contribute to low separation between channels.

5. FILTER PROFILE IMPROVEMENT

A simple method that allows considerable improvement of the grating profile by
choosing a suitable function for blanket post exposure has been developed.

A 10 mm long filter was exposed in the system shown in Figure 1 with
Gaussian apodization profile with 10 mm length and FWHM 0.27. Three strong side
lobes are clearly visible on the short wavelength side of the filter; one is of the
same order of magnitude as the main peak (Figure 6.a)). To improve the shape of
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this filter, several post-exposures were performed over the same filter area. The
five subsequent exposures have been done with inverted Gaussian profiles of
different FWHM. The results are shown in Figure 6.b) – f).

Figure 6. a) result after grating imprinted with Gaussian apodization profile with 10 mm
length and FWHM 0.27; b) – f): consecutive phases of apodization after blanket exposures
with inverted Gaussian profile and FWHM: b) 0.27, c) 0.21, d) 0.21, e) 0.162 and f) 0.162.

Figure 6.f) shows the final result after post exposure completed. The raising of
the refractive index at the edges of the grating by choosing suitable intensity
profile has been geometrically adjusted to the side lobes characteristics. The side
lobes on the shorter wavelength side have been almost completely erased, while
the formation of longer wavelength side-lobes has been avoided. The improving
process has been stopped when the right-side lobe started to be comparable with
the left side one which means that the mean refractive index started to be higher on
the edges than in the filter center. The obtained filter bandwidth (FWHM)
decreased to 0.4 nm and grating strength reached 17.5 dB, whereas side lobes
observed 40 GHz from the center of the filter decreased to the value below 0.5 dB.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated a new technique for improving of
apodization profiles of Bragg gratings imprinted in planar waveguides. This
method is simple to implement and does not require any additional equipment
beyond that for standard apodization. Suppressed side lobes below 0.5 dB for 17.5
dB grating have been demonstrated. Higher suppression of side lobes can be also
achieved by changing the geometry of the interferometer to diminish out of plane
distortions of the interferometric pattern.
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Abstract: We propose and demonstrate an external optical modulation method based
on TE/TM-mode absorption nulls in a Multiple Quantum Well (MQW)
Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD). The center wavelength of the absorption
nulls is rapidly shifted to short-wavelength by the small current change (~
1mA) in the FP-LD, which can modulate optical signal with more than 10 dB
of extinction ratio (ER). The shift of the center wavelength comes from the
refractive index change due to anomalous dispersion and plasma effect in
MQW FP-LD waveguide. Non-inverting and inverting signals are made by
TE- and TM-mode absorption nulls at 155.52 Mbps and BERs for the signals
are measured, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)-Passive Optical
Network (PON) for optical access networks has received a great deal of an
attention. WDM-PON has a high security, a protocol transparency, and wide
bandwidth compared with Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)-PON. However,
WDM-PON typically requires high-cost DFB-LDs, which becomes a big
bottleneck for a commercial deployment. Therefore, many researchers have been
intensively trying to find out cost-effective methods for WDM-PON [1-3]. One of
the methods is a spectrum-sliced WDM source by optically filtering of an
incoherent broadband Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) light such as a LED
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or an EDFA [1]. The others are based on injection-locked Fabry-Perot laser diode
(FP-LD) sources by external coherent [2] or incoherent [3] light. However, the
injection-locked FP-LD source may have a demerit of potentially unstable
operation by unexpected behaviours inside the laser diode [4]. On the other hand,
the LED light source may be a good candidate for WDM-PON, but its output
power is not enough for the purpose. In case of the EDFA, the spectrum-sliced
source has relatively much higher output power than the LED, but expensive
external optical modulators [1] or SOAs [5] for signal modulation are needed.

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate an external optical modulator
employing a low-cost FP-LD, which can be effectively used for WDM-PON as an
optical access network application. The modulation is based on the shift of
TE/TM-mode absorption nulls (by refractive index change) due to anomalous
dispersion and plasma effect in a FP-LD. The optical modulated signal with high
extinction ratio (> 10dB) at 155.52 Mbps can be achieved. Based on the proposed
optical modulator, a cost-effective WDM-PON architecture is proposed.

2. PRINCIPLE

When a multiple-quantum-well (MQW) type FP-LD is driven over a threshold
current, the FP-LD makes light by lasing on TE-mode. On the other hand, TM-
mode in the FP-LD shows only absorption nulls not lasing owing to very small
TM-gain inside the Fabry-Perot mirror (resonator). If no current is applied to the
FP-LD, both modes (TE- and TM-mode) have absorption nulls. As the current
increases from 0 mA to the threshold current, all the absorption nulls are moved to
short-wavelength without any lasing on both modes. Even though light due to
spontaneous emission occurs, the light at small current level can be ignored in
comparison to externally incident light for optical modulation. The wavelength of
the incident light is spectrally aligned with the center wavelength of one among the
absorption nulls. Thus, optical modulation can be achieved by vibrating the center
wavelength of the null due to current signal injection into a PF-LD.

The shift of the absorption null comes from the change of the refractive index
in an MQW FP-LD waveguide, which is due to anomalous dispersion, plasma
effect, and bandgap shrinkage [6]. However, the bandgap shrinkage can be
neglected when an input light wavelength is longer than a bandgap wavelength of
the waveguide in the MQW FP-LD [7]. In this case, the anomalous dispersion and
the plasma effect become dominant for the refractive index change. The refractive
index change due to the plasma effect in a bulky waveguide can be written as
follow [6,8].
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where, N is a carrier density, n is the refractive index in the absence of the
plasma effect, is the dielectric constant of the active region, and is
effective mass of the carrier. The total refractive index change due to plasma effect
in a MQW waveguide can be easily obtained by summing refractive index changes
in wells and barriers [6]. In (1), because the is proportional to
an input light wavelength On the contrary, a refractive index change due to the
anomalous dispersion according to the wavelength is reduced. Therefore, as the
input light wavelength increases, the plasma effect is more dominant than the
anomalous dispersion. As a result, the total refractive index change becomes
almost constant for a wide range of wavelength (> 100nm) [6].

Let us consider a modulation speed for the proposed PF-LD modulator. To
operate a PF-LD as an optical modulator, the injection current J with less than a
threshold current must be applied, i.e. carrier density N < threshold density
As a consequence, a photon density becomes almost zero, which means a
stimulated emission can be neglected. Thus, the rate equation for the carrier density
N can be expressed as [9]

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the experimental result for absorption nulls with respect to the
injection current in a FP-LD, which the laser diode used in the experiment is

where, q and d are the charge constant and the thickness of the active layer,
respectively. And, is the effective recombination rate, which

where AN is the nonradiative recombination rate,
is the radiative spontaneous rate, and is the Auger recombination rate.

Because of the carrier dependence term Eq. (2) is nonlinear and can be
solved numerically or approximately. Assuming is constant, i.e. B = C = 0,
we can know easily that the carrier density N(t) increases logarithmically and
decays exponentially with the time constant Thus, the speed for the proposed
modulator strongly depends on By the calculation from typical parameter
values

mean roughly 630 Mbps ~ 1 Gbps modulation speed.
in [9], and

and
which
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InGaAsP MQW type. The absorption nulls are made by being kept and dissipated
in a FP-LD cavity for the input light with the wavelength that the phase after each
round trip has to be an integral multiple of In other words,
where is the wavelength of the pth cavity mode, L is the cavity length. When a
current is injected, all the absorption nulls are continuously shifted to short-
wavelength by negative refractive index change. But, for over the threshold current

the nulls start to move in the opposite direction (to long-
wavelength) due to the thermal effect by lasing [10]. Here, it is worthy noting that
the nulls are rapidly shifted to short-wavelength by a small amount of current from
0 to 1 mA as shown in Fig. 2. The center wavelength of the nulls is simultaneously
moved by ~0.25 nm (~30GHz) due to only 1 mA current, which is enough to
modulate optical signal. The absorption null has the notch filter characteristic of
~0.1 nm bandwidth at -3 dB and ~19 dB attenuation at the center wavelength. For
the small current level such as 1 mA, the spontaneous emission noise generated by
the FP-LD itself is negligible compared to the input light.

Figure 1 TM-mode absorption spectra of
Fabry-Perot laser-diode (FP-LD) with the
current change from 0 to 20 mA.

Figure 2 Center wavelength displacement of
the absorption null versus injection
current change.

Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup for an external optical modulation using a
low-cost FP-LD. Laser light from the tunable-LD is incident into the FP-LD
through PC (Polarization controller)1, OC (Optical Circulator), PBS (Polarization
Beam Splitter) and PC2. By the PC2, the polarization (TE or TM) of the incident
light into the FP-LD can be determined. The reflected light from the FP-LD comes
out of 3 port of the OC through the PBS. The output signal may have an inverted or
a non-inverted data format, which depends on which side (short-wavelength side ->
inverting, long-wavelength side -> non-inverting) of absorption nulls is used.
BERs for the inverted and the non-inverted signal on TE- and TM-mode absorption
null at 155.52 Mbps are measured and shown in Fig. 4, respectively.
Non-inverted signal that is made on long-wavelength side of the TM-mode
absorption null, shows the best BER performance. The worst case, i.e. inverted
data signal on the short-wavelength side of the TE-mode absorption null, has ~2.3
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dB power penalty The minimum and the maximum insertion loss of the
proposed modulator are 10.2 dB and 13.5 dB for the non-inverted signal on the
TM-mode null and for the inverted signal on the TE-mode null, respectively. ERs
for all the data show more than 10 dB.

Figure 3 The experimental setup for the
proposed external modulator based
on the absorption null modulation of
a FP-LD.

Figure 4 Measured BER curves and the
corresponding eye diagrams for
non-inverted, inverted data
signal by a TE-mode null and
non-inverted, inverted data
signal by a TM-mode null.

The MQW FP-LD used in the experiment has a cavity length of ~300 um and
then shows that the wavelength difference between nulls as shown in Fig. 1 is
around 1.17 nm. For the WDM signal with the ITU-T grid, the FP-LD has to be
designed to get the optimal cavity length. In order to know the wavelength
sensitivity for the proposed FP-LD modulator, we measured ERs and insertion
losses from 1520 nm to 1630 nm at 155.52 Mbps for non-inverting signal on TM-

mode nulls as shown in Fig. 5. The proposed FP-LD modulator shows good
performances (ERs > 11.5dB and insertion losses < -13.4 dB) for very wide
wavelength range (~100nm). This result is in very good agreement with the result

in [6].

Figure 5 Measured Extinction Ratio (dB) and
Insertion Loss (dB) corresponding to
Wavelength.

Figure 6 WDM-PON architecture with the
proposed FP-LD modulator.
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4. APPLICATION TO WDM-PON

Fig. 6 shows one example of WDM-PON based on the proposed method.
Instead of a DFB-LD source (employed in typical WDM-PON) inside the optical
network unit (ONU), the proposed FP-LD modulator is used. WDM downstream
signals with wavelength              from the central office are wavelength-routed and
transmitted to ONUs. As shown in Fig. 6, each signal from the central office is
composed of the modulated downstream data for half and the CW light for the
other half. Here, the CW light is used for the generation of upstream signal by the
FP-LD modulator at the ONU and then routed back to the central office. Similar
architectures had been proposed [2, 11]. But, in [2], very high-speed downstream
signal is required to make the single mode operation of a FP-LD by injection-
locking, which may be potentially unstable. Also, in [11], high-cost optical
modulators are needed. On the contrary, the proposed modulator is based on the
absorption nulls in a PF-LD and thus shows very stable operation in a cost-
effective way.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, new optical modulation method using a low-cost FP-LD has
proposed and experimentally demonstrated. Due to the cost-effectiveness, the
proposed optical modulator has many applications in optical access networks,
optical signal processing, and so on. Even though the modulation speed in the
experiment is 155.52 Mbps with more than 10 dB insertion loss, ~1 Gbps
modulation and low (~6 dB) insertion loss will be possible with the small
modification of a FP-LD such as a length and a reflectance control for the FP
cavity.
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Abstract: We present a field model of a full Encoder/Decoder (E/D) in a Waveguide

Grating Router (WGR) configuration that generates/processes a set of Phase-
Shift Keyed (PSK) codes. We furnish the design procedure to synthesize the
device, determining the optimal number of the ports and the tolerance in the
differential path length as functions of the code detection parameter.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Refs. [1-3], we presented innovative planar architectures for a full

optical Encoder/Decoder (E/D), that is passive optical devices with a single input
and N outputs to generate/process N PSK codes simultaneously. In particular, we
showed that the standard Waveguide Grating Router (WGR) configuration of Fig.
1 can be synthesized as a full E/D: if a single optical pulse is directed into one of
the device inputs, at the device outputs we obtain N PSK codes. On the other hand,
if one PSK code is forwarded into the same device input, at the device outputs we
obtain the correlation functions between the input code an all the PSK codes in the
look-up table.

WGRs are recognized as key passive components in current optical
communication systems and they have been proposed to implement a large variety
of applications, as dispersion compensation, frequency demultiplexers, tuneable
filters and optical signal processing [4-7]. The transmission function of WGR
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frequency demultiplexers has been largely investigated, performing the spectral
analysis by means of the Fourier optics [8, 9].

But the mechanism to build a set of PSK codes can be more easily
described analyzing the WGR configuration in the time domain: the input slab
coupler generates N copies of the input pulse, with phases given by the Rowland
circle configuration [4]. The optical pulses travel different paths in the Arrayed
Waveguides (AW) grating and the output slab coupler recombines the pulses to
built N codes at the device outputs; each PSK code is composed of N optical
pulses, which are often referred to as chips. The differential path delay in the
AW grating is chosen smaller than the input pulse width so that the chips in the
output codes do not overlap. It is evident that the design requirements of a full E/D
and a standard demultiplexer are greatly different: in the present paper we furnish
an accurate model for the full E/D, along with the corresponding design guidelines.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, we give a
very simple but comprehensive field model of the E/D, and introduce the PSK
codes detection parameter. In Sec. 3, we evaluate the optimal number of ports and
the fabrication tolerance of the proposed device architecture, as functions of the
detection parameter. Conclusions and hints for future works are given in the last
section.

2. FIELD MODEL

We refer to the device architecture of Fig. 1 and the parameters listed in
Table I, and evaluate the impulse response from the i-th input to the k-th output as

Figure 1. Geometry of the E/D in the WGR configuration.
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where is the delta function, j the imaginary unit and is the chips
interval. Assuming that the input and the output waveguide gratings have the same
spacing, i.e. we set in this case, the transfer function from
the i-th input to the k-th output is

that is plotted in Fig. 2. The code generated are highly orthogonal and their
crosscorrelation is almost zero everywhere; in fact, according to the Wiener
theorem, the cross-correlation function between the two PSK codes at the outputs k
and k’ can be evaluated as [10]
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Figure 2. Transfer function at two adjacent outputs.

Since the transfer functions at two different outputs do not overlap (see Fig. 2), the
Cross-Correlation Peak (CCP) is very small.

The Auto-Correlation Peak (ACP) detected at one of the device outputs
reveals an exact match between the incoming PSK code and the corresponding
code in the look up table; the parameter that characterizes the code detectability is
the ratio r=ACP/CCP. It is quite immediate verify that the whereas the
CCP depends on the two outputs k and k’. From an inspection of Eq. (2), it is
evident that the CCP is higher for two PSK codes generated at two adjacent
outputs, and in the followings we evaluate the r parameter in this worst case
condition. We remark that lower values of the r parameter correspond to outputs
that are spatially adjacent, not because the crosstalk, but only because the codes
generated at adjacent outputs are more correlated.

To numerically investigate the performances of the proposed PSK codes
set, we consider a Gaussian optical pulses of width

at one of the device inputs, that generates N=16 PSK codes, each of them
composed of N=16 chips. Setting the chip interval we obtain the PSK
codes of Fig. 3, with ACP=256, CCP=26.27 and r=9.74.

Quite similar results are obtained decreasing the chip interval: in the case of
we have ACP=296.43, CCP=30.9 and r=9.74, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: PSK code composed of N=16 Gaussian chips, of width and
chip interval

Figure 4: PSK code composed of N=16 Gaussian chips, of width and
chip interval
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Figure 5: Label detection parameter r=ACP/CCP versus the number of the
outputs N.

3. DESIGN EQUATIONS

The number N of the device inputs/outputs coincides with both the number of
the PSK codes and the code length, i.e. the number of the chips in every code.
Therefore, we have to trade the code cardinality, i.e. the number of PSK codes that
we can simultaneously generate and process, for the code processing time, i.e. the
time necessary to perform the correlations that is [11]. In the case N=16,
the code processing speed is

The ACP coincides with and to increase the code detection parameter
r=ACP/CCP, we should consider a high value of N. In Fig. 5 we plot the r
parameter for two adjacent outputs as function of N: it is evident that the r
parameter increases with N and that there is a saturation behaviour for N>25.

The main parameter of the WGR architecture is the differential path length
that determines the chip interval. The tolerance of this parameter depends on the
input pulse width and the chip interval Fig. 6 shows the r parameter as a
function of the differential path length variation, when all the path lengths in the
AW grating increase (+) or decrease (-) of the same value.

The other device parameters has to be chosen so that to
set the phases of the chips. Therefore, any change in the device parameters d, R,

or the reference wavelength causes a change in the code phases. However,
their change slightly influences the device performances, as shown in Fig 7.
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Figure 6. Code detection parameter r versus the differential path length
variation.

Figure 7. Label detection parameter r versus the parameter
variation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A simple but accurate model for a full E/D that generates/processes N PSK
codes simultaneously has been presented. We showed that a standard WGR
configuration can be designed as a full E/D, and we furnish the design guidelines.
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The code cardinality, i.e. the number of PSK codes generated has to be traded for
the code processing time. In addition, we show that the code detection parameter
increases with N and that it presents a saturation behavior for N>25. We also
demonstrate that the proposed configuration is quite insensitive to the device
parameter variation. A more complete model that takes the actual field distribution
inside the waveguides will be the subject of a future work.
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Abstract: A new optical time delay line based on a Chirped Fiber Bragg Grating is
proposed. Numerical results show the time delay can be electronically varied
by changing the grating temperature with a minimum step of 1ps up to
30GHz.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last years, optical true-time delay (OTTD) units have been
investigated for wideband squint-free beamforming for phased array antennas [1]-
[3]. The advantages of the optical beamforming networks are quite well know: low
insertion loss, high phase stability, electromagnetic interference immunity and low
mass and volume.

Recently, fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) have been used to realize OTTD units.
The first approaches were based on a number of uniform FBG written at different
positions on optical fibers and the distances between gratings determine the
beampointing direction of the array antenna [4]. This system assures broad-band
operation, but it only allows a discrete number of beampointing angles.

Subsequently, it has been demonstrated that linearly chirped fiber gratings
(LCFG) can produce a linear phase delay of the modulating signal at microwave
frequencies and the slope of the phase response can be continuously modified by
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tuning the wavelength of the optical carrier [5]. Broadband operation and
continuous spatial scanning properties have been demonstrated in these systems.
However these systems are very complicated as the need to use multiwavelength
tunable laser source and tunable bandpass filter that should be tuned synchronously
with wavelengths of the tunable laser source.

In this work, we propose and numerically analyze a novel variable OTTD
based on a LCFG operating at a fixed optical wavelength that simplifies the
architecture of the beamforming system. The operation principle, based on uniform
temperature perturbation of a single LCFG, is illustrated in Section 2. As
consequence of the temperature perturbation, the grating complex amplitude
reflectivity moves rigidly, causing a delay’s variation for the input optical carrier.
The different time delays are obtained by changing the grating temperature. In
Section 3 the numerical results of the proposed OTTD are presented.

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The proposed OTTD is illustrated in Figure 1. It’s based on the use of one
single LCFG uniformly perturbed in temperature.

Figure 1. Single branch, OTTD based on a LCFG uniformly perturbed.

When a grating is uniformly perturbed in temperature its complex amplitude
reflectivity is moved rigidly and the new Bragg wavelength is [8],

where is the room temperature, is the variation of the temperature
introduced by the actuator, is the unperturbed Bragg wavelength and is a
constant determined by the characteristics of the grating. Figure 2 shows the
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temperature induced reflectivity and group delay shift as a function of the optical
wavelength.

Figure 2. Reflectivity (a) and Time delay (b) responce for two values of
temperature variation

Assuming the wavelength of the optical carrier equals to the unperturbed Bragg
wavelength, the actual time delay as a function of the thermal changes, as
shown in Figure 2, can be expressed as:

where D is the mean FBG group-delay slope and is the Bragg wavelength
shift due to the temperature variation. If the carrier is amplitude modulated by a
microwave signal of frequency the modulated signal suffers a phase delay
given by [3]

Hence, the grating produces a linear phase shift in the modulating signal and
the phase slope can be continuously varied by changing the temperature.

The drawbacks in the use of the LCFG as a wide bandwidth OTTD unit can be
identified in the spectral distortion and in the RF power degradation due to
chromatic dispersion induced by the grating phase response. The first problem can
be neglected in practical applications due to limited bandwidth of the RF
modulation. For the second one optical losses can be significant if DSB amplitude
modulation is used. As illustrated in detail in the following section, this problem
can be solved by using SSB modulation [3].
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the modelling of the device, we used a 5-cm-long chirped grating with its
bandpass centered at and a 3-dB bandwidth of 4.32nm. The mean
group-delay slope is 100 ps/nm with a mean group delay ripple (GDR) of 0.1ps.
The reflectivity and the time delay response of the grating are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Grating reflectivity and time delay response of LCFG.

To obtain this GDR value an apodized LCFG with a positive hyperbolic-tangent
apodization profile [6] has been used. An iterative method of GDR correction [7]
has been used too. The apodization enabled a first and drastic reduction of the
GDR while the iterative technique has been used to reduce the mean amplitude of
the ripples under 0.1ps value. For thermal sensitivity of LCFG a value of

[9] is chosen for Grating complex reflectivity has been evaluated by
using multilayer approach [10].

Delay line’s simulations have been performed for temperature varying from
room temperature to with steps of 1.1 °C to introduce variable delays
from 1ps to l0ps with a step resolution of 1ps and SSB optical modulation have
been used. Figure 4 shows the Bragg wavelength shift of the grating as the function
of temperature perturbation. It presents a linear dependence on perturbation
according to (1).
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Figure 4. Bragg wavelength shift as a function of temperature perturbation.

In order to show the potential broad-bandwidth of the system the numerical
simulations were made at different microwave frequencies in the range [1-30
GHz].

Figure 5. Insertion loss of the proposed OTTD as a function of detected
frequency

Figure 5 shows the insertion loss of the OTTD at different modulating
frequencies obtained only considering the losses of the grating and neglecting the
contributions of the other optical devices in the chain. The mean value of the
evaluated insertion losses is due to the limited reflectivity of the grating.

In order to verify the time-delay behaviour described in eq. (2), the phase of the
detected signal has been estimated as a function of RF frequency in the 1–30 GHz
range for all values of perturbation.
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Figure 6. - Phase of the microwave signal at different RF frequencies after
reflection by the LCFG for all values of perturbation.

Figure 6 shows the relative detected phase of the microwave signal after
reflection in the grating. It presents a linear dependence on the frequency, with
different slopes according to eq. (2).

In order to check the time-delay independence from detected frequency, the
ripple around the ideally constant group delay has been calculated. The result is
plotted in Figure 7 showing a worst-case standard deviation of 0.07 ps from 1 to
30 GHz.

Figure 7. Time-delay ripple at against detected frequency (fRF) for
temperature perturbation of 10°C.

The total system time-delay error should be estimated assuming two main
causes of error: the temperature stability and the FBG time-delay response
deviation from the linear slope The temperature stability can be translated to
time precision by taking into account the grating time delay response

A standard deviation of 0.07 ps would resume the time delay uncertainty due to
the grating group-delay ripple. Taking into account both effects (temperature
stability and the FBG group delay response) a total system time-delay precision,
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for assuming a temperature stability of 0.1°C, is ~0.1 ps, which in turn implies a
time-delay equivalent to a 3° phase error at 30 GHz.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented a new chirped fiber grating beamformer. The
device operates at a fixed optical wavelength and the time delay is linearly tuned
by simply changing the grating temperature.

Numerical results show that the time delays is linearly proportional to the
temperature, according to the theoretical analysis. The proposed system can be
used for wideband beamforming at radio frequencies up to 30 GHz with a 1-ps
minimum time delay.

Inaccuracies due to the temperature stability and the linearity of the chirped
grating group delay have also been considered, and their impact on the PAA
performance is reported.
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Abstract: A generalized model for calculating the tuning time of multiple-section
current-injection laser diodes is presented. The method is applied
theoretically and experimentally to the Grating assisted co-directional
Coupler with Sampled Reflector (GCSR) laser.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical packet switching is considered a key technology in the next generation
optical communication networks. Different architectures rely on various photonic
components such as tunable lasers, tunable filters, etc. to achieve fast optical
routing of data. Fast tunable lasers are used to color packets of data according to
their destination. Overhead and latency considerations dictate fast tuning time of
the order of 50 nanoseconds for implementing efficient packet switching. [1]

Among the different types of tunable lasers those based on the free carrier
plasma effect such as DBR, SG-DBR, GCSR, etc., offer the combination of wide
tuning range and fast tuning. Such lasers have been implemented in various system
demonstrations [2-4]. The inherent physical limitation on tuning time in these
lasers is due to the carrier lifetime in the tuning sections, of the order of 1
nanosecond. Achieving fast tuning times requires fast electronic driving combined
with accurate selection of the tuning currents (or operating points).

In this paper we present a general approach for calculation of the tuning time in
these lasers based on the properties of the laser and the electronic driving. This
model can be used to optimize the laser design and to calculate the inherent
physical tuning time limitations (assuming ideal electronic driving). Conversely,
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the expected tuning time can be calculated for a particular electronic driving design
and can be compared with its inherent physical limitations. We later apply this
model to the GCSR laser and calculate the expected tuning time of a particular fast
tunable transmitter. The calculations are verified experimentally.

2. THEORY

We are interested in obtaining the temporal frequency evolution f (t) of the

laser following a change in the tuning currents designed to switch the laser’s

wavelength from a certain source wavelength to a destination wavelength

We define the laser’s detuning as its frequency deviation relative to the destination

wavelength using: where is the laser frequency at the

destination wavelength. A relevant problem is to find the tuning time for

which where is the required frequency accuracy as

defined for a system in which the laser is to be used. For practical reasons, the
longest tuning time over the entire set of wavelengths defined for the laser will be
regarded as the general tuning time.

We define for each of the laser’s tuning sections a detuning coefficient

where the index i indicates the i-th tuning section, as the change in the

laser’s cavity mode frequency caused by a change in the carrier concentration N at
that section. We assume these coefficients are constant and verify that

experimentally. A change in the carrier concentration will therefore cause a

frequency change provided the tuning is within the limits

of continuous tuning and a mode-hop does not occur. While within the continuous
tuning limits the detuning coefficient can be written as:

where n' is the real part of the refractive index. The first term in the RHS is
calculated by solving the amplitude and phase conditions of the cavity [6] and is
dependant of the tuning section structure. The second term in the RHS is given by

where is the free-carrier plasma coefficient [6] and is

therefore equal for all the tuning sections.

We define as the change in the carrier concentration in

the tuning section relative to the predefined steady state value of the
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destination wavelength The carrier concentration N(t) is obtained by solving

for each tuning section the rate equation: [6]

where is the current confinement factor, i(t) is the tuning current, is the

junction volume, q is the electron charge, A,B, and C are the non-radiative, bi-

molecular and Auger recombination coefficients respectively. The tuning current

i(t) can be taken as a theoretical step function in order to investigate the physical

limitations of the laser, or as the actual current pulse of the current driver used in a
real laser transmitter. The effect of an improved current pulse such as a
predistortion pulse can be explored in this manner.

Finally, we assume that within the boundaries of continuous tuning, where only
one longitudinal mode exists, the tuning sections affect the laser frequency only
through their phases. Therefore, the laser frequency detuning is given by summing
the contributions of all individual tuning sections:

Since the required frequency accuracy in practical systems is usually smaller
than the entire continuous tuning range, this model is sufficient for the purpose of

calculating the tuning time

3. TUNING TIME OF GCSR LASER

The GCSR laser consists of four sections: a multiple quantum well gain section,
a co-directional coupler, a phase matching section, and a sampled Bragg reflector
section. The tuning range is 1529-1561nm. A more detailed description of the laser
structure is available in [5].

The reflection peaks of the sampled reflector are about 4nm apart. The coupler
acts as a coarse filter, and the current applied to the coupler section is controlled to
select one reflector peak. Fine tuning is achieved by tuning the reflector peak to a
desired wavelength and adjusting the phase current to align the cavity mode comb
to the selected wavelength.

In fig.1 a partial mode-plane map of the laser output power versus the coupler
and reflector currents is presented. The boundaries of a single longitudinal mode
are highlighted. The detuning coefficients are defined inside those boundaries and
mode hops of ±0.2nm and ±4nm occur when the mode boundaries are crossed.
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Figure 1. Map of output power versus coupler and reflector sections tuning currents of
GCSR laser showing lasing modes.

The detuning coefficients were measured empirically by introducing small
increments to the tuning currents and measuring the change in laser frequency. The
amount of change in the carrier concentration was then calculated by solving (2) in
steady state. The physical parameters of the laser are given in [7]. The detuning
coefficients measurement was repeated at different operating wavelengths, and the
coefficients were verified to be constant. The measured values of the tuning
coefficients were for

the coupler, phase and reflector sections respectively. The assumption expressed in
(3) was also verified experimentally with an accuracy of 10%.

We shall proceed to calculate the longest tuning time expected in a particular
GCSR laser transmitter [7].

We define as the high and low limits of the tuning currents of each

section. We shall focus on the worst case where all tuning sections are switched

from to [8]. In fig.2 we present an example of the frequency evolution

calculation after the reflector current is switched. In fig.2(a) the current pulse i(t)
is shown. The current pulses supplied by the transmitter to the tuning sections of
the laser were measured using a digital scope and were used to solve (2). The
reflector current is switched from 25mA to 1mA, and the current settling time is
~30ns. In fig.2(b) the carrier concentration N(t) in the reflector obtained by

solving (2) numerically is shown. In fig.2(c) the frequency detuning
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is presented. The frequency at the center of the mode,

as shown in fig. 1, is taken as the destination frequency         As also shown in fig.1,

beyond the vertical mode boundaries a cavity mode hop of 0.2nm occurs, which is
associated with changing the reflector current beyond a certain value. While inside
the mode boundaries, a frequency detuning of up to 6GHz can be observed
between the mode center and the upper boundary. Consequently, fig.2(c) is valid
only for

Figure 2. Tuning time calculation. (a) Reflector section current. (b) Reflector section
carrier concentration. (c) Laser frequency detuning.

We investigated the sensitivity of the tuning time to and separately.

In the first set of calculations we examined the effect of on the tuning time.

was constant at 2mA in all the calculations, and was gradually increased

from 25mA to 50mA. Fig.3(a) presents the individual contributions of each tuning
section (while keeping the other two fixed), and the overall tuning time while

switching all three tuning currents from           to

In the second set of calculations we examined the effect of on the tuning

time. was constant at 25mA, and was gradually increased from 1mA to

15mA. Fig.3(b) presents the individual contributions of each tuning section
assuming switching of only one section, and the overall tuning time assuming

switching of all tuning sections from        to        The required frequency

accuracy was 6GHz in all cases.

We observe in Fig.3 that has a strong influence on the tuning time while

has very little influence. Further we notice that the reflector section

dominates the tuning time, due to its large tuning coefficient, and its large volume,
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which increases the denominator in (2) and slows the tuning process. The dominant
effect of the reflector section was also reported previously [8].

We therefore concluded that in a GCSR laser transmitter, the worst case tuning
time is primarily a function of the reflector minimal current.

Figure 3. Theoretical calculations of tuning time with 6GHz accuracy. (a) As a function

of the maximal current             (b) As a function of the minimal current

Experimental verification
In this section we present the results of a set of experiments that was performed

in order to verify the theoretical calculations of tuning time under the worst case
conditions described above.

Figure 4. Theoretical and measured tuning time as a function of the reflector current

minimal value

As noted earlier the frequency at the mode upper boundary was measured to be
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approximately 6GHz less than the frequency at the mode center, throughout the
laser tuning range. By using a 20GHz FWHM band-pass optical filter tuned to the
frequency at the center of the destination mode, the mode hop into the destination
mode, and consequently into filter pass band, produces a sharp increase in the
detected signal, indicating the instant when the laser frequency obeys

In Fig.4 we present the calculated and measured tuning time for two GCSR
lasers. 15 operating points were selected with reflector currents ranging between
1mA and 18mA. For currents above 7mA there is a very good agreement between
measured and calculated results.

When switching to operating points with reflector currents below 7mA the
measured tuning times are increasingly longer than the calculated values. In order
to achieve a tuning time of less than 50ns with a frequency accuracy of 6GHz the
reflector current of the working points should be above 7mA.

In order to investigate the long tuning times observed while switching to low
currents we measured the voltage across the reflector during the tuning process.
The reflector voltage is a direct indicator of the carrier concentration [6] thus
providing an important view into the laser dynamics.

Figure 5. Reflector voltage during switching between 25mA and lower currents.

As shown in Fig.5, there is a strong correlation between the measured tuning
times and the measured reflector voltage transients. As the final reflector current
decreases the voltage settling time increases considerably.

Furthermore, the voltage-current curve of the reflector section was measured and
its knee point was observed at 5mA. This indicates that most of the mismatch
between the theoretical and measured tuning times occurs while the reflector
current is below the diode cut-off current. We conclude that while the tuning
section operates at low forward bias (2) does not provide an accurate model for the
tuning section dynamics and a better model is required.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for calculating the tuning time of multiple section
current injection lasers. This method uses a system engineering approach that
incorporates the electronic drive circuits together with basic semiconductor
dynamics theory and the optical properties of the tuning sections which can be
either calculated or easily measured.

The method was applied to the GCSR laser, and the limitations on tuning time
in this laser were calculated theoretically and verified experimentally.

The theoretical calculation of tuning time which is based on the carrier
concentration rate equation has proved to be accurate for currents above 7mA.
Below this current we observed longer tuning times, which were also accompanied
by a slow change in the reflector voltage. This indicates that at small forward bias a
different dynamic model has to be considered.
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Abstract: Long-period fiber gratings written by arc discharge are heated at different
temperatures, and the post-heating changes of transmission characteristics
are investigated. The resonance wavelengths are shifted to longer
wavelengths by heating at the lower temperature than the structural
temperature of the fiber, and they move more quickly with increasing heating
temperature. The resonance wavelength shifts more largely for the loss peak
generated by the higher cladding mode. It becomes evident that the
resonance wavelength can be changed and adjusted by heating temperature
and heating time without significant degradation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modifying refractive index locally is a very important technique for fabricating
optical devices and changing their optical properties. Fiber gratings, which are
commonly made by local index change, have been increasingly used in a wide
variety of optical communication and sensing applications. It is very valuable for
practical use to change and adjust their transmission characteristics. In this paper
we have studied the possibility of changing resonance wavelengths of LPGs by the
glass structure modification. The glass structure change is a simple and widely
applicable method to modify refractive index. The index difference between the
core and the cladding of dispersive fibers was controlled by the glass structure
change generated by annealing [1, 2]. Mode-field transformers were made by the
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glass structure modification induced by heating locally [3]. Long-period gratings
(LPGs) were written in a conventional silica fiber [4] and a pure silica holey fiber

[5] by the rapid glass structure rearrangement induced by arc discharge.
The temperature sensitivity of LPGs written in silica fibers [6, 7] and a pure

silica holey fiber [8] was investigated for temperatures up to about 1200 °C. The
resonance wavelength shifted almost linearly with increasing temperature for up to
about 800 °C for silica fibers and 900 °C for the holey fiber. For higher
temperatures the resonance wavelength shift had a nonlinear dependence on
temperatures. However the post-heating changes of the transmission

characteristics of LPGs have not been examined yet.
In this paper, the LPGs are heated at different temperatures to change the glass

structure, and the post-heating changes of resonance wavelengths and peak losses
are examined against heating temperature and heating time. The mechanisms of
the resonance wavelength shift and the peak loss change are investigated based on
the glass structure change.

1. INDEX MODIFICATION BY THE GLASS
STRUCTURE CHANGE

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of volume-temperature variation of a glass for heat treatments.

The index modification generated by the glass structure change results from the
structural relaxation [9]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of volume-
temperature variation of a glass for heat treatments. When a glass is maintained at
a constant temperature, the volume changes with time until it reaches a certain
equilibrium glass structure. The temperature that corresponds to the equilibrium
glass structure is called the structural temperature. The light gray line indicates an
equilibrium volume-temperature curve. When temperature drops slowly, the glass
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structure changes with temperature, and the viscosity of the glass increases.
Finally the glass cannot trace the equilibrium curve, and then the glass structure is
frozen. The fiber glass is cooled faster than the bulk glass and the glass structure is

frozen at the higher temperature than that of the bulk glass. The density and the
refractive index of the drawn fiber become lower than those of the bulk glass.
Since the glass structure of the drawn fiber is the same as the equilibrium glass
structure at the structural temperature of the fiber is expressed by

In the LPG fabrication, a drawn fiber is heated locally to above the melting
temperature, and then is cooled rapidly. The refractive index is decreased by rapid

solidification as indicated by the broken lines. The index reduction can be adjusted
by heating temperature and heating time. In case of heating at the lower
temperature than the fiber glass approaches the equilibrium state, and the
refractive index is increased as shown by the dotted line. In this paper, LPGs are
written in a standard silica fiber (Corning SMF-28) by arc discharge with moving
the discharge point periodically [4], and the LPGs are heated at the lower
temperature than to change the transmission characteristics.

1. SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION CHANGES INDUCED
BY HEATING LONG-PERIOD FIBER GRATINGS

It was shown that the observed structural temperatures of the drawn fibers were

in the range of 1150 – 1660 °C for single-mode silica fibers [10]. The fabricated
LPGs, therefore, are heated at different temperatures below 1150 °C to increase the
refractive index of the fiber, and the post-heating variations of the transmission
characteristics are investigated.

Figure 2. The transmission spectra of the LPG written with the discharge current and time
of 30 mA and 85 ms before and after heating at 900 °C for 5, 10, and 200 minutes.
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Figure 2 indicates the transmission spectra of the LPG with the grating period
of before and after heating at 900 °C for 5, 10, and 200 minutes. The LPG
is written with the discharge current and time of 30 mA and 85 ms. The number of
periods is 26. The LPG is heated by a ceramic heater. The spectral transmissions
of the LPG are recorded after cooling to room temperature. The loss peaks are
generated by coupling from the core mode to the and
cladding modes, and are indicated by and respectively. The
resonance wavelengths are shifted to the longer wavelength region with heating
time. The peak loss of the mode decreases with heating time, and those of the

and modes decrease at the beginning, and begin to increase after that.

Figure 3. The changes of (a) the resonance wavelengths and (b) the peak losses of the LPG
with the grating period of                against heating time at 900 °C. The discharge current and
time are 30 mA and 85 ms, and the number of periods is 26.

Figure 3(a) shows the resonance wavelength shifts of the loss peaks generated by
the and cladding modes against heating time at 900 °C. We
measure the resonance wavelength shift after taking the LPG from the heater and

then take it back in the heater for the longer heating time. Heating time is the
accumulated total time. The resonance wavelength shift is larger for the higher
cladding mode. The resonance wavelength increases with heating time. The
increase rate is large at the beginning of heating and then becomes smaller with
heating time.

The resonance wavelength is obtained by the phase-matching condition

where is the grating period, and and are the effective indexes of the
core mode and the cladding mode. The refractive indexes of the core and the

cladding are raised by heating the LPG at the lower temperature than The
effective index is increased more greatly for the lower mode because of its larger
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power fraction within the fiber. Therefore the effective index difference,
is increased more largely for the higher cladding mode, and the resonance

wavelength shift becomes larger for the higher cladding mode as shown in Figure
3(a).

When the fiber glass with the structural temperature of is rapidly taken to the
temperature the structural temperature changes as follows [9]:

where A is the reciprocal of the viscosity, and is the structural temperature
corresponding to the equilibrium glass structure at the heating temperature The
structural temperature is obtained by solving (2), and is shown by

The change of the structure temperature decreases exponentially with time, and
the structural temperature approaches The change becomes faster for
the higher heating temperature because of the lower viscosity. In case the
heating temperature is lower than the structural temperature of the drawn fiber

the refractive indexes of the core and the cladding increase and their increase
rates decrease exponentially with heating time. Therefore the resonance
wavelength grows quickly at the beginning of heating and then increases more
slowly with heating time as shown in Figure 3(a).

Figure 3(b) shows peak losses generated by the and cladding
modes against heating time at 900 °C. The peak losses decrease rapidly within
about 10 minutes, and then gradually increase, and come to change just a little.
The change of the peak loss is caused by the variation of the coupling coefficient
between the core and the cladding modes, which is determined by the form of the
index reduction generated by arc discharge along the fiber. The residual stress is
released at the middle of the discharged area, but is not released completely around
the discharged region. When the LPG is heated, the residual stress around the
discharged part is released quickly, and the stress relaxation changes the coupling
coefficients and the peak losses.

The residual stress relaxation in the undischarged part modifies the effective
indexes and moves the resonance wavelengths. The resonance wavelength of a
LPG written in SMF-28 shifted by 1.2 nm to short wavelengths owing to the stress
relaxation induced by heating at 800 °C for 1 hour [7]. The residual stress of pure-
silica-core/fluorine-doped-silica cladding fibers was almost removed by heating at
900 °C within 10 minutes [11]. Therefore we consider that the residual stress of a
Ge-doped-silica core/pure-silica cladding fiber, SMF-28, is almost released by
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heating at 900 °C within 10 minutes and the peak losses change rapidly within 10
minutes. After the residual stress relaxation within 10 minutes, the glass structure
change becomes a main factor of the peak loss variations. The glass structure

changes more slowly with heating time, and the form of the index modification
changes moderately, and the peak losses vary slowly as shown in Figure 3(b).

Figure 4. The changes of (a) the resonance wavelengths and (b) the peak losses of the LPG
with the grating period of against heating time at 1000 °C. The discharge current
and time are 33 mA and 100 ms, and the number of periods is 30.

Figure 4(a) shows the resonance wavelength shifts of the LPG against heating
time at 1000 °C. The resonance wavelength increases with heating time. The
increase rate at 1000 °C is very great at the start of heating and larger than that at
900 °C, and then becomes smaller. Since the viscosity becomes lower at the higher
temperature, the glass structure changes faster and reaches the equilibrium state in
the shorter time as shown by (3). Therefore the resonance wavelength moves more
quickly at 1000 °C than 900 °C and reaches a constant value earlier. The
resonance wavelengths become almost constant at about 80 minutes, and after 80
minutes the resonance wavelengths begin to increase again. The increase after 80

minutes would be caused by elongation of the fiber.
Figure 4(b) shows peak losses generated by the and cladding

modes against heating time at 1000 °C. The peak losses change rapidly within 5
minutes, and then gradually increase. We consider that the rapid changes of peak
losses within 5 minutes result from the residual stress relaxation, because the
residual stress is relaxed faster at 1000 °C than 900 °C. The peak losses are almost
constant after 80 minutes, and it becomes evident that heating at 1000 °C does not
degrade the LPG until 200 minutes.

Figure 5(a) shows the resonance wavelength shifts of the LPG against heating
time at 1100 °C. The resonance wavelengths move rapidly to longer wavelengths
within 3 minutes, and then shift slowly to longer and shorter wavelengths. The
glass structure changes faster and reaches the equilibrium state in the shorter time
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at 1100 °C than 1000 °C. The glass structure in the undischarged area is thought
almost to reach the equilibrium state in about 5 minutes. Therefore the effective
indexes of the core and the cladding modes, and hardly increase after 5
minutes, and the resonance wavelengths change little. The resonance wavelength
shifts after heating time of 20 minutes result from broadening of loss peaks,
elongation of the fiber, and degradation of the LPG.

Figure 5. The changes of (a) the resonance wavelengths and (b) the peak losses of the LPG
with the grating period of against heating time at 1100 °C. The discharge current
and time are 33 mA and 95 ms, and the number of periods is 32.

Figure 5(b) shows the peak losses generated by the and cladding
modes against heating time at 1100 °C. All peak losses reduce for the longer
heating time than 5 minutes. The glass structure in the undischarged part almost
reaches the equilibrium state in about 5 minutes, but that in the discharged part
does not become equilibrium yet owing to the higher structural temperature.
Therefore the glass structure in the discharged part continue to approaches the
equilibrium state after 5 minutes, and the index difference between the discharged
and the undischarged parts decreases with heating time. That reduces the

amplitude of the index modification along the LPG, and the loss peaks become
shallower and broader with heating time. Since heating at 1100 °C makes the
residual stress release very fast and the glass structure change very rapidly, it is
difficult to observe the peak loss variations caused by the residual stress relaxation.

1. CONCLUSIONS

Long-period fiber gratings written by arc discharge are heated at different
temperatures, and the post-heating changes of resonance wavelengths and peak
losses are investigated. It is shown that the resonance wavelengths can be changed
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and adjusted by heating temperature and heating time without significant
degradation. The resonance wavelengths are shifted to longer wavelengths by
heating LPGs at the lower temperature than the structural temperature of the fiber.
The resonance wavelength shifts more greatly for the loss peak generated by the
higher cladding mode because of its lower power fraction within the fiber. Heating
at the higher temperature moves the resonance wavelengths more quickly and
makes them reach constant values earlier. The resonance wavelengths come
almost to constant values at 1100 °C for 5 minutes. However all peak losses are
reduced after 5 minutes at 1100 °C without the large resonance wavelength shift,

and the LPG is degraded. The residual stress relaxation influences the peak loss
though the residual stress is small.
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Abstract: In high-speed optical transmission systems, one of the most challenging impair-
ments is represented by the signal distortions produced by polarization-mode
dispersion (PMD). In this paper, we analyze the limits of electronic compensa-
tion schemes, in the form of maximum-likelihood sequence detection receivers.
With a constraint on the front-end processing after photo-detection, we compute
the signal statistics necessary to implement this strategy. The receiver adaptivity
is also discussed. The relevant performance is analyzed by means of computer
simulations and accurate analytical performance bounds, and compared with the
performance of all-optical compensators and decision-feedback equalizers. A
significant performance loss with respect to optical compensation is observed
for large values of the differential group delay (DGD) showing that, after the
non reversible transformation operated by the photo-detector, it is not possible
to effectively cope with the PMD-induced impairments.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the application of electronic processing to optical pream-
plified transmission systems has been deeply investigated in order to combat
linear and non-linear impairments of the optical channel. In fact, although op-
tical compensation has demonstrated to be very efficient in recovering signals
affected by heavy penalties induced by PMD (see [1] and references therein),
these devices need advanced and cost-ineffective technologies [2], so that the
use of well-known and popular electronic schemes is of great interest. In the
first-order approximation, the PMD effects are represented by the introduction
of a differential group delay (DGD) between the two principal states of po-
larization (PSPs), causing intersymbol interference (ISI). Classical methods of

2
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electronic processing of ISI-affected signals have been applied, such as linear
equalization [3], and non-linear cancellation has also been used since the op-
tical to electrical conversion causes a non-linear transformation of the signal
[4]. Recent studies have focused on the comparison between these equaliza-
tion techniques and optical compensation [5], evidencing qualities and lacks of
both solutions.

More effective electronic techniques, based on maximum-likelihood sequence
detection (MLSD) implemented through the Viterbi algorithm (VA) [6], have
been proposed in [2,3,5]. In [3], the presence of optical amplifiers is not con-
sidered. As a consequence, the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise is
not present and the statistics of the received signal, necessary to compute the
VA branch metrics are conditionally Gaussian due to shot and thermal noise.
Since making a Gaussian assumption for noise statistics after photo-detection
when ASE noise is dominant leads to inaccurate results in the computation of
the receiver metrics [7], in [2,5] the statistics of the received signal are approx-
imately measured and updated in real-time during transmission and assuming
no decision errors. This method has been compared with classical equaliza-
tion schemes in [2, 5], showing that a better performance, as expected, can be
obtained by using the MLSD strategy.

In this paper, we derive a practically optimal receiver, in the sense of MLSD,
with the constraint of one sample per bit at the output of the postdetection filter.
The exact statistics of the received signal are computed and the branch metrics
of the VA expressed accordingly. A closed-form approximation of these branch
metrics, which entails a negligible performance loss, is also given. Based on
the exact branch metric computation, analytical bounds for the system perfor-
mance are also provided, allowing to reach values of bit error rate (BER) below

This analytical method also represents an interesting tool for optimizing
the receiver parameters without resorting to time-consuming computer simu-
lations. Since PMD is a time-varying phenomenon, the receiver has also to
adaptively update some parameters. This aspect is also discussed. A compari-
son with commonly adopted electronic equalization and optical compensation
techniques is also provided showing that after the irreversible transformation
given by the photodetector, the receiver is not able to effectively cope with the
PMD distortions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The considered transmission system is shown in Fig. 1, where double ar-
rows denote two orthogonal states of polarization (SOPs) in the fiber. The op-
tical signal generated by a laser modulator is launched in a single-mode fiber
(SMF) operating in linear regime. At the receiver end, after a flat-gain optical
amplifier (OA), which also introduces ASE noise, the received signal is opti-
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Figure 1. System model.

Figure 2. Low-pass equivalent of the considered system.

cally filtered prior photo-detection. The photo-detection process and the fol-
lowing electronic circuitry will add shot and thermal noise, respectively. The
ASE noise is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). By using
high-gain amplifiers we can assume that the other sources of noise are negligi-
ble. The detected signal is then low-pass filtered and the resulting signal

is sampled at one sample per bit interval T. Finally, a Viterbi processor
elaborates the received sequence in order to take reliable decisions
on the transmitted bit sequence

The low-pass equivalent model of the system is shown in Fig. 2. At the
optical filter output, the components of the two-dimensional complex vectors

and represent the useful signal
and noise components on two orthogonal SOPs, respectively. The noise com-
ponents are Gaussian but not white, since they are obtained by filtering the
low-pass equivalent AWGN In the following, we will
assume that and have two-sided power spectral density The
low-pass equivalent frequency response of fiber, optical and postdetection fil-
ters are denoted by and respectively. At the output of
the photodiode the detected signal can be described as the sum of two contri-
butions, one for each SOP:

Clearly, after photo-detection the noise becomes signal-dependent and its statis-
tics change. In the following, optical and postdetection filter parameters can
be chosen arbitrarily, since the proposed receiver is independent of a particular
choice of the filter shape or bandwidth.
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3. MLSD RECEIVER

With the constraint on the above receiver structure and in particular on the
use of one sample per bit interval at the output of the postdetection filter, the
optimal MLSD receiver is based on the following strategy [6]

By means of computer simulations, we verified that for the practically used
optical and postdetection filters, conditioning on the transmitted sequence the
samples can be considered independent. Hence, the conditional probability
density function (pdf) given the transmitted sequence can be expressed
as

Assuming that the system is causal and with finite memory L, it will be
Therefore, the optimal MLSD algorithm can be ef-

ficiently implemented by means of the VA with the following branch metrics:

having defined the trellis state as Hence, the
number of states increases exponentially with the channel memory L.

A closed-form expression for the 2S pdfs in (4), necessary to implement
the optimal MLSD strategy, does not exist.1 We have numerically evaluated
all these necessary conditional pdfs by using the method described in [8] and
stored them in a look-up table that will be addressed, in order to compute
branch metrics, by the received samples properly quantized and by the con-
sidered trellis transition. Although from an implementation point of view this
solution is not feasible, since entire pdfs must be stored, we have followed this
approach in order to investigate the ultimate performance of the MLSD strat-
egy. The obtained results also represent a benchmark for alternative solutions
based on an approximate, possibly closed-form, branch metrics expression. In
particular, we use the following non-central chi-square approximation [7,9]

1 It is well known that conditioning on the transmitted sequence, the samples at the photo-detector output
have non-central chi-square distribution [6]. However, the presence of the electrical filter modifies these
statistics.
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in which is the modified Bessel function of first kind and order
where and are the optical and postdetection filter noise equiv-

alent bandwidths, respectively, and  is the output of filter
sampled at time in the absence of noise. This term obviously depends not
only on the considered optical and postdetection filters but also on the PMD
parameters. Although we verified that (5) is not suitable for BER evaluation
in standard receivers with arbitrary filters (the BER would be heavily under-
estimated), its use to approximate the branch metrics expression produces a
negligible performance loss with respect to the optimal solution, as it will be
shown in the numerical results.

As already mentioned, the number of trellis states, and thus the complexity,
depends exponentially on the channel memory L. For commonly used optical
and electrical filters, and DGD values lower than a bit interval, we verified that

Hence the number of states is at most S = 8. In addition, the appli-
cation of reduced-state sequence detection (RSSD) techniques [10] allows to
substantially reduce the number of trellis states. In particular, a reduced state

with may be defined. The resulting
number of states is reduced to In order to compute the branch met-
rics (4) in a reduced trellis, the necessary symbols not included in the state
definition may be found in the survivor history [10]. We note that, in the lim-
iting case of the trellis diagram degenerates and symbol-by-symbol
detection with decision feedback is performed. The resulting receiver can be
considered as a non linear equalizer with decision feedback. Our numerical re-
sults, not shown here for a lack of space, show that the resulting performance
loss is negligible.

Since PMD is a time-varying phenomenon, the receiver parameters should
be adaptively updated. By using the above mentioned approximated closed-
form expression of the branch metrics, when PMD changes the receiver has
to simply adaptively identify the term This can be easily done by
using a gradient adaptation algorithm and, as a cost function, the one defining
the non linear branch metrics.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The classical union bound on the bit error probability has expression [6]

in which and denote the bit sequences corresponding to
the correct and erroneous paths, respectively, is the number of bit errors
entailed by the error event (a, â), P(a    â) is the pairwise error probability
and P(a) is the a priori probability of sequence a. The pairwise error probabil-
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ity P(a    â) is the probability that the sum of the branch metrics relative to
the erroneous path exceeds the sum of the branch metrics on the correct path.
This probability may be easily computed by employing the same method de-
scribed in [8] already used to compute the exact expression of the conditional
density functions

From the union bound, we derive a lower and an approximated upper bound
for the bit error probability. The lower bound is simply obtained by considering
the most likely error event. The approximated upper bound is obtained by
truncating the union bound considering a few most frequently occurring error
events only. The accuracy of these bounds will be shown in the numerical
results.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the considered detection schemes is as-
sessed in terms of BER versus being the received signal energy per
information bit. In all simulations, the optical filter is assumed to be a fourth
order Butteworth filter with low-pass equivalent bandwidth equal to 0.95/T,
whereas the postdetection filter is a fifth order Bessel filter with bandwidth
0.75/T.

Figure 3. Performance of the VA with
exact, chi-square, and Gaussian metrics.

Figure 4. Lower bound and and approx-
imated upper bound.

In Fig. 3, we show the performance of the VA when the exact and approx-
imated branch metrics are used. First-order PMD, with power splitting equal
to 0.5 and different values of the DGD, is considered. It can be observed that
the chi-square closed-form approximation (5) entails a negligible performance

2The ratio is proportional to the optical signal-to-noise ratio and represents the number of detected
photons per bit at the input of the OA.
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loss with respect to the optimal solution, especially for low BER values. On
the contrary, when a Gaussian approximation for the branch metrics is used
[3], the performance loss is remarkable (see Fig. 3).

The accuracy of the described lower and approximated upper bounds is
shown in Fig. 4. In this case also, first-order PMD is considered with DGD
values of 0 and 0.5T. It is clear that it is not necessary to have recourse to time-
consuming computer simulations since this tool predicts very well the receiver
performance and can be also used to optimize the system parameters.

Figure 5. Comparison between optical
and electronic compensation structures.

Figure 6. Performance in the case of
second-order only PMD.

In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of the MLSD approach with that of
optical and electronic compensators. The considered optical compensator con-
sists of a cascade of some optical devices. The first optical device is a polariza-
tion controller (PC) which allows us to modify the polarization of the optical
signal at its input. Then we have in this example two polarization maintaining
fibers (PMF) separated by another PC. A PMF introduces a DGD between the
components of the optical signal on the two orthogonal SOPs corresponding
to its slow and fast axes. In the considered example, the DGD of the consid-
ered PMFs is 0.5T. The other considered electronic compensation scheme is a
T/2-spaced decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) with a feedforward filter with
5 taps and a feedback filter with 3 taps. No performance improvement has
been observed by considering a more complex equalizer. In this case also, the
presence of first-order PMD is considered. As it can be observed, the optical
compensator is able to cope with the PMD effects almost perfectly. On the con-
trary, although MLSD performs better than equalization, electronic processing
schemes, operating after the non-reversible transformation by the photodiode,
entail a ramarkable penalty.

Finally, in Fig. 6 we assume that the first-order effects have already been
perfectly compensated and that the residual second-order parameters are the
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following: DGD derivative equal to and PSP rotation rate equal to 0.4T
(equal signal power splitting among the PSPs is also considered). The MLSD
receiver is able to recover only 1 of the 4 dB penalty produced by the 2nd
order PMD. Although we point out that only the outage probability can give
a final answer, it seems that electronic compensation cannot be considered a
viable solution not even joint with a simple optical scheme which perfectly
compensates the effects of the first order PMD.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the limits of electronic compensation have been shown. With
a constraint on the receiver structure, the optimal MLSD receiver has been de-
rived. A practically optimal closed-form branch metrics expression has been
also given and accurate performance bounds computed. Comparisons with
other equalization and optical compensation schemes have been performed
showing that optical compensation is the only viable solution to effectively
cope with the PMD effects.
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PSO ALGORITHM USED FOR SEARCHING THE
OPTIMUM OF AUTOMATIC PMD
COMPENSATION
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Yang
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Abstract: The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was introduced into automatic PMD
compensation. It showed the merits of rapid convergence to the global
optimum not being trapped in local sub-optima in searching process for
automatic PMD compensation and robust to noise. In this paper we describe
how implementing PSO as a control algorithm in automatic PMD
compensation. The comparisons of performances between global version of
PSO and local version of PSO were carried out theoretically and
experimentally.

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive compensation for polarization mode dispersion (PMD) may be
one of the urgent tasks for next-generation high bit-rate optical fiber
transmission systems. The control algorithm is critical in an adaptive PMD
compensator. For adaptive PMD compensation using feedback scheme,
many challenges such as rapid convergence to the global optimum without
being trapped in local sub-optima, robust to noise etc. make it a hard work
to find a practical feedback control algorithm. In most of related literatures,
the adopted control algorithms have not been mentioned. Reference [1] and
[2] reported the algorithm they used for controlling PMD compensators
were gradient based peak search methods. We found that when the numbers
of control parameters increased, gradient based algorithm had large numbers
of opportunities to be locked into local sub-optima rather than the global-
optimum. Besides, it would be less effective for a system with a relatively
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high noise level in PMD monitor, because the gradient information between
neighboring signals would be submerged in noise. For the fist time, we
introduced Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) into adaptive PMD
compensation as the control algorithm, which .showed the good
performance of rapid convergence to the global optimum without being
trapped in local sub-optima and robust to noise.

2. THE ROLE OF CONTROL ALGORITHM IN
ADAPTIVE PMD COMPENSATION

The configurations shown in Fig.1 and 2 are the typical schemes of
optical post-compensation for PMD. It is widely believed that the one-stage
compensators in Fig.1 are able to compensate the PMD to the first-order.
They have 3 or 4 parameters (or degree of freedom, DOF) to be controlled
depending on whether the differential group delay (DGD) line is fixed or
varied. The Two-stage compensators in Fig. 2 can compensate the PMD up
to the second-order [3] [4]. They have 6 or 7 parameters (or DOF) to be
controlled depending on whether the delay line is fixed or varied. (Here, the

Figure 1. One-Stage Compensator

reason why we use 3 parameters instead of 2 to adjust polarization
controllers (PC) is that, we found in the experiments, only adjusting at least
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3 waveplates can a PC transform a fixed input state of polarization (SOP)
into output states covering entire Poincaré sphere.)

Figure 2. Two-Stage Compensator

The adaptive PMD compensation is a process for a control algorithm to
find optimal combinations of control parameters, in order for the feedback
signal to reach a global optimum, in an intelligent, fast, and reliable manner.
In our experiment shown in Fig.3, the degree of polarization (DOP),
obtained by an in-line polarimeter, was used as feedback signal. The optical
pulses at the receiving end have DOP of 1 when there is no PMD in the
fiber link, and DOP value decreases as PMD increases. The polarization
controller used in compensation unit is the electrically controlled one which
has four fiber-squeezer cells to be adjusted with voltage of 0-10V, out of
which the three cells were used in the experiment. In this case, the problem
of adaptive PMD compensation can be described as the problem of
maximization of DOP in mathematics:

where the function in bracket represents the DOP value in the experiment.
The parameters here are the voltages for controlling PCs and varied delay
line. The function in Eq.(1) is not simply predictable in the adaptive PMD
compensation system. Therefore a good searching algorithm is required to
solve problem (1), which is the problem of searching global maximum in D-
dimensional hyperspace. The number of D depends on the number of DOF
the compensator scheme chosen as shown in Fig.1 and 2. Generally, the
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more the DOFs are the more sub-maxima exist, which would increase the
hard task of the searching algorithm. Therefore it is more difficult for a
searching algorithm to achieve finding the global optimum in the second-
order PMD compensation using the two-stage compensator in Fig.2 than in
the first-order PMD compensation using the one-stage compensator in
Fig.1.

Figure 3. Our experiment setups of one-stage or two-stage adaptive PMD compensation for
40Gb/s OTDM transmission system using PSO algorithm

3. THE PSO OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE USED
AS THE CONTROL ALGORITHM

The PSO algorithm, proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [5], has proved
to be very effective in solving global optimization for multi-dimensional
problems in static, noisy, and continuously changing environments [6]. We
introduced for the first time the PSO technique into automatic PMD
compensation in our previous works [7] and the latest experiment described
in Fig.3, where it was shown to be effective.

The PSO is an optimization technique based on researches on swarms
such as bird flocking. According to the research results for bird flocking,
birds are finding food by flocking (not by each individual). It leads to the
assumption that information is shared in flocking. Therefore it is easier for
bird flocking to find only a food in a region than each individual.

At the beginning, the PSO algorithm randomly initializes a population
(called swarm) of individuals (called particles). Each particle represents a
single intersection of multi-dimensional hyperspace. The position of i-th
particle is represented by the position vector The
particles evaluate their position relative to a goal at every iteration. In each
iteration every particle adjusts its trajectory (by its velocity

toward its own previous best position, and toward the
previous best position attained by any member of its topological
neighborhood. Generally, there are two kinds of topological neighborhood
structures: global neighborhood structure, corresponding to the global
version of PSO (GPSO), and local neighborhood structure, corresponding to
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the local version of PSO (LPSO). For the global neighborhood structure the
whole swarm is considered as the neighborhood, while for the local
neighborhood structure some smaller number of adjacent members in sub-
swarm is taken as the neighborhood. The two typical topological structures
for global and local neighborhood structure are shown in Fig.4 [8].

Figure 4. The topologic structure for global neighborhood (a) and one typical topologic
structure for local neighborhood (b).

In the global version of PSO, each particle keeps track of its coordinates
in hyperspace which are associated with the best solution (fitness) it has
achieved so far. (The value of that fitness is also stored.) The value (and its
location) is called pbest. At the same time, the overall best value, and its
location, obtained so far by any particle in the population, is also tracked.
This is called gbest. The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at
each time step, changing the velocity (accelerating) of each particle toward
its pbest and gbest, at the same time changing its position according to
following equations [9]:

where is the i-th particle’s velocity component, is the current
position component of the i-th particle, is the component of pbest of
i-th particle along d axis, and is the component of gbest along d
axis. The constants and termed learning rates, determine the relative
influence of pbest and gbest. The rand() generates pseudo random numbers
that are uniformly distributed in the interval of [0, 1]. If any particle’s
position is close enough to the goal function, it is considered as having
found the global optimum and the recurrence is ended. In the global
neighborhood structure, each particle’s search is influenced by the best
position found by any member of the entire population. In contrast, each
particle in the local neighborhood structure is influenced only by parts of the
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adjacent members. In other words, for the local version of PSO (LPSO),
particles have information only of their own and their neighbor’s bests,
rather than that of the entire group. Instead of moving toward the stochastic
average of pbest and gbest (the best location of the entire group), particles
move toward points defined by pbest and “lbest”, which is the index of the
particle with the best evaluation in the particle’s neighborhood. Therefore
the local version of PSO has less opportunity to be trapped in sub-optima
than the global version of PSO (GPSO). In our experiment 20 particles are
used either in GPSO or LPSO.

Figure 5. A visualized procedure for demonstrating a process of global maximum searching
using PSO algorithm. (a)Initializing a swarm of particles at the beginning; (b)The particles
in searching course according to Eq.(2) and Eq.(3); (c)The global DOP maximum has been

founded.

Fig.5 is a visualized procedure for demonstrating a process of global
maximum searching using PSO algorithm. For the sake of simplicity we
choose a searching problem in 2-dimentional space---for example, finding
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global DOP maximum through controlling two voltages on a PC in the
PMD compensator.

Figure 6. The best DOP vs. iteration recorded in 3-DOF 1st-order PMD compensation using
LPSO (a) and GPSO algorithm (b).

Figure 7. The best DOP vs. iteration recorded in 6-DOF 2nd-order PMD compensation using
LPSO (a) and GPSO algorithm (b).

In the adaptive PMD compensation experiment shown in Fig.3, we made
the comparison of effectiveness of both GPSO and LPSO, respectively
either used in 3 DOF one-stage or in 6-DOF two-stage PMD compensation.
At first, we made 18 times of the PMD compensation experiments
with the one-stage compensator by controlling the three voltages of the
electrically controlled PC in the compensator through GPSO and LPSO
algorithm, respectively. We made randomly the 18 kinds of different initial
PMD states of the PMD emulator (corresponding to 18 different initial DOP
values) for 18 times of experiments. In every process of global DOP
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maximum searching, we recorded variation of best DOP values in each
iteration, and the maximum iteration number is set to 25, with the results
shown in Fig.6. It can be seen that all the final searched DOP values in any
compensation process exceed 0.95 whatever the GPSO or LPSO is used as
control algorithm. And all the DOP values reach 0.9 within about 8
iterations for both GPSO and LPSO. The reasons why there is nearly no
difference between the cases using LPSO and GPSO are less local sub-
optima existed and low level of noise for the sake of relatively simple
configuration of 3-DOF one-stage compensation system. Therefore it is not
so difficult for both GPSO and LPSO to undertake.

Secondly, in comparison, we also made 18 times of the PMD
compensation with the two-stage compensator by controlling six voltages of
two PCs in the compensator also through GPSO and LPSO algorithm,
respectively. Differently, the maximum iteration number for each searching
process is set to 50, since we guess that it is more difficult searching task
because of more complicate configuration or more DOF, and higher level of
noise.

The results are shown in Fig.7(a) and (b). It is easy to obtain a
conclusion that, because of more local sub-maxima and higher noise level in
6-DOF system than in 3-DOF system, for the case of using GPSO there are
some initial PMD states that only makes DOP reach the value of 0.7
(Fig.8(b)), corresponding to being trapped in local sub-optima. In contrast,
for the case of using LPSO all final searched DOP values exceed 0.9 no
matter what initial PMD state is. And all the DOP values reach 0.9 within
about 25 iterations. We can draw a conclusion that LPSO have more
powerful ability to undertake the task for solving multi-dimensional
problem, and then is a better searching algorithm for adaptive PMD
compensation up to high-order.

The response time of the compensator depends on the strategy of the
chosen algorithms and the performance of the hardware including A/D,
D/A, voltage-controlled polarization controller, etc. We can define a time
unit as the time used for one particle treatment in a PMD compensation
loop. Many events happen in one time unit: (1) D/A converters writing
multi-voltages to the voltage-controlled PCs, (2) waiting for the PCs to
reach their steady states, (3) multiple A/D conversions, (4) processing the
data in the computer processor with the PSO algorithm. Then the next D/A
conversion begins. In our experiment one time unit was measured to be
about 0.8ms for 3-DOF and 1.1ms for 6-DOF system. One iteration
(containing 20 particles treatment) for searching is equivalent to 20 time
units. If we set DOP value of 0.9 as the criterion which is considered to
achieve the goal to complete the compensation, the compensation time used
is:
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So for compensation by 3-DOF one-stage compensator the
compensation time is 0.8×20×8=128ms. And for compensation by
6 DOF two-stage compensator using LPSO algorithm the compensation
time is 1.1×20×25=550ms. By analyzing time used by every part of hard
wares and algorithm, we find the PSO algorithm only occupies fewer than
16% of the whole time. Therefore if we can afford to high speed hardwares
the compensator with faster speed of real level of milliseconds can be
achieved.

Furthermore, the PSO algorithm can also be used as the control
algorithm for multi-channel PMD compensation like in WDM system. One
of feasible strategy is trying to keep the worst compensated channel as good
as possible, which can be described as another maximization problem as
follows:

where j represents the j-th channel and the other parameters are similar to
those in single channel.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for the first time we have introduced PSO algorithm into
adaptive PMD compensation, which showed the good performance of rapid
convergence to the global optimum without being trapped in local sub-
optima and robust to noise. With comparison of using GPSO and LPSO in
the one-stage and the two-stage adaptive PMD compensation in 40Gb/s
OTDM transmission system, the LPSO algorithm is proved to be more
suitable for solving with multi-DOF PMD compensation. With PSO
algorithm, we have achieved the automatic PMD compensation with several
hundreds of milliseconds. And it is shown that the compensator with PSO
algorithm has deep potential to increase its response speed. We also made
an expectation to use PSO for PMD compensation in WDM system.
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Abstract: Dynamical effects in single-stage polarization-mode dispersion compensators are
investigated. A typical compensator can actually work in two different operating
modes. Dynamic evolution of the input signal can require a continuous switch
between these modes, producing significant performance degradation. We
introduce a numerical procedure to simulate dynamical effects, which confirms
the occurrence of critical configurations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) is the main limiting effect for future
40 Gbit/s optical systems [1]. In a fiber link, PMD impairments depend on the
State Of Polarization (SOP) of the input signal and on the fiber parameters (to
first order approximation: Differential Group Delay, DGD, and Principal States
of Polarization, PSPs). As they are statistically varying [2], the Outage
Probability (OP) concept [3] is used to evaluate system impairments.

The effectiveness of PMD-Compensators (PMDCs) is estimated by means
of the Outage Probability (OP) as well [4]. To this aim, demanding numerical
simulations are required, which first model the signal propagation, then
optimise the PMDC (by setting it to an absolute or local maximum) and finally
evaluate the penalty.

This quasi-static approach can be quite questionable. When we assume that
the PMDC can be at a proper operating point at any time, we neglect what may
happen during transients from one operating condition to the following. In
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principle, any change of the input SOP (State Of Polarisation) and/or of the
fibre PMD corresponds to a time-dependent trajectory of the PMDC variable
parameters.

Therefore the quasi-static assumption would be correct only if these
trajectories had no discontinuity. If they have, no practical PMDC could have
such a short response time to reach the next operating point in one or few bits;
hence a PMD-compensated system could manifest unexpected degradation,
with higher error rate (whatever good the OP could be).

Here we show how dynamical effects can arise in feedback-based PMDCs,
with one fixed-delay stage.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

We use a simplified first order model to explain the critical PMDC
dynamics. Let us concentrate on IM-DD optical signals and also assume that
the signal SOP is varying very fast, compared to the fibre PSP’s (Principal
States of Polarisation) and DGD (Differential Group Delay), which is a realistic
case.

As known, PMDCs can typically use one of two different compensation
strategies [1]. Up to order PMD approximation, system impairments only

depend on where and are the Stokes vectors of the signal SOP
and overall order PMD, respectively is the vectorial combination of
PMD of the fibre and of the PMDC, and respectively [4]). Hence a
PMDC works effectively if either is parallel to or if is simply
minimised [4].

Let us now investigate one particular dynamical case, shown in Fig. 1. On
the left, the signal is injected in one fibre PSP (i.e., is parallel to

Figure 1 PMDC dynamics starting from input SOP in one PSP (a).
As SOP changes (b, c), the PMDC should switch to the minimisation mode (d).
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and the PMDC aligns to both. However, this is a critical choice: if the
signal SOP is rotating (b), it may reach an angle where this strategy cannot
work anymore (c). In that configuration, the PMDC would suddenly have only
one operating mode (shown in Fig. 1 d) and it should switch to the
minimization strategy. However this switching cannot be done instantaneously:
hence during a limited time window, the PMDC is not opti-mised and may
produce eye closure and error bursts. We outline that the usual OP treatment
neglects this effect (and possible others, which are not discussed), as it would
never show configuration (c).

As can be seen, if (i.e. a PMDC might be able to
use the parallel mode for any SOP rotation. Yet this is an unpractical choice. As

statistically varies, should be very large, but this can produce a non-
negligible order PMD, when combined with This was already shown
by the static analysis, as should be optimised to have the minimum OP,
e.g., in a 40 Gb/s system for one-section and the
optimum is [4].

Using this optimum value, dynamical limitations might arise for
greater than around 64% the bit time this is, however, the DGD range

where the PMDC beneficial effects would be really needed.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We introduce here for the first time a numerical technique to simulate
PMDC dynamics. We condsider a 40 Gbit/s chirp-free NRZ signal. Using the
wave-plate model [6], a 64-bit sequence is propagated in a fibre having 8 ps

mean DGD. Among the various random wave-plate configurations, the
software can select those having a chosen DGD. The PMDC has a one-stage
with fixed delay and a Polarisation Controller (PC), i.e. it basically has
two Degrees of Freedom (DoF). The receiver is a fast photodiode followed by a
Bessel filter order, 28 GHz bandwidth). As the feedback signal, we use the
eye opening. Note that, to simplify the analysis, no noise is added hence the eye
opening is in principle the best possible feedback.

The dynamics is modelled as follows. First, we set an initial signal SOP and
run an exhaustive search in all the PMDC configurations, optimising the two
DoFs of the PMDC. After the starting configuration has been found, the signal
SOP is varied by small steps, i.e., less than 0.02 rad/iteration on both azimuth
and ellipticity [7], and the PC is re-optimised. Now, to simulate a continuous
evolution, in any iteration both PC angles start from the previous condition and
cannot change by more than a fixed amount (0.2 rad).

We first investigate the performance when i.e. the optimum
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value [5]. Obtained results show two situations. In a first (very common) case,
the PMDC starts in a stable condition, the PC parameters do not change
significantly for any SOP state and no significant penalty is observed. This
suggests that if the PMDC starts in the minimisation mode, it locks firmly.
However, in some cases the PMDC can start in an unstable condition, so that
SOP rotations may produce severe eye closure (i.e., <-1.5 dB). After the eye
closes, the PMDC may either recover to a stable condition or it may also reach
another unstable condition (in which case, eye closure can occur again). Even
allowing for the SOP to change at a slower rate, the same effects are obtained.
As expected, these catastrophic events are likely obtained if is high and
the input SOP is very close to one PSP when the PMDC starts.

Figure 2 Eye closure evolution for a PMDC with We report the eye closure versus
time for two fiber cases ( row: fibre row: Initial signal

SOP is aligned to one PSP. Worst case eye diagrams are shown on the right.
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Figure 3 Eye closure evolution for a 1-stage PMDC with Same other
parameters as in Fig. 2.(upper row: fibre lower row:

Fig. 2 shows two evolution curves obtained for for two fiber
configurations and input SOP close to one PSP. In the upper row, we report the
case when the fiber has Here, after the initial locking, the eye
suddenly suffers from a significant penalty, meanwhile the PMDC switches to
the minimisation mode, so that no other penalty is observed since then. Note
that so the switching produces a significant penalty that was
neither predicted by the model presented heretofore.

On the right (same row), we show the eye diagram taken during this
switching time, which indeed shows around 1.5 dB penalty. We note that, in the
same fibre, an uncompensated system can suffer, in the worst case, from around
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the same penalty.

This result is suggesting possible limitations of the PMDCs. Still, the worst
results are obtained when, due to the statistical variations, the fibre reaches a
higher value, which is exactly the case when the PMDC is really needed.
An apparent example is shown in the row in Fig. 2: here ps and
the PMDC does not reach a stable condition, so that the eye closure tends to
oscillate repeatedly to unacceptable values (<<-3 dB). An example of such
high-penalty eye diagram is shown on the right. We outline that, again, this
dynamics cannot be predicted by the usual quasi-static OP analysis. Indeed in
this case, the quasi-static analyisis would show a very limited penalty, which
cannot be attained in a dynamical environment.

Some of the previous results can be understood by means of the above first-
order model. According to that model, a PMDC with higher        (>>16 ps)
might be more useful in the dynamical regime (producing a vector always
parallel to To check this possibility, we run dynamical simulations for the
same above cases, but now using Now we find that when the
fibre is comparable to still the PMDC dynamics is strongly affected
(see Fig. 3). This clearly indicates that for high values of and
high-order PMD effects come into play. These effects cannot actually be
neglected and again this eventually prevents the PMDC to attain a stable
condition. This is clearly shown in both trends reported in Fig. 3 (for

and 21.7, respectively). Furthermore, in this case some oscillating
behaviour is observed also for low (Fig. 3 row). These results seem to
indicate that, as was found for the quasi-static approach [4] [5], a quite high

value can produce worse performance also in the dynamical regime.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A first-order model indicates that a single-stage PMDC with feedback may
produce relevant system impairments if it locks to an unstable condition and if

Numerical simulations confirmed that PMDCs could suffer
from this effect. Despite the first order model, higher length PMDCs could
suffer even more due to order PMD.

These results might hold also for a single stage with variable length and for
a double stage PMDC, but this issue is still being investigated. On the other
hand, PMDCs using polarization scrambling [8] and PMDCs with no feedback
(e.g., [9],[10]) could not suffer from these dynamical limitations.

The obtained results seriously indicate that the Outage Probability may not
completely describe the performance of a PMDC: it provides indeed an upper
bond, a bound that could not always be met.
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Finally, in our scheme we assumed an initial startup of the PMDC, with an
exhaustive search. In a practical environment, the PMDC may lock to an
unstable condition either because of noise fluctuations, or the random evolution
of fibre parameters.
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Abstract: An innovative approach to optical mitigation is proposed. We experimentally
investigate the dynamic performance of a simple Polarisation Mode
Dispersion optical mitigator, and demonstrate that a cost-effective solution
can minimise the real criticality of optical structures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polarisation Mode Dispersion (PMD) can be the major limiting factor for

future 40Gbit/s optical systems [1] and can constitute a headache in case of
10Gbit/s all-optical networks. An intense activity has been carried out in the last
years by the scientific community [2], but to date no real solution to mitigate the

effects of PMD is available for practical deployment. The development of a PMD
compensator (PMDC) is not a usual engineering problem, given the high number
of non-independent variables, the statistical behaviour of the physical phenomena,

and the economical and technological constraints related to a practical use.
This paper describes the design and characterisation work behind the

development of a PMDC, and analyses the behaviour of a cost-driven single-stage
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device, starting from where other solutions have failed so far, both cost-wise and
performance-wise.

The performances of a simple, cost-effective and reliable optical PMDC come
out to be quite attractive, even without possible supplementary aids like Forward
Error Correction (FEC), adaptive Clock and Data Recovery and electronic
equalisation.

2. THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

A bunch of polarisation controllers (PC) and some metres of polarisation
maintaining fibre can be easily used to open a PMD-affected eye diagram.
However, it is not immediate to figure out the subtle troubles that the design of an
optical PMDC involves. Our first hand experience has taught us that without a
systematic Design of Experiment (DOE) approach [3,4] and properly chosen lab
equipment, the chances to find the right recipe to design a good (cost sensible,
effective and reliable) optical PMDC are very low [5].

A DOE is a structured, organised method to identify and determine the mutual
relationship among the factors affecting a complex process. It is a sort of
mathematical procedure to span the entire operating domain with a minimum set of
test cases.

3. THE “COMPENSATION MODE DILEMMA”

The impairments due to PMD depend upon the signal’s State of Polarisation
(SOP) and the fibre parameters, Differential Group Delay (DGD) and Principal
States of Polarisation (PSP) in a 1st order analysis. Given the statistical behaviour
of all the parameters [6], the Outage Probability (OP) concept [7] is needed to
evaluate the system performances, both without and with PMDC [8].

The obvious expectation is a compensated system showing an essentially lower
OP on a PMD affected link, so that a known margin, whose probability to be
exceeded over time is equal to the OP, can be allocated in the system design.

The OP is usually calculated and checked emulating the real world dynamic
behaviour with a sequence of (quasi) static conditions. The two cases do not
exactly coincide, and different behaviours can unsurprisingly be expected. In case
of real dynamic characterisation of an optical PMDC, it is possible to find out that
the transients from one working condition to the next are not always hitless, as one
could expect [8]. A few solutions have been proposed with other rationales to
constrain the PMDC operation mode, with the result of adding extra cost and
complexity [9].
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The assumption that, given a PC endless operation, for every continuous
evolution of the signal SOP and fibre PMD, the optimum PMDC parameters

evolve continuously, is not necessarily true, and in our DOE-like analysis we have,
for the first time, experimentally observed and explained this potentially dangerous
phenomenon. To do so, it is necessary to perform accurate PMDC state

monitoring, long-term logging, and Bit Error Ratio (BER) floor and burst detection
and monitoring, in order to identify, unequivocally recognise and finally
understand the killer events.

Figure 1. Experimental evidence of the “compensation mode dilemma” phenomenon

In Figure 1 the experimental evidence of the occurrence of the “compensation
mode dilemma” is presented. What is important to notice is that the error burst
occurred (error graph - top) without any reset condition of the PC’s and with the

feedback signal well aware of the problem (mean square error (MSE) graph -
bottom). In this experiment the feedback signal was based on a conventional RF
spectrum monitoring, and the PMDC was a two-section optical structure, with
ample capability to mitigate the PMD values emulated.

The OP is not enough to fully describe the PMDC performances, and the
reliability of the whole system, but it can usefully provide an upper bound limit.
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4. THE OBJECTIVE

Our objective was to adopt a cost and integration driven approach to build a
simple 1st order PMDC.

It is curious to notice that the best performing PMDC that we have tested in our
lab (not completely exempt from the “compensation mode dilemma”, anyhow) was
too big and expensive for real deployment: it was a performance-driven device.

Our choice has been a single-stage optical PMDC, using RF spectrum based
PMD monitoring. The target was to mitigate up to 0.6÷0.8 Unit Interval peak DGD
with real world polarisation variations, which are normally slower than those

emulated (up to Scan Rate (SR) 4 of the Agilent 11896A PC’s used with the PMD
Emulator - PMDE). No “compensation mode dilemma” criticality was a design
objective and considered a real differentiator.

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The design of the PMDC has been driven by the ability to fully assess the
device’s behaviour using a DOE-like approach and a programmable PMDE. The
performances have been investigated to check, in the presence of different Optical
Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR) and Polarisation Dependent Loss values:
compensation capability, dynamic behaviour in terms of response speed, endless
operation, BER floor and “compensation mode dilemma”.

In Figure 2 the sketch of the test bed is given.

Figure 2. The test bed

In Figure 3 the system tolerance against DGD is shown in case of 10Gbit/s
NRZ signal, with 19dB OSNR, no FEC, linear operation and practically no

chromatic dispersion. Using a 2dB OSNR penalty threshold, the system resistance
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against DGD (and SOP/PSP scanning) results increased from 30ps to more than
80ps, nearly a three-fold improvement.

Figure 3. Long-term performance results against DGD

In our preliminary results, we have found no BER floor and no “compensation
mode dilemma” events in a series of test sessions long at least 36 hours (SR 2 for

PC-A and PC-B, Figure 2). It is worth noting that, in the same dynamic conditions,
other PMDC prototypes have shown “compensation mode dilemma” events in a
few minutes (typically 10÷30).

6. CONCLUSIONS

A highly innovative approach has allowed us to achieve for the first time a
really complete assessment of the performances of an optical PMDC. We have
demonstrated that the only way to design a deployable PMDC is a DOE-like

method, with both static and dynamic comprehensive investigations.
The cost-driven single-stage PMDC that we have designed and fully

characterised, in case of FEC-free 10Gbit/s NRZ signal, has shown efficacy up to

more than 80ps DGD, with fast tracking capability, no error burst events and no
BER floor.
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NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
COARSE-STEP METHOD
WITH A VARYING DIFFERENTIAL-GROUP
DELAY
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Abstract: The effect of having a fixed differential-group delay term in the coarse-step
method results in a periodic pattern in the autocorrelation function. We solve this
problem by inserting a varying DGD term at each integration step, according to a
Gaussian distribution. Simulation results are given to illustrate the phenomenon
and provide some evidence,about its statistical nature.

1. INTRODUCTION

As demonstrated in [2] the autocorrelation function (ACF) produced after
the use of the coarse-step method, deviates from the analytical model. A repet-
itive pattern appears, owing to the additive effect of the convolution, in the time
domain of the signal with a fixed differential group delay (DGD) term, at each
integration step. Moreover it is possible, to minimise this effect by allowing
the DGD coefficient to change at each step as a Gaussian variate.

2. REVIEW OF THE COARSE-STEP METHOD

Following in the derivation of [1] the starting point is the coupled nonlinear
Schroedinger equation (CNLS),

Should be denoted that, where and are the following
matrices,
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Equations 2 and 3 follow the rapid evolution of the field along distance
z, as the direction of the birefringence axes will be rapidly changing. Where
the birefringence parameter and the specific group delay per
unit length In the CNLS is the Kerr coefficient while

is the wavenumber. As indicated in [1] if the birefringence axes
are fixed then the angle of rotation equals zero, and thus

varies rapidly and can be dropped as observed in [3, 4].
Equation 1 then becomes,

When the signal is subjected to polarization mode dispersion(PMD),
while the third term causes chromatic dispersion.

Assuming that the step size is large enough so that the field has lost memory
of its initial polarization, the solution of the CNLS can be multiplied by a
scattering matrix S so that the polarization is randomly reorientated.

The multiplication of the signal at different frequencies with a fixed DGD
term induces a periodicity in the autocorrelation function as it is shown through
our results. The ACF thus deviates from the theoretical model. This effect
is eliminated including a varying DGD from step-to-step and consequently
averaging out the unwanted peaks that are present in the ACF.

3. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION

The simulations performed on a system having the following characteristics
correlation length integration step 1

km while the optical bandwidth of the simulation is 4 THz. The ACF was
compared with the following function [5, 6], where is the mean DGD,
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and calculated from the simulations according to the following formula,

is the polarization dispersion vector calculated as in [2]. As can be
shown in figure 1, using a fixed value DGD we are getting the periodic pattern
in the ACF of the coarse-step method.

Figure 1. ACF of coarse step method with a fixed DGD of 3ps for 64km.

Allowing the DGD to vary as a random Gaussian variate with a standard
deviation ranging from 0.009 - 1 ps minimizes the problem.

Figure 2.    ACF of coarse step method with DGD varying according to a Gaussian distribution
of and mean for 64km.

It is obtained through the simulation results that the harmonics of the ACF
gradually diminish as the standard deviation of the distribution is getting larger.
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Figure 3. ACF of coarse step method with DGD varying according to a Gaussian distribution
of and mean for 64km.

It is worth noting that the PDF of the DGD does not change when we modify
the coarse-step method, as it is shown in figure 4.

Moreover we can follow the evolution of through our simulations by
following the difference between the centre peak amplitude and the first
harmonic amplitude as presented in figure 5. From the graph we can didact
that at a value of the peak of the first harmonic drops at 10 percent,
of its original value.

Figure 4. comparison of the PDF of the coarse-step method with a fixed DGD with a modified
coarse-step method using a DGD varying according to a Gaussian distribution of
and mean for 64km.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the difference in amplitude between the fundamental frequency and
the first harmonic for different values of

4. CONCLUSION

Instead of using a fixed DGD we inserted a Gaussian variate, so that the
peaks of ACF of the coarse-step method average out and the numerical imple-
mentation outcome agrees with the theoretical results. Moreover we provided
simulation results that illustrate the decrease in the amplitude of the side peaks
of ACF and give some evidence about a future analytical treatment of the phe-
nomenon.
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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate the possibility to realize an all-optical 3R
regenerator wavelength converter, based on a three-stage cascade
configuration. A multi-wave-mixing based on the phase modulation of an
auxiliary optical carrier induced by a two-signals interaction is used to
perform simultaneously reshaping, re-amplification and wavelength
conversion of a propagated signal. A fiber ring based unit is used to perform
the all-optical timing extraction while an orthodox four-wave-mixing process
inside a dispersion-shifted fiber is adopted for the retiming process. The
work is patent pending.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical devices and subsystems like wavelength converter for optical cross
connects and 2R-3R optical regenerators are under development because of their
fundamental role in the future optical communication systems.

3R regeneration preserves data quality and allows for improved transmission
distances, thus enhancing transparency, scalability, and flexibility of optical
networks. In this work we present results concerning the three main cascaded
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function to obtain a 3R regenerator: re-amplification and reshaping, timing
extraction and re-sampling.

The Re-shaping and the Re-amplification unit (2RU) is studied via the
simulations and the experimental results, at 10 Gbit/s, regarding a new technique
(patent pending) based on the adoption of an auxiliary continuous-wave incoming
optical carrier. The characteristic non-linearity of a particular dispersion shifted
optical fiber has been Exploited [1]. In that cases the envelope of the beating
between a strong pump and a modulated signal, near the zero dispersion area
(around 1539 nm), determined a phase modulation of the whole incoming optical
field; this beating generate a modulation of the refractive index of the fiber with
frequency equal to frequency difference between pump and signal. Then any other
carrier in the fiber is phase modulated. Hence the phase-modulated new carrier’s
spectrum presents a series of replicas typical of the phase modulation, each one
reproducing the high data rate amplitude modulation of the original incoming
signal enhancing, in this manner, the overall device wavelength conversion range.
Furthermore, the in-out power-transfer characteristic of the n-th order replica is
alike the correspondent order Bessel function, a reshaping function occurs too.

The Clock Recovery unit (CRU) is based on a fiber ring laser, which contains a
single semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), as active device, which provides
both gain and modulation. The ring circuit was tested with both pseudorandom
data sequences and periodic data patterns up to 10 Gb/s generating clock pulse
trains across a 30 nm tuning range. The operation of the present clock recovery
ring based structure relies on the fast gain saturation of the SOA, induced by the
incoming data stream, that generates the modulation in the cavity and determines
the injection locking of the fiber laser.

The standard mode-locking SOA ring based technique has been extended
introducing a Fabry-Perot cavity to select the right oscillating frequency [4].
Preliminary results, not reported here, shown that this configuration is able to
works at 40 Gbit/s too. Desirable features of the CRU unit are the wide repetition
frequency and wavelength locking ranges and the broad wavelength tuning range
of recovered signal that it may provide.

The Re-Sampling unit (RU), is based on the usual FWM non-linear effect. The
incoming modulated signal, in fact, is coupled with the pulsed optical clock signal,
recovered by the second stage, and injected into a 6 km long standard dispersion
shifted fiber (DS). The effect is a re-sampled optical replica of the input modulated
signal.

In order to improve the performances of the non-linear effect we used a clock
signal obtained by cross-gain modulation effect (XGM) into a semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA) in order to narrow the optical spectrum of the clock.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE STAGE SET-UP

The key element of the reshaping section is a 10 km long DS fiber, with loss
_=0.2 dB/km, nonlinear coefficient _=2.2 [W*km]-1, chromatic dispersion D=0.19
ps/nmKm (at the pump wavelength 1542.14 nm), dispersion slope SO=0.0634
ps/nm2km and differential group delay (PMD factor) DGD=0.13 ps[2].

Two DFB (DFB Source and DFB pump) laser sources used to generate
respectively a signal (S), at and a cw pump (CWP1), at

are mixed together, in order to induce the requested non-linearity, as reported
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. 2R unit set- up

In order to restrict the power depletion, due to Brillouin scattering phenomena,
signal and pump are directly phase modulated. The signal, PRBS 10 Gbit/s NRZ,
passes through a 10% coupler (A), preceded by an attenuator (ATT), used to
measure the real optical input at the entrance of wavelength converter reshaper
(WCR). After the 10% coupler there is a block made up of an EDFA (OA1) and a
band pass filter (BF1) followed by an attenuator (ATT1) that allow us to set the
value of signal power for optimum reshaping function. Combination of signal and
pump, through 50% (B)coupler, is processed by a block made up of an erbium-
doped power amplifier (OA2) and a band pass filter (BF2). This block increases
the power of the pump and the signal up to the power needed in the non-linear
processes.
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Figure 2. a)spectrum at the DS output of the beating between a cow pump and a modulated
signal, b)spectrum at the DS output of the sum of beating and the third carrier

A third DFB (DFB) laser source is used to inject, through a 30% coupler (C),

the auxiliary continuous-wave optical carrier (CW2) that, modulated along the
propagation by the non-linearity, will present at the DS output a comb-like optical
spectrum. The overall optical field spectrum has been reported in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 3 shows the experimental layout related to the Timing Extraction Stage.

Figure 3. Clock Recovery Unit set-up

The test data patterns were produced modulating a DFB laser source which
operates at 1542.9 nm, with a lithium niobate external modulator driven by a 10
Gbit/s PRBS pattern generator. This incoming non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
pattern, injected into the loop circuit with a 10% optical fiber coupler (C1), goes
into an Alcatel M128 bulk model SOA1, with a 0.5 mm cavity length, 20 dB gain
for small signal and a 40 nm amplification bandwidth, and is blocked by a first
faraday isolator (ISO 1).

A second faraday isolator (ISO2), was inserted into the ring to ensure
unidirectional counter clock-wise oscillation. Starting from the ISO2, the
oscillation goes into a first stage, made by a polarizer followed by a polarization
controller, able to optimize the oscillating polarization state for the SOA1. This
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stage is followed by ISO2 and by a second block made by a Fabry-Perot cavity
(FP), realized with two optical mirrors whose reflectivity is equal to 99%, and a
variable optical delay line (ODL1). A subsequent 1 nm optical tunable filter is
used to select the wavelength needed. The -30 dBm clock signal, extracted via a
10% coupler (C2), goes into an EDFA, a 1 nm bandwidth optical filter able to erase
the ASE contribution and then is subsequently processed by an external SOA
(SOA2), an Opto-Speed 1550MRI/X model with 30 dB gain for small signal and
30 nm amplification bandwidth, to obtain amplification and to simultaneously
erase the amplitude noise. This particular configuration permit to obtain a sensible
enhancement of the pulses train extracted.

Figure 4. Re-Timing Unit set-up

Fig. 4 shows the experimental layout related to the Re-Sampling Stage. After
SOA2, the recovered clock information at 1544 nm, is injected into a SOA
(SOA3), an Alcatel M18 bulk model, with a CW signal through a 30% coupler. The
cross gain modulation inside the SOA3 modulates the CW pump with the same
information carried by the signal coming from the ring. In this manner we have a
clock information with a narrower optical spectrum. At this point this signal at
1541 nm is coupled with the original 10 Gbit/s NRZ PRBS signal at 1542.9 nm,
through a 50% coupler, and amplified in order to perform the retiming process
inside a 6 km long DS fiber via a FWM process. An OPL2 is used to set the exact
position of the data pulses in order to match it with the ones coming from the
clock.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

To explain the generation of a so high number of components, we could argue
that the non linear optical Kerr effect determines a phase modulation due to the
beating between the pump and the signal to be converted, near (1539 nm in our
case); this beating cause a modulation of the refractive index of the fiber with
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frequency equal to frequency difference between pump and signal. This effect
produce a phase modulation of the whole incoming field that generates new
frequencies spaced by the pump-to-signal detuning range [3]. Then any
other carrier present in the fiber is also phase modulated, and the phase-modulated
carrier’s spectrum presents a series of replicas typical of the phase modulation. The
transfer function of these channels shows a non-zero threshold and a spread
maximum that we can exploit for reshaper use. By adjusting the signal and pump

power, at the DS fiber input, it is possible to choose the better working point in
order to reshape the incoming corrupted signal, as reported in fig. 5.

Figure 5. Comparison between experimental transfer function, dotted line, of Ch. 47 with simulation,
continuous-line. Noise compression in a Non-Return-to-Zero 10 Gbits coded signal

The behavior of the converted signals depends both on the SNR, due to the
different generation efficiency, and to the chromatic dispersion regime seen by

each channel along the device. The non-linearity at the base of the process is able
produce a phase modulation of the whole incoming field not only the optical
beating field, that induce the non-linearity itself, but any kind of other optical
carrier propagating with the beating field the fiber. Subsequently, the optical
spectrum of the new carrier, at 1535.8 nm in this case, will present a series of
components each one reproducing the high data rate amplitude modulation of the
original incoming signal and each one with the same Bessel-like transfer function.

Figure 6. BTB and propagated BER measurements vs received power for ITU Ch 46 and 54
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In Fig. 6 we report the BER results obtained at 10 Gbit/s, in the back-to-back
configuration and in propagation, for the ITU-GRID channels 54 (1534.2 nm) and
46 (1540.5 nm). The propagation was performed using a cable deployed between
the cities of Rome and Pomezia encompassing different kind of fibers, G.652,
G.653 and G.655. The better performance on the Ch.54 depends on the better
signal to noise ratio respect to the Ch. 46.

In Fig. 7a we report the clock information at the output of the SOA2 used to
obtain amplification and to simultaneously erase the amplitude noise from the ring.

Regarding the CRU unit and in the case of NRZ signals, the Fabry-Perot cavity
plays a key role since it simultaneously filters out a big amount of modes, that

oscillate inside the cavity, and, furthermore, by tuning the mirrors with a piezo-
driver control, forces the cavity to resonate at the repletion incoming data rate.
Without such resonance the locking conditions, in the case of NRZ signals, can be
extremely difficult. The reasons of such behavior stand on the large frequency
band of resonance of the ring. If the FP is instead introduced in the loop and its

band is tuned around the frequency of the data rate input, it will select the exact
oscillating frequency giving raise to a pulse trains. The cavity fundamental
frequency was 7.5 MHz and the locking bandwidth of the ring has been measured
and it is equal to about 5 MHz.

Figure 7. a) Clock recovered at the output of SOA2. b) Retiming of the incoming signal

In Fig. 7b we report a preliminary result concerning the converted replica at
1544.7 nm obtained at the end of the 6 km long DS fiber. The FWM is obtained by
the beating of the incoming signal at 1542.9 with the clock extracted at the output
of the SOA2 at 1541 nm. It is possible to see that the retiming process, due to
width of the generates clock pulses, determines a format translation from NRZ to
RZ format.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated three different stages able to implement the following
functions: 2R regeneration and wavelength conversion, timing extraction and
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signal re-sampling. The results demonstrate the possibility to adopt a common
cascade configuration in order to implement an all-optical 3R regeneration device.
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Abstract: The linear degradation of the bit error rate as a function of the number of
regenerators is experimentally observed, with an optoelectronic or with an
original all-optical 3R repeater. We demonstrate that Q factor measurements
are not suitable for a correct assessment of optical links incorporating 2R or
3R regenerators.

1. INTRODUCTION

Some optoelectronic and all-optical regenerators enabling Re-amplification,
Reshaping (2R) and Re-timing (3R) have shown their capability to ensure high bit-
rate ultra-long haul transmission systems [1]. Noise distribution and Bit Error Rate
(BER) evolution through this kind of device are of great interest to understand
basic features of regeneration. In this paper, we show experimentally the BER
evolution through different kinds of Non Linear Gates (NLG). We finally compare
Q factor and BER measurements in optical transmission links including 3R
regenerators.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Experiments were carried out with an optical or with an optoelectronic (O/E)
regenerator in order to compare two types of 3R regenerators. One is ideal (the
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optoelectronic one) which presents a step-like shape of the transmission versus
input power characteristics, while the other one (the optical regenerator) presents a
smoother S-shape, Both regenerators have the same O/E retiming device to ensure
3R regeneration.

2.1 Transmission experiment

The 10 Gbit/s transmission experiment is carried out with a 100km
recirculating loop composed of two 50 km Non-Zero Dispersion Shifted Fibre
(NZDSF) spans, with chromatic dispersion of 4ps/nm/km. The fibre link dispersion
is compensated (DCF). Figure (1) shows the experimental set-up of the
recirculating loop.
Losses are compensated by Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFA) and
counterpropagating Raman pumping ensuring a low noise accumulation line. The
transmitter consists of a pseudo-random bit sequence combined with a logical
gate which produces an RZ electrical signal. This signal modulates the optical
1552 nm source thanks to a modulator which produces a 50 ps full width
at half maximum signal. The signal is injected into the recirculating loop thanks to
Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOM).
Noise is artificially included in the loop using an Amplified Spontaneous Emission
source (ASE) in order to degrade the Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR) in
front of the regenerator. That is necessary to measure a BER in regenerated signal
experiments [2].
A polarization scrambler (polarization modulation frequency ~ 1 MHz) is placed in
front of (in the optical case) or behind (in the optoelectronic case) the regenerator
in order to take polarization effects into account.

Fig.1: Recirculating loop.
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2.2 Optical regenerator’s architecture

The optical regenerator is made of two SOA-based wavelength converters. The
first converter consists of a Non-Linear Optical Loop Mirror whose non-linear
element is a SOA (SOA-NOLM) [3]. The second wavelength converter is a Dual
Stage of SOA (DS-SOA) [4]. Figure (2a) represents the all-optical regenerator
scheme.

Fig. 2a: All-optical regenerator architecture.
Fig 2b: Output extinction ratio as a function of input power with an input

extinction ratio of 15 dB.

The SOA-NOLM is based on a Sagnac interferometer which is intrinsically
more stable than all-fibre Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) provided that fibre
arms are short enough. In our case, polarization maintaining fibres are used in
order to improve the stability.
Regeneration with NOLM has already been investigated [5] but never, to our
knowledge, in a reflective configuration. This allows a better stability with regard
to the phase effects and a data output inversion which reduces the converter’s
polarization dependence.
The DS-SOA as the second wavelength converter stage is an original architecture.
In addition to convening the signal back to the initial signal wavelength and to
creating a second data output inversion, it improves the output extinction ratio by
more than 4 dB. Moreover, the DS-SOA is composed of low polarization
sensitivity SOA (0.5 dB) from Alcatel. Consequently, combined with the SOA-
NOLM, this results in a polarization insensitive reshaping gate.
The extinction ratio of the overall regenerator is 14dB for a minimum input
extinction ratio of 8 dB. Figure (2b) shows the output extinction ratio versus input
power characteristics of the global regenerator that presents an S-shape required
for reshaping [6].
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2.3 Optoelectronic regenerator architecture

The optoelectronic regenerator has a classical architecture presented on
figure (3). It is composed by a 10 GHz PhotoDiode (PD) feeding a Broadband
Amplifier (BA) followed by a limiting amplifier. One output of the amplifier is
used to recover the clock, the second one feeds the Decision Flip-Flop (DFF).
After being amplified by a broadband amplifier, the reshaped and retimed electrical
signal finally modulates a local DFB laser through a modulator.

Fig. 3: Optoelectronic regenerator architecture.

3. BIT ERROR RATE EVOLUTION THROUGH A
RESHAPING RETIMING GATE

We experimentally show BER evolution with the number of laps for the first
time to our knowledge with the two regenerators described above. Results are
presented on figure (4) with an OSNR of 17 dB (measured on 0.1 nm). Through
the ideal gate (the step function), as initially theoretically reported in [7], the BER
in a transmission line with regenerators, linearly increases with the number of
concatenated regenerators:

with N the number of laps, k a suitable constant and OSNR the Optical Signal
to Noise Ratio at first lap.
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Fig. 4: Experimental BER evolution as the number of laps for an initial OSNR of
17 dB (measured on 0.1 nm).

Through the S-shape NLG, such a linear evolution is observed after about ten
laps, this can be explained by the fact that when concatenating the S-shape gate ten
times, it tends toward a step function as the transfer function is raised to the tenth
power.

Consequently the BER is strongly dependent on the OSNR in front of the first
regenerator. The key point will then be to locate the repeater at an early enough
stage in order to match a targeted BER for a given link length.

4. Q FACTOR AND BER THROUGH A NON LINEAR
GATE

The BER is commonly expressed as a function of the Q factor as:

When the BER is not directly measurable (typically it is deduced from
the Q factor measurement [8]. Pertinence of BER measurement deduced from Q
factor measurement is studied in that part.

BER was studied as a function of decision threshold at different points of the
transmission link. Experimental results are presented on figure (5).
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Fig. 5: BER evolution as a function of decision threshold with the all-optical (a)
and the optoelectronic (b) regenerators.

The first thing to be noticed is that the BER reaches a plateau, consequently the
BER is almost independent of the decision threshold, and the decision is taken by
the regenerator through a NLG.

Secondly, in the S-shape case, the plateau width becomes broader as the number
of laps increases, namely as the gate tends to a step-like shape. This is the reason
why in the step-like shape case, the plateau width remains identical.

On figure (5), extrapolation of the sides is plotted to deduce the Q factor. This
measurement would have led to the same deduced BER value, whereas the direct
BER measurement leads to an increase of one decade when the lap number is
multiplied by ten. As a consequence, we can conclude that Q factor measurement
is inadequate to deduce BER evolution as soon as non linear gates are introduced
in the transmission line.

5. CONCLUSION

Signal degradation through different non linear gates was investigated
experimentally in this paper. The linear degradation of the BER as a function of the
number of regenerators was observed, as predicted by the theory, with an
optoelectronic or with an original all-optical 3R repeater. Then, to enhance
transmission performance, repeaters must be located early enough in the line in
order to reach a targeted BER at the link end-side. Also a BER versus decision
threshold study leads to the conclusion that Q factor measurement is not an
adequate assessment way for optical transmission links including 2R/3R
regenerators.
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Abstract: We experimentally show that a strongly asymmetric nonlinear optical loop mir-
ror (NOLM) based 2-R regenerator does not degrade the pulse quality in a fiber
optic transmission line. The signal at the NOLM output port shows only negli-
gible chirp if a fundamental soliton propagates in the strong arm of the NOLM.
This behavior is measured for splitting ratios of 91:09 and 85:15. The NOLM
does not insert penalties regarding the pulse shape and is therefore suitable for
inline regeneration of optical transmission lines.

1. INTRODUCTION

In optical communication at high bitrates optical regeneration [1,2] is a ma-
jor issue of current reasearch to reduce costs and extend system reach. Though
the focus presently lies on optical 3-R regenerators, 2-R regenerators become
more and more interesting. They can offer a cost saving alternative as retiming
is not always needed. An example of a 2-R type regenerator is the asymmetric
NOLM first suggested by Doran and Smith [3]. It is capable of considerably
reducing the amplitude noise introduced by amplifiers on the “1” bit and thus
improving the BER and the bitrate distance product [4]. An amplifier noise
reduction of 12dB on the “1” bit has already been shown [5]. But for the use as
an inline regenerator in fiber optical transmission lines not only the reduction
of amplitude jitter is of interest. At high bitrates of 40GBit/s and more, the
pulse quality is of major importance. In particular, the low chirp tolerance of
such systems will be a major problem. For the investigation of pulse quality
Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [6] is a powerful technique, as it
provides a complete description of the electrical field envelope and phase of

2
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the pulses as a function of time. In this paper we use the FROG technique to
analyse the pulse quality at the output port of a highly asymmetric NOLM with
special emphasis on chirp.

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE NOLM

The NOLM represents a fiber Sagnac interferometer, consisting of a fiber
coupler and a fiber loop connected to the two output ports of the coupler, as
shown in Fig.2. An incoming signal pulse is split into two counter-propagating
pulses with different peak powers, according to the splitting ratio. Because
of the Kerr nonlinearity in the fiber the two pulses gather different nonlinear
phase shifts, depending on their different peak powers, and interfere at the
coupler after one roundtrip. As this interference is power dependent it leads
to a nonlinear input output power transfer characteristic that depends on the
splitting ratio, as displayed in Fig.1.

Figure 1. NOLM power transfer characteristics for splitting ratios of 91:09 and 85:15. For
more symmetric splitting ratios, higher input powers are needed to get into the plateau region.

With the used splitting ratios of 85:15 and 91:09 regions with low slopes
are present in the the NOLM characteristics. This regions between the points
of slope smaller than one are called plateau regions. For the given setup and a
splitting ratio of 91:09 the plateau is located between input powers of 22.5mW
and 27.5mW, corresponding to peak powers of 750W and 918W. Amplitude
noise reduction is achieved if an incoming noise distribution is located on the
plateau region, as its width is significiantly reduced when transfered to the out-
put port [5]. Best noise reduction is possible if the noise distribution is centered
around the middle of the plateau. With decreasing optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) the noise distribution broadens. Therefore the splitting ratio of the
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NOLM has to be adapted to the input OSNR, because the width of the plateau
region increases when the splitting ratio becomes more symmetric. For an
OSNR better than 44dB a ratio of 91:09 is needed and for an OSNR of 28dB
a ratio of 85:15 [7], Optimal noise reduction performance is observed around
an OSNR of 30dB. The splitting ratios of 91:09 and 85:15 in our experiment
are chosen to investigate the OSNR interval, where the NOLM is operating as
a regenerator. [8].

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 2. Experimental setup. The input polarization is matched by a half wave plate to
one of the principle axis of the polarization maintaining NOLM fiber. The splitting ratio of the
NOLM can be adjusted by the variable fiber coupler.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.2. The laser source is a mode-locked
: YAG laser emitting pulses of sech-shape with 162fs pulse duration at

1495nm and a repetition rate of 163MHz. As we use soliton transmission
within the NOLM, the results are transferable to optical communication sys-
tems where e.g. l.5ps are used for 160GBit/s. Neglecting higher order effects
as the stimulated Raman effect the properties of solitons such as self stabi-
lization and pulse shaping are independent of the fiber type and pulse length
[9]. The drawback is, that for longer pulse durations much longer fiber loops
or specially designed photonic crystal fibers [10] are needed. To reach the
plateau region the phase differences due to the nonlinear Kerr effect of
the two counterpropagating pulses in the NOLM must be about For a
fundamental soliton in the intense arm of the NOLM the required loop length
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for plateau formation is then given by equation 1. In units of dispersion length
the fiber loop length depends only on the splitting ratio and not on the

pulse duration [9].

In our experiment the optical power of the laser beam is adjusted with a half
wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter at the NOLM input. The polarization
of the signal is matched to one of the principal axis of the NOLM fiber by a
second half wave plate. The NOLM comprises a tunable fiber coupler consist-
ing of polarization maintaining HB1500 fiber and 4.9m fiber loop of the same
type of fiber. The length of the loop is chosen to aquire the phase shift
for the plateau region with a soliton in the intense arm at a splitting ratio of
91:09, according to equation 1. The NOLM output pulses are analysed with
the FROG, consisting of a Michelson interferometer based SHG autocorrelator
and a monochromator to spectrally resolve the SHG signal. Finally the signal
is detected by a photomultiplier at the spectrometer output as a function of
wavelength and time.

Figure 3. a) Experimental FROG trace
of the NOLM output pulse, taken at an in-
put peak power of 835W and a splitting ra-
tio of 91:09.

Figure 4. b) Electrical Field (right axis)
and instantaneous wavelength (left axis)
derived from the FROG trace in Fig.3 The
dip in the pulse center originates from a
slight quadratic chirp of the : YAG
Laser

The FROG traces were taken for several input powers along the nonlinear
transfer characteristic. These traces were recorded with a resolution of 128
steps in the time domain and 512 steps in the spectral domain and were cor-
rected for the spectral response of the photo multiplier. The high resolution
in the spectral domain allows for a simple method for noise reduction of the
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signal by averaging over 4 pixels in the spectrum. Therefore, for the signal
retrieval FROG traces of 128 times 128 pixels were used, as shown in Fig.3.
From each FROG trace the electrical field envelope and the phase were cal-
culated as functions of time as shown in Fig.4. Differentiating the phase the
instantaneous frequency can be calculated [6] and converted into an instan-
taneous wavelength, which is more convenient. To quantify the chirp of the
transmitted pulses, we take the instantaneous wavelength at the points of half
the maximum of the electrical field envelope and at the pulse center, shown in
Fig.4.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To investigate the pulse quality behind the NOLM for lower OSNRs, like
28dB we chose a splitting ratio of 85:15. The results are presented in Fig.5.
The input-output characteristic shows a flat plateau region which starts around
an average input power of 25mW. The instantaneous wavelength at the FWHM
and in the pulse center of the E-field are plotted versus the NOLM input power
in the left hand side of Fig.5.

Figure 5. NOLM characteristic and development of the instantaneous wavelength at a split-
ting ratio of 85:15 (left), and autocorrelation width of the transmitted pulses versus input power
(right)

Input powers below 20mW lead to dispersive pulse broadening and there-
fore a linear chirp, which can be seen in the autocorrelation and the instanta-
neous wavelength in Fig.5. The instantaneous wavelengths of the pulse edges
are about 2nm away from the center wavelength. Increasing the input power
leads to soliton formation in the strong arm of the interferometer and causes a
reduction of chirp of the output pulse. The pulse length decreases. To match
the power of the fundamental soliton in the intense arm an average NOLM in-
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put power of 26.5±1.5mW, corresponding to a peak power of about 885W is
needed. In this case the maximum difference of the instantaneous wavelength
within the FWHM of the E-field of the pulse is below 0.65nm. This is only
a small fraction of the pulse spectral width of in the elec-
trical field, implying that the pulses after the NOLM are nearly free of chirp.
The power range for chirp-free NOLM output pulses stretches from 20mW to
about 30mW, covering the range of input powers in the plateau region of the
nonlinear transfer characteristic which is used for noise reduction. Note that
even the intrinsic chirp of the laser, resulting in a wavelength difference be-
tween the pulse edges and the center of each laser pulse of 2.7nm is reduced.
The lasers quadratic chirp originates from its internal group velocity dispersion
compensation. The end of the plateau region could not be reached due to the
experimental limitation in the maximum available laser power.

Figure 6. NOLM characteristic and development of the instantaneous wavelength at a split-
ting ratio of 91:09 (left), and autocorrelation width of the transmitted pulses versus input power
(right)

The nonlinear input output characteristic for a splitting ratio of 91:09 is de-
picted in Fig.6. The fundamental soliton was measured at an average input
power of 23±1.5mW. Accordingly at the given splitting ratio, an input power
of 25± 1.5m W is needed to launch a soliton into the intense arm of the NOLM,
corresponing to a peak power of about 835W. For an average NOLM input
power of 25mW and a splitting ratio of 91:09 electrical field and instantaneous
wavelength are presented in Fig.4. As expected from a soliton the change of
chirp is quite similar to the case with a splitting ratio of 85:15 shown in Fig.5.
For input powers close to 25mW the output pulses are practically free of chirp.
When the input power exceeds the fundamental soliton power in the strong arm
above 28.5mW, the chirp of the pulse increases again. This is due to effects
like soliton formation with emission of dispersive waves and changes in the
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interference as the weak pulse is stronger affected by the Kerr-effect. But here
the NOLM input output characteristic has a slope larger than unity, thus this
part is not suitable for noise reduction and is therefore of no practical interest.

5. DISCUSSION

For an optimal pulse transfer through the NOLM the propagation of a fun-
damental soliton in the intense arm of the interferometer is used. Fundamental
soliton are self stabilising, have a constant phase and are thus free of chirp. In
the weak arm of the interferometer the pulse is broadened in time by disper-
sion. At the fiber coupler the soliton in the strong arm interferes and recom-
bines with the dispersive pulse of the weak arm. But as the weak pulse added
has only 11% of the soliton power for a splitting ratio of 91:09, and 17.6% for
a splitting ratio of 85:15 the perturbation of the soliton pulse shape is small
and the soliton properties are mostly maintained. Hence also in this case the
NOLM output pulse is practically free of chirp.

6. SUMMARY

We have demonstrated that a NOLM type 2-R regenerator does not intro-
duce chirp or changes in the pulse shape in an extended region around its point
of operation. This results from the usage of a self stabilizing fundamental soli-
ton in the intense arm of the fiber interferometer. We analysed splitting ratios
of 91:09 and 85:15. Therefore the asymmetric NOLM, as described here, can
be used in high speed telecommunication systems as an optical regenerator,
without introducing a penalty regarding to the pulse shape and chirp. There-
fore no changes in the fiber link design are needed which makes the NOLM a
promising alternative to 3-R regenerators, regarding performance and price.
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Abstract: Switching of an optical signal comprising individual OTDM channels of
unequal amplitudes in a nonlinear optical loop mirror is investigated. The
propagation dynamics of unequal-channel data streams in a switch-guided,
dispersion-managed link are also studied

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) is currently the only way to form
optical data streams at ultrahigh speeds of 80Gb/s and above. Due to the finite
accuracy of channel equalisation, some variations of amplitude between the
channels is inevitable in OTDM transmitters. Other fundamental effects, such as
interferometric noise induced by finite pulse extinction ratio and phase noise from
the laser source [1] also contribute to these variations. Moreover, it is sometimes
advantageous, from the system point of view, to introduce the channel inequality
deliberately either to reduce the pulse-to-pulse interaction[2] or to simplify the task
of clock recovery [3].

All 2R regenerators, including nonlinear optical fibre loop mirrors, NOLMs [4-
6], possess nonlinear transmission response characteristics. Therefore, OTDM
channels of different amplitude will experience different transformations when
switched in a 2R device. This is an important factor in a 2R-supported data
transmission link. In this paper, we investigate how the channel inequality affects
the nonlinear signal switching in a 2R regenerator and the data transmission in a
nonlinear switch-guided system.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig.1 a) Experimental setup b) Switching curve of NOLM.

The NOLM shown in Fig. 1(a) comprised a 70:30 fibre coupler and 2.3km of
dispersion shifted fibre with an anomalous dispersion of +2.8 ps/(nm·km) at the
wavelength of 1550nm. A mode-locked fibre laser generated Gaussian-shaped 3.5-
ps pulses with an extinction ratio higher than 33dB. The pulses were modulated at
10Gbit/s by a pseudo-random bit stream (PRBS) of length and subsequently
optically multiplexed to form a single-polarization, 40Gbit/s OTDM data stream by
using a two-stage fibre delay line. It was possible to vary the amplitudes of the four
OTDM channels in the 40Gbit/s signal individually by adjusting the polarization
controllers inside the delay line. At the receiver, the 40Gbit/s signal was optically
de-multiplexed to 10Gbit/s using an electro-absorption modulator.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(b) shows the measured transmission of the NOLM as a function of
average power of the input 40Gb/s signal. The shaded area indicates the input
optical power range that usually provides the best switching and noise suppression
performance [4,5].

The switching behaviour of the OTDM signal was investigated by using
histogram analysis of the eye diagrams taken on a 50GHz digital sampling
oscilloscope equipped with a 32GHz photo-detector. The signals were measured
before and after the NOLM. We used the relative standard deviation of amplitude,

as a measure of inter-channel non-uniformity. The mean voltage value
(i=1,2,3,4) of marks in each individual eye determined the amplitude of a
corresponding channel. We defined the inter-channel amplitude difference as

where is the standard deviation of V measured channel-to-channel and
is the averaged value of V over the four channels.
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Fig.2 a) Inter-channel amplitude variation, before and after the NOLM. b)

Random amplitude fluctuations before (squares) and after (circles) the NOLM,
depending on the input

The input was varied by adjustment of the OTDM multiplexer. The average
power at the NOLM input was optimised in order to minimize the of the signal
at the NOLM output. The average power arriving at the photo-detector was
maintained constant. Fig. 2(a) shows the output as a function of that at the
NOLM input. One can see that the inter-channel amplitude variation is always
reduced by the NOLM, but the effect becomes weaker as the input signal becomes
less uniform.

We also studied the dynamics of another important parameter, the random
fluctuation of amplitude. This was characterised by where was the
standard deviation of amplitude within each channel.

Fig. 2(b) shows as a function of the input amplitude difference,
measured before and after the NOLM. The height of the error bar indicates the
difference between the minimum and maximum measured in the most stable and
in the noisiest of the four channels, respectively. One can see that the effect of the
input channel non-uniformity on the amplitude noise suppression is significant.
When the input amplitudes are relatively uniform less than 5% in the
experiment), the NOLM efficiently suppresses the amplitude fluctuations in all
channels. However, when the input channels become considerably unequal
larger than 10%), the efficiency of the amplitude noise suppression strongly varies
among the channels. As a result, the overall quality of the switched signal
deteriorates. In fact, a signal comprising very non-uniform OTDM channels
actually experiences an amplitude noise increase as a result of switching in the
NOLM.

Overall, the inter-channel amplitude difference is usually reduced by the NOLM,
whilst amplitude fluctuations of individual channels may be either suppressed or
increased depending on the non-uniformity of the input signal.
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Fig.3. Eye diagrams. a) Initial back-to-back. b) measured
after 2,500km. c) back-to-back. d) after 2,500km.

Non-uniformity of the input signal is likely to affect the data transmission in a
system employing NOLMs as in-line 2R regenerators. If the format of the input
signal is such that the amplitude fluctuations in some channels increase in the first
NOLM, these channels will subsequently deteriorate during propagation through
subsequent 2R elements, probably resulting in unstable propagation of
corresponding channels.

We studied the effect of channel non-uniformity on the data transmission by
monitoring the eye diagrams and Q-factor of a digital signal propagating in a re-
circulating loop with the in-line NOLM acting as a 2R element [6]. The 2R
regeneration was performed after every 200km of fibre. The Q-factor was
calculated by using decision threshold measurements [7]. Figure 3 shows the eye
diagrams measured back-to-back and after propagating over 2500km of SMF. The
initial amplitude difference, was set at a level of either 15% (Fig.3(a,b)) or 5%
(Fig.3(c,d)) for this experiment.

With an initial of 15% (Fig.3a), the signal considerably deteriorated during
transmission, showing drop-out of the selected channel after propagating over
2,500km (Fig.3b). The overall bit-error-rate of the 40Gb/s data stream increased
dramatically during the first several hundred kilometres of transmission.

The higher quality signal with an initial of 5% (Fig.3c) propagated in a
totally different manner. Channel non-uniformity was eliminated after multiple
transmissions through the 2R element, resulting in a virtually perfectly uniform
OTDM data stream observed after 2,500km of propagation (Fig.3d). The
estimated Q-factor was as high as 19dB after 2500km of SMF (Fig.4) and the
error-free propagation (Q~15.6dB) distance was estimated to be in excess of 5800
km.
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Fig.4. Q-factor vs. transmission distance.

4. CONCLUSION

We have shown that channel-to-channel amplitude differences in OTDM data
streams have a strong impact on the switching behaviour of individual channels in
a 2R-regenerator. Depending on the inter-channel amplitude difference, the optical
pulses in different channels experience either suppression of the amplitude noise,
or a noise increase. Appropriate control of the channel uniformity in the OTDM
transmitters is necessary in order to support stable long haul transmission in 2R
regenerated systems.
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Abstract: All-Optical Re-amplification and Re-shaping (2R) exploiting spectral shift in-
duced by Self-Phase-Modulation (SPM) in a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
(SOA) is presented. Theoretical model taking into account Carrier Density (CD),
Carrier Heating (CH) and Spectral Hole Burning (SHB) is experimentally vali-
dated using 3 ps optical pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increase of transmission bandwidth request in the optical communi-
cations and networks opens new research perspective towards ultra-fast all-
optical systems. Optical Time Division Multiplexed (OTDM) systems together
with all-optical packet switching networks represent the future. However, ul-
tra short signals are strongly affected by different kind of noise sources as,
for example, Polarization Mode Dispersion, Chromatic Dispersion, Nonlinear
fiber effects, Amplified Spontaneous Emission, etc... In this contest opto elec-
tronic conversion, regeneration, and electro-optic conversion, are unthinkable.
The electrical bottleneck must be overcame exploring all-optical regeneration
techniques.

In this paper, we propose a new technique to perform 2R (Re-shaping and
Re-amplification) all-optical regeneration using a Semiconductor Optical Am-
plifier (SOA) and a Tunable Optical Filter (TOF). The principle exploits the
phenomenon of Self Phase Modulation into the SOA. SOA can be a key device
for such applications in future optical networks because of its integrability,
nonlinear efficiency, low cost and reliability.
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The paper describes the model used to numerically investigate the phe-
nomenon. An experimental validation of the results are also reported.

1.1 2R-Regenerator Basic Principle

2R Regeneration stands for Re-amplification and Re-shaping. Former func-
tionality is easily obtained, in the optical domain, using Fiber, Semiconduc-
tor or Raman amplifiers. However, amplification is not always sufficient to
guarantee good performance for high capacity transmission systems, where
Re-shaping can be introduced. The principle of operation for the re-shaper
is based on the ideal characteristic shown in Fig. 1 where the output power is
plotted as a function of the input power.

Figure 1. Re-shaper ideal characteristic.

The input/output characteristic represents a typical soft limiter transfer func-
tion. In this way, if the re-shaper signal input has power fluctuations, due to
any kind of noise accumulated during its propagation, they can be partially or
completely eliminated by the limiter nonlinear characteristic. The effect can be
exploited both on the space and mark levels. An ideal 2R-Regeneration, hence,
is a nonlinear amplifier that, at the same time, properly shapes and amplifies
the input signal. For this purpose, we exploit Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) in
a SOA. When a powerful signal propagates into a SOA, it experiences a non-
linear phase modulation (SPM) induced by a refractive index variation due to
carrier change in the conduction bandwidth. As the carrier change is governed
by fast phenomena (Carrier Density - CD, Carrier Heating - CH, and Spectral
Hole Burning - SHB), the phase modulation exactly follows the peak power
time evolution. When a powerful pulsed or modulated Return-to-Zero (RZ)
signal propagates through a SOA, its phase is modulated, thus giving an opti-
cal spectrum broadening and red shift. In other words, an high mark level at the
SOA output is wavelength-shifted in respect to a space level. The wavelength
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shift is proportional to the input peak power. It is possible, than, to use an
optical filter centered on the shifted signal to eliminate the noise on the space
level and to limit the power fluctuation on the mark level.

1.2 Self-Phase Modulation model for SOAs

In [1] the nonlinear Kerr effect (refractive index modulation) is included in
an accurate model and is described by the dependence of the effective refractive
index n on intensity I:

where is the linear index, is the Kerr coefficient1, and the pulsation.
When the intensity is modulated, the refractive index changes in time, and
the propagation constant becomes:

The study of the medium response to the optical field leads to the following set
of three equations:

where is the internal loss, is the saturation energy of the amplifier,
and are the power and the phase, is the small signal gain,

is the spontaneous carrier lifetime, is the line-width enhancement factor (
[2], [3]), and is the saturated gain. Equation 4 shows the origin of SPM.
Carrier population dynamics must considered in the model to properly account
for ultra-fast intra- and inter- band phenomena:

Carrier Density (inter-band phenomenon)

Spectral Hole Burning (intra-band phenomenon)

Carrier Heating (intra-band phenomenon).

Inter band means that carrier are exchanged between valence and conduction
bandwidths, whereas intra band includes those phenomena that are generated
by a carrier displacement in the same bandwidth. The former have time con-
stants of about 100 ps, and the latter three order of magnitude lower.

1 is approximately
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The intra/inter-band phenomena are included in the model by considering a
gain:

where and represent CD, CH, and SHB respectively.

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS

When an ultra-short optical pulse propagates through a SOA, the gain quickly
saturates, due to the carrier consumption on the conduction bandwidth, and af-
terward it recovers with time constants that are strictly related to the intra/inter
band phenomena. As an example, Fig.2 shows the SOA gain time saturation
and recovery when a 1.2 ps long pulse crosses the device. Few carriers are
moved within the conduction bandwidth very quickly by CH and SHB giving
the first fast gain recovery, whereas most of the bandwidth is repopulated by
the bias current (CD).

Figure 2. Gain dynamic.

The model is here used, than, to simulate for the spectrum red shift. In
Fig.3 is plotted the optical spectrum of the signal at the input (line) and output
(dashed-line) of the SOA and at the output (dotted-line) of the Tunable Optical
Filter (TOF) after the amplifier.

First we simulate a 15 ps clock signal regeneration. A 10 GHz pulsed signal
at 1548.7 nm is propagated through a SOA and the output is selected using a
TOF centered around 1550 nm with a bandwidth of 1 nm. The time signals are
shown in Figg.4(a) and 4(b)
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Figure 3. Simulated Spectra at the SOA input (line), output (dashed-ine), and after the TOF
(dotted-line)

Figure 4. (a) Input pulses; (b) Output regenerated pulses

Numerical results shows a sensible noise reduction on the peak power. An
input peak change of about ±10% around the mean level is reduced to less
than ±2% at the TOF output.

As a second case study, a modulated signal, with same parameter as before,
has been simulated. The considered sequence is ...10101010... where the op-
tical modulator extinction ratio is 20 dB. Input and output eye diagrams are
shown in Fig.5.

Also in this case we may appreciate an improve of about ±3% on the mark
level, and a small noise reduction also on the space level.
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Figure 5. (a) Input eye diagram; (b) Output eye diagram

3. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.6. A Mode-Locked Fiber Laser
(MLFL) generates 20 ps optical transform-limited pulses at 10 GHz. A fol-
lowing compression stage composed by higher order soliton generator and a
pedestal suppressor is used to reduce the time duration down to 2 ps. The op-
tical pulses are than amplified and modulated using a Mach-Zehender electro-
optic modulator. Two isolators are used at both the SOA ports to avoid any
reflection and lasing, and a polarization controller assures maximum nonlinear
efficiency. The SOA output signal is than filtered using a bandwidth TOF.
The signal is than measured by an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) and a 50

Figure 6. Experimental Set-up.

GHz bandwidth sampling oscilloscope. Fig.7shows the measured specrta at
the SOA input, output and after the TOF. The red shift is clear from the graph.
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Figure 7. Measured spectra with an input power of

Figure 8. (a) Input distorted pulses; (b) Output regenerated pulses

The measured pulses time trace are shown in Fig.8 when an input mean
power of 5 dBm is used. By increasing the compressor power it is possible to
increase both the input SOA power and the pulse distortion. Fig.9 shows the
distorted input (left) and regenerated output (right) pulses for an input power
of about 8 dBm. The reshaping effect, in this case, is more evident.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have theoretically demonstrated and experimentally im-
plemented a 2R regenerator. Nonlinear reshaping characteristic is obtained
exploiting SPM in SOA and following spectral filtering. The scheme has been
successfully implemented using 10 GHz optical transform-limited pulses with
time duration lower than 3 ps.
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Figure 9. (a) Input distorted pulses; (b) Output regenerated pulses
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Abstract: Necessity to exploit new bandwidth has moved research interest towards new
amplification solution, which support the exploitation of the fiber bandwidth
and of short optical pulses. 2P-OPA seems quite promising as they offer high
project flexibility, high gain uniformity and low accumulated dispersion. We
present and discuss a 2P-OPA realization and its behavior with CW and
picosecond pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Exploitation of available bandwidth has moved towards two directions:
accommodation of many channels at different wavelengths in Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexed (DWDM) systems or very high bit rate Optical Time
Division Multiplexed (OTDM) systems. Nowadays this distinction may not be
very significant as each WDM channel may be in fact a high bit rate OTDM
channel, which may employ picosecond optical pulses. In this scenario the
development of new amplification techniques, which support the exploitation of
the fiber bandwidth and of short optical pulses, has gained a great interest. In
particular amplification solutions based on nonlinear effects show good
potentialities as they avoid the constraint of ions fixed energy levels and lifetimes.
Both Optical Parametric Amplifiers (OPA’s), which are based on fiber Four Wave
Mixing (FWM), and Raman amplifiers present high project flexibility. In principle
their bandwidth can be arbitrarily chosen provided correct pump wavelength and
power. In particular broadband significant gain [1] and low noise figure [2] OPA’s
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have been demonstrated. Moreover the Kerr effect is known to respond at less than
100 fs and seems thus very interesting for picosecond OTDM pulses amplification.

Aim of this contribution is to experimentally analyze the impact of OPA’s
exploiting Dispersion Shifted (DS) fiber on OTDM pulses. We will concentrate on
two-pump OPA (2P-OPA) solutions, which seem particularly suitable for OTDM
pulses amplification. As can be seen in Fig.1a, in the three waves scheme (1P-
OPA), the pump, close to the zero dispersion wavelength, transfers energy toward
signal and idler, which are symmetrically located with respect to the zero
dispersion wavelength. On the contrary in the 2P-OPA (fig.1b) the two pumps are
symmetric with respect to the DS fiber zero dispersion wavelength. Thus
amplification region is not only very homogeneous, as can be seen in the inset of
Fig. 1, where simulation results are shown, but also shows very low dispersion.
Both characteristics can better support picosecond pulse propagation, which is
affected by dispersion and, due to broad picosecond pulse spectra, also by gain
non-uniformities. Moreover total pump power in the two-pump scheme is divided
into two pumps thus reducing Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) impact [3]
with respect to the one pump solution.

Figure 1. a)OPA e b)2P-OPA schemes. In c) 2P-OPA gain profile is shown together
with the two TWM’s gain regions. Simulation parameter are: fiber length 5 km,

2. TWO PUMP-OPA PROJECT

The influence of 2P-OPA project parameters such as pump power and spectral
allocation on the gain profile of 2P-OPA have been investigated with a simplified
model, which takes into account also pump depletion. We focused on main
process, i.e. non-degenerate FWM: two photons, one from each pump, combine to
generate one signal photon and one idler photon satisfying the relation
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where is idler pulsation. TWM1, which involves pump1, the
signal and the respective idler1, and TWM2, which involves pump2, the signal and
the respective idler2, are separately considered. The analysis of the complete
equations relating TWM’s [5,6], taking into account also pump depletion, has
evidenced that the same actions which advantage 2P-OPA gain uniformity, e.g.
pump power increase and pump distance reduction, also advantage extensions of
the TWM gain bandwidths [4]. Actually in order to have 2P-OPA uniform gains it
is necessary to look for a trade-off between these two effects. A sample of the
performed simulations is presented in Fig.1c and shows that this can partly be
accomplished by unbalancing pump powers, giving a first project hint. This hint
together with limits due to available devices and nonlinear media has been taken
into account in the realization of a 2P-OPA, which has been tested for OTDM
pulse amplification and will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 2. Set up.

3. EXPERIMANTAL SET UP

Experimental setup is shown in Fig.2. Nonlinear medium is a 9.9 km long DS
fiber with zero dispersion wavelength of 1546.1 nm and dispersion slope of

and nonlinear coefficient Pumps are generated by two
ECL lasers coupled together and subsequently amplified and further fed into the
nonlinear fiber through a 90/10 coupler. Pumps wavelengths and powers are
respectively

Probe signal is a 10 GHz 7 ps mode-locked pulsed source by
Pritel. Due to high powers involved two phase modulators, operated with two
different 2.5Gbit/s PRBS sequences, broaden pump optical spectrum to suppress
SBS insurgence. Relative state of polarization of the three interacting fields is
controlled. Fig.3 shows CW characterization of the projected and realized 2P-OPA.
As spontaneous amplification (a) and small signal gain (b) show, with 14.84 nm
pumps spacing, nearly 13 nm of uniform bandwidth are found. Uniformity is
within 1dB. Signal power is -17.2 dBm and average on-off gain is 6.5 dB. NF
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values are all higher than 20 dB, which is an unacceptable value for a telecom
amplifier, yet it has already been demonstrated [2] that by properly filtering pump
noise contributions NF can be significantly reduced.

Figure 3. a) Spontaneous 2P-OPA parametric gain measured with optical spectrum analyzer,
b) CW 2P-OPA gain c) measured 2P-OPA noise figure.

On-off gain for picosecond pulses has been measured as well. Results are
plotted in Fig.4, compared with CW small signal gain. Slightly higher gain value
are found for low power OTDM pulses than for CW signal: this is probably due to
spectral peak wavelength gain measure. As expected this value saturates when
peak pulse power is increased from –3 dBm to 11 dBm.

Figure 4. 2P-OPA on-off gain for CW, low power pulsed and high power pulsed signal.

Final OTDM pulse amplification has been evaluated by means of pulse
autocorrelator traces, to measure pulse broadening which results for OTDM signal
in power penalty at the receiver. Employed set up is shown in Fig.5: an EDFA is
needed in front of the autocorrelator and polarization controllers maximize second
harmonic generation. We measured pulse broadening in the fiber without and with
OPA amplification along the amplifier bandwidth. Fig.6 shows an example of the
performed measure. OTDM pulse wavelength is 1546.1 nm, which corresponds to
the fiber zero dispersion wavelength. As expected, no broadening is observed
between the pulse at the fiber input (Fig. 6a, first row) and at the fiber output (Fig.
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6b, first row), while when amplification is taken into account pulse broadens from
7.5 ps to 7.79 ps (3.9%) (Fig. 6c, first row). All over the amplifier bandwidth we
observed broadening ranging from 3.9% to 4.9 % (close to the two pumps). Input
pulse peak power is –3dBm. When input power increases to 11 dBm observed
broadening ranges from 2%, as expected in the anomalous dispersion region, to 4%
as can be see on the second row of Fig.6.

Figure 5. OTDM pulse broadening measure set up.

Figure 6. Pulse autocorrelation traces at the fiber input (a), at the fiber output without
parametric amplification (b), at the 2P-OPA output (c). Input signal peak power -3dBm (first

row), 11 dBm (second row).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we analyzed the 2P-OPA behavior as a possible solution to the
necessity of exploiting new optical bandwidth when dealing both with WDM and
high bit rate OTDM systems. OPA-2P has shown many advantages as high
flexibility of project and gain uniformity over significant bandwidth. We projected
and realized a 2P-OPA, which has been fully characterized for CW signals. We
tested also the amplifier with 10 GHz 7 ps OTDM pulses. Measured broadenings
over the amplification bandwidth are all within 4-5%. These values do not comport
strong impairments on OTDM signal even at very high bit rate.
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Abstract: Free Space Optics (FSO) is an excellent supplement to conventional radio
links and fibre optics. It is a broadband wireless solution for the “Last Mile”
connectivity gap throughout metropolitan networks.
At the Department of Communications and Wave Propagation several FSO-
systems have been developed within the past 5 years. Thereby the main effort
was laid on using LEDs instead of laser diodes. One system is based on a
modular concept using available standard components, used for distances of
about 300 m at a specific power margin of 25 dB/km.
Additionally the research group “OptiKom” investigates the reliability and
availability for different network-architectures (ring, mesh and star).

1 INTRODUCTION

Today, many people need high data rates for connecting to the Internet or for other
access-services. Therefor Free Space Optics (FSO) is a well suited technology. The
high bandwidth of the backbone (fibre network) is also available for the end user.
The workgroup for Optical Communication (“OptiKom”) at the Department of
Communications and Wave Propagation, Technical University Graz, has carried
out research in the field of Free Space Optics (FSO) over a period of about ten
years. The work includes the development of equipment for research purposes and
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the evaluation of commercially available FSO systems for the climate in Graz
(Austria) in co-operation with industrial partners. The main projects in this field
have been funded by Telekom Austria AG, InfraServ Gendorf and the Government
of Styria.
At the Department of Communications and Wave Propagation FSO-links are
investigated and developed (in research projects and also in diploma and PhD
theses). Additionally, existing systems are evaluated in cooperation with
distributors, telephone companies and providers and optical links) are estimated in
regard to range, bandwidth, traffic and weather (calculation of link budget and
margin). In the work of “OptiKom” possibilities are investigated to increase the
channel capacity and the reliability and availability in Optical Free Space Links.

2 FREE SPACE OPTICS-APPLICATIONS

Optical Wireless is the broadband solution (high data rates without any cabling) for
connecting end users to the backbone (Last-Mile-Access). This technology is an
excellent supplement to conventional radio links and fibre optics [3].

Applications for short range (“Last Mile”, max. 1 km) can be used as quick
installation of optical wireless links in urban areas (Point-to-Point / Point-to-
Multipoint Systems) or as Broadband links for railway, highway or river crossings.
Additionally FSO-links between buildings of companies or institutions (protection
of ,wiretapping‘) and rapid replacement of broken cable-links can be well suited
solutions. To install FSO-systems for mobile / nomadic use (f.e. seminars,
meetings, events) or links between different locations of dislocated events or for
disaster management are also possibilities for using optical wireless technology.

In the following section different architectures are described and compared in
regard to their advantages.

2.1 Optical Wireless in Ring Architecture

In the following schematic (figure 1) a FSO-network in ring architecture is shown.
The distances between the buildings are up to 500 m. In the minimum
configuration two Optical Receiver / Transmitter Units (OSE) are installed on the
top of each building. In the event of a broken link (failure) between building 1 and
building 2 (direct connection), the indirect link can be used. Instead, the
information is sent in the other direction of the ring network (building 1, building
6, building 5, building 4, building 3, and building 2). Thereby, a partial security
against failure can be achieved.
The installation of additional links increases the availability and the security
against failure (redundant links). An Optical Repeater has to be used, if there is no
line of sight between transmitter and receiver. In a field test four FSO-links for
short ranges (up to 300 m) have been connected serially at the Department of
Communications and Wave Propagation. In this experiment six of the connected
FSO-units (three pairs) operated as repeaters.
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Figure 1. Optical Wireless (Ring Architecture)

2.2 Optical Wireless in Star Architecture

FSO networks with star architecture have been installed at the Department of
Communications and Wave Propagation (project-group “OptiKom”). The coverage
area of this FSO-network is about 300 m in diameter. An Optical Multipoint Unit
(OZS) was mounted at the top of the department (Inffeldgasse 12). Five users
(employees of the TU Graz) are permanently connected by their optical transceiver
units to the Optical Multipoint hub-station. The five users are located inside the
surrounding buildings (Inffeldgasse 10, 12, 18 and 16). Thereby, the user PCs are
connected via the FSO-link to the OZS. In this configuration the OZS is realised
with five FSO-Point-to-Point units, each of them directed to user FSO terminal.
The Optical Multipoint Unit is interconnected by switches with the backbone
network of TU Graz.
The advantage of this configuration are the shorter distances between any two
FSO-units, because the Optical Multipoint Unit (OZS) is used as a repeater. In
general, the Optical Multipoint Unit is in the centre of the area, but this architecture
has the disadvantage of a single point of failure. If the Optical Multipoint Unit
fails, a system breakdown of the whole installation is caused. To improve the
reliability of this architecture, a redundant Multipoint Unit has to be installed. A
second Optical Multipoint can also be implemented on moveable platforms (e.g. a
broadcast van). For the installation of Multipoint Units on cars (for short term use)
FSO-systems with “autotracking” are preferable. A network in star architecture is
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shown in the following schematic (figure 2). The buildings are located in the same
locations as in the previous map (section 2.1).

Figure 2. Optical Wireless (Star Architecture)

2.3 Optical Wireless in meshed architecture

For high reliability, the optimum network architecture is a meshed network,
because it combines the advantages of the above described architectures. Different
connections are possible, of which two examples (experimentally verified at the
department) are described in this paper.
In figure 3 a mixture of a ring and a star network is shown. In each configuration,
the central FSO-unit (OZS) can be connected to satellites, directional radio links,
(mobile) telephone networks, or fibre optics. The Optical Multipoint Unit (OZS)
can be connected with a switch or router to the backbone network. The clients in
the buildings are linked with their FSO units to the OZS. This solution is similar to
the FSO-network installed at the Department of Communications and Wave
Propagation at the TU Graz.
Free Space Optics-systems with Light Emitting Diodes (LED) as source are
developed [5] by the research-group “OptiKom” at the Department of
Communications and Wave Propagation (section 3). Using special LEDs has the
advantage that problems with Laser- and Eye Safety are minimised. The
“OptiKom” group has developed low cost FSO systems for data rates of 10 and
100 Mbps by using LEDs instead of laser diodes. Most of this work was funded by
the government of Styria and InfraServ Gendorf.
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Figure 3. Optical Wireless (meshed architecture)

3 DEVELOPED FSO-SYSTEMS WITH LIGHT EMITTING
DIODES

The developed systems combine available standard components to realise cost-
effective solutions. The beam divergence usually covers values from about 8 to 60
mrad, allowing an easy alignment for the user without the need of a telescope. All
elements including the optics do not require a precision as high as needed for other
approaches, allowing higher tolerances at production, and the use of simple
mounts.
Due to large divergence, the requirements for a stable underground are not very
high allowing a quick installation. Suitable distances for high availability operation
are limited by the wide beam angle and depending on local climate to up to 300
meters. Due to Laser Safety Regulations the use of sources with larger emitting
area allows more output power in the same safety class, which improves the link
budget.

3.1 Free Space Optics system for 100 m

The developed Free Space Optics system for a range of 100 m consists of two main
parts, one transmitter (LED) and one receiver (photo-PIN-diode). The LED and the
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photo-PIN-diode are mounted in the focus of a cheap plastic lens encased by a tube
of Aluminium alloy. The transmitter and receiver units are mounted on a printed
circuit board in a housing of a video camera. On a single printed circuit board the
electronic part of the Free Space Optics-system is located. The receiver electronic
includes the photo-PIN-diode, the amplifier, and the data-interface. For the
transmitter electronic, the data-interface, the driver amplifier and the LED are
necessary. The beam divergence of this system is about two degrees. At the
moment solutions are available for 10 and 100 Mbps.

Figure 4. Developed Point-to-Point-system with LED (100 Mbps, 100 m) A) Field-test in
Germany (InfraServ Gendorf), B) Back view of the FSO-unit

The measured voltage of the receiver unit is shown on an analogue voltage display
(integrated at the back of the system). The installation of this FSO-system is very
easy, because of the beam divergence of two degrees and the above mentioned
voltage display.

3.2 Free Space Optics system for 300 m

The developed Free Space Optics system for a range of 300 m is mounted in a
plastic housing. The Free Space Optics-unit consists of 8 transmitters (LED) and
one receiver (photo-PIN-diode). The LEDs are also mounted in the focus of a
cheap plastic lens encased by a tube of Aluminium alloy. The received light is
focused by a large lens to the photo-PIN-diode.

Figure 5. Developed Point-to-Point-System A) with 3 transmitter units (for 100 m) and B)
with 8 transmitter units (for 300 m)
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The electronic part on the printed circuit board is similar to the small system for
the 100 m range. By using VCSELs instead of LEDs, the range of the systems can
be increased up to 800 m.

3.3 Folk-Festival “Aufsteirern” – Nomadic use of Free Space
Optics

A real service demonstration for nomadic use of optical wireless networks took
place at the folk-festival ,,Aufsteirern 2002“ in the historical town of Graz.

Figure 6. Location “Landhaushof” and “Tummelplatz” shown in the city map of Graz
(Event “Aufsteirern”)

Folk-dancers and brass bands were located at different places and streets. The task
of the project-group “OptiKom” was to transmit live video pictures (with a data
rate of 10 Mbps) from two locations (“Landhaushof” and “Tummelplatz”) to the
central enquiry kiosk (“Herrengasse”). Thereby, the visitors of the festival could
inform themselves what was going on at the other locations “Landhaushof” and
“Tummelplatz”. In figure 6 the setup for this demonstration is shown in the city
map of Graz. For the FSO links, the described systems were used to transmit live
video data streams from the yard inside of an historical building (“Landhaushof”)
and from place (“Tummelplatz”) to the enquiry kiosk (“Herrengasse”). The
transmission from the location “Tummelplatz” was realised with the use of an
optical repeater, because there was no line of sight between “Tummelplatz” and the
enquiry kiosk. For this purpose two systems (for 300 m range) have been
(inter)connected.
In a similar scenario we installed Free Space Optics- and Satellite applications at a
civil-military exercise in Spring 2004 in Styria (southern part of Austria). In this
civil-military cooperation we use a mobile Satellite Earth Station (equipped with
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Free Space Optics and Wireless LAN) for Videoconferencing between military and
civil organisations (police, fire brigades and departments of the government).
Additional Free Space Optics-links operate with high bit-rate for data-transfer
between the military division and civil organisations (police etc.). This application
is a new possibility of Broadband-Communication in Civil-Military-Cooperation
(CIMIC).

4 CONCLUSIONS

Optical Wireless is an excellent nomadic broadband solution (high bandwidth) for
connecting the end users to the backbone (Last-Mile-Access). This technology
should be seen as supplement to conventional radio links and Fibre Optics. The use
of low cost FSO-systems for short distances makes this technology interesting for
private users.
At the moment the main work in this field is to increase reliability and availability.
Those two parameters of the FSO-link are mainly determined by the local
atmospheric conditions. So good reliability and availability can be achieved by
using the Free Space Optics for short distances, by calculating enough link-budget
and by using the optimal network architecture for each FSO application.
The optimal solution for FSO configurations is a meshed architecture. This
network architecture combines shorter distances and high reliability, because of the
location of the Optical Multipoint Unit (in the centre of the area).
The combination of FSO and microwave-links is also a further possibility for
increasing reliability and availability, because terrestrial FSO is most effected by
fog, whereas the microwave propagation is mainly influenced by rain [4]. Results
of investigations show a reliability of 99.9991 % for hybrid systems.
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Abstract: In an non-conventionally biased m3m centrosymmetric photorefractive
crystal, the combination of the internal photorefractive field with the external
static electric field can introduce a conversion between the transverse vector
components of the read-out beam at infrared wavelengths.

In the last years, a great interest has been devoted to the photorefractive materials,
with a particular attention to the class of m3m centrosymmetric crystals [1]. Recent
works carried on biased Potassium Lithium Tantalate Niobate (KLTN) crystals in
paraelectric phase have shown that, in these crystals, after the waveguide formation
at the visible wavelengths, the internal charge field created by means of the
photorefractively active light is still present even when the crystal is illuminated
with an infrared beam. Then the quadratic response of the material nonlinearly
combines the internal photorefractive field with any external static electric field, so
that the index pattern generated by the active light can be strongly modified, up to
produce an antiguiding effect on an infrared probe beam [2] (i.e. the read-out
field). It is our opinion that even more attractive properties of such photorefractives
could be highlighted, when non-conventional biasing configurations are taken into
account. In this work, we introduce a non-conventional scheme, which allows to
vary the orientation of the external biasing static field respect to that of the optical
field vector, thus enhancing the tensorial features of the crystal. We found that, by
imposing a proper non-conventional boundary to the crystal, after the waveguide
formation, the combination of the internal photorefractive field with the external
static electric field can properly modify the bulk refractive index pattern,
introducing an attractive conversion mechanism between the transverse vector
components of the probe beam at longer wavelengths.
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1.1 THEORETICAL MODEL.

Let us consider a visible optical beam polarized in the x-y plane that propagates
along the z axis of a centrosymmetric photorefractive crystal [3]:

with a Gaussian input field spatial distributions [2]. We assume that

the x-y transverse polarization plane and the propagation direction of the optical
field are according to an (x, y, z) coordinates system oriented along the principal
dielectric axes of the crystalline medium as well. Moreover, we consider a
centrosymmetric biased by means of a purely transverse (i.e. independent on the z
axis) external static field distribution. At the steady-state, the propagation of the
transverse Gaussian needle beam through the biased photorefractive can be
described by means of the Kukhtarev’s and Helmoltz’s nonlinear coupled
equations [3], [4], [5] (by assuming the validity of the slowly varying
approximation for the field amplitudes

In the expressions above, is the transverse gradient operator, is the local

electrostatic potential (according to the assigned boundary conditions),
the optical intensity of the

propagating beam in nonlinear regime, the artificial dark irradiance (constant),

the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, q the electron charge,

and the zero-field principal refractive indices for light polarized along

the x and y principal dielectric axes of the crystal, respectively,

in which is the vacuum wave number is the vacuum

wavelength). We take in account the tensorial nature of the crystal by means of the

terms in (3a), (3b), which are associated to the refractive index modulation

due to the local space-charge field distribution, induced by the photorefractive
effect. Without any lack of generality, let us consider for our investigation an m3m
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cubic centrosymmetric structure, such as the Potassium LithiumTantanate Niobate

(KLTN, [2]). Thanks to its symmetry properties, in such a medium

and the tensorial properties are completely described by one value of the relative

dielectric constant and by only three values of the components of the electro-

optic quadratic tensor: and because the other

terms The nonlinear terms in (3a), (3b) can be

written as [6]:

In (4a)-(4d), is the absolute dielectric constant, and the component of

the local static space-charge electric field in the biased medium. We have
performed our analysis by numerically solving the nonlinear propagation in (3a),
(3b) (4a)-(4d) with the Beam Propagation Method (BPM), and the potential
equation in (2) with a 5 points Finite Difference Method (FDM). The boundary

conditions for the potential were assigned by means of the external biasing

voltage applied to the crystal. For our analysis, we have introduced a
particular theoretical model in which we assigned, in correspondence of the
transverse section perpendicular to the z axis, the following boundary conditions

for the potential

In (5a)-(5d), and are the transversal sizes of the boundary, and
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the boundary voltage values that are assumed independent on the x and y

coordinates. From a practical point of view, this approach is equivalent to consider

a crystal with transverse sizes much more larger than and that is biased by

means of two independent, perpendicularly oriented external static fields,

respectively given by when the beam illumination is

absent. Moreover, we also assume in this model that the transversal sizes of the
boundary are much larger than the beam spot diameter, so that the presence of the
optical beam field does not change the distribution of the electric static field at the
boundary. According to this approach, we considered transverse boundary

sizes at least are the Full Widths at Half

Maximum of the optical field intensity along x and y directions, respectively).

1.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Now consider a Gaussian read-out probe field at the input of the crystal after the

waveguide associated to is formed. According to [2], in the numerical

simulation, we study the propagation of a probe beam with the same wavelength of
the active beam. This approach does not introduce any lack of generality, and all
results reported below can be extended to other investigations in which longer
wavelength optical probe beams are considered. The propagation of the read-out
field through the biased photorefractive can be described by numerically solving
the corresponding set of coupled equations (3a), (3b), with the (4a)-(4d), in which
the effective read-out static electric field components are inserted:

In (6a), (6b), are the external biasing read-out static electric field vector

components. We considered a 4mm-long KLTN crystal, according to the
conditions (reported in [2]): for both spatial

distributions are the peak

intensities of the orthogonal polarization states),

The value of term for the KLTN is not available from the
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literature. Then, in our theoretical model, we have assumed this component to be of

the order of the term of the Barium Titanate electro-optic

quadratic tensor, because this crystal exhibits in the paraelectric phase the same
structure of the KLTN [6]. The crystal was biased by means of two independent,
perpendicularly oriented external static fields with the same magnitudes, equal

to In the read-out phase, we

imposed and

are the peak intensities of the probe field

orthogonal vector components). In this way, we simulated the propagation of a
read-out Gaussian beam with the optical electric field vector lying just along the x
axis. To analyze the result of our theoretical study, let us introduce the following
parameters

are, respectively, the percentages of optical power contained in the

x and y read-out optical field vector components at the crystal length z. The result
is summarized in Fig.1.

Figure 1. Power exchange between polarization vector components

This figure reports the values of (continuous curve), (dashed-
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dotted curve) obtained according to the read-out launching conditions expressed
above (in all figures reported here, a.u. stands for arbitrary units). It clearly
appears a quasi-periodic exchange of power between the transverse vector
components, with a quite good efficiency (higher than 90%) of the conversion

process for z = 21a.u. (corresponding to around 1mm propagation distance).
Figs. 2(a), 2(b) show the spatial intensity distributions of both orthogonal
polarization vectors at this distance (x-polarized component in Figs. 2(a), y-
polarized component in Fig. 2(b)).

Figure 2. Spatial intensity distributions of orthogonal polarization vectors at
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Figure 3. Power exchange between polarization vector components

The impact of the diffraction is quite low, at this distance, and the optical beam spot of the
y-polarized component results well focused on the crystal transverse section.
Now let us consider the result in Fig.3 (the continuous curve is referred to

the dashed-dotted curve to We obtained this behavior by launching the x-

polarized optical Gaussian probe beam at the input of the unbiased crystal

This figure shows that, in

absence of an external biasing field, a quasi-periodic mutual energy exchange
between the orthogonal vector components of the linearly polarized read-out field
occurs. Nevertheless, at the distance of z = 21a.u. considered above, the

conversion process is extremely low (less than 5%) so that, in this case, the x-
polarized component appears well focused on the crystal transverse section. This is
shown in Figs. 4(a), 4(b), where the spatial intensity distributions of both
orthogonal polarization vectors at this distance are reported (x-polarized
component in Fig.4(a), y-polarized component in Fig. 4(b)).
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Figure 4. Spatial intensity distributions of orthogonal polarization vectors at
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Abstract: We demonstrate that a free ASE light re-circulation in EDFA based WDM
ring networks provides an effective gain clamping technique. Proper network
and amplifier design ensure signal power overshoots lower than 2.5 dB under
23/24 WDM channels add-drop operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Low cost and effective amplifier power transient controls are becoming
essential for future WDM metro-core network development. Although new
amplification technologies, such as Raman [1] and semiconductor optical
amplifiers [2] can provide remarkable performances in terms of gain bandwidth
and flexibility, standard EDFAs are still the most attractive solution as the best
trade-off between cost end performances. When EDFAs are used in add/drop
networks, or in presence of traffic bursts, signal power transients due to the
variable input signal load, can cause serious performance degradation, therefore
gain control techniques must be used.

In WDM ring networks, in which EDFAs are used to compensate the losses of
both fiber spans and network elements, closed optical paths can be formed, giving
rise to uncontrolled lasing oscillations which can impair network performances
under WDM channels add-drop operations [3]. Although it has been previously
shown that closed cycle lasing can be made stable, and used to stabilize re-
configurable WDM networks [4], no transient effects and network performance
analysis has been reported, to the best of our knowledge.

In this paper we experimentally demonstrate an effective gain clamping
technique for EDFA based WDM ring networks, which is based on free amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) light re-circulation along the ring. We show that
proper network and amplifier design, can make the system robust to WDM
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channels add-drop operations, providing, at the same time, a cost effective signal
power transients control and acceptable optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR)
performances.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up we have used to reproduce a worst case
scenario in term of transient effects. Seven, high power, 100 GHz spaced DFB
lasers (from 1552.5 nm to 1557.6 nm) are multiplexed and switched on and off at
100 Hz by an acouto-optic modulator, before being combined with a probe signal
at 1551.7 nm (the modulation period is 5 ms, much longer than the network round
trip time, which is about Note that in order to reproduce adding and
dropping of 23/24 channels, the power/channel of the seven loading signals is
always chosen about 5 dB higher than the probe power (10log10(23/7)=5.16).

Fig. 1: Experimental set-up representing a worst case scenario.

All WDM signals are then inserted into the ring, at the first EDFA input, and
then propagated along the network before being extracted at the last EDFA output,
through a fixed 8 channels add-drop multiplexer which leaves the ASE light to
freely circulate in the ring. All EDFAs in the network are operated at constant
pump power (100 mW at 980 nm). The set-up shown in Fig. 1 allows us to
measure the output spectrum, optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR), the probe power
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transients induced by add-drop operations and the probe bit-error-rate
performances at 10 Gb/s. Note that two dispersion compensating fiber spools (-
1380 ps/nm) are introduced respectively at the transmitter and receiver side, to
compensate exactly for the accumulated chromatic dispersion. Variable optical
attenuators (VOA) are used in each fiber span (25 km of standard SMF) and at the
transmitter side in order to investigate network performances in different operation
conditions such as varying the input power per channel and the span losses.

3. WDM RING NETWORK PERFORMANCES

We have first investigated the probe power transient behaviour (see Fig. 2) at
the last EDFA output, under 23/24 WDM channels add-drop operations at the first
EDFA input; the input probe power is –17 dBm and the span loss is 20 dB, high
enough to ensure stable gain peaking at around 1532 nm, that is far enough from
the WDM signal band (from 1542 nm to 1561 nm with 24, 100 GHz spaced
channels).

Note that, for a given EDFA structure and input power per channel, the span
loss must be optimized in order to ensure the best compromise between good
OSNR performances and lasing stability at around 1532 nm, under full WDM
channels add-drop operations.

Fig. 2: Transient behaviour at the last EDFA output induced by 23/24 WDM channels add-
drop at the first EDFA input.
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From Fig. 2 we can notice a maximum probe power overshoot ( PTOT) of

about 3.5 dB, which is very small if compared with the strong power transient
which would be expected in such a long EDFA chain without any gain control

Also note that after each loop transit time the lasing ligth, re-
circulating along the ring, clamps the gain with typical probe power transients
induced by the lasing relaxation oscillations. The clamping mechanism, provided
by the ASE light re-circulation, is only partially effective and the steady-state
probe power level remains about 2.5 dB above the steady-state condition with full
network load this is due to spectral hole burning and un-homogeneous
gain.

Fig. 3: Probe power excursion at the last EDFA output induced by 23/24 WDM channels
add and drop versus input signal power per channel.

We have also investigated the probe power transients by varying the input signal
power per channel.
Fig. 3 clearly shows that both maximum overshoot and steady-state power
difference grow with the input power per channel. This is due to the fact
that the more the lasing light is predominant, compared to the total signal power,
the more the clamping mechanism, provided by ASE light re-circulation, is
effective.
The probe output OSNR is greater than 24 dB (resolution bandwidth: 0.1 nm) and
its maximum OSNR variation, induced by polarization dependent effects, has been
measured to be less than about 0.7 dB. Also the probe relative intensity noise
(RIN) has been measured and compared with open and closed ring, at the same
OSNR value: no penalties have been observed due to RIN transfer from laser light
to signals.
However, in order to exclude all possible potential transmission penalties, related
to both probe power transients and noise transfer from lasing light to WDM
channels, we have performed BER measurment at 10 Gb/s.
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The probe signal has been externally modulated at 10 Gb/s (PRBS 223-1, NRZ
format) and BER measurments versus OSNR have been performed under WDM
channels add-drop operations.
Fig. 4 shows that no BER penalties have been observed with respect to back-to-
back conditions (receiver characterization by noise loading).

Fig. 3: BER versus OSNR with noise loading and with ASE light recirculation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented and experimentally demonstrated an effective gain
clamping technique, based on free ASE light re-circulation, in EDFA based WDM
ring networks for metro applications.

Experimental results confirm that a proper EDFA and network design ensure
robustness to add-drop operations and acceptable OSNR performances, without
any transmission penalty related to the presence of ASE light re-circulation.
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Abstract: A novel scheme for direct detection of DPSK signals using FBGs is proposed. It
alleviates the stability requirements of conventional one-bit-delay demodulators
and it is suitable for very high data-rates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Differential Phase-Shift Keying (DPSK) has been proposed as an attractive

alternative to On-Off Keying (OOK) in optical fibre communication systems
since it is robust to the nonlinear transmission impairments [1, 2]. Balanced
DPSK receivers using a one-bit-delay interferometer have been widely pro-
posed because of its higher receiver sensitivity [1–3] and can profit from the
advantage of integrated optics to realize stable and compact interferometers
and balanced detectors. However, there are some impairments present in one
bit- delay interferometers for balanced DPSK detection [3]: arising from am-
plitude imbalance, finite extinction ratio of the interferometer, phase imbal-
ance, delay-tobit rate mismatch, frequency offset and polarisation dependent
delay. Furthermore, the higher the data bit rate the more difficult it is to miti-
gate the aforementioned degradations.

We propose a novel DPSK receiver using Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs)
which alleviates the stabilisation drawbacks of one-bit-delay balanced DPSK
receivers. Two similar approaches have been proposed before [4, 5], but to the
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best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a correct recovery of the optical
DPSK signal is demonstrated.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

The phase shift keying modulation consists on encoding a binary data stream
as phase shifts in a signal [6]. For an optical wave, this can be represented with
the following expression:

where is the electrical field power (constant), is the electrical field central
frequency, are the binary symbols, is the electric pulse shape, is
the phase shift corresponding to each binary transition, usually and the
bit period. In particular, optical DPSK consists in encoding a logical change in
the bit stream, represented by the summation term in Eq. 1 by a phase shift of
the optical wave [6]. Hence, if we consider ideal rectangular pulses:

the instantaneous frequency of the electrical field is given by:

Hence, the phase shift can be also regarded as an instantaneous frequency shift,
so a data transition from 1 to 0 corresponds to an instantaneous down frequency
shift, while a 0 to 1 transition results in an instantaneous up frequency shift,
which is represented by the delta functions in Eq. 3. Therefore, all the informa-
tion from the original bit stream is encoded in these instantaneous frequency
shifts.

Based on this properties, we propose a novel receiver scheme to recover
data using direct detection and optical pre-filtering. The setup for the receiver
is shown in Fig. 1.

Thus, to detect properly the optical signals, two FBG cantered in the upper
(FBG+) and lower (FBG-) frequencies with respect to the central wavelength
can be placed as shown in Fig. 1. This splits the positive and negative frequency
shifts, which after direct detection are transformed in intensity peaks. After the
photodetectors some simple electronic components can be employed to convert
the detected transitions in the received pulses.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed DPSK receiver(PM: Phase modulator, PC:
Power Coupler, FBG: Fibre Bragg Grating).

3. SIMULATIONS

The receiver was simulated using available commercial software (VPItrans-
missionMaker), and the results are shown in Fig. 2, for a 10 Gbps bit stream.
The figure shows the intensity peaks corresponding to the transitions, detected
each time data symbols change from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 (dark line), and
how using a comparator and a low-pass filter, the bit stream is reconstructed
(light line). The simulations were carried out for data rates from 2.5 Gbps up
to 40 Gbps, and in all the cases we found good agreement between the theory
and the simulations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have experimentally implemented the set-up presented in Fig. 1, upto
point A, to test the theoretical analysis and simulations. Only a single branch
(one FBG and a single optical photodetector, followed by and oscilloscope)
was used, replacing the FBG conveniently to measure the positive and negative
frequency shifts respectively. We used a continuous wave tunable laser source
with an output optical power of -2 dBm. An external optical phase modulator
was driven by 10 Gb/s PRBS sequence. The bit sequence length was
with a mark probability for the logical “1” of 7/8, in order to obtain a small
number of logical “0” in the fixed pattern. The FBG had a reflectivity of 0.5
with a Full-Width Half Maximum of 6 GHz. The FBG was used in reflection,
as depicted in Fig. 1.

The results are plotted in Fig. 3. In both plots, the electrical transmitted
signal and the detected pulse edge transitions are shown, both for the negative
and positive frequency shifts, from the laser nominal frequency. From the
figure, there is a meaningful agreement between the experimental data and the
results from the simulations shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Simulation results intensity peaks at point A (dark line) of Fig. 1 and recovered bit
stream (light line) at point B of Fig. 1.

The scale of the oscilloscope is 50 mV/div and 1 ns/div. The upper trace of
each plot in Fig. 3 is the transmitted signals and the lower trace is the recovered
data at point A in the setup shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3-(a) shows the detected pulse
leading edges when the FBG is placed at frequencies lower than the optical
carrier, which is in good agreement with the theory and simulations. Fig. 3-(b)
shows the other case, with similar results and conclusions. Also, some ripples
are observed in the figures, which are attributed to the fact that each time the
spectrum is shifted some of the signal energy falls within the FBG side lobes,
and is detected by the photodiode. This can be alleviated by a proper design in
the pulse shaping electronics stage after detection, from A to B in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the results for the case when the FBG is aligned with the trans-
mitter wavelength. It can be seen that each time a logical “0” (a transition in the
upper trace) is transmitted, the detected power decreases due to the shift of the
spectrum. Thus, the receiver scheme of Fig. 1 can be simplified to use a single
FBG placed at the central wavelength at the expenses of receiver sensitivity, as
has been also reported by other authors [5].
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Figure 3. Transmitted electrical signal and measured pulse edge detection for (a) negative
(FBG-) and (b) positive (FBG+) frequency shifts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel receiver scheme for DPSK signals which allevi-
ates the impairments of stabilisation of the conventional one-bit-delay optical
interferometer. The receiver is based in optical separation, using a filter as
for example a fibre Bragg grating, of the lower and upper frequency of a op-
tical PSK signal, which detected independently, yielding intensity peaks after
the photodiodes at instants corresponding to the trailing and leading edges,
respectively, of the transmitted pulses. Although the FBG requires thermal sta-
bilisation, it is less complex than stabilisation of optical interferometers. In
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the interferometer configuration, increasing the bit rate is challenging, since
higher precision is needed in the delay line. Conversely, the proposed receiver
is advantageous in this sense, since it becomes simpler to realize for opera-
tion at high bit-rates, because the slopes of the FBGs can then be smoother,
and therefore easy to fabricate. Moreover, for optical interferometer DPSK
demodulators operating at high bit rates, stabilisation issues become stricter.
One aspect of concern of the proposed scheme is its efficiency in terms of de-
tected energy; however, as it can be seen in Fig. 3 the signal-to-noise ratio of
the detected signals is good enough for further signal processing. Techniques
to improve the performance of the proposed scheme are under study such as
pulse shaping and grating design.

Figure 4. Detected signal when the FBG is aligned with the transmitter wavelength.
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